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HARRIS 
I/;,,. ... Communications and 
~ lnformat1on Handling 

Meet the talented CAST* from PRO 

Automation In Measurement 

Our Computerized Automatic Systems Testers are fully integrated 
hardware/ software systems. They test everything well: 

o analog, o radio frequency, o digital systems, o sub-assemblies, 
o modules and D circuit boards. They also provide D Go/ No-go 
end to end testing , o fault diagnosis, o data processing and trend 
analysis. In short, they're born performers. 

Cost-effective performers. CAST systems are modulary designed 
to permit addition or deletion of individual stimulus or measuring units, 
according to your needs. Not only are they talented and 
economical , they're cooperative. They offer simplified D English 
language programming, D self check, D CRT or hard copy 
readout, D training and service. 

Meet our CAST in a free booklet. Write: PRD Electronics, Inc., 
CAST Applications Group, 1200 Prospect Ave., Westbury, N .Y. 11590. 
Or, better still , arrange an audition. Talk with one of our system 
specialists at (516) 334-7810. 

*Computerized Automatic Systems Tester 

Circle 900 on reader service card 
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from the HAMIL TON tradition of fine watchmaking ... 

Hamilton metal science 
... a new name for advanced technology of metals 

A new name for precision strip and foil 
Ultrathin foil to 0.000070". Precision strip 
and wire. In the size, quality, dimensional 
tolerance, surface finish you require . Abso
lutely to specifications. From specialty melt
ing through precision rolling, we deliver a 
wide range of precision products you can 
rely on . Tight production controls assure 
material integrity. 

More on 
metals processing? 

Circle No. 241 

Hamilton metal science 

You knew us as Hamilton Precision Metals. Now, know us as 
Hamilton Metal Science. A name that better reflects the 

scope of our business and our products. A new name that 
more clearly embodies our present and planned prod

ucts, processes and critical technologies. Our new 
triangular logo signifies our multifaceted operation: 

metals processing, parts fabrication, advanced 
products. The logo's delta symbol, meaning 
change, reflects our determination to be even 

more responsive to customer needs. The red 
growth bar describes the forward thrust of 

Hamilton-today and in the future. 

A new name for photoformed parts 
Photoforming responds to the expanding 
need for critical tolerance parts: everything 
from magnetic recording head laminations 
to TV tube and solar cell grids to high-speed 
printer tapes. This advanced chemical 
etching process assures low-cost parts within 
your strict design limitations. Dimensional 
stability and fast delivery is guaranteed. 

More A. Photoforming details? 

~' Circle No. 242 

Hamilton metal science 

,..,.. f 

Ji!!lll1!;,~ !'&> 

A new name for precision components 
Hamilton expertise is expanding swiftly in 
metals processing, parts manufacturing, 
magnetic material manufacturing and test
ing, and functional engineering to supply 
subassemblies, devices and finished compo
nents. Single-source, in-house solutions to 
components and device assembly problems 
lift many burdens from customers, result in 
cost savings and improved product quality. 

New literature! 

Circle No. 243 

Hamilton metal science 
a division of HMW Industries, Inc., P.O. Box 1707, Lancaster, Pa. 17604 
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Just push a button on the Pulser on 
the left, and let the Probe on the right 
automatically monitor the response 
downstream. 

How? HP's new 10526T Logic Pulser 
injects a single 300 nanosecond pulse 
anywhere in your TTL and DTL circuitry. 
Low nodes are momentarily forced high, 
high nodes automatically pulled low. 
There's no unsoldering or trace cutting. 
Just press the button and the pulse is 
there. $95. 

And HP's new 10525T Logic Probe 
checks the result. A single, unambiguous 
light at your fingertips tells you exactly 
what's going on. If no pulse is detected, 
something's wrong. 

Circle 2 on reader service card 

The Probe may be used to look for 
much more than just pulses. Highs, lows, 
bad levels, open circuits and pulse trains 
to SO MHz are faithfully displayed. Even 
single shot events as quick as l O nano
seconds are captured and stretched. And 
high impedance won't load even low 
power TTL, yet the Probe is fast enough 
to keep up with Schottky. $95. (We 
also have a high threshold level version, 
Model 105 25H, also $95.) 

For other applications, the HP 105 28A 
Logic Clip monitors all pins of DIP 
TTL/ DTL IC's simultaneously. Use the 
Clip with the Pulser - the Pulser injects 
clocks, transfers, shifts, etc. HP l 05 28A 
Clip, $125. 

All three troubleshooters team up as 
the SOlST Troubleshooters Kit for $285 
which gives you a 10% discount and a 
handy carrying case to boot. 

For more information on these and 
other IC Troubleshooters call your local 
HP field engineer or write Hewlett
Packard, l 501 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, 
California 94304; Europe: P.O. Box 85, 
CH-1217 Meyrin 2, Geneva, Switzerland; 
Japan: Yokogawa - Hewlett-Packard, 
1-59-1 , Yoyogi, Shibuya-Ku, Tokyo, 151. 

HEWLE,TT ~JipJ PACKARD 
- 02206 
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Highllghts 

Where the new offshore labor markets are, 69 
Malaysia and Portugal are already providing 
electronic-component manufacturers with 
low-cost labor. Hong Kong , an older off
shore labor source, is suffering from the ris
ing wages typical of economies with nearly 
full employment. 

The first IC-style transducer, 83 
Fabricating transducers in the form of hy
brid \Cs not only brings them into line with 
the other components of an electronic sys
tem-it radically simplifies calibration and 
testing . High accuracy becomes practical at 
low cost. 

Japanese EEs are bidding to be No. 1, 94 
The continued success of their electronic 
products has bred in Japanese EEs a self
confidence that now aims to originate, not 
imitate. They rely on a team approach to 
problems, but as team members work more 
interdependently than is usual in the West. 

Transferred-electron devices go commercial, 102 
Now that practical TE oscillators and ampli
fiers have arrived , they demand-and in this 
article get-an evaluation of their merits in 
relation to other microwave components. 

And in the next issue .. . 
Electronics ' nation-by-nation forecast of the 
European market ... optimizing a memory 
system with the 4-kilobit RAM. 

The cover 
Pressure gage is upstaged by National 
Semiconductor's i nteg rated-circuit ap
proach to transducer fabrication . 
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J apan is halfway around the world, 
but for Jerry Walker getting there 

to gather material for our annual 
Japanese market survey (seep. 9 1) 
was noth ing compared with the haz
ards of getting around Japan. 

Walker and our Tokyo bureau 
manager. Charles Cohen , vis ited 
dozens of companies and talked 
wi th scores of industry represe nta
tives both in Tokyo and other citi es. 
Cohen snapped the photo below in 
Tokyo as Walker talked with Sony 
Corp.'s senior managing director, 
Noboru Yoshii. 

It was on their way to Yokohama 
tha t the most dram atic of the travel 
haza rds struck. A typhoon hit with 
its hurricane-force winds a nd heavy 
rains as they drove from Tokyo to 
int erview executives at Nippon 
Electric Co.'s wireless communi
ca tions division. "The main prob
lem." Jerry reca ll s. "was tha t we 
were not the only ones crazy enough 
to be out in th e storm . The traffic 
congestion was horrendous." 

Another travel hazard occurred 1n 
Osaka on the way to interviews at 
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Publisher's letter 

Sharp Corp. Cohen and Walker 
took a tax i that turned out to be one 
running on liquid petro leum gas , 
which is less ex pensive th a n gaso
line but, a t least in this taxi , pro
duced a sickenin g exha ust odor. Th e 
taxi also had an exhaust leak that 
poured the fumes into the car. 

" It took us 3 minutes of choking 
and gagging before we could go into 
the intervi ew, which rea ll y scared 
the solicitous receptionist," Jerry re
ports. "I wished then that the J apa
nese had perfected th e electric car.' ' 

But offset ting the haza rds were 
some pleasant events. "For one, 
M atsushita raised the American fl ag 
at its corporate headquarters durin g 
our visi t, a touch of hospita lity typi
cal of the company. For anoth er, the 
trip back to the hotel from the 
Sharp visit was in one of the host 
company's fancy limousines. And it 
did not run on LPG." 
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4 filters in 1 
Model 3202 offers two independent low-pass or high-pass channels or 

single channel band-pass or band-reject from 20 Hz to 2 MHz. 

For only $795, Model 3202 provides the flexibility essential for 
complex frequency or time domain measurements. 

FUNCTIONS: Low-pass - direct coupled with low dri ft. 
High-pass - upper 3 dB at 10 MHz. Band-pass - continuously 
variable. Band- rejection - variable broad band or sharp null. 

TWO RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS: (1) Fourth-order 
Butterworth or (2) simple R-C (transient free). 

I .10K~ 
I .1K 

,..- ,11 
,,..--- .io 
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L :l 
loo HIGH 

• PASS 
,1K J 

•!OK 

ourPUT 
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ZERO-dB INSERTION LOSS: All-silicon amplifiers provide 
unity gain passband response. 24 dB per octave slopes per 
channel extend to at least 80 dB. 

90-dB DYNAMIC RANGE: Low hum and noise (less than 100 
microvolts) eliminate costly preamplifiers. 

For fast action, call the Wavemakers at: (617) 491-3211 
TWX: 710-320-6583, Krohn-Hite Corporation, 
580 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, Mass. 02139, U.S.A. 

ON 

~ 

LFLJKROHN-HITE nn CORPORA. TIC> N 

OV ER SEAS SALES OFFICES: AUSTRIA, Universal Elektronik Import; AUSTRALIA, Warburton Fra nki Limited; BELGIUM, C. N. Rood s.a.; DENMARK, SC Metric A/S ; ENGLAND, Allied Inter
national Limited; FINLAND, Into 0/Y; FRANCE, Radio Equipments Antares; GERMANY, Nucletron Vertriebs GMBH; HOLLAND, C._ N. Rood n.v. ; INOIA, Bali lnternatio_nal Agencies; ISRAEL, 
R. D. T. Electronics Engineering, Ltd.; ITALY, Sistrel s.p.a.; JAPAN, ShoshiR Shoji Kaisha, Ltd.; NEW ZEALAND, Warburton Frank1, Ltd .; SOUTH AFRICA, Protea Physica l; SPAIN, Rema Leo 
Haag, S.A.; SWEDEN, Teleinstrument; SWITZERLAND, Megex Zurich GMBH. 
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How to Buy a Goo~ Pi!wer Supply 
Wit~out Spen~in~ a Bun~le ... 

Take a long look at the Abbott line 
of over three thousand standard 
models w ith their prices listed. The 
unit shown above, for instance, is 
the Abbott Model R5S, a 60 Hz 
to DC converter which puts out 5 
volts of regulated DC at 0.15 amps 
and sells for only $83. Other power 
outputs from 2 to 240 watts are 
available with any output voltage 
from 5 volts to 3,650 volts, all listed 
as standard models in our catalog. 
These power supplies feature close 
regulation, short circuit protection, 
and the latest state of the art speci
fi cations for solid state modules. 

If you really want to save money in 
bu ying your power supply, why 
spend many hours writing a com
plicated sp ecifica tion ? And why 
order a special custom-built unit 
which will cost a bundle-and may 

bring a bundle of headaches. As 
soon as your power requirements 
are firmed up, check the Abbott 
Catalog or EEM (see below ) and 
you may be pleasantly surprised to 
find that Abbott already has stand
ard power supplies to meet your 
requirements - and the prices are 
listed. Merely phone, wire, or write 
to Abbott for an immediat e 
delivery quotation. Many units are 
carried in stock. 

Abbott manufactures a wide variety 
of different types of power supply 
modules including: 

60~ to DC, Regulated 
400t:\;t to DC, Regulated 
28 VDC to DC, Regulated 
28 voe to 400t:\;t, 1 ¢ or 3¢ 
24 voe to 60t=\::t-, 1 ¢ 

Pl e ase see ·pages 618 ta 632 of your 1971-72 EEM (ELECTRONIC ENGi NEERS MASTER Catalog) 
for complete information on Abbott modules . 

Send fo r our new 56 page FREE catalog. 

abbott transistor 
LABORATORIES , 
5200 W. Jefferson Blvd ./ Los Angeles 90016 
(213) 936-8185 Cable ABTLABS 

6 Circle 6 on reader service card 

NCORPORATED 
1224 Anderson Ave./Fort l ee, N.J. 07024 

(201) 224-6900 

Readers comment 

Pioneer people mover 

To the Editor: It is disconcerting to 
read your article on people movers 
[Electronics, Sept. 11, p.74 ], which 
omits credit to the pioneer in the 
field, Alden Self Transit Systems 
Corp., of Milford, Mass. 

It was Alden that foresaw the 
need, developed years ago the sys
tem on which the Morgantown proj
ect is based, and did the preliminary 
work leading to that project. Others 
entered the picture much later. Al
den, which has a major subcontract 
on the Morgantown project, also 
holds basic patents in the people
mover field. 

Sidney Hoffman 
Senior vice president 
Proctor, Cook & Co. 

Boston, Mass. 

Signal generator noise 

To the Editor: Your Electronics 
newsletter [Aug. 28 , p. 22] contains 
an item stating that Hewlett-Pack
ard is just announcing a new signal 
generator. It is emphasized that the 
noise feature of 140 decibels per 
hertz is an order of magnitude bet
ter than that of other solid-state sig
nal genera tors. 

Marconi Instruments' solid-state 
model 2012, which equals this per
formance, was introduced at the 
IEEE conference in 1970. Since that 
time, we have added to our line of 
low-noise signal generators with the 
models 2011, 2013, etc. 

Keith Elkins 
Manager 

Marconi Instruments 
Englewood, N. J. 

• We should have said that the H-P 
generator's noise figure is an order of 
magnitude better than that of other 
general-purpose so/id-state signal 
generators, since it spans the fre
quency range from 450 kilohertz to 
550 megahertz. The Marconi 2012 
provides more limited coverage (400 
MHz to 520 MHz), and it is specifi
cally intended for testing uhf!fm nar
row-band receivers. The other two 
Marconi instruments are also single
band units: the 2011 covers 130 to 
180 MHz, and the 2013 covers 800 to 
960 MHz. 
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THE GOOD, 
THE DENSE 

& 
THE SPEEDY. 

Whether you need a good, dense static 
shift register, a good, speedy dynamic 
shift register or a good title for a low
budget "spaghetti" western, we've got 
you covered. 

Good & Dense. 

512 BITS 

DATA INPUT 

Our new MM 4055/MM5055 family is a 
series of 512-bit silicon gate static shift 
registers featuring on-chip clock and 
recirculate logic, 2.2MHz maximum 
guaranteed operating frequency and 
TTL compatibility. 

The MM4055/ MM5055hasa128x 
4 configuration. The MM4056/ MM5056 
has 256 x 2. While the MM4057 I 
MM5057 is configured 512 x 1 in an 
8-pin mini-dip for extremely high 
board density. 

Good & Speedy. 

2048 BITS 
~--- DATA 

OUTPUT 

Our new silicon gate dynamic shift 
register, the MM4027 /MM5027, is 
something else. 6 MHz maximum 
guaranteed data rate. 2048x1 con
figuration.On-chip recirculate logic. 
8-pin mini-dip. 

If you prefer, we've also got a 
16-pin version (MM4025/MM5025) 
and a 10-pin version (MM4026/ 
MM5026), both configur~d 1024 x 2. 

We could go on and on. But suffice 
it to say, if you need some great shift 
registers, some great shift registers are 
what we've got. 

National Semiconductor Corporation, 
2900 Semiconductor Drive, 
Santa Clara, California 95051. 

Write us today. Better yet, call us 
at (408) 732-5000. 

NATIONAL 
Scousdale Ariz Moun1a1n View Gahl Sherman Oaks Cahl M1am1. Florlda Chicago 1thno1s lnd1anaDQhs Ind Lene•a Kansas 
(602)9458473 (415)961-4740 (213)7838272 {305) 446-8309 (312)6932660 (317)2555822 (8 16)3588102 

Burlington Mass Glen Burnie. Md Farmington M1Ch Englewood Cliffs NJ Syracuse NY Cleveland OhlO Beaverton. Oregon Dallas Tekas 
6171273 1350 (301)760-5220 (313)477-0400 (201)8714410 (315)4555858 (216)9615300 (503)643-544 5 (21 4)2336801 
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Sensor, Amplifier and AID Conversion 
in a single miniaturized unit. 
Airpax scores with the " all- in-one" Digital Output Transducer 
that gives you the drive you need for digital circuit ry. 

When used in proximity to gears or 
other ferrous discontinuities, the 
D.O.T. features: 

• TIL output independent of power
supply voltage (5 to 15V dcl and 
load impedance. 

• Output for up to 5TIL inputs. 
• Self-contained signal condit ioning. 
• Excellent noise immunity. 
• Interface circuitry not required. 
• Low.speed operation. 
• Operation up to 50,000 Hz. 
• Oil and mo isture resistant. 
• Reverse polarity protection on power 

supply. 
• Wide temperature range. 
• No mechan ical linkage requi red. 

AIRPAH· 
ELECTRONICS 

Applications: 
• Speed sens ing and control 
• Synchronizing 
• Counting 
• Position ing 
• Flowmetering 
• Timing 

Write for 
full specifications. 

CONTROLS DIVISION 
6801 W. Sunrise Blvd. 
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 33313 
Phone : (305) 587-1100 

Another in the Airpax full line of "active" and "passive" magnetic pickups. 

Circle 8 on reader service card 

40 years ago 
From the pages of Electronics, November 1932 

The coming of Dr. Albert Einstein 
to the United States to serve as a 
member of the Princeton College 
faculty will remind many electrical 
men here that the wizard of relativ
ity has a personal reputation in elec
tronics and electrical invention, 
quite independent of his mathemat
ical abstractions. His best-known 
electrical device before the Euro
pean public is undoubtedly the 
"Einstein piano," a musical instru
ment which employs the vibrations 
of piano strings to actuate micro
phones, the output of which can 
then be modified by electrical cir
cuits to produce a variety of instru
mental effects. 

By changing switch contacts, vari
ous familiar standard instruments 
can be reproduced, or the player 
may soar off into new Einsteinian 
harmonies, creating musical notes of 
timbres and qualities never before 
heard in nature. 

Electrical failure in radio and elec
tronic circuits is too often caused by 
mechanical failure. This is mainly 
due to wear, inadequate strength, 
and insecure bracing. 

Volume controls, rheostats, loud
speaker moving coils and cones, 
jacks, switches, and relay armatures 
and contacts are subject to mechani
cal wear when in use . 

Tube-socket contacts, brittle lock 
soldering lugs, and insecurely fas
tened wires, especially when sol
dered too cold, often cause electrical 
trouble by their mechanical weak
ness . Overrated resistors get too hot 
and often change their resistance or 
break, rendering the circuit Jess sen
sitive or inoperative. Frequently the 
fastening and bracing of heavy parts 
is inadequate. Too often the electri
cal designer overlooks these points. 

When is a radio set not a radio set? 
When it is mounted on an automo
bile, says Uncle Sam. For then, ac
cording to the obliging official inter
preters of the United States 
Treasury. a radio receiver is no 
longer such, in the eyes of the law, 
but becomes an " automobile acces
sory," taxable at 2 per cent instead 
of 5 per cent. 
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GENERAL. ELECTR.IC 

r\ \ 
I 

HlO SERIES 
COUPLERS 

H11 SERIES 
COUPLERS 

• 3 hermetically pack- • 6 models offer inter-
aged models offer changeability with 
choice of SSL-Photo- popular industry 
transistor, SSL-Photo- types 
darlington and SSL- • HllAl and HllBl 
light sensitive SCR offer 50% and 500% 

min current transfer 
ratios respectively 

OUR NO. 1 GOAL: 
TO MAKE 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
YOUR BEST BUY 

• 2,500V isolation 

H13 SERIES 
INTERRUPTER 
MODULES 

• 4 models offer "no 
contact" switching 
for use with shaft 
encoders, counters, 
position sensing, key
boards and limit 
switch application 

H15 SERIES 
COUPLERS 

• 4000V isolation 
• 4 low cost models for 

pulse transformer re
placement, SCR and 
TRIAC triggering 

• Solid State reliability 
at low cost 

AVAILABLE NOW FROM 
YOUR AUTHORIZED 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
DISTRIBUTOR 
Circle 9 on reader service card 



ationa S 118: 
omegoo news .. 
ome news. 
If you only have a few National 118's in stock, you're in luck! 

Send us one and we'll send you two of our AMD 118's. 
(Put one back in stock and put the other into test.) 

Two to a customer, please. We're excited, not crazy. 

Circle Bingo card # 204 
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The National 118 is a good product. 

0.2µs/DIV 

It's a high speed linear op amp 
that does magical things in A to D 
convertors, active filters, sample 
and hold circuits and wide band 
applications. 

It comes in three temperature 
grades with these super specs: 
Slew rate, 70 volts per micro
second! Input offset voltage, 2mV. 
Input bias current, 120nA. Offset 
current, 6nA. Voltage gain, 200K. 

It's internally compensated. If 
you want to add external compen
sation, you can double bandwidth 
and slew rate. 

It's a good product. 

But AMD's 118 is a great product. 

0.2µs/DIV 

Significantly better. It has all 
those specs and something more. 
It's more stable. Its phase margin 
is 35 ° with less than 2db over
shoot. And there's sooF 

no oscillation. 5k n 

>----+----<>---<> OUTPUT 

2k n ":' I 30pF n 

Both scope pictures were made using this 
voltage follower, slew rate test circuit. 

Did you know we're going to be the sixth largest integrated 
circuits company in the United States by 1975? Do you know how? 

One product at a time. 

~ 
Advanced Micro Devices 

(We're going to be #6) 
Distributed nationally by Hamilton/ Avnet and Cramer Electronics. Telephone 800-538-7904 toll free , or in California 408-732-2400, 

and ask for Shel Schumaker. In Los Angeles, Steve Zelencik or Russ Almand at 213-360-2102. In Mid-America, Chuck 
Keough at 312-297-4115. In the eastern United States, Steve Marks or Bill Seifert at 516-676-4500. In the Northern California area, 

Dave Haun at 415-967-7031 . 901 Thompson Place, Sunnyvale, California 94086 / TWX 910-339-9280/TLX 346306. 
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successfully manufactured in 
MOS before. Precise resistor 
networks so necessary for 
close harmonic control 
were a must, and a major 
'breakthrough was made in 
this area. Using series and/ or 
parallel combinations of 
single resistor geometry, 
matched and close tolerance 
networks, MOSTEK was able 
to meet HAMMOND'S 
i'equirements in significant 
fashion : the finished design 

put 34 networks on a single 
chip! Coupled with proven 
technology, th is unique 
technique has opened the 
doors to new solutions for 
other industries and a 
multitude of appl icat ions. 
What are the implications for 
your product? Call or drop 
us a line : we' re ready 
to go to work on 
your challenge! 

REGIONAL SALES OFFICES : 
Western : 11222 La Cienega Bldv .. 
I nglewood , Calif. 90304 (213) 649-2888: 
Eastern : 60 Turner Street, Wa ltham , Mass. 
02154 (617) 899-9107; Central: 8180 
Brecksville Rd , Brecksville. Ohio 44141 
(216) 526-6747. INTERNATIONAL: Europe : 
MOSTEK GmbH , 7 Stuttgart 80, 
Breitwiesenstrasse 19, West Germany 
(Telex-7255792 M K D) Japan : System 
Marketing Inc .. 4 Floor. Mimasu Bldg ., 
3-14-4 Uchikanda, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan 
(Telex-0222-5276 SMITOK) Far East : Imai 
Marketing Assoc .. Inc .. 525 W. Remington 
Dr. ;; 108. Sunnyvale, Calif . 94087 
(Telex-35-7453) Hong Kong : Astec 
Components Ltd ., Golden Crown Court. 
Flat "C" 5th Floor, 70 Nathan Rd .. 
Kowloom , Hong Kong (Telex-HX4899) 
Mid East : Racom Elect ron ic. 60 Pinkas St., 
Tel Aviv, Israel (Telex-33-808 RAGE L) 
Canada : Cantronics Inc., 4252 Braille Ace., 
Montreal, Quebec (TWX-610-421-3324) 

MOSTEK Corporation 
1215 West Crosby Road 
Carrollton . Texas 75006 
(214) 242-0444 

~ Copyright 1972 by 

MOSTEK Corporation 

Ci rcle 13 on reader servi ce card 
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COMPLETELY REVISED 
AND UPDATED! 

14 

WIRE-WOUND 
RESISTOR 

ENGINEERING 
HANDBOOK 

the industry's most exten
sive and most accurate 
compilation of engineering 
informat ion on wire-wound 
resistors 

PRECISION I HI-SPEED 
POWER/WIRE-WOUND 

RESISTORS 
including: established reli
ability resistors, beryllium 
oxide core power resistors 
... 22 special temperature 
coefficients from -50 PPM 
to + 6000 PPM . . . sub
miniature precision resis
tors . . . ladder and sum
ming networks. 

Write for your free copy today! 

CL 
ELECTRONICS, INC. 
700 South 21st Street 
Irvington, New Jersey 07111 

Circle 14 on reader serv ice card 

People 

Hart finds tight ship 

at TRW Components 

Many executives would like to be in 
the shoes of George J. Hart. He's 
just officially taken over as vice 
president and group executive of 
the Electronics Components divi
sion of TRW Inc., and the division he 
has headed de facto since June is a 
profitable business ; he's not ex
pected by his superiors to do a 
house-cleaning job. 

Until this promotion, Hart was 
vice president of the Cinch unit of 
TRW, where he worked 34 years. But 
he doesn't expect any big surprises: 
"The parts of TRW I now head serve 
much the same market as Cinch
my main concern is to continue the 
growth and profits." Under his wing 
are such diverse components oper
ations as TRW Semiconductors , 
Globe Motors, UTC Transformers, 
Cinch-Graphik and Cinch Connec
tors, Holyoke Wire and Cable, IRC 
Potentiometers and Resistors, TR w 
Capacitors, and TRW Automotive 
Electronics. But the company is al
ways looking for other opportunities 
through internal growth and acqui
sition. 

"The company expects to grow 
about 10% across the board next 
year," says Hart. "But we want to 
grow in a very controlled manner, 
using a rifle, not a shotgun, ap
proach. For example, our semicon
ductor operation is studying and 
working on integrated circuits-we 
even make SUHL [transistor-transis
tor logic] for the phone company
but we have no intention of pouring 
money in to go after Fairchild or 
Motorola." 

Hart does feel that the biggest op
portunities lie in development of 
markets the division already serves, 
observing that "we're very heavily 
involved in the computer business. 
We find our computer business im
proving, especially in a number of 
products we gambled on a few years 
ago." 

Anticipating close relations with 
other parts of the TR w organization, 
Hart points out, "We use the mar
keting arm of automotive divisions 
in talking to people about our au-

tomotive electronic products, and 
also have close ties with our systems 
people to take advantage of their 
technology and talent, as in com
pacting powders, their work in LSI, 
and in packages. They also look at 
trends for us." 

Hart finds overseas promising. 
"There are many opportunities off
shore, especially in Europe," he re
marks. "Because of antitrust prob
lems here, we expect to be more 
active in acquisitions in Europe 
than in the U.S." 

Litton 's EW team 

enlists " fastest human" 

Competition is still the name of Mel 
Patton's game, but as the new mar
keting vice president for Litton In
dustries' Amecom division outside 
of Washington, he is running a dif
ferent kind of race than he has in 
the past. He achieved fame in 1948 · 
at the University of Southern Cali
fornia, where he was tagged by 
sportswriters as "the world's fastest 
human" after running 100 yards in 
what was then a record-shattering 
9.3 seconds. That same year, the 24-
year-old Patton won two gold med
als for track performances at the 
Summer Olympic Games in Lon
don. And in 1949 he added two 
more world records while runnmg 
for USC. 

Now 48 and somewhat heavier, 

Patton: Sprinter runs Litton 's " spook shop. " 
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INTRODUCING 
THE EA 1502 BIPOLAR 
COMPATIBLE 1024-BIT RAM 

The EA 1502 is another new addition to the grow
ing line of N-Channel silicon gate products from 
EA. The EA 1502 accepts TTL inputs without ex
ternal level shifting and sinks 1.6 mA on the out
put. It has an access time of typically 130 nano
seconds and dissipates only 115 mW (typical). In 
fact, in a systems configuration the EA 1502 out
performs the so-called high performance versions 
of the 1103, with lower power, bipolar compatibil
ity, automatic refresh an~ low cost to boot! Oh 
yes, there's no address cycling requirements 
either. A single write pulse refreshes all data in
dependent of the state of the address and chip 
enable inputs. Place your order early, everyone 
else is. $27.50 in 100 quantities. 

To make it easier for you to evaluate our EA 1500 
series RAM's, we have an evaluation P.C. board 
available which contains all of the necessary inter
connections for building a 2K by 4 memory. Ask 
about it! 

electronic 
arrays, 
inc. 

501 ELLIS STREET 
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIFORNIA 94040 
(415) 964-4321 TWX: 910-379-6985 

Stocking distributors: Burstein-Applebee Company, 
Computer Components, 
Cramer. 

WE 
GOT'EM 

MORE FROM THE 
VERY SAME FOLKS 
WHO BROUGHT YOU 
N·CHANNEL 
SILICON GATE. 
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New tvpes 

I or indu~triat\ 
electromcs 
and IQr . ~~ \ 
exacJmo .• ~ ~ 
~~!~z~eme~~,11~ polyester capacitors < 

• Metallized polycarbo 
capacitors 

• Metallized 
polypropylene capacitors 

• Plastic film capacitors 
in special capacitance 
tolerances 

• Plastic film capacitors 
for A.C. and pulse duty 

• Miniature capacitors 

• Low voltage electrolytic 
capacitors · 

WIMA capacitors are quality 
components for electronic 
equipment. 

Please send for 
the latest 
technical catalogue. 

16 Circle 16 on reader service card 

MKB7 
1011F . 

1oov-s3V"' . 

WILHELM 
WESTERMANN 

Spezialfabrik 
tur Kondensatoren 
D-68 Mannheim 1 
Fed. Rep. of Germany 

Augusta-Anlage 56 
P.O. Box 2345 
Tel.: (621) 408012 
Telex : 4-62 237 
Cables: Wimakondensator 

People 

Melvin E. Patton is playing a more 
cerebral game as the man respon
sible for marketing the military elec
tronic surveillance systems, an
tennas , simulators, electronic 
proximity fuzes, and antisubmarine 
warfare hardware. This gear is de
veloped by the 700-man operation 
at College Park, Md., that one of his 
Litton colleagues dubs "the com
pany spook shop." And if milita~y 
spending patterns follow the classic 
pattern of reemphasizing requir~
ments in surveillance and communi
cations during periods when hot 
wars grow cold, then operations like 
Patton's at Amecom will be pushing 
hard to develop new business. 

Patton, a member of such honor
ary fraternities as Blue Key and 
Skull and Dagger while he gained 
his bachelor and master of science 
degrees at Southern Cal, now also 
belongs to the Association of the 
U.S. Army and the Association of 
Old Crows, the organization of 
Army electronic warfare specialists. 

Initially interested in teaching 
and coaching, Patton made the tran
sition to military electronics in 1959, 
when he discovered that the appeals 
of Wichita , Kans ., his first teaching 
assignment, weren't quite up_ to 
those he knew in Southern Califor
nia. ''The thought of spending three 
years there" quickly drove him back 
to the Pacific Coast and into the of
fices of Northrop Corp.'s N ortronics 
division. Later he joined Litton's 
Data Systems division as marketing 
manager for Marine Corps pro
gra ms, an assignment he left t_o 
serve as director of Sanders Associ
ates' Washington operations for 18 
months before returning to the Lit
ton fold with Amecom. 

Now the father of a married 
daughter and a son in college, Mel 
Patton exercises less strenuously 
than he did as a record-setting colle
gian. Week-end hikes around some 
300 acres in West Virginia that he 
acquired with a group of friends is 
among his strongest inter~sts . _Does 
he share the current American inter
est in jogging? "Lord, everybody 
asks me that," Patton groans, add
ing that the answer is "no.'' The rea
son: Running by yourself isn't the 
same as running in competition. 
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,,,tmEA/URemenT 
Mifi innovations from Hewlett-Packard 

HEWLETT II PACKARD MEASUREMENT NEWS 

DECEMBER edition 

A new standard in 
AM/FM generators 
HP's solid-state successor to the t ime-proven 
608 signal generato r. 

For more than 20 years, the HP 
608 series VHF signal generators 
have generally been recognized as 
the standard of the industry. Now, 
we introduce a solid-state VHF 
generator series with wider 
frequency coverage (450 kHz to 
550 MHz), increased modulation 
capability (FM as well as AM), 
better stability, and impressive 
spectral purity. 

The 8640 generators deliver low
noise signals that, until now, could 
be attained only with vacuum-tube 
generators. Non-harmonic and 
sub-harmonic outputs are down 
more than 100 dB and noise is less 
than -130 dB/ Hz at 20 kHz offset 
from the carrier. Extremely clean 

(continued on page 4) 
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Keyboard Products Marketing 
MS 12-33/DE 
Attleboro, Mass. 02703 
Name _____________________ Title ____________________ _ 

CompanY-----------------------------------------~ 
Address City State ip _______ _ 
Keyboard application: Pocket Calculator D Computer Terminal D Desk-top Calculator D 
Credit Card Verifier D Personal use D Other--------------------------
Application is new D or existing D Approximate annual usage nits 

Application requires: Basic lKS keyboard array D Complete 6KS keyboard assembly D 

Please send additional information on: 
TI optoelectronic displays D TI calculator integrated circuitry D 
Please have a TI Sales Engineer call D 

0 



Choose independent or 
tracking power outputs 

Two versatile lab supplies each 
house two identical SOW regulated 
power supplies. A convenient front 
pa nel switch lets you select either 
independent or tracking operation. 
In the tracking mode, the right 
supply tracks the left within 
0.2% ± 2 mV. Tracking mode is 
e specially useful for powering 
operational amplifiers, push-pull 
stages, deflection systems, or any 
application where plus and minus 
voltages must track with insignifi
cant error. The independent mode 
lets you operate the two supplies 
individually, in auto-parallel or in 
auto series. 

Each side of the dual supply can 
be operated as a constant voltage 
o r constant current source, and 
each has its own crowbar for 
overvoltage protection . In the 
tracking mode, an overvoltage 
condition in either supply trips 
both crowbars. 

Output ratings for the 6227B 
(each side) are 0-25 Vat 0-2 A; 
for the 6228B (each side) , 0-50 V 
at 0-1 A. Price: $495. 

1For specifications, check J on the 
HP Reply Card. 

HP 62278 dual-output power supply . 

I EWLETT II PACKAR D MEASUREMENT NEWS 

Three new solutions to your 
network analysis problems 

You don 't have to run diagnostics ; the HP 
ca lculator executes network analysis sel f
calibration programs to maintain system 
accuracy. 

What happens when you 
combine a network analyzer with 
a calculator? You get automatic 
testing of gain, phase and group 
delay. 

Designed primarily for the 
production line and R & D lab, 
HP's new 3040A, 3041A and 3042A 
network analyzers measure gain 
with 0.01 dB resolution, phase with 
0.01° resolution, and delay with 20 
choices of split frequencies (or an 
unlimited number under calculator 
control) . Point-by-point, swept and 
differential measurements can 
be made. 

The 3040A is a manual network 
analyzer with a frequency 
synthesizer as the source and a two
channel selective tracking detector. 
With the synthesizer as a stable, 
accurate frequency standard, all 
measurements are precise. Use 
the 3040A to characterize narrow
band devices with extremely 
high Q . 

The semi-automatic 3041A is 
controlled by a marked card 
programmer via the new ASCII 
interface bus. The card programmer 
adds limit testing capability. 
Simply mark the test on a card, 
then run it. 

The 3042A runs under control 
of an HP 9820 programmable 
calculator. An ideal manufacturing 
and research tool , this automatic 
network analyzer can be operated 
manually or programmed by 
magnetic cards. The ASCII bus 
simplifies programming and inter
facing. The calculator handles 
simple decision-making and 
performs high-level statistical 
manipulation of test data . 

Prices range from $6,900 to 
$22,900. 

For network analyzer information, 
check C on th e HP Reply Card. 



~9800. 
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Gee your hands on a Series 9800 Cal
culator System and you'll experience 
why ic's che shorcesc, simplesc pach. From 
che oucsec you're cercain to nocice four 
oucscanding feacures . 

The modular, plug- in architecture char 
lees you design your own keyboard. The 
choice of memories that lets you pick che 
capacity you need today-wich room to 
grow for tomorrow. The excensive line 
of Series 9800 Peripherals that lets you 
handle daca in che form besc for your 
operacion. And che instrument interface 
thac lets you plug in rest inscrumencs for 
real-time daca acquisicion. 

Bue one Series 9800 feacure really 
scands our. Conversation . Our calcula
tors "speak" English, German, French, 
Italian, Spanish - even Japanese. In 
complece words and sencences, and 
sciencific symbols. To solve a problem 
you sec up a dialogue with your 9800 
Calculator. Talk to ic chrough che key-



New two-channel recorder 
sets new standards for 
sensitivity and trace 

Any two-channel oscillographic 
recorder offers the versatility of 
plotting two events at once, but 
HP's new 7402A recorder lets you 
select and vary the sensitivity 
according to your requirements. 
A choice of three preamplifiers 
p lug into the mainframe for 
sensitivities of : 1µ v/ div. with 
d ifferential , floated and guarded 
input; 1 mv/ div. with differential, 
balanced to ground input; and 
20 mv/ div. with single-ended 
in put. 

Because the 50 mm chart width 
is 25% wider than other comparably 
pri ced recorders, the writing 
resolution is 25% better. After two 
months of continuous use, HP's 
new stainless steel pens with 
ca rbide tips had no measurable 
pen fatigue. 

Select chart speeds from 1 to 
125 mm/ sec. Frequency response is 
± 2% of full scale from de to 
40 Hz, and ri se time is 7.0 to 7.5 ms. 
A complete working system starts 
at $1740. 
To learn more about the new two
channe l recorder, check L on the 
HP Reply Card. 
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Preamplifier modules easily slip into the 
7402A recorder mainframe. 

HEW LETT' PA CKARD MEASUREMENT NEWS 

New automatic system delivers 
accurate RF signal analysis 

Knowing signa l power at critical 
frequencies is essential for com
munications system operato rs; for 
agencies that manage the radio 
spectrum; and for manufacturers 
who design, build and maintain 
RF systems. 

Now, HP's 8580B spectrum 
analyzer performs frequency
se lect ive signal strength measure
ments automatically, from RF 
through microwave. This new 
system measures signal character
istics in a congested environment 
to aid in spectrum management or 
in the control of communications 
systems. Th e 8580B also character
izes signal sources and frequency 
translators as well as I inear 
networks-which means you can 
test mixer, modulators, oscillators 
and receiver front-ends. 

Shown here test ing a UHF component, 
the HP 8580B serves as a cost-effective 
production test station . 

Wide frequency coverage, 10 kHz 
to 18 GHz, is automatic. Multiple 
inputs measure signa ls from several 
sources. Frequency accuracy is 
better than 3 parts in 107 at 18 GHz. 
The receiver can tune in increments 
as small as 5 Hz, with analyzing 
bandwidths as narrow as 10 Hz. 
Measurement range is + 30 to 
-130 dBm . 

Automatic operation, combined 
with an easy-to-use keyboard and 
control panel, means your operator 
won't require extensive training. 
Or let the system run unattended, 
with HP software doing the work . 

Prices start at $96,400. 

To learn more, check 0 on the HP 
Reply Card. 



-oearGabbY -------------
"They laughed when I sat 

down at the TTY. Until 
I started programming 
our New Automatic 
Test System!" 

----------- Oatatron's Girl Gabby 

puter. As you well know, programs 
are assembled into machine lan
guage while being generated, edit
ing is done on line, and new pro
grams can be generated while tests 
are underway. GABBY 

D EAR GABBY: I'm an ordinary 
test operator (blonde, beautiful 
and 36/23/36) and what I know 
about computer programming you 
could 'put on the head of a pin. 
Yesterday,our Datatron 4400 Auto
matic Test System was installed, 
and I spent this morning with 
your people learning how to pro
gram. After lunch they said: "Go 
ahead and run a test." A bunch of 
the guys in our department started 
laughing when I sat down at the 
Teletype. That is, until I started 
operating your beautiful tester. 
Believe me, I had the last laugh. 

22 

NOT A PROGRAMMER 

* * * D EAR GABBY: I'm mad. When 
our firm bought one of your IC 
testers I thought I'd get a two 
week trip to your plant to learn 
how to program the beast. That's 
what your competitors promised 
me. And I was looking forward to 
visiting Disneyland. BROKEN 

HEARTED TEST OPERATOR 

D EAR BROKEN: Sorry about 
that. But it's wise to beware of the 
tester manufacturer who insists on 
operators taking two or more 
weeks of intensive factory software 
training. Your company might 
have ended up with a program
mers' nightmare instead of a func
tioning system. And your IC tester 
might have turned into an IC-berg 

D 

with thousands of added dollars in 

EAR NOT: Your experience submerged software charges. 

is typical. Datatron's IC testers * * * GABBY 

are the easiest of all to program. 
We train operators in the morning 
and by afternoon they're running 
tests and writing new programs in 
simple English merely by respond
ing to questions from our com-

rea er service card Circle 22 on d . 

Send your questions - either 
straight or humorous - to Gabby. 
We'll mail a Flair pen for all re
ceived and pay $100 if we use 
qµestion in future ad. 

Meetings 

Int~rnational Conference on M 

~:~~,me~n~l~~7~~c MDaterials: :L~~ 
28-Dec. l. , enver, Nov. 

~ational Telecommunications Co 
erence: IEEE, Asrroworld H n

Dec. 4-6 . , ouston, 

International Electron D . 
Meeting· IEEE W . e v1 ce s W h. . , ashrngton Hilton 

as rngton, D .C., Dec. 4-6. , 

Annual Fall Conference· 
Sheraton -O ' Ha re Ch. . IEEE , 
4- 5. , icago , Dec. 

Fall Joint Com u AF CPS C .P ter Conference: 
h . ' onvention Center Ana 

etm, Caltf., Dec. 5-7. , -

Nuclear Science S . 
Deauville Miami B)~ma phosDmm: IEEE, ' c · ec. 6-8. 

USNC/URSI Meeting· URSI 
Williamsburg C D. , IEEE, 
and College of ';- l~~ence Center 
Williamsburg Va 0' taml2& Ma ry, , ., ec. - 15 

Business and E · NRMA qmpment Exposition: 
' ew York Hilto N 

York, Jan.7-lO. n, ew 

Aerospace Sciences Meetin . 
Shera ton-Park W h. g. AIAA, 
10- 12. , as rngton, Jan. 

International Solid State C . 
Conference· IEEE M . trcmts 
delphia, Feb. 14_ [ 6_ arnott, Phila-

Ae~ospace and Electronic S 
(Wmcon): IEEE Sb ystems 

Ph
·1 d ' eraton -U of Pa 
1 a elphia, Feb. l3- l5. · ·· 

IEEE International Conventi 
tercon): IEEE C [' on (lny k . . o iseum and ew 

or Hilton, March 26- 29. 

Southwestern IEEE C Exhibition (S . onference and 
w1eeeco)· IEEE H 

ton, Texas, April 4-6. . , ous-

lnternational S · Theo . ymposmm on Circuit 
ry. IEEE. Four Seasons Sh 

ton. Toronto, Canada, April 9- 1 ~-ra -
International Magnetics C f 
(lnterma )· . on erence 

g . · IEEE, W ashmgton H il 
ton. Washtngton, D.C., April 24-27.-
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J · , . . . · . . . comPonenr . 
The lowest noise yet 
for HF transistors 

The lowest guaranteed noise 
figure ever offered in a microwave 
transistor is here-and it's priced 
below all other low-noise transistors 
on the market. The new 35870 
series small signal NPN device 
boasts a guaranteed maximum noise 
f igure of 2.3 dB at 2 GHz and 3.3 dB 
at 4 GHz. Typical noise figures are 
lower, of course: 2.0 dB at 2 GHz 
and 3.0 dB at 4 GHz. 

The new transistor has plenty of 
gain, too : typically 14.8 dB at 2 GHz, 
9.6 dB at 4 GHz, and 6.4 dB at 
6 GHz (f max is 14 GHz). 

Price: only $90 each in 100+ 
quantities. 
For details, check D on the HP 
Reply Card. 

HP's new low-noise microwave transistors 
come in a rugged metal-ceramic package. 

New low-cost beam-lead 
Schottky diode 

High-level detection, _switching, 
gating, AI D conversions, sampling 
and wave shaping are only a few 
applications for HP's new beam
lead equivalent of our 5082-2800 
Schottky diode. 

With fast switching, this device is 
idea l for applications that require 
large numbers of high frequency 
d iodes or as replacements for 
P-N junction diodes. 

Breakdown voltage is 70 V; 
reverse leakage current, 200 nA; 
capacitance, 2 pF; and carrier 
ii fetime, 100 pico-seconds. At UHF 
frequencies, the diode has 95% 
rectification efficiency. Priced at 
99¢ in small quantities. 
To learn more, check F on the HP 
Reply Card. 

HEWLETT' PAC KARD MEASUREMENT NEWS 

New packaging protects 
PIN diodes 

Three new 100 MHz to 12 GHz 
PIN diodes are available in 
hermetically-sealed stripline 
packages which pass MIL specs for 
a variety of environmental tests. 
The 5082-3140 device is for general 
applications from VHF through 
X band. Model 5082-3170 has 
similar characteristics but is reverse 
polarity. Both handle 30 W of 
power; dissipation is 2.5 W. 

The fast-switching 5082-3141 
device is also useful where low bias 
current is needed for maximum 
attenuation. Switching time is 5 ns. 
Power handling ability is 13 W; 
dissipation is 1 W. Isolation is 
> 20 dB for all three devices. 

Prices : $25 each in quantities of 
1-9, and $21.50 each for 10-99. 
Delivery is from stock. 
For hermetic diode details, check 
G on the HP Reply Card. 

The HP 5082-3140 hermetic stripline diode. 

New microwave stripline 
Schottky diodes 

• • 
These low-noise stripline diodes are only 
0.1 inch (2 .5 mm) in diameter. 

For economically-priced 
microwave mixer Schottky diodes, 
consider four new low-noise 
devices from HP. In the 1-4 GHz 
range, the 5082-2213 diode has a 
maximum noise figure of 6.0 dB 
and a VSWR of 15:1. The lower
priced 5082-2215 model has a typical 
NF of 6.5 dB and a maximum VSWR 
of 2:1. 

From 4 to 12 GHz, the 5082-2217 
diode has a maximum NF of 6.5 dB 
and a VSWR of 1.5:1. The lower
priced 5082-2219 series has a typical 
NF of 7.0 dB with a VSWR of 2:1. 

Uniformity of RF characteristics 
is assured so that you can replace 
these components in the field 
without circuit adjustment. Typical 
applications include telecommuni
cations receivers, microwave 
synthesizers, ECM and radar 
front ends. 

In quantities of 1 to 9, the 5082-
2213 costs $8.25 each; 5082-2215, 
$6.00; 5082-2217, $12.50; and 
5082-2219, $9.00. 
For more information, check E on 
the HP Reply Card. 







We pack more performance 
into less space 

and save you up to 50c on your dollar. 
Amphenol's new 303 Series MINlform coaxial switch 
line is the answer to today's biggest component 
problem: Getting higher performance, using less 
space at the lowest possible cost. 

High performance we have. From 0 to 1.0 GHz, 
the MINlform switches handle up to 150 watts CW, 
maintain maximum VSWR of only 1.1:1, 80 dB mini
mum crosstalk attenuation and 0.1 dB insertion 
loss. Maximum VSWR over the 1.1through3.0 GHz 
range is only 1.2:1 with power handling capabilities 
up to 70 watts CW. 

26 Circ le 26 on reader service card 

True to their name, MINlform switches weigh 
only 1.2 ounces and occupy less than 1/2 cubic 
inch of precious space. 

Three popular termination styles are available: 
SMA connectors, Amphenol SUB-Minax 27 Series 
connectors and pc contacts for solder or solderless 
wrap terminations. 

To find out more about MINlform and how it can 
cut your switch costs in half, write to Amphenol 
RF Division, Bunker Ramo Corporation, 33 East 
Franklin Street, Danbury, Connecticut 06810. 
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W. invented the basic switch. So it's no 
wonder we offer more of them than anyone 
else in the world. 

THE WA VE OF THE FUTURE. 
The SV is our newest basic. It uses a revo-
1 utionary spring concept to provide reli
ability unique to a miniature snap-action 
switch. 

BACK TO THE BASICS. 
When space and weight are critical, a snap
action subminiature such as the SM (up to 
10 amps AC ) or the smaller lSX (up to 7 
amps AC) more than likely will be perfect. 
When cost is also critical, the small, versa
tile V3 (up to 15 amps AC) is ideal. 

For maximum dependability and repeat
ability, there are our thousands of standard
size switches. The BZ and BA are among 
the most popular (up to 20 amps AC). 

DOWN TO THE SPECIFICS. 
For special situations , we have special 
basics. The DT (DIDT) and the HT, a high
temperature basic, (up to + 1000° F) are 
good examples. SE.; and XE are small 

b 
e swikhes offering environ-

as~c Is -mental protection (MIL
i~ e S-8805 ). While HM and 

HS off er true hermetic 
sealing (MIL-S-8805). 

Actually, these are only a few members of 
our basic family . To meet the rest, contact 
your MICRO SWITCH Branch Office or 
Authorized Distributor (Yellow Pages, 
" Switches , Electric") . Or write for our 
complete literature. 

MICRO SWITCH makes your ideas work. 

MICRO SWITCH 
FREEPORT , I LL I N OIS 6 1032 

A DIVI S ION OF HO N E Y WELL 
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Roadside radio 

getting popular 

White House and 

Congress slow 

education R&D 

Addenda 

Electronics newsletter ___ _ 

~ignetics , National Semiconductor, and Texas Instruments as a sup
plier of the new ECL family. 

But the Fairchild parts will not be exact copies of the Motorola cir
cuits. The Motorola devices, as well as those from Signetics and Na
tional , are uncompensated ; the Fairchild parts will be voltage-compen
sated, making them similar to the TI devices. R ecent additions to 
Fairchild's proprietary 9,500 line of ECL components, which is both 
voltage and temperature compensated, had 10,000-series pinouts, and 
it is believed that the temperature-compensation feature could easily 
be eliminated by a metal-mask option. Thus, no circuit redesign ap
peared to be necessary for the new I 0,000 parts. 

An experimental a-m radio service to give traffic and parking reports to 
motorists at Los Angeles International Airport on their car radios may 
signal the beginning of a small boom in such limited-range systems. 
The so-called roadside radios have been used in wildlife parks; the De
partment of Transportation has considered them to give directions at 
complex highway intersections. Now, an FCC spokesman says that a 
number of license requests have been filed, and some have been granted. 

The Los Angeles system operates at 530 kilohertz and blankets the 
airport by means of a 15,200-foot cable system that parallels the main 
roads. A 10-watt transmitter feeds the network. The installation was by 
RTV International Inc. of New York on a $130,000 contract. 

Prospects for Federal funding of research and development in elec
tronic educational technology appear dim, at best, as both the adminis
tration and Congress appear to be against it. As a forerunner to his 
newly announced " no-fat" administration, President Nixon has twice 
vetoed the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare budget con
taining some $30 million in educational R&D funds. And Congress, 
which doubts the utility of teaching machines, is unlikely to pass an 
education-technology bill in the new session. 

NRMEC has deve loped a pocket calculator wi th an ambient-light liq
"uid-crystal display; it's tooling up to manufacture the unit for market 
next year. The passive LCD display permits 30 hours of battery life, up to 
10 times that of LED units. Also, World Book is in the NRMEC fold as a 
customer for complete desk calculators, joining Sears and Rapid D ata, 
and replacing Logic Data, which canceled its order. World Book will 
sell the $99.95 unit by direct mail. NRM EC also will provide chips for 
the Bowmar calculators . ... F ai rchild has received an order from 
Delco Electronics to supply a hybrid electronic ignition system for Gen
eral Motors. The system will become sta ndard in a ll GM cars by 1975. 
Cars a t the top of the Pontiac line have offered electronic ignition as an 
option for several years .... Standard Microsystems Corp., H aup
pauge, N.Y., says prototypes of an n-cha nnel; 4,096-bit RAM chip will 
be available in January . ... Varian Associates has introduced its Mul
tipoint Distribution Sys tem, a limited-access instituti onal service to 
provide omnidirectional microwave broadcasting. The forecast is for 
150 systems by 1976, with revenues of $300 million and an equipment 
market of $27 million. · 
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Fluke problem solvers 

A new AC calibration system 
with wide range, superb stability, 
high accuracy and complete 
programmability. 
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You've got the kind of an organization 
that demands instant, high-impact, full 

1
• spectrum visual communication. 

a 

c 

We've got Digivue. 
Communicate. That's the watchword for the 
Seventies. And that's just what Digivue® 
Display/Memory units do-with impact, 
immediacy and memorability. 

Digivue Display/Memory units deliver 
computer-generated alphanumeric or graphic 
information at microsecond speeds. And a 
Digivue Display/Memory unit is a digital 
plasma display device-the space age display 
system that 's a technological giant step 
beyond the cathode ray tube . 

Inherent memory, selective write/erase, 
drift-free images, rear-projection capability, 
design adaptability, hard copy printout 
potential-that's Digivue. 

Digivue Display/Memory units are now 
available in three different sizes: A 256 x 80 
addressable line panel at a resolution of 33 
lines per inch ; a 256 x 512 addressable line 
panel at a resolution of 50 lines per inch; and 
a 512 x 512 addressable line panel at a 
resolution of 60 lines per inch that offers an 
active display area for up to 4,000 characters . 

If you need fast , multi-purpose visual 
communication with impact-in a business, 
school, hospital, transportation center-we 've 
got what you need. Digivue Display/Memory 
units. 

Call or write: Jon Klotz, Marketing Manager 
Electro/Optical Display 
Business Operations C, 
Owens-Illinois, Inc., I 
P.O. Box 1035, Toledo, Ohio 43601 
(419) 242-6543. 

Communication with Digivue units begins at a 
data processing center like the one pictured on 
the opposite page, wh ere computer-generated 
information is directly addressed to Digivue units 
at various locations. 
a / A Digivue unit in a shipping department relays 
the day's orders by catalog number, type, quantity 
and method of shipment. Dig ivue's inherent 
memory allows instant retrieval of this information 
without refresh requirements at any time. 
b / A Digivue unit on the desk of a financial vice 
president transmits a twelve-month cost proiection. 
Terminal manufacturers note: Digivue's slim panel 
depth allows fo r high-styled consoles and 
attractive, unobtrusive placement in an almost 
limitless variety of situations and locations. 
c/ Digivue units help a sales training class with 
assembly techniques tor a new product line. 
Because Digivue panels are transparent, rear
proiected graphics in every color of the rainbow 
deliver high-impact visuals no CRT system can 
even come close to. 
di With the help of a Digivue unit, a busy 
executive secretary prepares information /or an 
important meeting-utilizing a combination of 
rear-projected graphics and computer
generated alphanumerics. 

Owens-Illinois 
Circle 33 on reader service card 

Digivue is a registered trademark of 
Owens-ll l inios , Inc. 
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nounced by Fair child Semicon
ductor almost two years ago. Al
ready a mature technology for 
random-access memories, passive 
isolation is now being applied to 
read-only memories-programable 
ones at that. 

Harris Semiconductor, Mel
bourne, Fla., is first to do it with a 
new 2,048-bit PROM that permits 
twice as many bits on a chip no big
ger than the one used in Harris' 
1,024-bit PROM built by a standard 
technique. This leads to significant 
savings in system package count, 
board space, and power needs. 

Pepe Pietra, a Harris spokesman, 
points out that the isolation tech
nique, called Polyplanar because it's 
essentially a notch backfilled with 
polysilicon, can't show its greatest 
potential with PROMS, since a good 
portion of that device is passive to 
begin with. Space is saved princi
pally in the decoding and output pe
ripheral circuitry and not in the 
memory array itself. In fact, to get 
the 2-kilobit density meant tight
ening fabricating rules in the array, 
as well as using Polyplanar in the 
periphery. 

Harris will make optimum use of 
Polyplanar in soon-to-be-an
nounced I-kilobit bipolar and 256-
bit C-MOS RAMs, as well as a host of 
linear products. Harris designers 
feel that their process, which is simi
lar to the Motorola VIP technique, 
has the advantage of simple metal
ization, because it's planar; unlike 
other air-notch isolation techniques, 
it does not require metal lines to tra
verse valleys. Another advantage is 
Polyplanar's ability to function with 
conventional epitaxial thicknesses 
(say, 5 to 6 micrometers) instead of 
the very thin epi layers that appear 
to be required by most oxide-isola
tion techniques. 

The new Harris PROM has con
ventional Nichrome fusible links for 
programing; a IO-millisecond pulse 
is required to open the link. The 
part, which comes in a 16-pin pack
age, will fit the same sockets as most 
of today's I-kilobit PROMS by con
verting one of the existing chip-se
lect pins to address the 2,048-bit 
product. Organized as 512 words of 
four bits each, the Harris unit is 
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available with either three-state or 
open-collector outputs. D 

Industrial electronics 

ICs help control 
diesel locomotive 

The latest market to be cracked by 
integrated circuitry may well be the 
toughest commercial environment 
in existence: diesel railroad locomo
tives. The product is a solid-state 
control system. 

The new IC " transition pro
gramer" replaces the 100 relays that 
control the switching between vari
ous drive motors, the constant-speed 
de generator, and other parts of the 
drive system. But the big problem is 
the horrendous electrical and physi
cal environment. A typical locomo
tive generates and consumes 1 mil
lion to 2 million watts, say, 1,000 
amperes at 1,000 volts. Switching 
this power among the inductive 
components generates spikes of up 
to 20,000 volts. 

"You wouldn't believe the EMI!" 
says Robert R. Shepard, manager of 
railroad products at Genisco Tech
nology Corp., developer of the sys
tem. In addition to the electrical 
problems, locomotives, covered by 
grime and oil, operate in tempera
tures that range from - 40° F to 
deserts where the electronics will 
reach 160° F. Parts of the system are 
subjected to greater shocks than the 

products Genisco builds for space. 
Nevertheless, the units have come 
through three-year field trials on 
Union Pacific locomotives, and will 
go into production in January. 

In developing the systems, Shep
ard discovered that the railroaders 
didn't really know what they 
needed. Switching transitions 
(equivalent to gear shifting) were 
controlled by sensing voltage and 
current, but he found that the 
switching should occur at certain 
speeds that weren't directly related 
to the power. So Genisco developed 
a tachometer sensor coupled to the 
drive wheel. The most rugged part 
of the system, it is encased in a 40-
pound steel casting. 

Stopping. Transitions also occur 
in braking : going downhill, the 
drive motors turn into generators, 
and their output energy is dissipated 
in resistors to effect dynamic brak
ing. The six resistors are typically 
0.84 ohm, quite a load for 1,000 v. 

The unit uses about 80 series 5400 
military-grade ICs, carefully isolated 
from the 74-V control power of the 
locomotive and from controlled re
lays. It's not a plug-in replacement 
for the relays, but Shepard says that 
the salvage cost of the relays is more 
than the $1,500 price of his system. 
After installation, the unit can be 
serviced rapidly because of its self
test facility , fault detection, and 
modular construction. 

Shepard says that Genisco is still 
alone in the field, and he is optimis
tic about cracking what was a huge 
new industry. "There are about 

All the live-long day. I Cs have been introduced to the violent environment of the diesel lo
comotive in a " transition programer." 
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Dielectric isolation 

used in power ICs 

National using 

Planox for 

p-channel part 

New engineer jobs 

opening in CATV 

Printed-circu it 

TWTs promise 

cost cuts 
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Dielectric isolation, the IC technique that was used only recently to 
build the first commercial C-MOS logic devices, is now making its way 
into the world of power ICs. In fact, the developers at RCA's Solid State 
Technology Center in Somerville, N.J., have worked out a unique way 
of dielectrically isolating silicon wafers by inserting a silicon-dioxide 
layer between them and then forming the various circuit elements by 
diffusion. The technique already has been used to build a power chip 
consisting of three transistors and six resistors. And the transistors' 
base voltages, V cBo , of 450 to 500-v are far in excess of anything attain
able by conventional monolithic junction-isolation techniques. 

In contrast to the problems encountered building power ICs by con
ventional methods, RCA's dielectrically isolated devices achieve high 
reliability by using silicon-nitride layers over the junctions. Field elec
trodes, which are kept at collector potential, are then used to prevent 
surface-ion buildup, as well as to prevent induced channels from oc
curring beneath the interconnections, a condition that could cause re
duced voltage capability. The silicon-nitride overcoat also prevents the 
migration of ionic contaminants into the passivating film, preventing 
another cause of device failure in power chips. 

National Semiconductor has joined the short list of manufacturers of
fering parts made with the Planox process, a technique designed to in
crease the density and speed of MOS devices and developed in Italy at 
Societa Generale Semiconduttori [Electronics , Dec. 20, 1971 , p. 44] . In 
this country, Standard Microsystems of Hauppauge, N.Y., also makes 
the devices. 

In production at National is a 2,048-bit p-channel shift register that 
operates at 6 megahertz, faster than the 2 to 4 MHz common with stan
dard p-channel construction. However, a typical n-channel device built 
with N ational's Planox would have speeds around 100 nanoseconds; 
standard n-channel would be in the 150-ns range. 

A Department of Commerce report released late last month has pre
dicted a need for from 35,000 to 62,000 new technical and engineering 
personnel in the cable television industry within the next five years. Ac
cording to a survey of cable operators, CATV construction firms, and 
cable equipment manufacturers, there are now 2,000 unfilled technical 
and engineering positions in this industry. The study concludes that, 
though these are ballpark estimates, there is clear need for the Govern
ment to initiate training programs to bring technical people into CATV. 

A radically new approach to traveling-wave-tube design- the use of 
printed-circuit technology-could lead to impressive cost reductions. 
Allen W. Scott, manager of advanced development at Varian Associ
ates' TWT division, predicts that eventually production units made by 
printed-circuit technology will sell for under $100, less then one-fifth the 
cost of conventional tubes with the same performance. Applications 
range from phased-array radars to microwave relay transmitters. 

All tube elements, including the beam-forming electrodes, the mi-
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paying last month's bills out of cur
rent receipts. And in the highly sea
sonal hi gh-fidelity industry, this fast 
became an impossible situation. Fi
nally, on Friday, Oct. 13 , Scott sim
ply shut down when it couldn't meet 
its payrolls. Now, after several abor
tive negotiating sessions with East
ern over purchase of the company, 
Scott has found itself forced to de
clare bankruptcy. 

What happens now? Some credit
ors look toward buyers who have 
been in the wings for some time, 

Manufacturing 

said to include Fairchild, GTE Syl
vania, and several Japanese firms . 
The Japanese may bid highest in or
der to acquire manufacturing facil
ities on U.S. soil , something that 
would give them a tariff advantage 
over competition still forced to man
ufacture · in Japan. Sony manage
ment already is on record as hoping 
to switch to Sony-owned U.S. pro
duction facilities within the next few 
years. And Pioneer, another Japa
nese firm, is also said to be inter
ested in Scott D 

Etching done with beam of ions 
called cleaner, more accurate 

In manufacturing !Cs, whether mo
nolithic or thin-film, cumbersome 
wet-chemical solutions are generally 
used to etch out desired circuit pat
terns. But they present difficulties. 
For one, a variety of chemicals must 
be kept on hand to etch different 
materials. Then, too, chemical un
dercutting of areas that a re not to be 
etched often limits the depth of 
etch. What's more, new pollution 
laws are making it increasingly diffi
cult to dispose of processed chem
icals simply by flu shing them down 
the drain. 

But now Veeco Instruments Inc., 
a Plainview, N.Y., manufacturer of 
vacuum equipment and mass spec
trometers , has a system-called Mi
croetch- that applies a relatively 
low-energy beam of ions to metals, 
semiconductors, and insulators, to 
etch, mill , and surface-clean them. 
" It's a brand new technique," says 
Edward H. Braun, director of mar
keting at Veeco, which is selling the 
sys tem under license from France's 
Thomson-CSF. 

The etching sys tem's "solution" is 
actually a beam of argon ions gener
ated in a vacuum chamber. The 
beam, at a relatively low energy 
level ranging between 500 and 2,000 
volts, is passed through a set of opti
cally aligned grids that form it into a 
3-inch diameter. Then the beam 
continues into the cooler work sec-
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tion of the chamber, where it is fo
cused on the material. 

A "neutralizing" filament, past 
which the beam travels, can contrib
ute a smaU cloud of electrons to the 
ions. This cloud ensures that the 
beam is no lon ge r positively 
charged when it hits the target, 
Braun explains, so that it can be 
used on semiconducting and insu
lating materials such as silicon, gal
lium arsenide, and quartz. " If the 
beam remained positive, charges 
would coUect on the material, repel 
subsequent ions, and bring the etch
ing process to a halt," Braun says. 

Narrower. With the beam, line 
widths are limited solely by mask
making technology and can be et
ched down to 0.2 micrometer, ac
cording to Braun. This is almost an 
order of magnitude smaller than is 
possible chemically. And there is 
none of the undercutting and sub
sequent structural distortions associ
ated with chemical means, he points 
out. " And the etch depth is indepen
dent of either its width or the mate
rial itself," he says. Some typical 
etch r ates are : 130 angst
roms/ minute for alumina, 360 for 
silicon, 420 for silicon dioxide, 2,500 
for gallium arsenide, and 3,000 for 
silver. 

In cleaning the surface of, for ex
ample, semiconductor material in 
preparation for scanning electron 

microscopy, the risk of distorting the 
crystal structure with Microetch is 
less than if conventional sputter 
etching were used, Braun says. This 
is because as much as an order of 
magnitude less energy need be used. 
In addition, the vacuum of 10- torr 
is one or two orders of magnitude 
lower, so there's less danger of 
bombarding the material with un
desirable entrapped gases. 

So far, Veeco has delivered eight 
systems to " R&D labs and pilot pro
duction facilities ," Braun says. Op
tics and power supply cost about 
$20 ,000; with the V3:cuum system, 
the price is about $35 ,000 . 

A rotary table in the unit can in
dex 20 wafers, but Veeco is working 
on a substrate handler suitable for 
the production line. The company 
has also set up a special lab where 
customers can try out their own ap
plications. "The system is so new," 
says Braun, "we're still trying to find 
out all that it can do." D 

Packaging 

Leadless plug-ins 
gaining ground 

System and device designers have, 
for a number of reasons, been slow 
to commit themselves to solderless 
plug-in and leadless IC packages 
and sockets. But interest in the tech
nique is beginning to heat up as it 
becomes increasingly clear that this 
path reduces fabrication costs and 
enhances maintainability. 

As evidence of this, representa
tives of major computer makers will 
gather in New York on Nov. 29-at 
a meeting of the IEEE Computer 

Facing up. This is Burndy's face mount 
leadless IC package. 
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an 
SK mini with ~ 

cassette and software 
for$3.9SO* 

An operating system-including the GRl-99, 8K word 
computer; the GRISETTE II , a full duplex read-write 

cassette system ; interface and software. 

Now, with the GRISETTE II cassette system as a 
low-cost peripheral for the GRl-99 computer, a truly 

economical cassette-base operating system is a reality. 

The unique GRISETTE II cassette system is the logical , 
low-cost, high-performance replacement for paper tape. 

It is simple, uncomplicated and provides up to one 
million characters on a single cassette. Coupled with 

a keyboard entry device, source programs can be 
edited , assembled, modified and re-assembled . 

GRISETTE II can be used to load object programs as 
well as diagnostics. Data can be recorded or entered 

conveniently and efficiently. With an optional Auto 
Loader, programs can be loaded and started automatic

ally, activated by a single computer console switch. 

*OEM quantity price 
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The GRl-99 computer is a Direct Function 
Processor utilizing our original Universal Bus 
System. It is unequalled for ease of 
programming and exhibits unusually simple 
operating characteristics. Software 
development costs are the lowest in the 
industry. Debugging of software and hardware 
are also big dollar savers. 

The results: You get your total system 
operating faster at lower cost. With GRI 
equipment you save when you buy . . . 
you save when you use it. 

Write GRI Computer Corporation 
320 Needham Street, Newton, Ma. 02164 
Phone : (617) 969-0800. Cable: GRICOMP 

Go ahead and match. • 
GRI Computer 
CORPORATION 
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Society packaging committee- to lis
ten to du Pont, Burntly, AMP, and 
Texas Instruments explain the vir
tues of leadless packaging, including 
details on the three types of pack
ages-edge-mount, dual in-line face
contact, and dual in-line side-con
tact. 

Each of the types has its propo
nents. Edge-mount, which is similar 
to mounting a printed-circuit board 
in a pc connector, was pioneered by 
Texas Instruments. Says Tl's Max
well Peel, chief design engineer for 
connector products, "Since the 
package mounts on the edge, the 
density of packing on a mother
board exceeds the two dual in-line 
techniques." But on the minus side, 
the profile is high and the reliability 
of edge connectors historically has 
been questionable. Still , SCM 
Marchant and Hammond Organ 
have designed them into products 
and say they are satisfied [Electron
ics, Sept. 13, 1971, p. 106]. 

The face-contact DIP has a sub
strate with face metalization and a 
receptacle with mating contacts. 
Amphenol uses gold contacts, but 
polished tin also is available. Lee 
Eichenseer of t~e Amphenol Indus
trial division, says: "our leadless 
connector is end-for-end and side
by-side stackable. This ensures max
imum use of the available pc-board 
real estate." 

Burndy is marketing a version 
with tin-plated contacts that em-
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ploys high-pressure to make it gas
tight. Mike Lazar of Burntly says 
face contact has an advantage over 
the side-metalized contacts because 
the manufacturer does not have to 
metalize the sides of the package. 

The dual in-line edge-connect is 
wed to the outside world via metal
ized pads along the edge of the 
package. Ron Boyer of AMP points 
out that this technique permits 
larger die cavities-300 mils square, 
compared with 210 mils square for 
the face-contact package. Also, the 
substrates tend to be thicker, and 
thus more rigid than the face
mount, face-contact substrate. 

Significantly, the military is 
adopting a wait-and-see attitude. 
Joseph Brauer of the Rome Air De
velopment Center says, "Our expe
rience with the edge-board connec
tor, in regard to both the copper
gold interface and marginal contact 
pressures, causes us to be somewhat 
skeptical of plug-in res." Brauer is 
chief of solid-state applications in 
the Reliability branch. O 

Memories 

AMS unveils 7001 

with T oko deal 

When Advanced Memory Systems 
of Sunnyvale, Calif., said that its 

On edge. AMP's dual in-l ine edge connect 
joins outside world via metalized pads. 

new l ,024-bit n-channel memory 
would be on the market in the first 
quarter of 1973, it was only telling 
part of the story. Introduction of the 
part also will signal an increased 
emphasis by AMS on sales to origi
nal-equipment manufacturers and, 
equally significant, the start of an 
international cross-licensing agree
ment. [Electronics, Nov. 6, p. 57]. 

The licensee is Japan's Toko Inc., 
a maker of plated-wire memories, 
which initially will import packaged 
chips for its own systems. Even
taully, the chips will be built at a 
Toko subsidiary, Kyodo Electronic 
Laboratories. Toko plans to invest 
$1.6 million in the new operation 
for, among other things, LSI testers 
and wafer facilities . And AMS will 
expand into plated wire. What's 
more, the California firm hopes to 
increase OEM sales to 50% of its to
tal. 

The new AMS 700 l is aimed at 
high-density, ultrahigh-performance 
memory systems that require rapid 
access and cycle times typical of the 
main memories of the latest com
puters, including many still in the 
design stage. Until now, this per
formance was available only from 
bipolar memories at rather high 
prices; the 700 l gives it for little 
more than the price of much slower, 
p-channel memory of similar size. 
Despite improved performance, the 
new memory uses standard alumi
num gates because AMS engineering 
manager Thomas Palfi believes in 
getting more out of the process by 
circuit techniques, rather than 
harder-to-handle fabrication tech
niques. He says that aluminum-gate 
technology is the best compromise 
between process simplicity and den
sity. Access time of the memory chip 
in the TTL-compatible mode is typi
cally 50 nanoseconds, although it 
can be shortened to 40 nanoseconds 
when a sense amplifier is used. The 
read/ write cycle time is typically 
150 nanoseconds. 

The new device is suitable for 
add-on memories that can replace 
the bipolar memories in the 
IBM/370 models 125 and 135 and 
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Significant developments in technology and businP.ss 

Software patent 
hot potato winds up 
in Congress' lap 
Supreme Court action ruling 

out patents on ideas leaves 

question of whether those 

already granted are invalid 

The 94th Congress of the United 
Sta tes, due to convene in January, 
looms as the court of last resort for 
proponents of computer software 
patents. Ironically, tha t was the 
judgment of the U.S. Supreme 
Court in its Nov. 20 ruling that com
puter programs derive from ideas 
tha t are mathematical formulas and 
that "one may not patent an idea." 

The 6-0 decision was clouded by 

what some lawyers on both sides of 
the patent issue called "a bad case" 
for a Supreme Court precedent. It 
involved a petition for a writ of cer
tiorari by acting Commissioner of 
Patents Robert Gottschalk, which 
sought to overturn an earlier judg
ment by the Court of Customs and 
Patent Appeals supporting the at
tempt of two Bell Laboratories em
ployees, Garry R. Benson and Ar
thur C. Tabbot, to patent a digital 
computer software program. Al
ready known as the Gottschalk-Ben
son decision, the new ruling was 
written by long-sitting Associate 
Justice William 0 . Douglas, gener
a lly reg ard e d as the Supreme 
Court's most liberal member. Asso-

Software, hardware people see it all ways 
The software industry is split on the 
patentabi lity issue. This is reflected 
by Dick H. Brandon of Brandon Ap
pl ied Systems, New York, who 
clearly prefers the laws of copyright 
and trade secrets to protect his soft
ware programs. " The Supreme 
Court decision was correct ," he de
clares. " I've never felt that software 
should be patented. There is no 
merit in it. A set of instructions to 
run a computer is no more patent
able than a set of instructions you 
give a clerk to run an adding ma
chine. " Besides, he adds, patent 
law requires full disclosure ; com
mon law covering trade secrets 
doesn't. 

Brandon 's view that " we 've lived 
all these years without patenting 
programs" is supported by the Su
preme Court 's citation of the 1966 
report of the President's Commis
sion on the Patent System. " The 
creation of programs, " the com mis-
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sion observed , " has undergone 
substantial and satisfactory growth 
in the absence of patent protection" 
and with coverage by copyright. 

Varying degrees of industry indif
ference to the judgment are re
flected in Brandon's belief that 
Gottschalk-Benson's effect on com
puter hardware makers wou ld be 
" none, " as well as the view of soft
ware patent holder Martin Goetz of 
Applied Data Research that the 
court's judgment " won' t sig
nificantl y hurt the industry '' bui lt up 
around software. 

Computer manufacturers have 
subdued the champagne-cork pop 
while privately toasting their suc
cessful opposition in the supreme 
test. " It can hardly be called the fi
nal judgment ," cautions one com
puter company counsel in the capi
tal. " Mister Justice Douglas copped 
out and just lobbed the ball up to 
the Hill. " What Congress wi ll sooner 

ciate Justices Potter Stewart, Harry 
Blackmun, and Lewis Powell did 
not participate in the case. 

Justice Douglas's opinion re
versing the lower court action con
ceded that the high court was over
whelmed by the technological com
plexities of the issue, as well as by 
the tight budget of a Patent Office 
physica lly unable to cope with soft
ware patent claims. Thus the court 
bucked the issue to Congress. 

" If these programs are to be pat
entable," Douglas wrote, "consider
able problems are raised which only 
committees of Congress can man
age, for broad powers of investi
ga tion are needed, including hear
ings which canvass the wide variety 

or later have to face is the question 
most computer makers bel ieve the 
court dodged. That question , in the 
cou rt 's decision, "is whether a 
[computer prog ram] method de
scribed and claimed is a 'process' 
wi thin the meaning of the Patent 
Act ." The act provides that " who
ever invents or discovers any new 
and useful process . . or any new 
and useful improvement thereof, 
may obtain a patent therefor .. 

Where the Douglas opinion for a 
unanimous court is alleged to have 
dodged the ultimate issue is its 
warning that: " We do not hold that 
no process patent could ever qualify 
if it did not meet the requirements of 
our prior precedents. It is said that 
the decision precludes a patent for 
any program servicing a computer. 
We do not so hold. " 

Thus there is still caution in the 
manufacturing community and a ray 
of hope for software patents. 
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also for add-on memories that can 
replace MOS memories in the mod
els 158 and 168. 

Toko, ·however, says that there is 
no significant add-on memory busi
ness in Japan yet, but that the com
pany will concentrate on getting 
manufacturers to design the system 
into their computers. By the end of 
1973, Toko expects to be able to sell 
memories with these chips at 1 to 
12/J cents per bit. D 

Commercial electronics 

Tl to sell new 
calculator by mail 

Texas Instruments is going to sell a 
calculator by direct mail for the first 
time since it entered the business. 
And the new merchandising ap
proach will be used for Tl's latest 
machines- the first of a series of 
hand-held electronic slide rules. The 
SR-10 is designed to fill the market 
gap between simple four-function 
calculators and Hewlett-Packard's 

New machine. Tl will sell this electronic 

slide ru le through mail , a company fi rst . 

' "'* .. #- ,.,.,. • " .......... , .... 

l ; ' ~ I 'y ~ '' 

'UV\0 

HP-35, a complete electronic slide 
rule. Interestingly, H-P is selling its 
calculator successfully through di
rect mail. 

The initial slide rule, the SR- I 0 is 
a four-function machine with addi
tional function keys for reciprocals, 
squares, and square roots. Because 
both entry and display can accom
modate a two-digit exponent, the 
new TI calculator can handle eight 
significant digits in scientific nota
tion through nearly a two-decade 
range, positive and negative num
bers from 1.0000000 x 10-99 to 
9.9999999 x 10+99. 

Entries in floating point and sci
entific notation can be mixed, and 
the calculator will switch automatic
ally to scientific notation to preserve 
significant figures. 

At $149.95, about half the cost of 
the HP-35 , n 's first electronic slide 
rule does not offer the trig and re
verse trig functions of the H-P 
model, nor ex, xY, or memory, Entry, 
however, is arithmetic, as compared 
to the HP-35's entry scheme. 

The SR-10 also features a 12-
character, light-emitting-diode dis
play, positive and negative overflow 
indication, low-battery warning, and 
an ac adapter I charger that can be 
used for either 60 hertz/ 115 volt or 
50 Hz/ 220 v operation. It will be 
available first off the shelves of re
tailer Nieman-Marcus. D 

International 

Another 2nd source 
for 10,000 series 

After a slow start on the European 
market, demand is beginning to 
build up for the high speeds in ICs 
that emitter-coupled logic can de
liver. With Motorola Semiconductor 
ECL circuits dominant in Europe, it 
has had trouble overcoming hesita
tion of users who always want a sec
ond source available. 

"Now they will have it," says 
Alain Forgue of La Radiotechnique 
Compelec (RTC). "We are present
in force. " The force is a fresh new 
line of ECL circuits that are pin-for-

pin compatible with Motorola's 
10,000 series. Forgue is product 
marketing manager. 

RTC is calling its new family the 
GBX 10,000 series, with product ·1 

numbers identical to the Motorola 
equivalents. Among the circuits in 
development, due for introduction 
next year, are the GBX 10149 (a 
1,024-bit PROM) and the GBX 95410 
(a 256-bit RAM). The entire line is 
being introduced with ceramic pack- ., 
aging, but plastic packages are 
being studied. 

This fall, RTC quietly began pro
duction of 18 ECL circuits at its big 
semiconductor plant in Caen , 
France. Thirteen more versions will 
go into production next year, all the 
result of a massive R&D effort " to 
close the technology gap to almost 
nothing-at least in the ECL area," 
says Forgue. In fact, he claims the 
60-strong team of ECL researchers in 
Caen have managed to improve on 
the Motorola technique. 

"When you're second-sourcing, 
you can't go in for much innova
tion," Forgue admits. But he says 
the RTC circuits include an addi
tional stabilization network at each 
logic input to make sure the real 
part of the input impedance is al
ways positive, eliminating the tran
sistor oscillation that becomes nega
tive impedance. "We can ensure 
positive resistance in a range from 
50 to 500 megahertz," Forgue says. 
Just how the network was worked 
out, he's not saying. 

RTC , a subsidiary of Philips 
Gloeilampenfabrieken, has given 
Forgue worldwide marketing re
sponsibility for the new ECL line. All 
the circuits will be built in France 
and sold through Philips subsidi
aries abroad, including Amperex 
Electronic Corp. in the U. S. Indeed, 
RTC hopes to get some U.S. com
puter firms committed to ECL so 
that when and if the firms set up 
manufacturing facilities in Europe, 
RTC will automatically become their 
ECL supplier. 

In its U .S. market prospecting, 
the RTC team has estimated a de
mand of about $130 million in ECL 
circuits by 197 5. The European 
market will be $12 million to $18 
million, RTC says. Forgue is hoping 
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The development is being de
scribed this week at the Inter
national Electron Devices Meeting 
in Washing ton by Takeo Miyata, 
Ryokichi Watanabe, and Seiya 
Hamada. D 

Displays 

Smectic LC used 
at Bell Labs . 

Bell Laboratories' engineers have 
taken advantage of two drawbacks 
of so-called smectic liquid crystals to 
improve on an earlier display sys
tem by making it selectively eras
able. Both models use the heat of an 
infrared laser beam to inscribe a liq
uid crystal with information that is 
then projected onto a viewing screen 
[Electronics, Oct. 23, p. 32]. But in
stead of the cholesteric LC of the 
first system, Bell is now using smec
tic LC material. That type has until 
now defied successful application, 
according to Frederic J. Kahn of the 
Solid State Device laboratory in 
Murray Hill, N.J. 

Compared with cholesteric LCs, 
smectic material has a much more 
highly ordered molecular structure, 
one that is quite sluggish and does 
not respond to an electric field . But 
like the cholesteric material, it does 
respond to the laser's heat-rising in 
temperature so that it enters an 
isotropic state which, as it cools 
down with the removal of the laser 
beam, settles into a polycrystalline-

like state that scatters light strongly. 
This is the storage state. 

When information is written in 
them, the smectic and cholesteric 
materials behave similarly. But 
whereas an ac field placed across the 
cholesteric crystal will erase it com
pletely, the field has no such effect 
on the smectic. With its sluggish 
molecular structure, the smectic LC 
is only affected by a field applied at 
the same time that the material is 
being scanned, and reheated, by the 
laser. The locally heated material is 
then erased in what Kahn calls a 
"field-assisted thermal erase" mode. 
Typically, the writing beam is trans
ferred to an erasing beam when a 
35-volt field at 1.5 kilohertz is ap
plied across the LC. 

Resolution obtained in demon
strating the feasibility of the tech
nique was 50 lines per millimeter 
over a 3-by-3-centimeter area, ac
cording to Kahn. Contrast is about 
10: 1. Addressing speed with the 
X-Y deflected laser beam has been 
about 104 picture elements per sec
ond for less than 20 milliwatts of 
1.06-micrometer yttrium-aluminum
garnet laser power. Newer material 
Kahn is working with requires only 
about 4 milliwatts. 

Hot stuff. Overall, Kahn says al
phanumeric or graphic data can be 
written with higher resolution on 
the smectic material. A disadvan
tage is that it remains in a liquid 
crystal state only above room tem
perature- from 35°C to 75 °C, com
pared with 0°C to 60°C for choles
teric material. However, Kahn 
points out that smectic materials are 
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relatively early in their develop
ment, and it's "only a matter of 
time" before room-temperature 
smectic materials are developed. O 

. as IBM lab 
turns to tungsten 

But if smectic liquid crystals repre
sent one of the newest display mate
rials, the thin-film incandescent dis
play developed at the IBM Thomas 
J. Watson Research Center, York
town Heights, N.Y. , touches on one 
of the oldest materials of the elec
tronic age- .tungsten filaments. IBM 
engineers there have fabricated a 
three-character, 5-by-7-dot matrix 
display that uses 20-by-20-rnil dots 
of thin films of tungsten. Fred 
Hochberg, manager of the group 
working on the devices , asserts that 
the photolithographic techniques 
used to batch-fabricate whole arrays 
of characters could mean a display 
cheaper than what's available. 

Hochberg's displays are fabri
cated on a ceramic substrate cov
ered with a thick layer of glass. 
Holes produced in the laminate are 
filled with metal to form the ele
ment support posts. A thin layer of 
refractory metal is then deposited 
on the glass, and the metal and glass 
are etched to produce a field of free
standing rnicrofilaments. Strung be
tween the support posts of the IBM 
devices are flat metal films, not the 
metal helixes of other tiny incandes
cent display devices such as Numat-
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to capture about 25% of the Euro
pean market, "but God knows how 
well we will do in the U.S." 

Motorola, far from being dis
turbed by having a new competitor 

Societies 

in Europe, seems delighted. "It's 
just what we need," says one Moto
rola executive in France. "A second 
source will help us in our own mar
keting." D 

IEEE members okay amendments 
to involve society more actively 

"Landslide" was the word at the 
IEEE, as well as across the nation in 
the Presidential election, as the in
stitute' s members voted over
whelmingly in favor of constitu
tional amendments that permit 
"greater involvement in the social 
implications of technology." Of 
roughly 50,000 votes cast, 85%, a 7-
to-l majority, were in favor of the 
IEEE's participating actively in legis
lative, social, ethical, and economic 
matters affecting the lives of elec
tronics engineers. In the words of an 
IEEE spokesman, the result augurs 
"momentous change, insofar as the 
world's largest engineering society is 
concerned." The society's worldwide 
membership is 161,000, of which 
88% are in the United States. 

The IEEE has "for some time" 
been anticipating the vote, confides 
president-elect Harold Chestnut of 
General Electric's research labora
tory in Schenectady, N.Y. Since last 
March, he has headed an ad hoc 
"shadow government," the U.S. Ac
tivities Committee, which has been 
"studying like mad" the ways to 
proceed, should the amendments be 
passed. 

These include, says Chestnut, 
" participation in the legislative pro
cess" by preparing position papers 
on technological assessment and 
forecasting, establishing employ
ment-practice guidelines for engi
neers and employers, and promot
ing Federal legislation for portable 
pensions. The IEEE plans to estab
lish a pension plan of its own by the 
end of 1973. 

As for direct lobbying in Congress 
itself, the IEEE will, for now, rely on 
its two-year-old affiliation with the 
National Society for Professional 
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Engineers, a registered lobbying or
ganization. IEEE executive director 
Donald G. Fink is concerned that 
the organization's position papers 
might lose credibility if it began lob
bying on its own. Position papers 
being considered for preparation, 
with the aid, if necessary, of paid 
consultants as well as volunteers, in
clude such subjects as energy policy, 
cable television, and automation 
and productivity. 

Chestnut adds that special atten
tion will also be devoted to convert
ing the defense and aerospace skill 
of its members, of whom 3% to 5% 
have been unemployed during the 
recession. Other areas to be consid
ered include medical engineering, 
industrial safety, traffic control, en
vironmental protection, criminal
justice automation, and power and 
utilities engineering. 

The next steps for the IEEE in
clude modifying the bylaws to legal
ize the new objectives and to "put 
the shadow organization into 
place." How much will it cost? Ini
tially, not much. Dues will be in
creased Jan. l to $30 from $25, plus 
an additional $5 "regional assess
ment" for the U.S. and Canada. D 

EIA consumer group 
gains top spot 

Consum er electronics manufac
turers came out of the Electronic In
dustries Association's annual meet
ing looking like the organization's 
new men on horseback. At the 
meeting, the EIA Consumer Elec
tronics group: 

• Put in one of its members, George 
Konkol of GTE Sylvania, Batavia, 
N.Y., as EIA chairman. 
• Accepted two Japanese corporate 
subsidiaries as members, raising the 
number of CEG members to 29 , and 
set a precedent for group expansion 
by opening the door to U .S. 
branches of foreign corporations. 
The additions are Sony Corp. of 
America, which makes TV receivers 
near San Diego, Calif. , and Matsu
shita Corp. of America, which has a 
TV receiver plant in Puerto Rico. 

Konkol , who missed the EIA 
meeting at Beverly Hills, Calif., be
cause of a schedule conflict, is senior 
vice president for entertainment 
products at GTE Sylvania. He had 
served previously in EIA's Parts and 
Tube divisions and had been a 
member of the ETA board. 

Outgoing chairman J. Frank 
Leach, president and chief executive 
of Arcata National, Menlo Park, 
Calif., called on EIA members to 
"rally 'round the flag." The associ
ation's executive committee, he said, 
"very carefully examined whether 
or not the association is properly 
constituted and organized to do the 
most effective job in the light of cer
tain questions raised by the resigna
tion of Texas Instruments." 

Declared Leach, "we concluded 
unanimously- with representation 
from all divisions and groups in the 
association participating-that we 
do have the best possible structure" 
for flexible headquarters operation 
to provide services to members on 
issues of engineering marketing ser
vices, legislative review, industrial 
relations, and international stan
dards to members with diverse m
terests. 

At the meeting, EIA also : 
• Created a tax panel "in anticipa
tion of the next Congress,'' which is 
expected to consider a variety of 
pieces of tax legislation affecting the 
industry. The new panel, for which 
a chairman has yet to be named, 
will consider bills and make recom
mendations to the board, divisions, 
and their member companies on ex
pected industry impact of the legis
lation, and handle appropriate in
dustry responses, if any. 
• Heard its Solid State Products di-
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value leaders= higher bandwidths+lower prices 
faster sweep speeds+ new operation conveniences+ better sensitivities 
The NEW dual-trace TEKTRONIX 475 The new TEKTRONIX 465 with 100 MHz 
and 465 Oscilloscopes supersede the 
world's most traveled and widely used 
general-purpose oscilloscopes ... the 
TEKTRONIX 453A and 454A. They have 
significantly more bandwidth, twice the 
sweep speed, a bright 25% larger (full 8 
x 10 cm) display and additional user con
veniences. And all of this in a shorter, 
thinner, lighter and much lower-priced 
package. 

The 200 MHz TEKTRONIX 475 Oscillo
scope at 2 mV/div and 1 ns/div sweep 
speed contains the highest gain band
width and sweep speed now available in 
a general-purpose portable oscilloscope 
and for only $2500. Add to this many 
user conveniences including: push-but
ton trigger view, knob-skirt sensitivity 
readout, ground reference button on the 
probe tip, simple to interpret vertical and 
horizontal mode push buttons and many 
more ... 

at 5 mV/div and 5 ns/div sweep speed 
has all of the same user conveniences 
and service features as the 475 and is an 
outstanding price/ performance package 
for only $1725. 
This outstanding performance and ver
satility with TEKTRONIX quality and lab
oratory accuracy makes these not only 
the finest field scopes available but also 
top contenders for use by development 
and design engineers. Optional DC or 
battery operation gives you a portable 
scope ready to travel and ready to make 
measurements at remote locations. 

For complete information or to arrange a 
demonstration, contact any TEKTRONIX 
Field Office. Our offices are located in 
or near major cities and industrial 
centers - world wide. If you prefer, 
write Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500, Bea
verton, Oregon 97005. In Europe, write 
Tektronix Ltd., P.O. Box 36, St. Peter 
Port, Guernsey, C.I., U.K. 
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U.S. Sa les Prices FOB Beaverton, Oregon 
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vision say it will continue to collect 
and collate semiconductor industry 
statistics, despite the withdrawal of 
TI from the program. James Con
way, head of EIA solid-state prod
ucts operation, said in a post-meet
ing interview that the marketing
services job o f data collection and 
evaluation will be more difficult 
without TI, considering its large 
m arket share, and that estimating its 
output will not be easy. Never
theless, said Conway, " We have a 
good track of their history and know 
where they are today ." With in
creased staff effort to track n's out
put, "we should be able to keep a 
good, reliable tap on their sales." 

Conway said he hopes Tl , " de
spite its political problem with the 
association overall," will consider 
a role in the data collection and 
dissemination program " like other 
nonmember companies, on a fee 
basis, which is substantially lower 
than the dues they were pay ing." 
Moreover, he believes TI withdrawal 
from EIA and its resultant failure to 
participate in the Solid State group 
can eventually damage the com
pany's position in the industry. 
• Formed an International Business 
Council to supersede its Inter
nati onal Activities Council , author
izi ng a larger expenditure of up to 
$50,000 annually for the IBC to "ga
ther and disseminate international 
business information and data" to 
members, as well as to "coordinate 
and activate programs" on export
ing, importing, licensing, and fol
low-on services. The new group is 
not expected to alter the positions of 
EIA divisions when it comes to matters 
of trade . 0 

Optoelectronics 

Fm video system 

shines through rain 

Although a promising idea for eco
nomic and high-speed data trans
mission, most laser communications 
systems are stalled i~ military and 
G overnment research because of 
their complexity and high develop-
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News briefs 
Auto assembly lasers 
Automotive manufacturers are beginning to try laser welders on their as
sembly lines. Two systems have recently been announced. Photon Sources 
Inc ., Plymouth , Mich ., says it has delivered a triple-beam carbon-dioxide la
ser system, developing 400 watts in each beam, to a General Motors Corp. 
plant for " on-line cutting of automotive subassemblies." And Hamilton 
Standard division , United Aircraft Corp., Windsor Locks , Conn ., is develop
ing a 4-kilowatt C02 laser welder to be installed in the pilot plant at Ford 's 
Automotive Assembly division for "test and prove-out " as a production ma
chine tool. The prototype laser should be able to make three welds on each 
underbody at a rate of 180 welds per hour. Thickness of the steel will range 
from 35 to 75 mils. United Aircraft 's Research Laboratories , which has 
been working on laser welding technology for the past si x years , will assist 
in the development . 

NEREM off slightly 
The drop in attendance and booth rentals at NEREM earlier this month was 
less than expected . Paid attendance , estimated at 9,000 , was down about 
500 from 1971 ; booth rental s fell to less than 160 from more than 180. The 
attendance decline may be explained by a limit put on the number of stu
dent attendees, and the fact that more than three hours was cut from eve
ning exhibition time by earlier closings. Many visitors traditionally attend 
NEREM late in the evening . 

Voice baggage system 
Threshold Technology Inc., Cinnaminson , N.J., has developed and is in
stalling a voice-encoding system to speed automatic baggage handling at 
United Air Lines' O'Hare terminal in Chicago. Baggage is tagged as usual, 
but then an agent reads the flight number or destination city into a head
mounted microphone, and puts the baggage onto a computer-linked con
veyor-sorter that eventually unloads the bag at the appropriate flight-load
ing area. 

The system stores each speaker 's voice characteristics , verifies the des
tination via a CRT, and has a vocabulary that includes all the digits , eight 
key cities, and a few special control words . 

State faults BART 
The first public report criticizing the safety operations and management pol
icies of BART, the automated San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit , has 
been issued by the state legislative analyst , A. Alan Post . The report called 
the automatic train -control system " unreliable" and said that until it is fixed, 
trains should not be allowed to run to San Francisco and Concord. BART 
already has had one minor crackup [Electronics, Oct. 9, p. 36) . 

The San Francisco run was scheduled to open late next year , and the 
Concord line was originally scheduled to open this month , but BART had al
ready delayed that opening for another six months . Post said that his two 
investigators, one a transportation economist , the other an engineer from 
the auditor general 's office, based their report on information provided by 
BART itself. 

" The system is inadequate in terms of what it was designed to do," Post 
said . He said the report was spurred by reports from the California Society 
of Professional Engineers, a group that pointed out the safety problems a 
year ago-many of the same ones that Post 's report included. 

ment costs. A small Washington, 
D.C. company, however, has devel
oped a laser video system that's also 
aimed at commercial applications in 
facsimile and digital transmission. 

Unlike systems using a-m or in
tensity -modulation techniques , 

Georgetown Instruments' Light 
Line system em ploys an fm tech
nique, called " pseudo-standing
wave modulation." Fm communi
cations techniques are better able to 
penetrate rain, fog, snow, or dust
big problems with laser systems-be-
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JAPAN 
ELECTRONICS 

SHOW 
OCTOBER 1- 7, 1973 

OSAKA 

A NEW SHOWCASE FOR 
YOUR COMPANY'S PRODUCT 
The Japan Electronics Show (J.E.S.) is a high ly suc
cessful international electronics specialty show held 
in Asia . It is held yearly, alternating between Tokyo 
and Osaka . 
In the '72 J.E.S . (Tokyo), 400 companies from 13 
countries exhibited the newest electronic equipment 
and parts in the huge 35,000 sq. meter exhibition 
hall. 350,000 buyers and related personnel attended 
for sales discussions and technical exchange. 
If your company has never entered the market in an 
Asian country, participation· in the '73 J.E. S. w ill as
sure direct contact with just the right buyer for you r 
product. 

Sponsored by 

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION OF JAPAN 
Conducted by 

JAPAN ELECTRONICS SHOW ASSOCIATION 
c/o Tosho Bldg .. 2-'2. Marunouchi 3-chome. Ch iyoda-ku . Tokyo. Japan 
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cause these obstacles affect fre
quency shifting less than they do 
amplitude or intensity-shifting tech
niques, claims William F. Thaylor, 
president of the company and head 
of Georgetown University's physics 
department. 

The basic system uses a helium
neon laser that fires through acous
tic cells, which are fed the video sig
nal reformulated into fm radio fre
quency-spectrum information. The 
receiving end uses a photodiode, 
which reconverts the beam into a 
video signal through a wideband 
amplifier and a frequency discri
minator. Heart of the proprietary 
Light Line system is the use of ul
trasonic waves to impart the video 
information across the laser beam 
by frequency-shifting the laser light, 
explains Gerald M. Borsuk, re
search associate. Thus, the video 
waveform is frequency-modulated 
on a radio-frequency carrier, gener
ating an fm rf spectrum, which is 
impressed onto the laser beam. 

Mixing. On the receiving end, an 
optical mixing process occurs on the 
surface of the diode because of in
terference effects. The diode regene
rates the fm rf spectrum of video in
formation. The rf signal is limited to 
obliterate atmosphere effects and 
frequency-discriminated to recover 
the baseband video signal, Borsuk 
says. 

Georgetown Instruments' unit, 
developed partially under U.S. Air 
Force contracts, has been delivered 
recently to the U.S. Department of 
Interior as a system to monitor 
power switches at Bonneville Dam. 
Company officials maintain that the 
unit will operate in snow, although 
it has not been tested in heavy 
snowstorms. However, fog would be 
the most difficult medium to trans
mit through, Borsuk says. In a re
cent 1.6-mile demonstration across 
the Potomac, the 6-megahertz sys
tem sent clear commercial-quality 
pictures in moderate rain. 

Applying the same principle 
electro-optically by using electro
optic materials and " launching mi
crowaves into them," under an Air 
Force contract, the company is aim
ing for 2- to 3-GHz bandwidths, Bor
suk says. O 
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a truck for the Army's tank-automo
tive command, Warren, Mich., un
der a $500,000 contract, the latest in 
a series of small, continuing awards 
to RCA for vehicular test gear. O 

Commercial electronics 

Probes stir 
BART's pot 

The Bay Area Rapid Transit system 
has been fraught with controversy 
almost from its inception , and it 
seems destined for more of the same 
as a number of investigations grind 
on into the cause of an Oct. 2 acci
dent that injured five passengers 
[Electronics, Nov. 20, p. 42]. 

San Francisco's 75-mile suburban 
transit network began operation in 
early September-well behind 
schedule-with train-control meth
ods that were mainly manual rather 
than the automatic operation that's 
still planned [Electronics, Sept. 25, 
p. 33]. Now the only thing that ap
pears certain about the system is 
that service will remain curtailed 
until flaws in the automatic train
control electronics are corrected. 

Four official investigating teams 
either have investigated or are in
vestigating the cause of the accident, 
which has been traced by West
inghouse Electric Corp. to a crystal 
oscillator that should have caused 
the train to slow to 27 miles per 
hour or less. Westinghouse, which 
provides the automatic train-control 
system , including on-board and 
wayside hardware and the central 
computer, has made public the find
ings of its own investigation. 

These exonerate the computer 
and wayside gear, but indicate that 
the Bulova-supplied oscillator that 
was in the car failed . Westinghouse 
officials say that when they tested 
the suspect oscillator in a different 
car, its speed ranged from 51 to 74 
mph, even after the oscillator picked 
up the 27-mph command signal 
from the wayside. While West
inghouse investigations continue, a 
spokesman for the firm says investi
gators "have been unable to cause a 
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similar failure with this type of crys
tal." 

BART officials also put the blame 
on the faulty oscillator. But others 
aren't as readily convinced. Califor
nia state legislative analyst A. Alan 
Post termed the train-detection cir
cuits "unreliable and, under some 
conditions, inoperative" in a report 
that goes on to express pessimism 
that the automatic train-control sys
tem for BART could work without 
the "rough job of reworking the sys
~m." D 

Optoelectronics 

NBS light-speed test 
opens frequencies 

Using complex laser equipment, 
National Bureau of Standards scien
tists have opened up two new fron
tiers in measurement and communi
cations: a new measurement for the 
speed of light that is 100 times more 
accurate than before and precise 
measurement of infrared fre
quencies and wavelengths that 
promises to multiply the number of 
available telecommunications fre
quency bands 1,000-fold because of 
more accurate measurement and 
stabilized lasers. 

The new va lue for the speed of 
light will make fundamental physics 
and spectroscopic equations more 
accurate , states Kenneth M. Even
son, a physicist who headed the NBS 
teams at the Boulder, Colo., labora
tories. 

The new measurement capability 
extends possible available tele
communications frequencies into re
gions five times lower than visible 
light, or to 88,000 gigahertz, Even
son says. With increasing problems 
of frequency congestion, the new 
frequencies will be used when 
needed, he predicts, But much work 
needs to be done on the necessary 
transmitting equipment. Bell Labo
ratories is working on transmitting 
equipment for civilian and military 
applications, Evenson adds. A key 
to the concept is the stability of the 
lasers, which could mean that, in 
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Dialight is a company that looks for 
needs ... and develops solutions.That's 
how we developed the industry's 
broadest line of LED light sources, 
indicator lights and readouts. No 
other company offers you one-stop 
shopping in LED visual displays. And 
no one has more experience in the 
visual display field . Dialight can help 
you do more with LEDs than anyone 
else because we have done more with 
them. Talk to the specialists at Dia
light first. You won 't have to talk to 
anyone else. 

Here are a few products in this 
family: 1. Multidigit readout assem
bly in 0.205" character height 2. 
Status display module with 6 LEDs 
with adjustable light cells 3. LED 
readout in character height 0.625"4. 
Alphanumeric display complete with 
code generator /driver character 
height 0.300" 5. 5 x 7 dot matrix al
phanumeric display in character 
height 0.300"6. Hexadecimal display 
with logic character height 0.270" 7 . 
Single digit LED readout module in 
0.125" character height. 8. Numeric 
display with integral TTL MSI circuit 
chip with counter character height 
0.270" 9. Single digit LED readout 
module in 0.270" character height 
(MAN 1 equiv.). • 10001atquantitytor130.1003 

Please send data on your LED readouts. 

NAME 

TITLE 

CO MPAN Y 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE 

DIAL/GI-IT 
Diallght Corporat ion , A North American Philips Compa ny 
60 Stewart Avenue, Broo klyn , N.Y. 11237 (212 ) 497-7600 
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practice, the transmitting instru
ments may not have to be precise. 

Employing six klystrons and five 
different kinds of 50- to 300-milli
watt cw lasers, three of them 8 me
ters long, the experiment made a 
"ferocious, hideous-looking 
scheme" that "filled a w)lole lab 
room," Evenson remarks. Two re
cent developments made the experi
ment work; a very-high-frequency 
3.39-micrometer helium-neon laser 
that was methane stabilized and a 
tungsten point-contact cat-whisker 
diode. · 

The experiment, based on the re
lation between frequency and 

- Consumer electronics 
- Defense electronics 
- Industrial -com mercial electronics 
L=::J Total industry 

wavelength of modulated laser light, 
was to obtain frequency and 
wavelength measurements and mul
tiply them to derive the speed of 
light. The wavelength measurement 
was obtained by ~n interferometric 
comparison between the stabilized 
3.39µn laser and a crypton lamp, 
whose emission serves as the stan-
dard reference. · 

After the year-long project, Even
son says, the next step will be to 
redefine the krypton wavelength 
standard for measuring the speed of 
light and "fix it so the speed of light 
may never have to be measured 
again." The new speed of light is 

104.3 
116.9 
129.8 
11 8.7 

104.3 
117.1 
127.4 
118.1 

87. 9 
108.2 
117.7 
109.7 

The index rebounded slightly in September from August 's decline by 
inching upward 0.7%, leaving it 9.4% above its year-ago level. Once 
again , consumer electronics was the month 's high gainer , up 1.8%. 
However, it was 2.3% below its corresponding 1971 month. Defense, 
unchanged on a month-to-month basis , was 14.3% ahead of its Sep
tember 1971 performance , its biggest year-to-year gain of 1972. Indus
tria l-commercial rose 1.4% for the month . 
Indexes chart pace of production volume for total industry and each segment. The ba5e period , 
equal to 100, is the average of 1965 monthly output for each of the three parts of the industry. 
Index numbers are expressed as a percentage of the base period. Data is seasonally adjusted . 
0 R vi 
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Find out if you're 9oin9 
Press the button on your Graphic-15 

and you'll have the answer. Fast. With
out weeks of tedious work. 

Actually, there's just as much work. 
The difference is that the computer 
does most of it. Your designer con
centrates on designing. 

And as soon as he's finished 
designing, Graphic-15 can help him lay 

out the circuit. By putting each and 
every element where it'll work best. 

And when that's finished and 
checked, Graphic-15 can put out tapes for 
artwork and numerical control. 

All of which can't help but save you 
all sorts of time. Energy. And money. 
Whether you're designing IC chips, 

PC boards or thick film devices. 
Graphic-15 does it all. 
But you won't have to become a 

computer expert. Graphic-15 puts you on 
line right away, thanks to a complete 
software application package. 

It also offers a computer powerful 
enough to run a number of scopes 
simultaneously. A choice of 17" scopes 
or 21" scopes. Light pens. Writing tablets. 





LET DAN DAVIS 
TURN ON 
YOUR 
CALCULATOR 
FOR 
CHRISTMAS 

-Volume production of LED products at Litronix is allowing Dan Davis to play Santa Claus to 
the makers of handheld calculators whose products must be on the shelf before Christmas. 

Dan is one of The Bright Guys at Litronix, and manager of consumer displays. Despite a tight 
market for small, high quality displays, here's what Dan offers to all you wonderful calculator 
manufacturers: 

1. Instant pilot production quantities of your very own display. 
2. Low power DL-33 designs drawing less than 1 mA (average) at 1.6 volts per segment. 
3. Delivery of up to 20,000 nine digit displays within three weeks of order placement. 
4. All devices in 12-pin three-digit standard DIP packages designed for multiplexing. 

The DL-33 three-digit modules allow calculator and compact systems builders to extend their 
battery life, reduce pin count and cost per digit. Systems are easily built with displays in 
modules of 2 to 12 or more digits. The DL-33 is available in several versions including minus 
sign and one or two digits. 

Call Dan at the home of The Bright Guys in Cupertino and let him help you make your Christmas 
calculator a little brighter. 

the bright guys 

litronix 
19000 Homestead Road• Cupertino, California 95014 • (408) 257-7910 TWX : 910-338-0022 
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applications such as telephone 
switching. All you have to add is a DC 

power supply. And we offer this off-the-shelf 
concept in such a wide. range of size and 
performance characteristics that it covers 

virtually all design requirements. 
Take a look at the two latest additions 

to our deck of cards on the next page . 
. And the summary of all our cards 

4.J on the page after that. But if you don't 
find exactly what you want don't 

. . let that stop you. Just pick up the 
phone or write. Because even as 
these pages go to press, new 

cards are being added to 
our deck. 



Washington commentary 

Four more years of what? 

Tracking the decline and fall of George 
McGovern's presidential campaign is still a 
popular sport in the capital, though it is about 
as usefu l as asking a wounded lumberman 
which tooth of the buzzsaw cut him first. Far 
more interesting to electronics managers and 
engineers is wha t is in store during President 
Nixon 's second and final term of office. 

For the first time in his political life, Richard 
Nixon does not have to look forward to another 
e lection . Nevertheless, he is concerned about 
transforming his phenomenal personal victory 
into something the Republican Party can capi
talize on during the congressional elections of 
1974, as well as the presidential campaign of 
1976. In that connection, he believes he reads 
the mood of the American people as one tha t is 
tired of bureaucracy and big G overnment in 
W ashington. Thus he is moving to cut it, and 
moving quickly . 

Frozen funds 

In a Nov. 9 interview with the Washington 
Star-News, the President indicated strong dis
sa tisfaction with the " bloated" Federal bureau
cracy, including the civilian staff of the Depart
ment of Defense, in which he promised cut
backs, confirming an earlier report [Electronics, 
N ov. 6, p. 51]. What he did not disclose, how
ever, is that he has no intention of waiting until 
the beginning of fiscal 1974, next July 1, before 
acting. Oth er Federal sources forecast a freeze 
of some $3 billion of the current $8 1.5 billion in 
ooo's total obliga tiona l authority this year, 
part of the Nixon pla n to put a $250 billion 
ceiling on Federal spe nding. 

While contracts fo r electronic hardware are 
expected to be leas t a ffected, some stretchouts 
are certain as the military services continue to 
bargain with ooo's civi lian leadership on pro
gram tradeoffs. Big cuts are forecast in civilian 
as well as unifo rmed military personnel who 
perform staff, ra ther than line, functions. Other 
agencies specified by Nixon as " too fa t, too 
bloated": the Departments of Transportation, 
Health, Ed uca tion, and Welfa re, and Housing 
and Urban Deve lop ment. 

But the President tipped his hand even be
fore he spoke to the Star-News. On Oct. 21, in 
one of his littl e-noti ced rad io addresses during 
the campaign, he posed these questions: " Do 
we want to turn more power over to the bu
reaucrats in Washington in the hope that they 
will do what is best for all the people? Or do we 
wan t to return more power to the people and to 
their state and local governments?" 
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Some corporate representatives of the elec
tronics industries in Washington sensed the 
White House attitude before the President 
spelled it out. They dutifully notified their 
managements to begin monitoring state capi
tals and city halls for programs supported by 
Federal grants that call for computers, commu
nications, and comparable hardware for use in 
law enforcement , mass transit, health and edu
cation. And present indications are that those 
local markets will be ranked by the White 
House just about in that order during the next 
four years, even though the Pres ident pushes 
for greater revenue sharing. 

Confronting Congress 

On the coin's other side is the 93rd· Congress 
that convenes in January. It reads its election 
manda te differently from the President. Demo
crats are still in control, of course, with a net 
gain of two more seats in the Sena te giving it a 
somewhat more liberal bent. On the House 
side, the cast appears to be more conservative 
and the Democratic margin diminished, yet 
there will be more first -termers than there have 
been in recent history. They are still unknown 
quantities. 

More confrontations between the White 
House and Congress over Federal spending 
and program priorities seem certain. Defense 
programs seem relatively safe, although Wis
consin Democrat Sen. William Proxmire, fore
mos t Pentagon critic, is readyi ng a fresh series 
of assaults on major new efforts. Iro nica lly, a ny 
hold on new milita ry progra m sta rts could ben
efi t electronics in terms of alternative efforts to 
upda te existing weapons sys tems. 

Thus social programs, such as health and 
education and the taxes th ey wil l require, shape 
up as major sticking points in the coming year 
at least, with Senators Edward Kenned y 
(Mass.) and Walter M onda le (Minn.)-leading 
candidates in the D emocra ts' "winter book" for 
1976-in the forefront of the opposition. 

Thus bureaucra ts and their Washington 
counterparts in industry are nervously asking: 
four more yea rs of what? At worst, the answer 
is two more yea rs of sta lemate between the 
White House and Co ngress until the next con
gressiona l election. Ye t the advantage now lies 
with the President- not so much because of the 
size of his overwhelming personal victory, but 
because of the continuin g tendency of Congress 
to abdica te its role as a separate but equal 
branch of America's governmenta l machin ery. 

-Ray Connolly 
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High capacity card that works from a plus five power 
supply 8Kx18 Our new 8Kx18 Micromemory 2000 
series gives you a large capacity configuration that 
operates from plus five volts input only. This low cost card 
comes with edge connections that allow the memory to 

be treated just like a logic circuit. The Micromemory 
2000 series is also available in a 4Kx9 and many 
other configurations. All sizes are plug compatible. 
Ultra high speed semiconductor RAM We call it our 
new Microram. It uses 512 bit semiconductor modules. 
Cycle time is as fast as 180 nanoseconds. For real-time 
asynchronous machines, telemetry and data 
communications applications, this high speed card 
offers added flexibility to the system designer. It is virtually 
plug compatible with our Micromemory 3000 cards 
which,off ,,,,., ' . gycle time. 

6urMicromemory 6000 series 
orge mass memories. It's a ·rl\ultiple board module 

ha · "' and a ba BA size of 12 . 75"x15 . 4~' 
tlin 16Kx40 ' is only 1.7." Low drive 

put. 



In telephone companies around the 
world, inclusion-free copper-clad 
laminates from Norplex provide the 
extra measure of dependability de
manded by sophisticated communi
cations systems. They are without 
equal for stress-free uniform quality 
and reliability. 

The Lint-Pickers take such infinite 
pains in manufacturing a superior 
product, they have had to design 
much of their own quality-control 

equipment. This way they can guar
antee it will meet or exceed NEMA 
MIL- P and customer specifications. 

This careful attention to detail con
tinues even after the sale. Your ac
count is in the hands of an in-depth 
service organization, headed by your 
Norplex representative. He is an ex
perienced laminate engineer, and a 
qualified problem-solving consultant 
in his own right. He is supported by 
a customer-service team on the "in
side" and a technical service depart-

ment "outside" in the field . Together 
they offer readily available expertise 
second to none. 

For the most complete line of lami
nates in the industry, ca ll on the Lint
Pickers from Norplex Division, UOP 
(Universal Oil Products Company). 
Main Office and Plant 
Norplex Drive 
Lacrosse, Wisconsin 
54601 
608 /784-6070 

Franklin Office and Plant 
P.O. Box 186-
Route 31 North 
Franklin, Indiana 46131 
317/736-6106 

How the Lint-Pickers 
keep the conversation clear. 

Norplex®laminates 
byuop 
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Industry favors 

proposed network 

i nte.rconnect 

Economics 

clouds NASA's 

outlook . .. 

. avionics 

funds, satellite 

programs delayed 
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Washington newsletter __ _ 

Equipment manufacturers are enthusiastic about a new Federal Com
munications Commission plan to resolve the four-year-old issue of inter
connecting customer-owned and -maintained equipment to the 
switched telephone network. Technical report T-7202 from the office of 
the chief engineer calls for "registration" of devices able to meet tech
nical specifications that do not cause actual harm to the telephone net
work or the customer equipment. 

The proposal, disclosed in late November, would be similar to the 
FCC-type acceptance program; it would not evaluate device perform
ance in use, but would permit the FCC to issue cease and desist orders 
for harmful devices and would allow common carriers able to prove 
harm to remove them. The report includes an illustrative schedule of 
filing and grant fees for registrants. Respectively, they are $1,000 and 
$500 for couplers and special equipment; $800 and $200 for network 
control signalling equipment; $700 and $100 for equipment without 
network control signalling, and $500 and $100 for data processing and 
handling equipment. 

The future looks dark for companies pursuing near-term subcontracts 
or production awards on space programs. Although the space shuttle 
and other NASA programs looked as though they might bring needed 
contracts, severe restrictions on fiscal 1973 spending and the highly un
certain fiscal 1974 picture are requiring NASA managers to delay if not 
cut back several big projects. 

For example, the $400-million-plus plum for space shuttle orbiter 
avionics [Electronics, Aug. 14, p.44] has been pushed farther out of 
reach. NASA isn't "going to buy anything next year" in shuttle avionics 
as it tries "to hold down costs as much as possible," says one know
ledgeable source. Because of White House demands for economy, 
shuttle avionics funds for this fiscal year ending next June 30 were cut 
in half to about $35 million, eliminating spending for anything but 
manpower. Fiscal 1974 funding, in dispute between NASA and the 
White House Office of Management and Budget, is being subjected to 
strong budget-cutting pressures . 

NASA presently plans to have the major shuttle avionics subcontractors 
lined up by July 1973, but hardware purchases will be put off as long as 
possible so that scarce funds aren't committed until absolutely neces
sary. However, only one or two major shuttle subcontracts remain to be 
awarded, covering instruments and possibly guidance and control , 
shou ld initial work by Honeywell and Intermetrics Inc. not be precise 
enough. Shuttle prime contractor North American Rockwell says it 
hopes to go out for bids on some avionics development next spring. 

Also, several satellite programs are stretching out. The $200-million
plus High-Energy Astronomical Observatory program won by TRW Inc. 
has been cut 40%. Hughes Aircraft Co.'s Orbiting Solar Observatory 
has encountered what NASA calls " funding perturbations," and will 
need substantial fiscal 1974 money to keep it going on a revised sched
ule for 1974 launch . 
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The second edition of 
our microprogramming 
handbook is more 
revealing than the first 

The original edition made many micropro
gramming concepts public for the first time. 
Now we have an expanded 450-page version 
with information on the Micro 1600, the mini 
that makes microprogramming irresistible. 
Our new paperback covers micropro
gramming from the most elementary 
stages all the way up to descriptions 
of complex computer architecture 
and special purpose applications. 

Everything you need to know is 
there. Tutorial primer. Glossary of 
computer technology. Application 
information. Computer users' refer
ence material. Complete details on 
hardware, software, and firmware 
for the Micro 800 and Micro 1600. 
Even if you already have the first 
edition, you'll value the second. 
Send for a copy today. It's free. · 
Write to Microdata Corporation, 
17481 Red Hill Ave., Irvine, Calif. 
92705, (714) 540-6730. 

Microdata 
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We 
produce 

almost 100 
pure gases (from 

Acetylene to Xenon), but the 
number of mixed gases we offer is infinite. Well , 

almost infinite. (Components that react chemically cannot be mixed.) 
Whether you need pure or mixed gases for any application, we 

have them available for you in any size package, from glass flasks to 
trailers. It all depends on your requirements. Just ask us. 

And just ask for your copy of our new color-coded, 108-page 
"Linde Specialty Gases" catalog. Free. 

GAS 
PRODUCTS 

r---------------------------, I UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION, LINDE DIVISION " I 
I Dept. LB-CEN I 

270 Park Avenue, NewYork, NewYork 10017 

I Please send me your "almost infinite" I I information about specialty gases. I 
I NAME I 
I TITLE I 
I COMPANY I 
I ADDRESS I 
I CITY STATE ZIP I 
L--------------------------~~ Linde is a registered trademark of Union Carbide Corporation. 
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France flooded with 

low-cost East German 

black-and-white tubes 

Chinese up Trident 

orders to 20 

Laser waveguide 

pumps data at 500 

megabits per second 

International newsletter __ _ 

would acquire Facit. Facit has been hard hi t by sharply increasing Japa
nese competition and last year lost $11 million, with a similar loss ex
pected this year.A basic reason for Facit's troubles was its la te start in 
getting into electronic calcu lating machines. 

The take-over brings Facit into the so-called Wallenberg industrial 
empire and brings the company closer to the giants in the Wallenberg 
stable-L M Ericsson, ASEA, and Saab-Scania-all with strong electron
ics operations. The rescuer of Facit is Hans Werthen, once an electron
ics engineer at AGA, who was put in charge of the floundering Electro
lux in 1967. Within a year, he turned the company around, making it 
one of the most successful and profitable in Sweden. 

A flood of low-cost black-and-white television tubes from East Ger
many has swamped the French market, causing concern among manu
facturers who have been supplying France 's so-called "independent" 
te levision-set makers . The East German tubes are going for prices " that 
have no connection with the real business world," says one French com
pany that is hurting. East German tubes were virtually unknown in 
France in 1970. Last year 37,000 were imported. And at the current 
pace the 1972 total will be around 100,000. This number represents 
about half the independent market- the TV makers that have not yet 
been swallowed up by the Thomson group, Philips, or ITT. Observers 
expect the flood to continue, probably taking close to 100% of the inde
pendent market by the end of 1973, or abou t 20% of total French black
and -white tube sales. 

British avionics companies hope that the new order by the Chinese 
civil aviation administration for eight more Hawker Sidde ley 'J'rident 
three-jet passenger transports, making 20 in all on order, indicates that 
the Chinese intend to standardize on Tridents for internal air services. 
If so, the ultimate number ordered could be very large. Avionics orders 
for the 20 aircraft are valued at between $7 million and $8 million. 
Equipment is different only in minor detail from standard Trident 
avionics fitted in British European Airways aircraft. The main avionics 
equipment, the flight control system, is by Smiths Industries Ltd. T he 
first aircraft was handed over last Monday. 

Using a double-heterojunction injection laser as the transmitting ele
ment, researchers at AEG-Telefunken have achieved a bit transmission 
rate of 500 megabits per second over an experimental mono-mode 
fiber-optics waveguide system. This bit rate, claimed to be the highest 
yet attained with such a laser, is made possible essentially by super
imposing a de biasing current on the laser's drive current. 

Double-heterojunction lasers allow cw operation at room tempera
tures and, because they can easily be modulated , are one of the prime 
contenders as transmitters in future fiber-optics communications sys
tems . However, they suffer from short lifetime, which may be from a 
few minutes to several hundred hours at best. To get around this prob
lem, the AEG-Telefunken researchers are operating the laser in a quasi
cw mode : the pulsing process is maintained only for a few micro
seconds and is then periodically repeated. 
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The 95415: 1024xl bit. ECL. 
45ns access time at 0.5mW per bit. 

For designers of very high speed ECL systems, 
here's a 1024-bit RAM that can operate at speeds 
compatible with those of their system's logic. 
The 95415 features 15ns chip select time, full 
ECL compatibility, emitter follower outputs for 
ease of memory expansion, and decreasing power 
dissipation with rising temperature. 
Because the 95415 is static, it's simple to use and 
requires no peripheral electronics. And because 
of its functional density, designers can save 
significant costs by reducing package count, 
circuit board number and size, number of con
nections and by increasing system reliability. 
This fastest of all lK RAMs is available now in 
limited quantity - in 16-pin hermetic DIP- from 
your friendly Fairchild distributor. The cost: 
$109 (1-24) or $100 (25-99) . 

New Applications 
The isoplanar process introduces very high speed 
operation at near MOS densities, opening up 
exciting new applications such as : 

• Fast writeable control store for microprogram
ming, adding flexibility and eliminating the 
need for fixed ROMs. 

· Large high-speed scratchpad to make multi
processing more feasible. 

• Simulation of long high-speed shift registers. 
• Improvements of buffer or cache memory per

formance by increasing capacity without any 
power or size trade-off. 

• Building cost-effective high-speed mainframe 
memories. 
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D -16-BIT ADD E - REGI STER F - MEMORY WRITE TIME 

COMPARISON OF ECL AND SCHOTTKY TTL 
READ-MODIFY-WRITE SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 

x 

Note that the ECL system is 105ns faster than the Schottky 
TTL design. In practice, ECL is even faster because of 
superior high frequency interconnection characteristics. 
And use of more complex multiphase clocking can give 
still better performance. 

In the above ECL system, 95K Series MSI functions are 
used with the 95415 ECL memory. For even faster speed 
(at increased package count and power) use our 95410, 
the fastest 256 RAM available. 

Isoplanar Memory Line-up 

TYPICAL TYP. CHIP 
ORGAN- ACCESS SELECT POWER INPUT 

DEVICE TYPE IZATION TIME(ns) TIME(ns) (mW/ bit) LOADING 
93410 TTL 256 x 1 45 25 1.8 0.50 U.L. 
93410A TTL 256 x 1 35 20 1.8 0.50 U.L 
93415 TTL 1024X1 60 30 0.5 0.25 U.L. 
95410 ECL 256 X 1 25 7 1.8 50K~Hyp . 

95415 ECL 1024 X 1 45 15 0.5 60KQTyp. 

Whatever your memory needs, you could well 
find the answer among these devices. Call your 
Fairchild distributor or the factory for: prices 
and availabilities. 
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NEW .. and so simple any genius could have designed it. 

CHERllYelectronic data entry 

KEYBOARD 

A NEW KIND OF KEYBOARD 
with a uniquely simple design that utilizes scanning technique. 
Key depression causes a matrix connection between decoder and multiplexer. 
The LOW output of the decoder appears at the corresponding 
multiplexer terminal. When the counter reaches the appropriate key code, cross 
matrix continuity is sensed. The multiplexer then provides a HIGH output to 
the monostable multivibrator causing a 1 millisecond pulse. This inhibits 
the clock and stops the counter on the desired code. 
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Electronics international 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Sign ificant developments m tech nology and business 

Implanting of boron ions 

improves CCD memory elements 

Charge-coupled devices, circuit de
velopers have found, hold out 
promise for use in shift registers 
based on MOS technology [Electron
ics, March 15 , 1971 , p.31). Such 
iterative arrangements of MOS stor
age elements could prove especially 
suitable for large-scale memory cir
cuits because of the high degree of 
integration achievable with them. 

There is one problem wi th ccos, 
however. The coupling losses in
curred during t h e transfer of 
charges from one element to an
other can lead to errors in the infor
mation stored . The answer has been 
to employ expensive manu facturing 
methods. But with a new ion im
planta tion technique devised a t Sie
mens AG's resea rch labora tories in 
Munich , it is now possible to inex
pensive ly fabrica te cco memory ar
rays in which charges are trans
ferred with negligible loss. 

To und ers tand how co upling 
losses come about, consider a row of 
bas ic cco elements. The devices are 
arranged as a string of close ly 
spaced MOS capacitors which, in 
their simplest form, consist of a 
gate-metal electrode, a n isola tion 
layer- the ga te oxide-and a homo
geneous semiconductor substrate. 
The charges representing the infor
mati on are transferred , or coupled, 
tween the electrodes of adjacent 
elements by way of electric fringing 
fields . 

Barriers. Crucial to the efficiency 
of th e charge-transfer process are 
the potent ial barriers that exist in 
the gaps between the electrodes. 
These barriers are usually so high, 
however , that on ly part of the 
charges can get across th em. This, 
then, is the cause fo r the transfer 
losses. T hey can be kept to a min
im um only if extremely narrow gap 
widths are used between the elec
trodes. 

To overcome the coupling losses, 
the new Siemens technique, worked 
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out by researchers K .U. Stein, K arl 
Goser, and Ulrich Ablassmeier, uses 
an additional step in the ion im
plantation process. In this step, bo
ron ions are implanted into the gap 
area between the elements. These 
ions, in effect, lower the potential 
barrier, adjusting it to a value that 
insures virtually complete charge 
transfer. The boron ions build up a 
counter potential that acts to reduce 
the potential barriers. 

Siemens researchers say that in
vestigations carried out on experi
me nta l cha rge -co up l ed -d ev ice 
memories with up to 150 elements 
have shown coupling losses to be 
less than 0.5%. This level translates 
into a transfer efficiency of 99 .8%. O 

West Germany 

Nixdorf buys first 

U.S. subsidiary 

Takeovers of Germa n companies by 
American firms have been reported 
frequently in recent yea rs. But when 
a German firm buys into a n Ameri
ca n company, it's unusual- espe
cia lly if the acquisition is in the 
highly competitive U.S. computer 
field . 

Such an acquisition has just been 
agreed on. The buyer: Heinz Nix
dorf, head of West Germany's Nix
dorf Computer AG. The object: the 
computer division of Victor Comp
tometer Corp. , Chicago, the com
pany that has been the sole distribu
tor of Nixdorf data processing 
equipment on the U.S. and Cana
dian markets since 1968. The take
over of the division, for wh ich Nix
dorf is paying $10 mill ion, takes ef
fect at the end of December. 

That Heinz Nixdorf, the 47-yea r
old president of the Westphalian 
firm, should move so boldly into the 

hotly contested American computer 
market means that he is either an 
optimist, th e maker of a wanted 
product, or a sharp business oper
ator. Actually, Nixdorf is all three. 

Start. R egard ed in Europea n 
computer circles as a tough entre
preneur and as one of the most ac
tive managers in German electron
ics, Nixdorf started out in the data 
processing field in 1952, when he 
was a physics student. That year, he 
set up shop in the Westpha lian town 
of Paderborn. He aimed his first 
product, an electronic calculating 
machine, at a gap in the market that 
he thought needed to be fi lled, and 
he hit the target dead center. A few 
years later he fo llowed up with an 
electronic tabletop adding machine, 
called the Wanderer Conti, which 
was distributed by the German of
fice machine maker Wanderer 
Werke. In 1965, Nixdorf started to 
make calculators under his own 
name. Small computers and termi
nals have become his forte. 

By deliberately thinking small in 
computers, Nixdorf has hit on a way 
to cut a big swath in world markets. 
Since 1967, his worldwide sales have 
mushroomed from about 3,700 ma
chines to 29,000 now. Sales volume 
is expected to be around $ 128 mil
lion this year, up from $ 107 million 
in 197 1. The more than 20 subsidi 
aries and service organiza tions in 
Europe, Asia, Africa, Australia, and 
North America are expected to do 
nearly $30 million worth of business 
this year, 50% more than in 197 1. 

Unlike many other German elec
tronics firms , which tend to shy 
away from what they think is a too
tough U.S. market, Nixdorf has 
moved vigorously into it. So fa r, 
about 1,000 systems have been in
stalled there. And only recently a 
la rge-sized order-for no fewer than 
1,000 systems- came in from the 
Commercial Credit Corp., a subsidi
ary of the Control Data Corp. D 
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Sweden looks 

abroad for 

Viggen missile 

Siemens markets 

Hall-effect 

switching IC 

Vehicle-location 

system in Britain 

uses laser 

Sweden to build 

computer-controlled 

submarines 

Electronics/December 4 , 1972 

International newsletter -------

A sharp cutback in funds has hit development of an air-to-air missile for 
the fighter version of Sweden's Viggen aircraft. So far, about $2 million 
has been appropriated, of which almost half has been spent. An addi
tional $7 million, covering some initial production, was scheduled for 
the next five fiscal years, but will be cut out. The Swedish Air Force, 
forced now to turn to foreign-developed missiles, has to decide whether 
the missiles will be purchased abroad or made in Sweden under license. 
A spokesman for the defense staff says: " Of course, this does not mean 
we automatically turn to the United States. We have acquired missiles 
from various nations, with several from France." Total value of mis
siles in the program will amount to some $20 million, once the fighter 
version of the Vigge n is produced in the late 1970s. 

Siemens AG is about to go to market with an integrated Hall-effect 
switch featuring a built-in power supply and incorpor,ating circuitry for 
the Hall ge!lerator, amplifier, Schmitt trigger, output stage, and voltage 
stabilizer. Designated S059, the new IC is claimed to be less critical to 
operating voltage changes and less temperature-dependent than other 
magnetically controllable, contactless IC switches. The operating volt
age is selectable between 4.5 and 30 volts. Two output transistors with a 
maximum output current of 20 milliamperes are turned on with a mag
netic field of 600 gauss to generate an output pulse lasting about 100 
microseconds. The output is TTL-compatible. Housed in a package 
measuring 10 by 6 by 2 millimeters, the S059 is suitable for direct 
mounting into the keys of desk calculator and electric typewriter key
boards. Other applications for the device are in touch-control panels 
for elevators and machine tools. Deliveries of the IC should get under 
way by January . 

The nodding laser technique, devised by Marconi Co. for centralized 
monitoring of the progress of buses [Electronics, Oct. 27 , 1969, p. 204], 
will start its first full-scale trial in mid-January. Then Bristol Omnibus 
Co. will start to use it for monitoring 40 single-deck buses on four 
routes in the center of Bristol. Each bus is equipped with a roof
moun ted, side-pointing, low-power helium-neon laser, which scans 
roadside marker plates as the bus passes. The plates are covered from 
top to bottom with strips of reflecting material in two widths. Photo
diodes on the bus pick up a digi tal code unique to each beacon loca
tion. The stored code is transmitted by vhf radio link to a central con
trol room, on command from the central PDP-8E computer. A 
Tektronix display will show the whole city center with all bus positions, 
or each route separately with its individual buses. This initial scheme, 
with about 900 marker plates, has cost about $300,000, provided partly 
by the government, which is interested in wider use. 

The Swedish government has given final approval for an order for 
three sub mari nes of a new type- they feature a high degree of com
puter control and can operate with 18 men, about half the number of 
crewmen used in other subs of similar size. The submarines, each with 
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Q .l Who just slashed RTV adhesive/sealant prices? 
Q.2 Is there an easy way to improve TV reception? 
Q.3 How can I cut prototype mold costs by 25%? 
Q.4 What's a practical way to protect delicate parts from shock? 

A1 GE did. By as much 
as 12%. Which means 
you can now use one-part ·~_,,,_ .. --.. 
RTV silicone engineering grade~~~ll 
adhesive/ sealants without paying a 
premium. So why compromise? Spec-
ify GE RTV-102 (white), 103 (black), 

108 (clear) or 109 (me-

A3 Use GE RTV-700, the 
strong, two-part silicone mold-making 
compound that needs no postbake, 

cures in 24 hours and has the high tear 
---."'r-... strength and ~;!!!!9 

elongation 
o reproduce . 

precision 
tallic). And you'll meet industry, 

government, UL and food-grade require
ments. Circle Reader Service No. 91. 

parts quickly and 
accurately. Circle Reader ; 

Service No. 92. 

~lilic::;::=:::::=:::...:A2 Definitely. With GE Silicone 
Rubber. It improves TV set per 
formance because its elec
trical properties are far 
superior to ,., 
those of 
other 
elastomers. 
And because it takes ··. , , 

less material to do the 
job with silicone rub
ber, you save space 
and weight. Fire resist- ~ . .,. 
ance? GE Silicone 

Rubber meets all the latest TV industry safety require
ments. It's perfect for wire insulation, corona rings and 
anode caps. Circle Reader Service No. 93. 

A4 With GE RTV-619 Silicone 
Gel. It cures at room temper

ature into a clear, resilient, 
dielectric gel cushion 

for circuitry and for pro
tecting electronic assem-

blies. RTV-619 cures without 
exotherm and can withstand 
temperatures from -65°C to 

+150°C. 
Circle 

Reader 
Service 
No. 94. 

For all the details, write: Section N 12383 
Silicone Products Dept., General Electric Co., Waterford, N.Y. 12188. 

GENERALfj ELECTRIC 
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Probing the news __________ _ 
Analysis of technology and business developments 

MALAYSIA 

New offshore explosion 
Low-cost labor, credit, taxes lure world 

manufacturers to expand in Malaysia and Portugal 

by Ray Connolly, Washington bureau manager 

Rising wages and dwindling labor are both still rising sharply as more to be considerably larger as newly 
pools in the offshore markets <level- assembly-plant operations are being installed plants approach their nor
oped during the '60s are driving the brought into service. mal levels of output." In 1972, Por
multinational corporations still fur- Where Malaysia has widely pro- tugal will become a net exporter of 
ther afield in their search for profit- moted its drive to develop an elec- electronics for the first time, with 
ability in the '70s. Led by American tronics capability through its components shipments to the U.S. 
components companies, electronics Federal Industrial Development in the forefront. 
firms from the U.S., Europe and Ja- Authority, even to the point of es- The U.S. is by far the major irn
pan are being attracted into coun- tablishing offices in New York City, porter of Portuguese components, 
tries as diverse as Malaysia and Por- the growth in Portugal has pro- which range from res to computer 
tugal. And governments anxious to ceeded almost unnoticed. Starting memories. Last year, for example, it 
build an economy on something virtually from scratch in 1964 with a took $7 .6 million in Portuguese 
other than agriculture are doing total national output of 23,000 radio components, more than two-thirds 
their best to add to the initial attrac- receivers, it now has a dozen foreign of the $11 .3 million export total, ac
tion of low-cost labor. manufacturers, seven of them from cording to that nation's statistics. 

Malaysia, for example, has drawn the U.S. The industry's output But of Portugal's $15.6 million in 
more than 30 electronics manufac- reached "about $30 million in exports of assembled products, 
turers to its shores since 1966, when 1970," according to a recent State mostly monochrome TV and radio 
Matsushita Electric Co. began to as- Department estimate, which adds receivers, the U.S. took only 3%. 
semble its line of National television that "production today is believed The rest went to Portugal's partners 
receivers at the Batu Tiga industrial 
estate or park, about 15 miles out- Labor haven. Workers at the Matsushita plant in Malaysia assemble television sets. Japa-
side the capital of Kuala Lumpur. nese corporations were among the first to set up offshore assembly plants in Malaysia. 

Twelve of those electronics com
panies are U .S. operations, and in
dications are that Malaysia has ap
plications to set up assembly and 
manufacturing plants from as many 
more American components and 
communications equipment makers. 
National Semiconductor became 
the first U.S. electronics manufac
turer to begin producing in Ma
laysia, just last January. 

Jobs and output. Electronics man
ufacturers operating in Malaysia 
from other nations-Japan, Britain, 
Holland, Sweden, the Philippines, 
Hong Kong, and the nearby Repub
lic of Singapore-brought the 197 l 
job total in electronics to more than 
6,000 workers, according to State 
Department estimates. Output was 
more than $18 million Malaysian 
dollars, when one Malaysian dollar 
was worth 37.3 U.S. cents. This year 
employment and industry output 
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Fluke problem solvers 

Plug in true rms ... 
at the lowest price available! 

Now you can put true rms to work in your Fluke 8200A for 
just $595, and for only $750 in the 8400A. These are the 
lowest prices offered for true rms in 4 Y2 and 5Y2 digit DVMs. 
But pride is only part of our story. Even at an unexcelled 
low price, we offer performance the others don't even begin 
to match ... for instance, ac or ac plus de coupled measure-
ment capability. · 
Now look at low level accuracy. We measure low levels that 
competitive units can't touch. Why? because we use an 
exclusive converter technique which doesn't have square 
law response limitations of thermal rms converters. 
This same technique allows us to measure waveforms that 
quasi-rms or distortion insensitive converters can 't handle. 
And, we can do it up to five times faster than thermal 
converters. Mid-band accuracy (50 Hz to 10 kHz} is 0.1%. 

A crest factor of seven takes care of wave
forms with a duty cycle as low as 2% . 
Common mode rejection from DC to 60 
Hz is greater than 120 dB. 

These options are field installable. All 
other features and specs are those of the 
respective instrument. The Model 8200A is 
a high-speed 0:01 % 4 Y2 digit voltmeter 
with 60% overranging, auto polarity, and 

auto ranging on all functions. It features switched input 
filter, full 1000 volt guarding. Full multimeter and systems 
options are available. Base price is $995. 

Fluke's Model 8400A is the ultimate bench and systems 
DVM. It features an accuracy of 0.002% , 1 microvolt resolu
tion, resistance measurements down to 100 micro ohms, 
auto polarity and auto ranging. For $2450 you get five 
ranges of DC from 0. W full scale to 1000 volts with 20% 
overrange. The switched filter provides better than 65 dB 
noise rejection for DC, AC, resistance and ratio. 

Both DVMs feature 1500V peak overload protection and the 
abil ity to meet tough environmental specs. 

For full details, call your nearby Fluke sales engineer or 
contact us directly. 

""'"· •• , 7428, Seottle, w .. hlogtoo 98133. Phooe• (206) 774-221 1. TWX • 910-449-2850/ lo I FLU KE I 
Europe, address Fluke Nederland (N.V.), P.O. Box 5053, Ti Iburg, Holland. Phone : (04250) 70130. 

Telex: 884-52337/in the U . ~ .• address Fluke Internat ional Corp. , Garnett Close, Watford , - ® 

WD2, 4TT. Phone : Watford , 33066. Telex : 934583. 
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Probing the news 

in the European Free Trade Associ
ation-West Germany, Britain , 
Austria, and Sweden. 

With statistics showing Portugal's 
electronics exports in the first five 
months of 1972 ahead of last year 
by 25%, the U.S. Consulate at 
Oporto reports that "further spec
tacular increases may well take 
place" since many foreign-owned 
operations are new and not yet op
erating at full capacity. One esti
mate by a U.S. electronics manufac
turer is that "Portugal's production 
of black-and-white televisions couid 
make it the Taiwan of Europe, just 
as its output of components could 
turn it into another Mexico or Ma
laysia" for American industry. 

Fertile ground. Litronix is among the 12 U.S. electronics manufacturers that have opened 
up plants in Malaysia, and there are about a dozen more U.S. applications pending approval. 

Advantageous location. Malaysia, 
of course, is still far from becoming 
a net exporter. It consumed 111 mil
lion Malaysian dollars in electronics 
last year, of which more than $102 
million was imported. Nevertheless, 
it is experiencing a phenomenal 
growth rate as American and Japa
nese manufacturers move in. Be-

yond the appeal of low wages and 
tax benefits, Malaysia's geographi
cal position helps-directly north of 
the Republic of Singapore, where 
there are 23 large electronics manu
facturing operations, 16 of them 
owned by American companies. 
Several of the 16 plan on using their 
Malaysian facilities as "feeders" for 
operations in Singapore and even 
Taiwan. One pro-Malaysian source 
also cites the stability of that coun
try's government as an added ad
vantage to consider in contrast to 
"the uncertain political status of 
Taiwan." 

New offshore growth at a glance 

Portugal: had 12 major producers in 1971 , including 7 U.S. who will be
come net exporters in 1972 . Electronics output was $30 million in 1970, 
and is rising rapidly . In 1971 , exports of $26.9 million included $11.3 million 
in components ; imports of $27 .8 million included $19 million in assembled 
equipment. 

Over 5,000 workers , mostly women, average 23-27 cents per hour in 
components plants , or 33-56 cents per hour in assembly plants. U.S
owned companies include operations by General Instrument, Advance 
Ross Electronics , Duluth Scientific , Corning Glass Works (Signetics), Con
trol Data , Applied Magnetics , and International Standard Electric . Largest 
operation belongs to Philips of the Netherlands; others, all West German, 
include: Gatag , with Relda and Max Grundig ; Walter Preh and Grundig 
Werke; Ernest Roederstein and Grundig Werke; and Siemens AG . 
Malaysia: has 30 major producers, including 12 U S. , and application s for 
at least a dozen more, mostly U.S. Net importer but growing fast; some new 
operations sought to feed plants in Republi c of Singapore to the south (see 
below). Output in Malaysian dollars (wi th U.S. $1.00 equal to M$2.75) was 
$18 million in 1971 wi th 14 plants operating. Malaysian exports in 1971 
were M$8.9 million; imports, M$102.4 million. Consumption hit M$111 .5 
million in 1971. 

Workers , mostly women , number upwards of 7,000. Semi-skilled workers 
receive 43-56 Malaysian cents per hour. U.S. operations include: Elec
tronic Arrays , Hewlett-Packard, lnters il, Litronix, Litton Industries, Mon
santo , Motorola, Microsystems International, Monolithic Memories, National 
Semiconductor, Teledyne, and Union Carbide . Joint Japanese / Malaysian 
ventures include: Clarion Malaysia , Matsushita , Toshiba, Sanyo , Seiko, 
Sharp, Pension Components, Shinwa Industries , Tamura, and Communico 
Co . Others: Maltronics (Holland) , Roxy (Hong Kong) , L M Ericsson (Swe
den) , Plessey (Britain) , Unilite (Singapore) , lntron (Phi li ppines) , and Robert 
Bosch (West Germany). 
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U.S. operations in Singapore that 
could expand into Malaysia-but 
haven't yet-include: Airco, Conti
nental Device, Electronic Memories 
& Magnetics, Fairchild Semicon
ductor, General Electric, Sperry 
Rand, and Texas Instruments, re
ports the U.S. State Department. 
Even so, the fact that Malaysia al
ready has acquired a dozen U.S.
owned companies since National 
Semiconductor first began oper
ations in January indicates the 
country must be doing something 
right. 

Motorola Semiconductor, for ex
ample, is setting up in a 100,000-
square-foot plant in the new Sungei 
Way free-trade zone, investing 
about 15 million Malaysian dol
lars-about half of that anticipated 
in new projects by the government, 
according to the State Department. 
All told, new electronics plants 
being set up in Malaysia will gener
ate 6,000 more jobs this year, and 
that figure is expected to jump an 
additional 10,000 by the third year 
of operation, for a total of about 
17 ,000 electronics-oriented jobs. 

Government aid. What Malaysia 
is doing righc from the standpoint of 
manufacturers is the same thing 
that Portugal is doing right. Portu
guese government incentives to in
dustry, according to the Oporto con
sulate, include: "tariff protection, 
exemption on duties of imported 
equipment, tax advantages and 
credit facilities for certain types of 
investment." The outlook for the in
fant electronics industry in Europe's 
rectangular southwest corner is suf
ficiently bright for the Oporto In
dustrial Association to be planning 
an International Exposition of Elec
tronics and Electronic Products for 
October 1973. 
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Ball Bearings, Not Bushings 
Ball bearing shaft assembly is designed 
to reduce the friction that wears out 
conventional bushing-design fans before 
their time has come. 

Standard models can handle almost any job 
be it an industrial , military , or space applica
tion . Customized designs take over where the 
standard line leaves off. We welcome special 
ventilation problems. 

Etri is not new. Etri back ed by Amphenol 
is new. It's one of the first products from our 
Alliance Marketing Service. Amphenol's AMS 
selects the best components on a world-wide 
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Amphenol brings you a whole new line of 
fans. Etri , from France. A complete, 
established line of axial fans. With solid 
design advantages that m::i.ke them the 
most widely accepted fan in Europe. 
Built to last longer by design. 

Non-deforming 
aluminum body 
designed to conduct 
and dissipate motor 
heat , protecting 
bearings and sensitive 
motor parts from 
premature burn-out 
and wear-out. 

A Lightweight Rotor, Not a Heavy One 
Designed to place less stress on the bearing 
assembly. Laminations and windings are 
stationary. Fan blades are lightweight self
extinguishing plastic or aluminum alloy. 

basis and brings them to you. You get a broader 
component selection and increased design op
tions. For more information , contact: Alliance 
Marketing Service , Amphenol Sales Division , 
2875 South 25th Avenue , Broadview, Illinois 
60153. (3 12 ) 345-4260. 
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Centralab Technical Ceramics ... 
in line with your design requirements 

Write 
Cent ral ab 
for 
Bulletin 
No. 11 17TC2 

What's next for our ceramics? 
We've been involved since 1928 when 
we built vacuum tube bases for six
tube radios. 

Since then new-idea ceramics for 
electronics have put us in such varied 
applications as medical and scientific 
equipment, instrumentation, home and 
portable appliances, communications, 
office machines, computers and 
peripheral equipment. Our ceramics 
have found use as hybrid circuit and 
thin-film substrates, VHF tuner parts, 
LED substrates, MOS packages, LSI 
multilayer interconnections, SCR 
housings and vacuum tube parts. 

So, what's next for our ceramics? 
Only your new design requirements will 
tell. You can specify aluminas, 
steatites, cordierites, or metalli zed 
ceramics in the configurations you need . 
A variety of metallizing systems is 
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available to insure satisfaction in your 
particular application. We also offer full 
capabilities in ceramic-to-metal 
assemblies and engineering service to 
aid you in design. 

It's this kind of involvement that 
allows Centralab to be one of the 
largest manufacturers of technical 
ceramics. And, because we're also our 
own largest customer, it's important 
that we produce only the finest ceramics 
available. To us, developing better and 
more reliable ceramic materials for 
electronics means higher quality 
electronic components. It will mean 
the same to your products. 

What's next for our ceramics? 
Whatever you need. For the complete 
capability story, call Centralab 
Technical Ceramic Sales at (414) 
228-2942. 

GET CENTRALAB 
THE " IN LINE" FOR 
YOUR DESIGN 
Hybrid Microcircuits 
Pushbutton & Rotary Swit ches 
Capacitors 
Potent iometers 
Technical Ceramics 
Ceramic Packages 
Semiconductor Devices 

CEN T RALAB 
Electronics Division 
GLOBE-UNION INC. 

5757 NORTH GREEN BAY AVENUE 
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53201 

Circle 73 on reader service card 73 



Probing the news 

Solid State 

Interface sales set growth pace 
Economies through incr.easing complexity and second-sourcing attract 

buyers for applications like data communications and MOS interfacing . 

by Paul Franson, Los Angeles bureau manager 

Interface circuits, the stepchildren TI, defines interface circuits as ones 
between analog and digital circuits, with inputs and outputs at different 
are approaching ma turity , with logic levels. Generally, this means 
rapid growth and extensive second- line drivers and receivers , sense am
sourcing, accompanied by more in- plifiers, peripheral and memory 
terest in cost than technology or drivers, and sometimes, other parts. 
specifications. Sa les of interface cir- However they are defined, the re
cuits have grown about 100% over cent spurt in the development and 
last yea r, says Charles Phipps, man- sales of interface circuits can be at
ager of stra tegic planning at Texas tributed to several interacting fac
Instruments, Dallas. "They're not tors: 
the largest of the linear segments, • The growth of data-communi
but are one of the fastest-growing." cations systems and a corollary in
Phipps says that the total interface terest in party-line applications. 
market, by Tl's definition, was about • The realization that system costs 
$15 million in 1971, and it will be can be cut through the use of more 
over $25 million this year. complex interface circuits and 

William Howard, linear IC prod- through the competition stemming 
uct manager at Motorola Semicon- from second-sourcing. 
ductor Products division, Mesa , • The need to interface MOS cir
Ariz., defines interface circuits as cuits, particularly memory devices, 
those "connecting the analog and with solid-state TTL and with power
digital worlds." In practice at Moto- consuming devices, such as trans
rola, he adds, " it's the parts that mi ssion lines and light-emittin g 
have an analog signa l input and diodes. 
digital output, or vice versa." Larry One of th e fa stest growing areas, 
Housey, lin ear product manager at says Ronald D. Campo, manager of 

Motorola linear integrated-circuits 
pla nning, is line drivers / receivers , 
up 104% over last year. The present 
market, he says, is $15 million. In 
telephone , Motorola's 1488/9 quad 
RS-232-C drivers and receivers 
seem the standard , but Tl has just 
introduced a receiver, the 75152, 
that can be used in both RS-232-C 
and MIL-STD-188C a pplica tions. RS-
232-C, an EIA specification for inter
face circuits, details the rela tion
ships among input resistance, volt
age, and switching speed. MIL-STD
l 88C is essentially its military coun
terpart. Motorola's Howard is con-

For party lines. New Motorola line driver is 

useful where several drivers and receivers 
share a common line. 

centrating on commercial parts be
cause he sees a much larger market 
for them. 

Communications. There's more 
new activity in twisted-pair line 
drivers and receivers than in RS-
232-C, reflecting the growth and 
lack of standards in peripherals and 
other computer applications. The 
big push here is to party-line appli
cations, including tri-state outputs 
that can be tied toge ther to obtain 
an OR gate. A party-line connection 
is a parallel attachment of a number 
of units to a single bus line . For in
stance, a number of line receivers 
and transmitters may be connected 
in parallel to one line so that each 
one could ta lk with the others. An 
alternative is a switching system 
that permits any circuit to choose 
which other one to talk to . The Dig
ital Equipment Corp. PDP- I I mini
computer uses this type of party-line 
circuit, which DEC calls Unibus. It's 
the coming thing. 

Even in second sourcing n 's 
75107 and 75108 receivers, Moto
rola has added diode-protected in
puts to prevent damage to the re
ceive rs caused by c ircuit 
malfunctions or disconnected pe
ripherals putting large common
mode voltages on party lines. Other 
attenti on to party-line operation is 
shown in the new Tl 75150 dual-line 
receiver, with a low input current of 
under 100 microamperes, according 
to Tl. This permits as many as I 00 
receivers to be used on a line in bus
operated systems. 

Two new parts from TI and Moto
rola share type number 75113 , but 
they are different. However, both 
are party-line-oriented. The TI 

SN75 I 13 is a dual tri-state line 
driver with differential output for 
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be provided. In particular, conflict 
detection, which takes a lot of com
puter time, will have to be increas
ingly computerized. 

The British, too, have had to 
change computer horses in mid
stream. In November, a comput
erized flight-plan processing system 
built by Marconi Co. Ltd. to help 
A TC men control the middle air 
space over southern Britain was for
mally handed over to the Civil 
Aviation Administration. (In Brit
ain, middle air space, used mostly 
by military aircraft, refers to all the 
air space not in the civil air lanes
which is called controlled air space
and below upper air space.) When 
conceived in 1966, this system was 
intended to carry out flight-plan 
processing for controlled, middle 
and upper air space. 

Buying American. As at 
Maastricht, it became clear to the 
British CAA that the Marconi instal
lation would not be able to process 
the vast quantities of information 
required for the system. After long 
consideration of alternative Mar
coni proposals, the CAA decided to 
relegate the original Marconi instal
lation to middle-air-space flight
plan processing, and to buy an IBM 
9020D installation, complete with 
software developed for the Federal 
Aviation Administration, for con
trolled- and upper-air-space flight 
data processing. The hardware and 
basic interfaces will come within a 
year, but the software has to be 
adapted to British conditions. The 
target operational date is 197 5. Ini
tially, the system will process about 
250 plans simultaneously, but its ca
pacity is well over 500. 

CAA officials say the main reason 
for buying American was time: the 
IBM-FAA system is working, and it 
can be adapted to British condi
tions. On the other hand, Marconi's 
alternative hardware was not com
pleted, and a lot of software would 
have had to be developed . 

The IBM 9020D for controlled
and middle-air-space control will 
work as a flight data processor and 
print out strips in the usual way. It 
will use keyboards for most inputs, 
but Marconi will develop touch
wires to update plans during flight 
progress. The display drive complex 
will also be built in Britain. 

touchwire controls. This fall, the 
French Air Navigation Service will 
install a touchwire system in its 
three major ATC centers- Paris, Bor
deaux, and Aix-en-Provence- which 
will control all the civil air traffic in 
France. The system is designed spe
cifically for transferring a plane 
from one control sector to the next. 
When a plane is due for handover, a 
touch by the disposing controller 
starts the existing flight plan flash
ing on a display in the control room 
in the next sector. If it is unaccep
table, the new controller signals the 
unacceptable parameters, and his 
computer seeks alternatives and 
flashes up new possibilities. With 
another touch, he inserts the possi
bilities he prefers, and the new plan 
is filed. 

The three centers each use dupli
cated Compagnie Internationale 
pour l'Informatique computers 
(based on a Xerox Data Systems li
cense) with core store of 68,000 
words of 32 bits each. One computer 
backs up the other. The civil system 
also uses Thomson-CSF primary and 
secondary radars, Philips Gloeilam
penfabrieken displays and Siemens 
printers. The computers are inter
linked and do secondary-rad ar 
plane-identification decoding for 
the display as well as flight-plan 
process1 ng. 

The French are working on a 
technique for continuous filtering of 
flight plans so that the controller 
will be presented only with those 
plans that don't fit in easily with the 
rest-all compatible flight plans will 
be filtered out. Hence his attention 
will be automatically concentrated 
where it's needed. This will be im
plemented within two years. 

Because French airspace is a con
gested crossroad for a vast amount 
of overflying traffic, Frenchmen 
take ATC very seriously. Jean-Marie 
Giraud, assistant director of air nav
igation, explains that the Air Navi
gation Service has been implement
ing progressive computerization 
since 1962. 

Elsewhere in Europe. Although 
not part of Eurocontrol, Sweden 
and Italy are involved in using com
puters to upgrade the efficiency of 

A Myriad for military. The Marconi com

puter for the British Civi l Aviation Admin is-
France is another nation keen on !ration will handle military en-route air traffic . 
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en-route air traffic. The Swedes took 
to computers early. Arlanda airport, 
near Stockholm, had a computer for 
tracking and calculating vectors in 
1964, and another at Malmoe that 
does secondary-radar decoding and 
data insertion as well. These are 
being updated, and a new terminal 
center is being built at Gothenburg. 
And, a new en-route control center 
will be built in southern Sweden. 

Meanwhile, Stansaab Electronik 
AB, an associate of Standard Radio 
and Telephone AB, the Swedish ITT 
subsidiary, which supplied the origi
nal computers, is doing good busi
ness selling more advanced systems 
abroad. It has sold systems to Co
penhagen and Oslo airports for civil 
use, and to Holland and Belgium 
for military use. It has orders for 
civil and military systems for Yugo
slavia and for a civil system for 
Austria. 

The Dutch military system, in
stalled this summer at Nieuw Mil
leneen in central Holland, uses two 
Stansaab Censor 932 computers in 
parallel operation, each with 48,000 
32-bit words. It can handle 200 
flight plans simultaneously, includ
ing updating of flight plans and con
flict search, Stansaab says. The con
troller can obtain a projection of 
any flight on his synthetic display. 

In Italy, the Air Force rules the 
air lanes and will add a computer 
system for controlling air space in 
the Rome-Naples region early in 
197 4. Selenia Sp A has the order and 
says the system will handle up to 
160 flight tracks initially, with an ex
pansion capability satisfactory for 
probably 10 years. It will do flight
plan processing and conflict search, 
and suggest solutions when aircraft 
separation is insufficient. D 

Contributors to this article include Arthur Erikson , Manag
ing Editor, International; John Gosch , Fran kfurt bureau , Mi
chael Johnson, McGraw-Hill World News; and Robert 
Skole . McGraw-Hill World News. Stockholm. The story was 
written by Michael Payne , London bureau manager. 



Probing the news 

driving balanced lines. Th e M oto
rola MC 75113 is a single differ
ential party-line driver that takes 
another approach to disconnecting 
the pa rt from a bus. Unlike most 
drivers that have a single current 
source switched between the two 
output lines, the Motorola device 
has a matched current source on 
one line and a current sink on the 
other. 

The currents are switched on and 
off in response to inputs. and a ll 
drivers connected to a line appear as 
open circuits unless they are on. 
Compa red to the tri-state connec
ti on, this eliminates the need to dis
able th e drivers when not needed to 
transmit. This also provides twice 
the differential signal for driving 
sign a ls ove r tran smi ss io n lines 
nearly four miles long. The bal
anced currents in the line also re
duce crosstalk. 

Another factor is reducing costs. 

What 
you don't know 
about 
custom CMOS 
can hurt you. 
What we know about it could revolutionize 
your product. 

At Micro Power, custom CMOS means proven 
production processes, a service approach 
that lets us perform as an extension of your 
own design and manufacturing departments, 
and a way to make your product smaller, 
less expensive and easier to build . 

It also means advanced technology like 
High-Density CMOS (example below), a 
technique employing two-layer metallization 
for interconnecting ci rcuit elements. 
HD/ CMOS saves chip real estate, lowers 
power needs, and slashes costs . 

Learn more about these very real possibilities. 
You can start by learning more about us
just circle reader service number 245 . 

We can help. 
MICRO PO\NER SYSTEMS 
3100 Alfred Street, Santa Clara , California 95050 

Germany 
Richard Bladowski 
8 Munchen 23, BismarckstraBe 12 
Telefon: Munchen (081 1) 345600 
Telex: Mato 5-215969 

74 Circle 7 4 on reader service card 

Telephone (408) 247-5350 

Japan 
Yas Kanazashi 
21 Mori Bldg., 2-2-5 Roppongi 
Minato-ku, Tokyo 
Phone: 586-0471 

Motorola's Campo says, "People are 
beco ming mu ch more cos t-co n
scious." And Howard agrees, " Users 
want fewer packages- quads, not 
duals, for example. T hat's one rea
son we think our qu ad MC 1488 
and MC 1489 RS-2 32-C lin e driver 
and receiver have become so popu
lar with many second-sources." 

Qu ads and duals account for part 
of the increased com plex ity in inter
face circuits, since these circuits re
duce the number of parts and cut 
user costs. But even further integra
tion is in the works. The leader here 
is probab ly TI with its new MS! TIL 
SN55329W eight-cha nnel driver for 
core memories . .This part, now avail
able only in 24-lead flatpack with a 
$50.50 price in quantities of 100, is 
fo r military appli ca tions, as is its 
complex complement, th e 55236 
du al sense amplifier a nd data regis
ter, which Tl claims is the first MSI 
sense a mplifier produced . Like the 
driver, it's a military part. 

Another way to cut system cost is 
with co m bin a ti o n lin e- r e
ceiver / transmitter circuits. National 
Semiconductor, Santa Clara , Calif., 
has a nnounced four such tra ns
ceivers-all quads and tri-sta te
called th e 7833 , -4, -5 and -9 . But 
this increased integra tion in one 
package likely fo retells other devel
opments, a lthough cost problems 
with large packages and power di s
sipation may limit the trend . In fac t, 
Dick Brunner, Motorol a ap pli
ca tions engineer, sees littl e need to 
integrate further. 

Second-sourcing is active. Just as 
increased complex ity can reduce 
prices, so can second-sourcing, with 
its increased competi tion . Typical of 
the second-sourcin g in the industry 
is Motorola's recent introduction of 
a number of Tl sense amplifiers, 
such as th e SN7520 series, line 
driv er / receivers in th e SN75107 
ser ies, peripheral drivers in the 
SN75450 series, and memory drivers 
SN55325. Tl , in turn , has introduced 
its version of National Semicon
ductor's DM 7820 du al d ifferential 
line rece ive r (75782), DM7830 
driver (75183), and TTL-to-MOS volt
age trans lators DM7800 (75 180). TI 
is a lso making the Fairchild 96 14 
driver and 9615 receiver as the 
75 114 a nd 75 11 5. Motorola is pla n
ning to introd uce its vers ion of the 
National Semiconductor MH0026 
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Space-Saver Fuseholder for 1/4 x 11/4 inch fuses projects only one inch behind panel 

HTA 
(Solder Terminals) ( '/4" Quick-Connect 

Terminals) 
(Yi6" Quick-Connect 

Terminals) 

ALL FUSE HOLDERS HAVE THESE FEATURES IN COMMON 
• Rated for 15 amps at 250 volts • Dielectrically capable of withstanding 1500 volts a.c. between 
terminals and between terminals and panel • Bayonet-type knob grips fuse so that fuse is with
drawn when knob is removed; strong compression spring assures good contact • Made for 
installation in D-hole to prevent turning in panel • Terminals are mechanically secured as well as 
soldered in holder. 

The BUSS line of small dimension fuses and 
mounting hardware covers the complete spectrum 
of electronic applications. Use the coupon at right 
to order the complete catalog. 

BUSSMANN MFG. DIVISION, McG raw-Ed ison Co., 
St. Louis, Mo. 63107 

BUSSMANN MFG. DIVISION, McGraw-Edison Co. 
St. Louis, Missouri 63107 

Please send me a copy of BUSS Bulletin SFB 

NAME 

TITLE 

COM PANY 

ADDRESS 

CI TY STATE Z IP 

----------------------------------------------
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Probing the news 

Instruments 

Manufacturers streamline sales pitch 
Direct mailing to engineers and return -coupon advertisements are 

among new marketing methods seeking to cut costs on low-priced li nes 

by Michael J Riezenman , Instrumentation Editor 

Although the engineer may pay less 
for his instruments from now on as 
instrume nt makers co ntinu e th e 
trend to lower-priced models, this 
economy is not without its price: 
The salesman can no longer afford 
to trea t him in the style to which he 
has beco me accustomed. As manu
facturers try new marketing ap
proaches to cut the cos ts of sales as 
they have cut the costs of produc
tion, they must modify their custo
mary applica tions help and repair 
service- at leas t for the lower-pri ced 
models. 

Th e buyer must carefully eval
uate the warranties offered, parti c
ula rly with inexpensive instruments, 
because the prices that go with the 
new marketing approaches leave 
little margin for service costs. These 
include direct mail, free trial offers, 
advertise me nts co nta ining o rd e r 
blanks, a nd more widespread use of 
distributors. 

One of the most talked-about in
strument success stories of the yea r 
is H-P's electronic slide rule, the 
HP3 5. That this shirt-pocket calcu
la tor in itself has been a success is 
undeniable; that the credit fo r its 
tremendous sales should go to th e 
direct-ma il campa ign used to ma r
ket it is not nearly so clea r. An H-P 
spokesman asserts that the company 
is being flooded with orde rs fo r th e 
$395 ca lcul a tor. But he does n' t 
know how to compare th e success of 
direct mail with th at a sa les staff 
would have had. "How do you com
pare what you might have gotten 
with what you've got?" he asks. T he 
spokesman says that, a lthough H-P is 
co nsid ering th e ma il-o rd er a p
proach for more products, the com
pany wi ll wait to see what success 
others achieve before proceeding. 
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Then, he says, "if it looks good , we' ll 
do it. " • 

Getting sales costs down. While 
manu facturers hesitate to try new 
marketing techniques, the propo
nents of the direct-mail a pproach 
claim that it is one of the few sales 
methods that can get th e cost per 
sale down to a reasonable level. 
Raymond Daniel Speer, p resident 
of Speer Marketing Services Corp., 
New York City, for example, says , 
"Direct-m ail is a versatil e, strong 
communica tions medium in which 
the timing is under the complete 
control of the manufacturer, a nd the 
freedom fo r crea tive ex pression is 
wide." 

Don Kerr, manager of sa les pro
motion at G eneral Radio Co. , Con
cord , Mass., seems to agree. Hi s 
company, whi ch has computerized 
its ma iling li st, includes qu alifying 
data on each addressee. "Where be
fo re, the average mailing to custom
ers interes ted in noise-measuring 
eq uipm ent mig ht have reached 
45,000 people, it now reaches about 
30,000, and those 30,000 are more 

Throwaway. Fred L. Katzmann (right) presi
dent of Ballantine Labs, feels that new war

ranty concepts are needed for low-cost in
struments . James F. Helfrich (below) , 

marketing manager at Dana Labs , specu

lates that throwaways may be the answer. 

apt to be interested ," Kerr points 
out. GR can progra m its computer to 
select addressees by plant size , in
dustry, title, occupation, or other 
parameters. 

Tektronix Inc. , Beaverton, Ore. , 
began a direct-mail program fo r its 
$800 Jl6 digital photometer-radi
ometer la te in August, two months 
after the instrument was introduced . 
Bob Cha mberlain, progra m super
visor, says that results of the sa les 
progra m are not ye t known . The Jl 6 
was chosen as the Tektronix guinea 
pig for the mail-order plan because, 
says C hamb erl a in, " it 's sim pie 
enough, and it does n' t need a dem
onstra tion." Other instrum ents, he 
adds, "need a complete technical 
ex planation so a guy can under
stand their full ca pabilities." 

Although th e J 16 direct-mail pro-



Suggest a use for the 555 IC timer, 
and get one FREE to work with. 

Think. What could 
you do with this flexible, 
low-cost, exceptionally 
simple-to-use circuit? 
The first- and only 
- standard IC timer 
in production today. 
That functions inter
changeably as a time 
delay, oscillator, pulse 
detector or power modu
lator. With resettable timing 
from microseconds through one hour. 

Think. And get much more than a penny for your 
thoughts. Originate a specif ic use for the 555, 
and we'll rush you a timer to experiment with. FREE. 

Applications almost limitless. Over the broadest 
range of industries. This exclusive device easily 
wires into just about anything made today requiring 
generation of a frequency or time delay. 

A1111ytlltlti1111g., A1111yw111lere., 
Anything you can think of for the home. From 

appliance and cooking timers . . . to house-light 
timers, sprinkler system regulation. 

fl) Or how about security systems, 
with all their intricate mechanizations? 

Anything in the automotive line. 
Like anti-skid braking controls, 
windshield wiper speed regulators, 
tachometers. Fuel injection and 
emission control systems. 

Sports : electronic 
stopwatches. Entertainment: vending 
and concession machines. Business: 
office intercoms, time-release locks, 
teletypes, telephones. Biomedical : 
stimuli control. 

And of course, anything in the electronics/ 
computer fields- right back where it all started. 

Specs for the versat ile 555 timer include 200mA 

output drive capa- ~----------...... 
bility; flexibility in 
supply voltage 
5 to 15 volts; 
unique tem
perature stabi lity 
0.005% per °C. Free run or latch in adjustable duty 
cycles, external ly triggered . 

And the incredible ease-in-use (requires only 
a resistor and capacitator) is matched only by our 
incredible low cost. The 8-pin dual-inline circuit 

Signet ics/ Linear 
811 East Arques Avenue 
Sunnyvale, Cali forn ia 94086 

comes to you off the 
shelf from your 
distributor for only 
75¢, from 100-up. 

O Attached is my application suggestion fo r the 555'universal 
timer. Please send my FREE part immediately. 

O Rush me all specs and data for the 555 timer. 

Name 

Title 

Company 

Address 

City State Zip 

Telephone 
Signetics Corporation. A subsidiary of Corning Glass Works. 

lii!JDDliC!i 
the IC professionals 
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Probing the news 

Communications 

AT&T moves to capture data market 
The Bell System's entry into data communications seems likely to get 

FCC approval by April, when the plan is to start building a 96-city network 

by Ray Connolly, Washington bureau chief 

Success appears likely to bless the 
Bell System's effort to gain the Fed
eral Communications Commission's 
approval of its entry into the data
communications business by April 
1973. And if it does succeed by then, 
the American Telephone & Tele
graph Co. New York City, plans to 
have a nationwide Digital Data Sys
tem linking 96 cities in operation by 
1976, say sources in the communi
cations industry and the White 
House Office of Telecommunica
tions Policy. 

However, James J . Lenehan, vice 
president of Collins' Microwave 
Div. does not believe AT&T will 
hamper the growth of specialized 
common carriers. "I would suspect 
that AT&T just wanted to show that 
it was aware of what was happening 
in the marketplace, and wanted to 
show its stockholders and the indus
try that it was going to take an ag
gressive posture," he says. "But I 
don't think that this will affect the 
viability of the MCis and Datrans," 
Lenehan insists. 

petition' issue if no one knows what 
it will cost?" 

Speculation that AT&T may be 
asked to set up a separate corporate 
entity for its DDS is an issue AT&T 
says it has "under consideration." 
Still, the company makes clear it is 
not anxious to do so, noting it is 
"quite pleased with the way we are 
meeting the needs of data users" 
with the existing organizational 
structure. 

There is also the possibility, ac
cording to Washington sources, that 
the FCC will grant AT&T approval 
of its data system, provided the 
communications giant agrees to 
chop off Western Electric, its manu
facturing arm. But AT&T is . ex
pected to fight such a proposal, and 
" resolution of that point could take 
years," says an FCC source. 

FCC approval is particularly likely 
in view of the Nixon Administration 
plans for creating a stronger busi
ness-oriented majority at the com
mission. Speculation is that a re
oriented commission will approve in 
principle the AT&T application to in
terconnect Boston, New York , 
Philadelphia, Washington and Chi
cago as the beginning of its network 
using Bell's data-under-voice (DUY) 
technique [Electronics, Oct. 25, 
1971 , p. 34]. This will leave the reso
lution of the stickier issue of what 
represents "fair competition" and 
the related questions of cross-sub
sidization of services by AT&T to a 
more prolonged inquiry. 

"There is about five years of work 
for lawyers in Washington in the 
chewing over of the whole subsidi
zation issue," says John Sodolski, 
communications and industrial divi
sion vice president at the Electronic 
Industries Association, Washington, 
D.C. Nevertheless, he believes other 
specialized carriers like Microwave 
Communications Inc., who will be 
offering broader chunks of band
width than with DUY. "will be able 
to compete" with AT&T. "It will be 
like selling computers against IBM
it's hard, but it can be done." 
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AT&T Long Lines officials say the 
company doesn' t expect to file with 
a new tariff for the Digital Data Sys
tem until market studies are com
plete and that this could take 
"about six months" after FCC ap
proval of its entry into the private
line digital market. But their com
petitors are expected to challenge 
them on this point before the com
mission. Says one, "How can the 
commissioners judge the 'fair com-

Technologies. Through the data
under-voice (DUY) technique, its ini
tial approach to digital trans
mission , AT&T says it will use "a new 

Equipment suppliers have other worries 

The prospect of competiti on from AT&T is arousing surprising ly litt le concern 
among other U.S. communications-equipment manufacturers. They are 
presently much more worried by competition from foreign suppliers offe ring 
appealing credit terms on the microwave hardware needed by U.S. specia l
ized carriers-terms that U.S. makers cannot match. 

" We are concerned that large, foreign , government-supported electron
ics industries can come into this country and get a foothold that cou ld af
fect our day-to-day business ," says James J. Lenehan , Microwave division 
vice president of Col lins Radio Co. , Dallas. 'We have to be very aggressive 
and come up with something to counter it ," he says , noting that Collins' re
cent contract with MCI included some financing. 

Nevertheless, General Electric of England recently became the third for
eign vendor to supply MCI with hardware financing, fo llowing CitCom Sys
tems of France and L. M. Ericsson of Sweden. Dallas-based University 
Computing Co. 's specialized carrier , Data Transmission Co. of Vienna , Va , 
says it is still negotiating with Nippon Electric Co. of Japan and other ven
dors " for hardware in its proposed switched digital net [Electronics, May 
22 , p.49]. 
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.. 
he admitted, "For years, I have la
bored under the illusion that I am 
an expert prognosticator; my father 
was a prognosticator, also my fa
ther's father. My mother was a 
Methodist." 

His self-chosen characterization is 
apt. Noble has the canny ability to 
calculate the variable forces at work 
in the electronics industries-re
search, development, markets, soci
ological trends, politics, and govern
ment. As a corporate planner, he 
shares the glory for the achievement 
by Motorola of $1 billion in sales 
this year for the first time. And 
Noble predicts that IC technology 
will make possible within five years 
electronic watches selling for less 
than $25 that will be as accurate as 
$2,500 watches are today. 

But Noble's vision also extends to 
people. He views the human condi
tion optimistically: "The Industrial 
Revolution was a revolution in in
creased productivity due to adapt
ing machines to extend our muscles. 
Now we're entering a period of ex
tension of creativity due to brain ex
tension with computers and elec
tronics. We may have 25 to 50 years 
of stumbling as we try to find our 
way, but that will be followed by a 
period of creativity unimaginable 
now." 

In his later years, Noble, a devout 
believer that "A high percentage of 
the positive forces for good that 
make life viable have been started 
by science and engineering," has 
tried to educate people to recognize 
the transition to this new era. 

Noble's foresight is not restricted 
to technical creativity, either. He is a 
painter whose works abound in the 
lobbies and executive suites of 
Phoenix, and he has exhibited his 
paintings and sold successfully . 
However, he claims no more than 
an experimental interest. The paint
ings, including symbols, and even 
parts familiar to anyone in electron
ics, suggest both a view of man 
alienated from his environment and 
an intellectual sense of humor- per
ha ps a put-on. 

Concerning his own future , Noble 
still has plenty of projects to work 
on : "A thing like retirement isn't 
something I can accept with equa
nimity, and I expect to keep on 
working until about 1975 if my 
health holds up." D 
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NOW 

10 Bits 
D/A Converter 
plugs into 
a single IC 
socket! 

$19.00 in singles 

For the first time . . . a miniature 10-bit DAC at low cost. The remarkable ultra-compact 
DAC 371 -10 is a complete current output con verter, ready to use - packaged in a 
1.4" x 0.6" x 0.48" module . Built-in reference, DTL and TTL compatibility ... plus all 
acti ve c omponents are hermet ically sealed for extra reliability . Coniact us for full details . 

I_&.. ~:::~d~~e~N~!e~!~t~~rk~g~~9a~~!ION 
.,- Telephone: 617-272-1522 TWX : 710-332-7584 

Ci rcle 81 on reader service card 

Miniature Plug-in 
power transformers 

For printed circuit applications 

• Largest selection of voltage ratings 

•Low cost-no minimum order requirements 

Siana I 
transrormar co. Inc. 
1 Junius Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 11212 
Tel. (212) 498-5111 

• 115 or 115/ 230V primaries 

Send for complete catalog including 
extensive line of power and voltage 
regulating transformers. 
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Technical articles __________ _ 

Integration brings a generation 
of low-cost transducers 
This pressure transducer uses an all-silicon vacuum reference 
chamber with a Wheatstone-bridge arrangement of diffused piezo
resistors to measure pressures ranging + between 0 and 1 atmosphere 

by Arthur R. Zias and William F. J' Hare, National Semiconductor Corp., Santa Clara, Calif. 

D Considering that virtua lly a ll electronics instrumen
tation ultimately must interface with the larger mechan
ical world through one type of transducer or another, it 
is surprising that these transducers have not long ago 
benefited from the advances that have been made in in
tegrated-circuit technology. The development lag ap
pears even more surprising when one realizes that trans
ducers have routinely set the price and performance 
boundaries of most measurement systems. 

Although the reasons behind the delay are fairly clear 
(see box, "Why the lag?"), they have recently lost much 
of their valid ity. Hence, a growing supply of transducers 
is expected to become available in the near future. Stan
dard high-volume re techniques will be used to build, 
test, calibrate, and package these transducers. And they 

will be priced like I Cs. A sample of these good things to 
come is National Semiconductor's new pressure trans
ducer, the LX 1600A. 

An all-silicon vacuum chamber 

The new transducer, which sells for about $10 in large 
quantities, consists essentially of a Wheatstone-bridge 
arrangement of four piezoresistors diffused into a silicon 
chip. The silicon chip is actually a I-mil-thick pressure 
diaphragm that has been etched out of one wall of a 
vacuum reference cavity (Fig. l). The rest of the cavity 
wall has a thickness of 12 mils. 

The Wheatstone bridge consists of four p-doped (bo
ron) regions diffused into the etched chip of n-type si li
con. Unlike a conventional metal strain gage, whose 

1. Pressure transducer. Hybrid device is contained on a single ceramic substrate , along with array of thick-film signal-processing resistors, 
mechanical enclosures, and two op amps (a 747 and a 74 l ) that serve as buffer amplifier and output amplifier , respectively. 

SIGNAL DISCRIMINATION 
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REFERENCE 
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Along with some of the 
newest and most sophisticated 
modules in the business. 

Because we're big and bright 
enough to stockpile and docu
ment every advance we make 
so that when we obsolete a 
module, we don't obsolete 
what you're doing with it. 

We promised to back up the 
first module we made back in 
1957. 

You buy the same module 
today! we'll make the same 
promise. 

And we'll let you buy as little 

as one or two at a time, anytime 
you need them. 

Which is one reason why a 
lot of people like you, like 
doing business with us. 

And one reason why it really 
isn't worth your time, trouble 
and talent to try to make them 
yourself. 

Fifteen years ago, 
we sold our first module. 



acten shcs and leakage currents, as well as th e bridge 
res ista nces, can be measured quickly and easi ly a t the 
wafer stage. Assuming these tests are handled with a 
computer-controlled microprobe, increased accuracy 
and lowered costs through early culling are compatible. 

The stability characteristics- linearity, hystere tic error 
and deadband- are by far the most expensive to mea
sure. (Hysteretic errors are ambiguities caused by slight 
differences in the response of th e transducer to increas
ing and decreasing pressures. The transducer's dead
band is the maximum shift in the null characteri sti c that 
ca n be caused by a pressure excursion up to the trans
ducer's rated overpressure limit.) These tests tend to be 
subtle and time-consuming, a nd hysteretic error and 
deadband are so small that they present major instru
menta tion problems. Worst of all, these parameters re
quire checking, not at the wafer-p robe stage, but late in 
the assembly process. In fact, the 1c's absence of link
ages a nd mounting stresses and the single crystal's char
acteristic freedom from diaphragm hysteresis make 
these parameters exceedingly hard to measure outside 
of a specialized lab. 

Obviously, the nominal, qu alification specs, such as 
shock, vibration, a nd electromagnetic interference, af
fect package requirements and design. But they have 
little over-all effect on the testing costs of a high-volume 
item. 

Because this tight production control is an economic 
necessity, and because production and test entai l an 
automaticity uncommon to transducers in general, IC 

tra nsducers are best ca librated and specified in ways 
novel to conventional devices. For example, IC units are 
trimm ed a nd calibrated as th ey are built. T he com
puter-cont roll ed mass-production routine is arranged so 
that the specified nominal output is achieved by trim
ming the null a nd full-scale end points to a specified tol
erance a nd using a single input-output curve for all 
units (Fig. 2). 

This type of calibration is also a major departure 
from conventional practice fo r individually fab ricated 
transducers. It eliminates field calibration and facilita tes 
complete fi eld interchangea bility within the spec, but it 
sacrifices some of the "outer-edge" perform ance cla ims 
that might otherwise be made. In fact, it costs the spec 
writers 2% in the null voltage and full-scale voltage 
claims. Th ese a re erro rs th at, in individually ca libra ted 
units, would di sappear in shi fts of the "best-straight
line" from unit to unit. That ±2% figure notwithstand
ing, the device is suita ble fo r a wide vari ety of fuel-me
tering, volume- and density-measuring, and anticipa
tory proportional control applications. 

In final calib ration, a computer-cont rolled laser trims 
a matrix of output resistors deposited on th e hybrid ce
ramic substra te (Fig. 3). Th e substrate also holds the re 
sensor cell, a buffer ampli fie r (a 747 operating at unity 
gain), and a 741 operational a mplifier that raises the 
balanced and compensated sensor signal to a nominal 
full-scale va lue of 7.5 vdc. T he laser trims that voltage 
to within 2% of FS. It also trims the null to 2.5 vdc ±2% 
of FS, the null temperature coefficient to 0 ± 1.0 mv /°F, 
and the full-scale TC to 0 ± 1.5 mv /°F . 

Such errors as nonlinearity, deadband, and hysteretic 
error aren't trimmable; they're slaves to the sensor con-
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Why the lag? 
Why has the transducer industry allowed so much 
time to elapse between the development of integrated
ci rcu it technology and its application to the fabrication 
of mechanical transducers? For force and pressure 
transducers particularly, a good deal of this lag can be 
traced to a highly fractionated, low-volume, nonstan
dard market environment inherited with the old elec
tromechanical tradition . A recent industry compen
dium , for example , lists (after eliminating duplications) 
some 75 manufacturers supplying the entire $2.5 bi l
lion IC market , including al l categories- linear , digital, 
MOS , LSI , MSI , and all the rest ; but the same source 
lists some 90 makers of pressure sensors alone. And 
pressure accounts for much less than half the annual 
$320 mil lion transducer market. 

Furthermore, since good-quality devices- that is , 
devices that can make measurements that are repro
ducible to within approximately 0.1 % of ful l scale
cost from $150 to $500, this is plainly a market of 
short runs . And since the suppliers average less than 
$1 million a year, it' s also plain that this fie ld , at least , 
has heretofore offered few occasions for major invest
ments in high-volume, high-quality product innova
tions. In general, therefore, progress has been a 
painfully slow evolution from watchmakers ' delights, 
featuring potentiometer wipers and unbonded strain 
gages, to cemented gages and, recently, deposited 
and diffused pickoff elements. In all cases, these have 
been produced singly or in small batches. 

They have also been tested and calibrated singly, 
an important disadvantage, since test and calibra
tion-across the price-range-account for between 
30% and 50% of a transducer 's over-all cost. In addi
tion , individual calibration adversely affects inter
changeability; in many systems , transducers are the 
only elements that require recalibration of the en t ire 
system when they are replaced . 

Recently , however, this picture has changed. Au
tomotive, appliance , and certain high-volume indus
trial requirements have made major investments in 
high-volume, high-quality force and pressure trans
ducers a good bet , especially for companies with 
linear IC capabilities already in hand . The resu lt of 
these efforts will be a growing family of transducers 
manufactured completely by high-volume IC tech
niques. 

struction. Hyste retic and deadband errors are, however, 
ve ry much smaller in res than in conventional trans
ducers, a nd since nonlinearity is ma inly a function of 
design, it's very predictable, stable, and reproducible 
from IC to IC. 

Physical construction 

The pressure transducer is built on a 165-mil x 11 5-
mil si licon chip of which a 90- x 65-mil area is the pres
sure diaphragm. This leaves more than enough area for 
temperature-compensating diodes, bridge-balancing re
sistors, and a zener regulator for the bridge power sup
ply. In fact, there is enough extra room to put the op
amp buffer and output amplifiers on the sensor chip, 
should this become desirable (Fig. 4). 

The vacuum cavity is formed by etching the back side 
(continued on page 88) 
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Some of our 
don't know 

Tel l a fuel oil dealer that Lockheed 
Electronics makes a minicomputer-based 
business system, he just might question your 
source of information. 

Tell a businessman we make a device for 
f uel oil deal ers that rides on their trucks and 
produces on-the-spot, error-free invoices, 
he may think you 've made an error. 

Fuel oil dealers, businessmen, research 
sc ientist s, control laboratories, service station 
chain s, the United States Navy and Army 

are all some of our best customers. 
And the reason our customers come in all 

shapes and sizes is because our electronic 
products and services come in all shapes 
and sizes. 

There's our 417 Data Recorder. It's rugged , 
portable (28 pounds), and fits under a 
plane seat. 

And have you met SUE? A System User 
Engineered minicomputer with unequalled 
flexibility, which is available in a galaxy of 



Complete 
.RF Network Analysis with POLAR DISPLAY 
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WHEN you need concise measurement data 
on antennas or rf cables, you'll see the value 
of polar (Smith-chart) displays of impedance 
versus frequency. 

WHEN you want accurate measurements of 
structural return loss, you 'll appreciate the 
ability to switch quickly from a rectilinear to a 
polar display. 

WHEN you have to characterize active 
devices, you 'll find invaluable the large 
360-degree display with a full 100-dB 
dynamic range. 

WHEN you must compare two unknowns or 
compare two ports of multi port unknowns such 
as power splitters or phase shifters, you'll 
want the speed and simplicity of polar displays 
of the vector difference. 

WHEN you want all this from 400 kHz to 
500 MHz with 0.005-dBresolution, you 'll want 
the 7145-dollar 1710 RF Network Analyzer 
with polar display from General Radio -
the GR 1710 ... 

WHEN you need a lot. 

For High-Frequency Measurements 

I ® General Radio 
NEW YORK <N .Y.) 212-964-2722, (N .J.) 201-791 -8990 •BOSTON 617-646-0550 
CHI CAGO 312-992-0800 •WASHINGTON , D.C. 301 -948-7071 • LOS ANGELES 714-540-9830 
TORONTO 416-252-3395 •ZURICH COll 55 24 20 

GR COMPANIES• GRASON-STADLER •TIME/ DATA• TECHWARE COMPUTING CORP. 
GR ASSOCIATE• MICRONETIC SYSTEMS INC. 
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The fujitsu Quality for Sale 
in MIMORllD fDR- B 
MEMOREED FOR-8 consists of a set of blades made of semi-hard magnetic material 
possessing suitable coersive force and remanence . This switch when excited once, 
will continue to hold its contacts closing even after the magnetic field is removed, 
by the so-called MEMORY FUNCTION (magnetic self-latching function) . 
MEMOREED FOR-8 is the first reed switch in the world providing latching perform
ance by the use of new semi-hard magnetic material and new sealing glass . 
Pull-in NI 85 ± 10 AT Operating T ime S 1.5 mS (lnclud-
Drop-out NI - 28 ± 5 AT ing bounce) 
Initial Contact Resistance S 100mQ Releasing T ime :9>.1 mS 
Contact Rating 5 VDC (0.5A max) Shock 50 G @ 11 mS 
Dielectric Withstanding 
Voltage 600 VDC 

Dimension 

I c25mm_J ~ ? I ~45mm 

c c $ ) )----1 l 

MEMOREEO - operation 

! 
T 

Close 

Open ,--'_,,' 

,/ ' ' ' ' ' 
--t------1-0perating time 1,500µsec max 

( Including bounce) Releasing time 
t()()µsec max 200 

100 

- 100 

Operating pul se width 500µ.sec min. (at Pull -in NI x 2-3A T) 

Pull-in NI 85 ± 10 AT 

Drop-out Nl1- 28 ± 5 AT 

---µsec----

@FUJITSU LIMITED 
Conununicalioru wut [ Lectroni.cJ 

Marunouchi, Tokyo, Japan 
MAIN PRODUCTS o Telephone Exchange Equipment o Carr ier Trans mission Equi pment O Ra dio Com munication Equipment O Space Electronics System s 0 Auto Radios & Car Stereos (TEN) 

o Electronic Computers & Peripheral Equ ipment (FACO M) O Telegraph & Data Commu nication Equipment O Re mote Control & Telemetering Equipment o Electronic Com ponents 
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Four-ampere power supply 
costs just $13 to build 
by Joseph Ennis 
Automation Industries, Inc., Vitro Laboratories Division, Silver Spring, Md. 

The cost of building a regulated power supply can be 
lowered to around $13 if a large capacitor is used to 
store energy at a higher voltage than is necessary. Un
der normal operating conditions, the supply, which is 
primarily intended for powering a stereo amplifier, can 
deliver an output of 4 amperes at 20 volts with load 
fluctuations down to 18 hertz and with regulation to 
better than 5%. 

A high-value capacitor, one measuring tens of thou
sands of microfarads, stores charge so that only a small 
amount of transformer iron is needed to produce the 
4-A operating current. The resulting higher-than-re
quired capacitor voltage is then dropped to the desired 
20-v level with a transistorized series regulator. More
over, two inexpensive incandescent lamp bulbs are used 
for short-circuit protection, rather than a more costly 
current foldback technique. 

With no load at the output, the transformer charges 

the capacitor to about 39 v through the diode bridge. 
The transformer, which has a no-load secondary voltage 
rating of 28 v ac, can deliver the 4-A operating current 
but will not deliver this voltage under loading because 
of its core and copper losses. Although capacitor voltage 
may drop to around 24 v during peak loading, the series 
regulator will continue to provide a smooth 20-v output. 

A current of more than 4 A could be controlled by the 
regulator transistor with the appropriate heat sinking, 
but the heat sink would cost more than the transistor. 
The heat-sink area is designed to handle only normal 
worst-case operating conditions and does not allow for 
any current fold back dissipation. 

Instead, this dissipation is provided by two replace
ment-type automobile lamp bulbs. Besides acting as 
fuses when there is a short circuit at the output, they re
duce the voltage drop across the regulator transistor, 
thereby decreasing the power it has to dissipate during 
normal supply operation. 

To change the supply's output voltage to 15 v, the 
23-v zener is replaced by a 17-v one. If a 5-v supply is 
needed, a transformer with a secondary voltage lower 
than 28 v should be selected to reduce the voltage drop 
that the regulator must handle. A negative-voltage sup
ply can be constructed by substituting complementary 
transistor types TIP30 and TIP32 for the type TIP29 
and TIP3 1 transistors. D 

Economical regulated supply. Parts cost for power supply is pared to absolute minimum by storing energy in 33,000-microfarad capacitor 
at higher-than-required voltage level. This allows a fairly lossy, and therefore inexpensive, transformer to be used. Incandescent lamp bulbs 
serve as fuses in case of a short circui t and reduce voltage seen by se ries-regu lator transistor. Output is 20 volts at 4 amperes. 

115 Vac 

TRIAD 
MZ5 
(S4.35) 

11 

DIODES: 100-V PI V, 6A 
(3911 EACH) 

/ 33,000 µF 
IS2.64) 

I TOTAL PARTS COST : S13. 12 I 
HEAT SINK 
(2411) 

Binary division produces 
harmonic frequencies 
by Donald DeKold 
Santa Fe Junior College, Gainesville, Fla. 

BULBS: GENERAL ELECTRIC 
1206 (2011 EACH) ,_,.___ 

GE NERA L 
ELECTRIC--.......... 
Z023 

10k.\1 

23V 
($ 1.20) 

HEAT SINK 
($1.09)"' 

TE XAS 
INSTRUMENTS 
TIP29 (2911) 

TE XAS INSTRUMENTS 
TIP31 ($1.35) 

20V 
0- 4A 

train. The harmonic frequ ency generator, which consists 
of a clock pulse genera tor, a decade counter, and a few 
NOR ga tes and flip-flops , produces square-wave outputs 
at frequ encies f0 through 1 Of0 • 

Harmonically related frequencies-more specifically, a 
fundamental frequency and its first nine overtones- can 
be generated with binary division of a blanked pulse 

The clock frequency must be 2n times faster than the 
frequency of the highest harmonic of interest (n is the 
number of flip-flops used for the binary division). 
Therefore, to produce the highest harmonic, 10f0 in this 
case, the clock output is simply divided down by 211 • For 
all harmonics but the fifth , however, the clock signal 
must be properly gated before it can be divided. 

To understand why this is so, consider what happens 
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Now there's an easy way to make major revisions 
in power supplies. It's no big deal. Powercubc's 
new Cirkitblock™ modules make even major 
changes easy and you know the cost before you 
make the change . 

You can use off-the-shelf Cirkitblock modules to 
put together instrumentation power supplies 
covering most required voltage and current 
ratings, with substantial reductions in size 
and weight. 

Cirkitblock modules provide high efficiency con
version and low thermal rise. They are ruggedly 
constructed, completely self-contained, simple 
to install . Each basic type- pre-regulator, power 
generator, or output module - is packaged in a 
1" x 1" x 2" building block. 

Send for your Cirkitblock power supply design 
chart. It can bring even your biggest power supply 
problem down to size. 

here's a little something 
· · · · : ·; ~ to·. tight the pain of 

~ 

constant power 
supply changes 

take one or two 
or three ... 

CORPORATION 
214 CALVARY STREET, WALTHAM, MASS. 02154 C617J 891-1830 

SUBSIDIARY OF UNITROOE CORPORATION 
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Here's a versatile new IC for 
portable or battery-powered instrumentation 

ISO µWatts powers 
Triple Op Amp 

The Siliconix L144 is a low-power 
monolithic IC with three complete 
op amps and a common bias network 
on the same substrate. The circuit 
operates over a power supply range 
of± 1.5to±15 V, with a supply cur
rent set by an external bias resistor. 
With a ± 1.5 V battery, only 50 µ.,A 
is required for all three op amps! 

., 
'°'" 

Other features: 
• Internal compensation provides 

stable operation for any feedback 
circuit-including capacitive 
loads > 1000 pF 

• 80 dB gain with 20KO load 
• Typical slew rate 0.4 V/µ.,sec 
• Military or commercial versions 

available 

•o o 
IS " 1•,0C~-30· 

Instrumentation amplifier for 
high input impedance with 

differential operation . 

Precision phase splitter with 
good gain , high input impedance , 

low output impedance . 
Active filter with high Q 
and excellent stability. 

Applications? Above are three suggestions. 
There are more: Low-drift sample-and-hold, 

inverting amplifiers, voltage comparators, and so on. 
Call us if you have a specific design problem. 

write for data 
Applications Engineering: ( 408) 246-8905 

Siliconix incorporated 
2201 Laurelwood Road , Santa Clara, California 95054 
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Special report 
0 The economic tremors that have rocked Japanese 
electronics industries for the past two years have sub
sided. The conscientious Japanese have turned 1972 
into a recovery year, and they are confident that busi
ness will resume profitable growth in 1973, although the 
electronics industries may not match the remarkable ex
pansion of the 1960s. 

Revaluation of the yen, the culmination of the 
"Nixon shocks," rattled the domestic economy, which is 
accustomed to unhindered growth, at a time when it 
was depressed. And the revaluation made the nation's 
precious overseas markets difficult to hold as Japan's 
price advantage, particularly in consumer products, was 
narrowed. The nation's woes were compounded by the 
well-ordered society's emerging clamor for control of 
the pollution that has accompanied its industrialization 
binge. 

As a result the electronics industries had been lost in 
a fog. But now that fog has lifted, says Tamefusa 
Onoye, executive director of the Electronic Industries 
Association of Japan. Although they have not been 
great, the past 12 months have not been as disastrous 
for electronics as many had feared a year earlier. 

The economic consequences of the most important 
political event of the year-establishment of diplomatic 
relations with mainland China, and thus the end to for
mal recognition of Taiwan- are not yet clear. It appears 
that, despite Taiwan's howls, electronics business will 
continue as usual between the two nations. On the 
whole, Japan's electronics industries are not deeply 

Mitsuo Kawasaki , (left) EIA-J chief of statistics, believes that " inter
national division of labor" will mean more Japanese plants overseas . 

) 
Tamefusa Onoye, ( right) EIA-J executive director, says that the fog 
over the industry is lifting, business was not as bad as feared . 
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enough imbedded in Taiwan to be crippled, should con
ditions deteriorate. One Japanese executive likened Tai
wan operations to having a plant burn down-a prob
lem, but not a disaster. 

China market limited 

As for Red China, the electronics industries are not 
carried away by dreams of opening a vast new market. 
China has made it clear that its first interests are for in
dustrial plants and heavy vehicles. If anything, electron
ics firms have cause for concern. "What happens," a 
consumer-firm executive muses, "when the Chinese be
gin to export cheap radios and TVs made with Japanese 
plant equipment? We may be cutting our own throats." 

Soon after the yen revaluation, with the attendant de
cline of consumer-product exports to the U.S., outside 
observers predicted a Japanese push toward the less
saturated European markets. But that hasn't happened 
to any significant extent. Instead, Japanese executives 
are talking about international division of labor. It's an 
updated version of an old economic concept based on 
the premise that every country should produce only 
what is economically feasible-high-labor-content prod
ucts in developing nations, high-technology products in 
advanced countries-and then market these products 
freely throughout the world. 

The result is two parallel movements, observes Mit
suo Kawasaki, chief of statistics and research section of 
EIA-J. On the one hand, companies will continue to in
vest in offshore production facilities to shift labor-inten
sive products away from steadily rising Japanese labor 
costs. On the other, as overseas markets have grown, it 
becomes more efficient to build assembly plants within 
those markets, rather than shipping finished products. 
This trend will continue in the United States and Eu
rope, particularly because another revaluation of the 
yen some time in 1973 is virtually certain. 

Despite solemn declarations from the politicians and 
a new five-point plan to defend the yen at its present 
level, revaluation is so probable that companies have 
gone to a kind of double value in planning-what the 
yen is worth now, and what it may become next year. 
Japan's favorable trade balance is a real embarrassment 
because it increases the pressure to raise the value of the 
yen in relation to the U.S. dollar. Efforts to lessen the 
pressure by boosting imports of manufactured goods, 
such as a "buy-American" campaign, appear to be too 
little to stave off another currency change; however, it's 
clear that this time it won't be a shock. 

R&D must continue 

Confidence restored, Japan's electronics industries 
are not satisfied simply with recovery. The country is on 
the same technological bicycle that the U.S. is riding, 
and it can't afford to stop pedaling. So in 1973 , expendi
tures for R&D will increase. No longer content to play 
catch-up with American technology, Japan's giant en
terprises are gearing to take over leadership wherever 
they can. They plan to jump off the springboard in 
1973. 

However, the country's star performer, the consumer 
electronics sector, has been slow to recover. And next 
year's sales may also register a flat curve. U nfortu-
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If anything, his salary may be decreased, since it is 
based on longevi ty, as well as rank and performance. 
His semiannual bonus, a lso based on longevity, will cer
tainly be decreased in a switch of companies. 

Because of the social attitude about jumping com
panies, it is also quite likely that an engineer would find 
it difficult to find employment at a competitor's firm. 
Toshiaki Irie, manager of microwave transistor engi
neering, Semiconductor division, Nippon Electric Co., 
points out that if he were unhappy at NEC, competitor 
Fujitsu probably wouldn't hire him because the phi
losophies of the two companies are different. 

"Why wouldn't Fujitsu hire a NEC engineer? It's a na
tional trait-and it's unfair," he shrugs. 

Alternatives are limited 

Another reason that there isn't much company-to
company job-changing is that the electronics industries 
are dominated by a small number of huge enterprises. 
This means that there are not that many different em
ployers from which to choose. 

Says Tomoo Okada, section chief in the Telephone 
Switching Engineering department of Fujitsu: "In my 
case, there are only four companies working in the field. 
No matter which company I would work for, I'd still be 
in the same environment. The main customer would be 
the same. I would still see the same group of engineers 
at conferences. Unless I would change my field com
pletely, there is no merit in changing companies." . 

This commitment by employer and employee from 
graduation to retirement leaves the impression that en
gineering departments would probably be inflexible 
prisons. It may seem that the engineer could quietly 
goof off for 30 or 40 years, knowing that his benevolent 
big-brother employer would carry him along in the 
womb of security. 

For some reason, neither of these impressions is cor
rect. A look at the engineering career requires a look at 
the Japanese character. At first, the EE appears to be a 
highly disciplined worker, a machine that the company 
clicks on every Monday and doesn't turn off until he 
leaves for home Friday night. 

Strangely, Japanese workers, including EEs, still in
dulge in what many Americans consider "Mickey 
Mouse" activities. Many must wear company uni
forms-drab, shapeless dust jackets-at work, or else at
tach the company pin to their lapels. They sing com
pany songs. Every day, they join in five minutes of 
office-wide calisthenics, usually starting at 3 p.m. 

And-horror of horrors-Japanese engineers don't 
even think twice about joining the company branch of 
the electrical workers' union and holding membership 
until they reach the bottom rung of the management 
ladder. During that time, they're in the same union with 
the hourly wage-earners, and it doesn't seem to sully 
their professional pride. (Industry-wide unions, such as 
the electrical workers or teamsters , don't exist in Japan, 
yet. Engineers usually belong to the All-Japan Feder
ation of Electric Machine Workers Union, which has 
some 540,000 members.) 

Thus, with the union negotiating his salary and ben
efits in a company that won't fire him, what provides 
the incentive? A closer look reveals that it is old-fash-
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ioned company loyalty . As Namio Yamaguchi, an engi
neer in the TV Research Laboratory for Matsushita 
Electric Industrial Co., declares, "Because home elec
tronics is so competitive, the future of Matsushita is on 
our shoulders. Ifwe don't develop competitive products, 
and there are no sales, the future of other people at 
Matsushita who depend on us is on our shoulders." 

Rather than being an automaton, the average Japa
nese EE feels that the company needs him to survive. 

(continued on page 98) 

Education: not so inscrutable 

Enrollment in engineering courses has not declined in 
Japan . In fact , the competition to enter top-ranked 
schools is as stiff as ever . Entrance examinations are 
difficult , primarily because the competiti on is heavy, 
and the universities prefer to weed out potential fai l
ures before they are accepted . 

Probably the most influential engineering school 
among the national institutions is at the University of 
Tokyo, which sets the pattern for other engineering 
schools in Japan . For the first two years, most U. of T. 
engineering students may not see a member of the en
gineering faculty, for they are enrolled in general 
courses taught by different faculty members. By the 
second year , the student begins basic engineering 
cou rses, and in the third and fourth years, the curricu
lum is completely devoted to engineering. 

By the fourth year , the embryonic engineer is hard 
at work on his graduation thesis. The Japanese school 
year begins in April , so that the summer vacation falls 
within the year. As a result , the U. of T. engineering 
faculty " encourages" fourth-year students to work for 
a month during the summer vacation. (At one time , it 
was required.) This month in the fourth year is usuall y 
the first taste of actual engineering working conditions 
that the EE student receives. Students usually make 
short weekly reports on their jobs and final reports at 
the end of the month . (Quite often, these summer jobs 
lead to permanent employment with the same com
pany after graduation.) 

Even though graduate work is not common in Ja
pan , the U. of T. has 170 applicants for its 43 openings 
in the master 's program for 1972, reports Sogo Oka
mura , professor of electronic engineering. Of these, 
only 31 were accepted. Graduate students normally 
conduct projects at one of the 14 research institutes in 
the university. 

Like their U.S. counterparts, Japanese engineering 
departments are concerned about cramming the max
imum practical lab work into the limited time avail able , 
while providing all the engineering basics possible . 
Also as in the U.S , the Japanese schools have added 
computer-science courses, although these courses 
may not be taught by the engineerin g department. 

While interest in engineering is high among students 
now, Prof . Okamura is concerned about the future . He 
recently visited the United States and learned first
hand about the decline in students , as well as the 
disillusionment among working EEs about their engi
neering careers . 

" Sometimes , U.S. problems reach Japan three or 
four years later ," he observes. " We should be prepar
ing for this situation now.' ' 
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gin to pay off this year, thanks to performance improve
ments. Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., for example, 
has developed an infrared remote device slated to sell 
for about $50. An infrared signal is picked up by a re
ceiver on the TV set. Although designed to be more re
liable than other remote tuners, the hand-held unit 
must be "aimed" at the receiver. The General Corp. has 
started selling a 20-inch TV with an ultrasonic controller 
that has a telephone-like dial with 14 holes for channels 
l through 12, plus one each to increase and lower the 
volume. 

Gadgets added 

Sharp Corp. has introduced an electronic channel dis
play to flash a channel number that covers almost half 
the screen for 1.2 seconds after tuning. This feature, 
which adds $17 to $27 to the price of the set, is available 
in three models, two of which have remote tuning. The 
display should help sell more remote tuning sets. 

Tokyo Shibaura Electric Co. (Toshiba) has just an
nounced an IC digital selection system in a 20-inch color 
set and plans to start sales in February. The 500-plus
element MSI device, a first in Japan, adds more than $30 
to the selling price. Not to be outdone, Matsushita 
promises to have available "a revolutionary-type" dig
ital tuner that a team from three separate R&D labs has 
taken two years to develop. Hayata Tokizane, managing 
director of Matsushita's Television division, promises 
that the tuner, to be available early next year, will per
form an order of magnitude better than previous elec
tronic tuners and will handle both vhf and uhf. The 
company has not priced it yet. The channel-selector 
portion of this design was revealed last June. It has a 
"binary" memory corresponding to channel numbers 
and a "decoder" circuit on MOS LSI devices. 

The other major effort among TV manufacturers has 
been directed toward picture tubes. The 110° deflection 

tube has spread rapidly through all product lines. Sanyo 
Electric Co. plans for 90% of its 18-in. and 20-in. color 
sets to have 110° tubes by the end of this year, and some 
14-in. models will join the ranks by mid-1973. Sony, 
meanwhile, has brought out a model with 114° deflec
tion, scoring merchandising points by advertising "the 
plus 4 ° ." Toshiba also has 110° tubes in nearly halfof its 
large-screen sets. Space-saving offered by these tubes is 
a definite selling point for the typical small Japanese 
home. 

Sony's stripe-format in-line-gun tube is being chal
lenged. Toshiba says its "brick-wall" shadow-mask tube 
can be made with black matrix surround, and it is not 
limited in screen size. The Hitachi Consumer Products 
group is featuring tubes in which dots are baked on the 
faceplate with a multifacet correction lens for improved 
registration at the periphery. Mitsubishi Electric Corp. 
and Matsushita also use the black-matrix-surround 
tube. The next major push by the TV companies will 
most likely be toward flat-screen picture tubes. 

Circuit integration continues 

As for the application of integrated circuits, the con
sensus is that fewer or the same number of circuits in 
the next year's chassis will probably perform more func
tions. Color processing now accomplished by three sep
arate ICs can be combined into one. Most sets already 
have six to 10 ICs of 40 to 50 elements each. Next, there 
will be six to l 0 with 50 to 150 elements each. A larger 
scale of integration had been artificially stimulated by 
an anticipated tax break favoring sets with a certain 
percentage of ICs. However, when this reduction failed 
to materialize, manufacturers dropped some ICs that are 
not economical. 

Not much can be said for black-and-white television 
these days. The decline in sales has continued as ex
pected. Price cuts and way-out cabinet designs have su
perseded new features in the last significant years of 
monochrome. Developing countries still constitute a 
market, but they demand on-site plants and oppose im-

Keilch i Takeoka , Matsushita Radio & Noboru Yoshll , Sony Corp . senior manag- Heltaro Nakajima, Sony audio, has an 80-
Stereo division , expects cassette / radio ing director, confidently predicts that " color man research center striving for improve-
combinations to increase sales in '73 . is forever," despite the leveling of sales . ments in components , starting in '73 . 
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Mainstream. Feeling that his move two years ago to calcu

lator design put him in the center of action at Matsushita , Sa

saki begins his busy day conferring with general manager 

Akira Harada (left) about sales acceptance of his product de
signs. Pains are taken in Japanese companies to make engi

neers aware of the end-products they manufacture, and EEs 
tend to feel personally responsible for the success or failure 

of their products Based on a lifetime devoted to a single com
pany , the commitment is to the employer first ; personal rec

ognition, second. This philosophy is at work in the engineer

ing team that Sasaki heads (top right). He disputes the U.S. 
contention that Japanese teams are usually overloaded with 
engineers. His team of four EEs and four technicians has de

veloped five calculator models . There are four engineering 
sections with in the calculator department , three responsible 

for a group of complete designs. The fourth section is a pool 

used to help out any of the other three, as needed. 
Sasaki's immediate supervisor, Sadamichi Someda (right), 

senior development manager, is also a personal friend who 

helped him move to calculators. Their relationship is 
easygoing , marked by good humor and mutual respect . Far 

from being a regimented cog in the design machine, Sasaki 

has leeway to thrash out differences of opinion with his boss 

and his junior associates. Although the parent company has a 
components division with one of the world's most diversified 

product lines and a semiconductor subsidiary, Sasaki and his 
team call in outside salesmen to obtain additional information . 

Below, he discusses batteries with a General Electric sales

man. Sasaki began a search for improved batteries because, 

faced with the same pressure from consumerism as in the 
U.S., he and other Japanese engineers now must stress prod

uct reliability, along with cost and performance. Perhaps Sa

saki's ambitions are well summarized by a sign hanging in the 
plant that reads, "Gather all of your strength for promoting 

the development of products that are commercially attrac

tive. " His satisfaction with the product is apparent. 
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terials to psychological studies of listening habits. Next 
fall, Nakajima promises, the lab will celebrate its first 
birthday with a number of new announcements, which 
will probably include a new type of speaker. 

Compiling statistics for tape cassettes and radio sales 
is complicated more than ever by the raft of cassette-ra
dio combinations on the market. As a result, manufac
turers are not sure whether to report these sales as ra
dios or tape cassette players. In some cases, both tape 
and radio divisions of the same company are making 
the combinations and reporting sales separately. In any 
case, these products have beefed up business for cas
sette players or radios, depending on how you slice the 
statistics. 

This situation points up a basic trend in radio these 
days-unique packaging and price competition, rather 
than technical development, is the name of the game. 
Because Japan has been feeling the squeeze from Tai
wan and Hong Kong for low-end models, companies 
are looking for new ways to attract buyers with, for ex
ample, a-m/fm/tape combinations or three-band, wire
less-microphone units with fancy tuning controls, start
ing at about $50. The next burst, predicts Matsushita's 
Keiichi Takeoka, managing director of the Radio and 
Stereo division, will be four-channel radio. 

Export caution exercised 

Most of the conjecture concerning Japan's interest in 
Europe has centered on consumer products ; however, 
company spokesmen are playing down its importance. 
Indeed, the obstacles are not to Japan's liking. France, 
which has the Secam color TV system, has legislated 
trade barriers. Italy has not yet decided whether to 
adopt Secam or the West German PAL system. 

This leaves Great Britain and West Germany as the 
most likely openings. But here too, licensing of PAL has 
been tricky. Hitachi, which has a license, is selling PAL 
color sets in Hong Kong, as well as in some European 
countries, excluding West Germany. Matsushita is re
negotiating with AEG-Telefunken, the cautious holder 
of the PAL licensing power. Other companies are wait
ing for resolution of these negotiations before proceed
ing. Sony, among others, has a PAL-like receiver that it 
claims does not infringe on Telefunken patents. The 
company has gone after sales there, even though Eu
rope accounts for a minor percentage of business. 

All hands are proceeding slowly for fear of fright
ening Europe into a more protectionist stance. Clearly, 
America continues to be the consumer industry's favor
ite export market, despite the price buffeting received in 
the yen revaluation and the countervailing tariff issue. 
With prices of its exports forced up, setting up plants in 
America is becoming both an economic and political 
benefit. 

More to the U.S. 

Matsushita has a TV assembly facility in Puerto Rico 
that has been supplied with Japanese-made parts. How
ever, the company affirms that, eventually, practically 
all of the parts will be purchased in the U.S. Sony's San 
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Diego plant, which went into operation at the end of 
July, is producing about 5,000 units a month. Early next 
year, this facility, located in an industrial park, should 
be turning out 20,000 color TV sets a month. In the first 
stage, 80% of the components will be shipped from Ja
pan; in the second stage, it will be 50%; and, finally, 
80% of the components will be American-made. Hitachi 
also recently announced plans to begin TV assembly on 
the West Coast. 

Taking a different tack, Toshiba has ordered one line 
of 18-in. TV sets from Admiral Corp., to be delivered to 
New York in time for the Christmas-buying season. 
"One way of doing business in America," says Tatsuya 
Inamiya, general manager of Toshiba's Video Develop
ment department, "is to share production. We have had 
a long relationship with Admiral through selling them 
parts. We knew that Admiral could produce these sets 
to Toshiba's specifications and have delivery in New 
York by Christmas." Toshiba doesn't care where Admi
ral builds these receivers-just so they arrive on time. 

Another strategy that may pay off in business and 
good will is Sony's program to help U.S. companies 
market products in J apan. As of September, some 1,000 
prospects had expressed interest in the plan. While the 
bulk of the U.S. firms are in home appliances, 8% are 
marketing office equipment, 6% electronics and hi-ti, 
and 6% computers and measuring equipment. 

Semiconductors: calculated boom 
The wild pace of calculator growth has turned the Japa
nese semiconductor market into an uproar. In an all-out 
dash to keep up with the demands of calcula tor manu
facturers, domestic MOS makers have developed MOS LSI 
devices, knocked the stuffing out of prices, and re
arranged the market shares of domestic and foreign 
producers to a 50- 50 split. In doing so, the shaky do
mestic semiconductor manufacturers have found solid 
and profitable footing. In contrast to the U .S. experi
ence, some leading ca lculator manufacturers ha ve even 
started producing their own integrated circuits. 

Japanese producers were already ahead of their U.S . 
counterparts in the manufacture of linear !Cs for color
television and audio equipment. And semiconductor 
makers are anticipating booms in the adaptation of !Cs 
to watches and automotive equipment on a scale that 
will rival the calculator explosion. 

The future a lso looks rosy for semiconductors in com
puter memories. Fujitsu Ltd. has already introduced a 
minicomputer with semiconductor memories. More
over, Hitachi and Nippon Electric Co. agree that core 
memories probably won' t be designed into computers 
after 1974. 

On the negative side, semiconductor firms predict 
that heavy demand will continue to depress prices. The 
picture is grimmer for manufacturers of other compo
nents. Although they enjoyed a good year in 1972, com
ponents makers are facing rising labor costs, coupled 
with declining prices. 

In 1972, domestic semiconductor houses have cap
tured 50% of the MOS LSI market, previously dominated 
by Americans Texas Instruments, Mostek Corp. , Na
tional Semiconductor Corp. , and North American 
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specialized products or sharp, creative engineering 
teams are practically nonexistent. Some Japan EEs feel 
that this situation restricts progress because such flex
ible, high-technology companies can theoretically vital
ize the industry and usually advance the state of the art. 
For a Japanese manufacturer to accomplish the fast re
actions typical of electronics firms that have been nur
tured by venture capital in the U.S., it must surmount a 
lot of inertia and pay heavily in overhead. This lack of 
venture capital for brash new firms is unlikely to change 
much in the near future. 

Educational development differs 

Another noticeable difference between the Japanese 
and American EE concerns advanced education. Hardly 
a U.S. engineer has not felt the pressure to get an ad
vanced degree to keep up to .date and improve his ca
reer prospects. That pressure is not exerted in Japan. 
Very few engineers continue schooling for masters' de
grees or doctorates. There are no night schools for post
graduate programs, nor do companies make much ef
fort to encourage more degrees. Sometimes a research 
lab may tap a certain individual to take a master's de
gree or doctorate, equating the program to a job assign
ment. Sony Corp., for one, assigns some EEs to the U.S. 
and Europe to advance their education. 

The entire procedure for keeping abreast of tech
nology appears to be uncoordinated in Japan. Company 
training programs are few, technical conferences tend to 
be superficial, and formal outside courses are un
available. Ask EEs how they keep on top of what's new, 
and they say, "Read the literature." 

This informal approach tends to work, but the reason 
appears to be buried in the subtle interplay that takes 
place in the Japanese engineering team. Practically ev
eryone belongs to a team; some members work on a 
specific design problem, while others appear to be con
tributing nothing-they're off in a corner reading the lit
erature, immersing themselves in the technology related 
to the design problem. Then the readers rejoin the 
workers, and the design jells, somehow, through the ex
change of information between the two. This descrip
tion of the procedure is oversimplified, but it typifies the 
team approach. 

On this subject, an American engi neer who has ob-

Toshiaki Irie, Nippon Electri c Co., points out that engineers find it 
difficult to job-hop in Japan because companies frown on it. 

Satoshi Shimada, Sony Corp ., expects the need to develop pollu

tion control will show true worth of engineers. 

served these teams for nine years points out, " It may 
not be possible to convey in English what goes on inside 
the Japanese engineering department because there's 
an organizational chemistry incomprehensible to an 
American." The key seems to be that the division of la
bor does not cause friction, nor are the EEs overly con
cerned with individual glory for a design if the team can 
achieve the desired goal. Essentially, the Japanese EE 
does not take an ego trip with his work. He doesn't 
mind borrowing others' ideas, adapting bits and pieces 
from other designs, licensing patents, and mixing it a ll 
together into a new application. This readiness to adapt 
other ideas has led to the cliche about Japanese copies. 

Adaptations pay off 

The issue of copying is particularly sens1t1ve to 
Shigeo Shima, director of the Sony Research Center. 
Sony takes pride in its innovations and has the reputa
tion of achieving results by going in unexpected direc
tions. This philosophy has also produced its share of 
bombs, but on the whole, doing the unexpected, as 
Shima characterizes it, has worked. 

He points to the development of th e in-line-gun TV 

picture tube and the all-solid-state television chassis as 
two contributions launched on the Japanese industry's 
desire to "do something different." Sony's first two ver
sions of the tubes were failures, but seven years of effort 
have produced what is today promoted as the Trinitron 
tube. 

T he solid-state chassis was an outgrowth of experi
ence gained in developing the transistorized radio. And 
behind the radio is a story that Shima relates with ob
vious relish. He recalls tha t in 1952, when the head of 
the company that was to become Sony visited the U.S. 
to complete arrangements to obtain a license to manu
facture the then-new transistor, its developers asked the 
visiting Japanese what he intended to do with it. They 
were astonished when he said he planned to build inex
pensive radios. The rest is history. 

Shima himself went through a replay of this story 12 
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year because demand will continue to use up capacity 
as fast as it's added. 

The second strong demand for ICs is in linear devices 
for color television and audio equipment. In this seg
ment of the market, domestic manufacturers have an 
edge because Japanese consumer electronics companies 
had been ahead of the U .S. in developing all-solid-state 
TV chassis and in applying res. In addition, the big TV 
manufacturers, Matsushita, Hitachi, and Toshiba, also 
have semiconductor divisions to design and custom 
build the circuits. The leveling of color-TV sales has not 
put a damper on IC makers because they expect to de
velop newer devices that combine in a one-chip package 
all the functions now performed by two or three sepa
rate res or discrete-component circuits. 

The goal is to integrate all but the video power func
tions. Also, more action is anticipated in the audio sec
tor, so that total linear IC consumption next year should 
jump to $75 million, 27% ahead of this year. 

With 6 million cars and trucks rolling off the Japa
nese assembly lines every year, hardly a semiconductor 
company hasn't studied the potential for automotive 
electronics. But so far, the auto industry has put up 
more resistance than a bumper, primarily because elec
tronics firms have to prove high reliability at low cost. 

Most of Japan's semiconductor manufactures have 
been raised on reliability at low cost through their long 
relations with consumer-electronics firms. The hope is 
that in two or three years the untapped potential of cars 
and trucks will be open. Sumio lmaoka, of Toshiba, re
veals that his company has top-secret projects with au
tomobile manufacturers and predicts that by 1975 there 
will be as many as seven LSI devices in every Japanese 
car. Likely applications for ICs are fuel-injection, igni
tion systems, and exhaust-emission controls. 

The all-solid-state wristwatch is another large-volume 
market standing in the wings. Here, low-power oper
ation is mandatory, indicating that C-MOS is the way to 

Hlroe Osafune, NEC Semiconductor division , expects Japanese 

firms to have 2- to 4-kilobit memory devices in one to two years. 

go. Another must is a reliable display. The Japanese 
semiconductor firms are cautious about liquid-crystal 
displays, but concede that this is the way to go for a dig
ital-display watch. 

Japanese manufacturers will be watching Motorola 's 
movements in the watch business during the coming 
year. The U.S. firm, it is believed, will come on strong 
with its timepiece package, which includes the quartz 
crystal, the MOS circuits, and the power supply ready to 
be put into a case. 

Matsushita officials have hinted that a consumer firm 
with a semiconductor division such as theirs might well 
make and market its own electronic watches in the com
ing year. If this happens, and other Japanese companies 
conform to their habit of following the leader into a 
market, other consumer-electronics firms with semicon
ductor divisions would sweep into the watch business, 
thereby creating another frenetic demand, similar to the 
calculator situation. 

Computer demand 

Semiconductor firms confirm the computer industry's 
interest in semiconductor memories. NEC's Osafune as
serts that all computer systems under development will 
use semiconductor memories, utilizing either p-MOS 
technology, which holds the lead , n-MOS, which is 
backed by NEC, or bipolar. Although still behind the 
U.S. in this area, he adds, Japanese producers are ex
pected to have 2- or 4-kilobit memory devices in one or 
two years . 

Worry over other components 

Other electronic components have also apparently 
weathered the economic tremors. But Taro Kuninobu, 
director of the Electronics Components division for 
Matsushita, warns that any components company that 
is not worried should be. He points out that business in 
the first half of 1972 was excellent, and that the situ
ation should carry into the second half. 

However, next year presents a question. First of all, 
manufacture of products that are no longer competitive 
in Japan-such as resistors, capacitors, coils, and speak
ers- will continue to go offshore. Matsushita, for ex
ample, has plants in Taiwan, the Philippines, Burma, 
Thailand, Malaysia, Iran, Venezuela, and Mexico. Only 
15% of its Japan-produced products are exported, 60% 
are used by Matsushita divisions, and 25% are sold to 
other Japanese customers. 

As the large components manufacturers set up off
shore facilities, the small companies will find it more 
difficult to compete. Both large and small plants will 
end up with surplus capacity and know-how in Japan, 
which is now a matter of national concern. Matsushita, 
for one, is putting its resources into expansion of indus
trial sales. 

On a larger scale, MITI is se tting new goals for the 
languishi ng components companies. Some will be 
guided toward systems developments and others toward 
development of unique new components for new mar
kets, similar to what Matsushita is doing on its own. 
MITI's assistance will include subsidies and loans for 
product development during the transition. A study to 
work out this national plan should take about a year. 
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Make 30 accurate readings a second .. . 
even with noisy inputs 

Most "high speed" digital voltmeters 
come to a screeching halt when they 
have to measure noisy signals. That's 
because most DVM 's offer absolutely 
no noise rejection without using input 
filters-and even the best designed fil
ter will limit a DVM to two or three read
ings a second. 

Now Systron-Donner has done some
thing to put the accuracy back into the 
high speed DVM. We designed our new 
fully-guarded 5-d igit Model 7110 around 
Dual Slope Integration, the only reliable 
measuring technique that prov id es 
built-in noise rejection without the need 
for filters . As a result the 7110 will make 
30 readings a second and give the right 
answer every time, even in the presence 
of unwanted noise and ripple. Yes , 
there's a filter, too, but you ' ll only need 
it for extremely noisy signals. 

Built-in noise rejection is only one 
feature that makes the 7110 an outstand
ing lab or system meter. Five de voltage 
and five de ratio ranges are standard 

SVSTRON 

with all-range autoranging from ±1 
microvolt to ± 1100 volts. Both ac volt
age and 4-wire resistance measure
ments can be added and, for system 
use, a variety of fully isolated digital 
output and remote programming options 
are available. 

We also added some litt le things, like 
a light that tells if you've selected an 
optional function that isn't installed. 
(There's also circuitry that withstands 
overloads up to 1000 volts even if you 
mis-program all controls and inputs. 
And to protect your investment we de
signed the 7110 so that every option 
can be installed at any time by simply 
adding plug-in cards. 

Model 7110 is priced from $1,695 
including 100 mV full scale and ratio 
ranges. Ask your local Scientific De
vices office for technical data or con
tact: Concord Instruments Division, 888 
Galindo St., Concord, CA 94520. Phone 
(415) 682-6161. 

CONNER 

~~~jl-

(} C URRENT 
SOURCE 

Another S-D instrument first! Electronic counters/ Digital voltmeters/ Pulse generators/ Data gen
erato rs/ Time code generators/ Sweep generators/ Spectrum analyzers/ Digital panel meters / Digital clocks/ Signal generators/ 
Oscillators/ Laboratory magnets/ Precision power supplies/ Analog & analog-hybrid com puters/ Data acqu is ition system.s. 
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Special report 
the Japanese companies are incompatible in business 
philosophy and product line. Nevertheless, all agree 
that the government will not let the ventures fail. De
spite the edge that the Japan Six have in government 
sales and the vigor they have shown in the non-govern
ment competition, U.S. companies feel that there is 
room for growth. "Our slice of the pie will stay about 
the same," says an IBM spokesman, "but since the pie is 
getting bigger, we will benefit." 

Nippon Univac is more optimistic. Its large-scale 
computers are considered imports, but the medium
range machines sold by Oki Univac are counted as do
mestic, giving Univac a position in both camps. Kyoji 
Matsuda, managing director for Nippon Univac, ex
pects an 11% increase in income in 1973. He claims a 
35% market share in major real-time systems for finan
cial applications and a 12% share in medium-scale com
puters. He does not expect the Japanese joint efforts to 
upset the market, though he concedes that Univac's 
large-scale machines will not have much chance for 
sales to government agencies, now that Japanese manu
facturers are developing complete competitive lines. 

Japanese lead in sales to institutions 

This contention has its basis in statistics from Japan 
Electronic Computer Co. Japanese manufacturers have 
a lopsided lead in local public facilities, hospitals, edu
cation and electrical machinery firms in value, but for
eign imports close the gap in the far more lucrative gen
eral-purpose business market, thus bringing the total to 
over 54% for domestic computers. 

Of the Japanese manufacturers, Fujitsu has the larg
est commitment, for 60% of its business is in EDP. While 
competitors consider this position risky, Fujitsu dis
agrees. Says Kobayashi, "Some say Fujitsu is on a dan
gerous path. But, because the Japanese government is 
helping, it's a safe course. Fujitsu did not enter into any 
technical licenses with foreign companies ; therefore, the 
government considers Fujitsu a special case and doesn't 
want to see it go down the drain." 

Fujitsu recently startled the industry when it an
nounced its use of semiconductor memories in a new 
minicomputer at lower prices than core. However, com-

Vujiro Degawa, NEC director, explains that it will be two or three 

years before the results of the joint computer efforts will be seen. 

pany officials reasoned that core-memory designs have 
reached their lowest cost point. But, since semicon
ductor versions have more potential for decline in price 
than core, eventually they will cost less. Both Hitachi 
and NEC agree that after 1974 there will probably be no 
new core-memory designs and that increased quantities 
of semiconductor memories will drive down prices. 

Nippon Telegraph and Telephone soon will cause 
two major impacts on the computer business. Within 
the next year, NIT will have converted its switching sys
tem to open up data communications among unrelated 
companies using time-sharing computers. Heretofore, 
users could only obtain leased-line connections for data 
communications. But the new NIT switching facilities 
should stimulate a significant increase in the market for 
data terminals and related data-communications equip
ment by 1974. 

In addition, NIT expects to go on line next fall with 
the first of its expanded scientific and engineering com
puter services. This service will use a large-scale com
puter, called DIPS, developed by NIT and built by Fu
jitsu, Hitachi, and NEC. NIT also has a real-time sales 
and inventory management system (Dress) that will use 
DIPS computers. 

If the schedule holds, the first expanded scientific and 
engineering series will go on line in Tokyo next fall. 
Osaka will get a DIPS computer with this system in 
March 1974. Both cities are scheduled to get the Dress 
systems by the fall of 1974. NEC will supply both scien
tific and engineering systems, and Fujitsu and Hitachi 
will each build a system for the Dress installations. 

Oki stands to get some communications business too. 
Its latest model 4300C, a minicomputer used for termi
nal control of data communications and other control 
applications, had received 150 orders in the first month. 
The machine, which has 4,000 16-bit words of core 
memory, sells for 1.6 million yen ($5,333). 

Minicomputer future is bright 

The over-all minicomputer business potential looks 
good for Japan. The Electronics consensus puts this 
year's figure at $15.3 million- more than 27% higher 
than in 1971-and $20.5 million is projected for 1973. 
The lion's share of this business will go to domestic pro
ducers, including Nippon Mini-Computer Corp., a joint 
venture engineered by MITI that uses Data General 
Corp.'s technology. Other U.S. firms are shut out of sig
nificant OEM sales. 

Banking on point-of-sale systems 

Point-of-sale systems are just getting underway in Ja
pan. Toshiba has started deliveries, Fujitsu has an
nounced a system, and NCR Japan is marketing a sys
tem developed in America. Other companies are also 
moving into POS, but sales have not yet materialized. 

Unlike the U.S. , where large retail merchants are the 
prime potential customers, in Japan, the banks will 
probably be as important as the stores in initiating POS 
systems. Masanubu Watanabe, director of the Indus
trial, Financial & Commercial Systems division for 
NCR, explains that banks want to link the stores to their 
computers via point-of-sale terminals. The banks are 
mainly interested in verification of credit transactions, 
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with TEOS, are at last being demonstra ted in the fo rm of 
new heat-sinking technology. New material systems, 
such as indium phosphide, are being developed that 
should further boost performance of both oscillators 
and amplifiers. With these advances, new data as a 
basis for comparison will need to be consulted before 
selecting the proper device for a system. 

Material concerns 

K ey to the growth of transferred-electron technology 
is the gallium-arsenide material that goes into most of 
the devices. Indeed, it was the development reliable 
methods of growing G aAs that got transferred-electron 
devices into the commercial realm. By now all commer
cial devices use epitaxially grown material, that is, 
single crystal layers grown on a single crystal substrate. 
This method yields material with far better uni formity 
than the old bulk material method. 

This improved uniformity results mainly from the 
low temperature needed to prepare epitaxial material-
7000 - 900°C, as compared with l,238°C or nigher for 
bulk material. In addition, epitaxial material, because 
of its positive temperature coefficient of resistance, is 
not susceptible to thermal runaway as is bulk material. 
Moreover, the device thickness in epitaxial material can 
be finely controlled during growth, whereas bulk mate
rial requires abrasive or chemical thinning to achieve 
the final active layer thickness- often 10 micrometers or 
less. 

Recently a new fabrication process has been devel
oped, in which heat sinks are plated onto the devices 
before the wafer is separated into chips, and then chip 
and heat sink are bonded directly into packages. This 
process is cheaper than adding the heat sink after pack
aging, since chip and heat sink can be batch-processed 
and high yields result from reduced operator skill re
quirements. Moreover, the integral heat sink makes 
handling easier during the wafer thinning process be
cause it provides a surface to grip on. Figure 1 shows a 
device with heat sink bonded directly into a standard 
varactor package. 

Taking the heat off 

Since it's the high, uneven temperature of the device 
during operation that limits its performance, much of 
today's device fabrication is directed toward reciucing 
thermal effects. Figure 2 shows the theoretical relation
ship of the variation in ratio of peak electron velocity to 
valley electron velocity with temperature, and compares 
it with experimental data. 

To obtain these sets of data, some devices were 
uniformly heated, and others were operated at power 
levels high enough to cause uneven internal heating. 
For the case of uniform heating, the experimental re
sults are in reasonable agreement with the calculations. 
However, for self-heating, where the heating comes 
from operating a device at high average powers, the 
peak-to-valley ratio of the velocity curve drops sig
nificantly when compared to the curve for uniform 
heating. Unfortunately, this ratio drop is accompanied 
by a drop in efficiency: in a sample uniformly heated at 
350°K, the efficiency drops approximately 10%, whereas 
in a sample that is self- heated at the same temperature, 
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TABLE 1: 

STATE OF THE ART COMPARISON OF 
TRANSFERRED-ELECTRON OSCILLATORS AND AMPLI Fl ERS 

WITH OTHER TYPES OF MICROWAVE DEVICES 

TE oscill ato rs 
co mp ared with : Strengths Weaknesses 

lmpatt Lower noise. Lower cw eff iciency 
diodes Higher pulsed power. and power. 

Higher pu lse d effi ciency. 
Lower bi as voltage. 

Trapatt Lower noise. Lowe r pulsed power 
diodes Higher duty cycle and eff ic ie ncy. 

operatio n. Less temperature -s tab le. 
Higher frequen cy operation . Si vs GaAs. 
Lowe r bias vo ltage. 

Transistors Hi gher fre qu ency operatio n. No cw L and S band 
Higher pulsed power. devices. 
Less compl icated structure. Si vs GaAs. 

Tubes Longer life , more rel ia bl e. Lower power and 
Equi valent noise efficiency. 
performance. Less tem perature· 
Lower bias vo ltage. stab le. 
Simpler power supplies. 

Barill Higher power Si vs GaAs 
dio des efficiency. 

TE amplifiers 
Strengths Weaknesses 

compared wi th : 

I mpatt Greater bandwidth. Lowe r cw eff iciency 

ampl ifiers (Higher vo ltage gain· and power. 

bandwidt h product.) Mo re 
linear. Lower noi se. 
Wide r dynamic range. 

Trapatt Mu ch greater bandwidth. Much lowe r pulsed power 

amplifiers (Muc h higher vol tage gain- and eff iciency . 

bandwidth product.) No UHF or L-ba nd io 

Much more linear. operati on. 
Much lower noise. Si vs GaAs 
Much wi der dynami c range . 
Higher fre quency operation. 

Transistor Greater bandwid th . Two-termi nal device. 

am plifiers (Higher vol tage gain- Si vs GaAs. 

bandwid th product.) 
Higher powe r in C, X and 
Ku bands. 

Tubes Longe r life . More reliab le Less power and eff iciency. 

low bias vo ltages. Less tem perature-stabl e. 

Sim pler power supp lies. 

Bari tt Greater bandwid th . (Hig her Si vs GaAs. 

dio des vo ltage gai n-bandwid th 
product.) Higher power 
and eff iciency. 
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Special report 
filling electromagnetic spectrum can stay this industry 
from its usual round of steady profits. 

Wireless communications, telephone switching, wire 
message equipment, and wire carrier equipment sales
all are increasing by 6% to as much as 45% this year. 
Next year holds much the same in store. 

NIT budgeted 300 million yen ($1 million) for equip
ment in fiscal year 1972, ending next March, and an
other 350 million ($ l.l 7 million) for fiscal 1973, ending 
March 1974. Top priority goes to preparations for data 
communications, followed by addition of electronic ex
change centers and expanded microwave transmission 
systems. Almost every manufacturer stands to benefit, 
because NIT always spreads its procurement to all the 
competitors. 

The data-communications conversion consists of 
combining 5,000 message areas in the country into 560 
and changing the message and unit recording system in 
order to time, as well as count, local calls. The larger 
message areas, together with lower rates to neighboring 
areas, will keep average charge to subscribers the same, 
but will enable NIT to charge data communications 
subscribers for line use within a message area. Accord
ing to NIT, the year-long changeover will cost about 70 
to 80 billion yen ($233 to $267 million), mostly for la
bor. 

By the beginning of April, NIT had started eight elec
tronic exchange centers, each with a maximum capacity 
of about 40,000 subscribers. Between April and next 
March, 10 more will have been started, for a total of 18. 
There will be 20 in the year following. Each new ex
change is expected to cost about 1 billion yen ($3.3 mil
lion) when fully equipped. 

NIT has ordered from Nippon Electric transmitter
receivers for a 5-gigahertz microwave transmission sys
tem that will have 2,700 voice channels, a new high for 
Japan. NEC estimates that the main transmitter and re
ceiver, plus auxiliary equipment for each installation, 
will cost 4 to 5 million yen ($13 ,000 to $17 ,000), but the 
final price has not been set. 

Cable net being installed 

For cable transmission, NIT is installing a 60-mega
hertz coaxial line from Tokyo to Nagoya to Osaka. This 
line will handle color television, which until now has 
been transmitted by microwave. It is also part of the 
preparation for TV telephones. While the market poten
tial for video telephones is still in question, NIT intends 
to go ahead with a five-year plan, delayed until 1973, 
that is to have 3,000 subscriber lines completed by 1977. 

The obvious target for video phones will be industry 
and government agencies. Yet even Fujitsu, one of the 
experimenters in this medium, is not sure how well it 
will be accepted. Says Kanji Yamamoto, a Fujitsu di
rector, "A cheap method of transmitting pictures is the 
biggest need now." He adds that the advent of data 
transmission requiring a fraction of the bandwidth of 
the TV phone is more important now. There is a pent-up 
demand for data communications that will begin to be 
served as conversion is completed. 
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Thus, the near-term possibilities for facsimile are 
good. Yuichi Makino, director and general manager for 
the Telecommunications division of Toshiba, estimates 
that fax business was 3.8 billion yen ($12.7 million) last 
year, 6 billion yen ($20 million) in 1972, and will reach 
8 billion yen ($27 million) next year. Then he forecasts 
a 10 to 12 billion yen ($40 million) market in 1974. 

Toshiba, which is developing fax equipment to use 
the switched-dial network of NIT, bases its growth fig
ures on the availability of inexpensive facsimile ma
chines, probably nondevelopment types that use ink jets 
and inexpensive paper. Band-compression types that re
duce transmission time will also be available. 

While microwave equipment is the mainstay of NEC's 
wireless communications division, this category has ma
tured, while others have picked up in growth rate, such 
as mobile radio and telemetry. Toshiba is also enthu
siastic about telemetry. The company has a joint effort 
with NIT on remote meter-reading for utilities. 

Telemetry forecasts rain 

Another real-time telemetry program is underway 
with Japan's meteorological agency to warn against the 
sudden heavy rainfalls that cause havoc in concentrated 
areas. This plan will be tested the end of this year and 
could go into operation next year, Toshiba reports. 

Telemetry and telecontrol equipment were the best 
performers for Mitsubishi this year, increasing by 10% 
to 20% more than 1971 sales. Utilities were the pre
dominant buyers, but, Japan's space program and fu
ture pollution-control projects should aid continued ex
pansion. 

Overseas sales have also been steady, and they have 
not been restricted to the developing nations. NEC is 
selling its earth stations for satellite communications in 
20 countries, including West Germany and France. The 
firm also supplied equipment to New York Telephone 
Co. during its expansion ~risis. Fujitsu recently landed a 
2 billion yen segment of a communications program for 
Nigeria. And Toshiba has microwave contracts in Latin 
America and India. 

Back at home, NIT is experimenting with the possi
bility of widespread installation of telephones in au
tomobiles. Looking at Japan's crowded highways as an
other source of business is enough to gladden the heart 
of any telecommunications company. 

Yulchi Makino, Toshiba Telecommunications, is sure that facsimile 
sales will take off with liberalization of data communications. 
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"TYPE II A DIAMOND 

3. Diamonds forever. The best heat-sink material is Type llA dia

mond. Other heat-sink mate rials are shown for comparison , how

ever, since processing difficult ies can wipe out diamond 's advan
tages. Also emphasized is the effect of device diameter-the smalle r 

the diameter, the less the change in temperature . 

help in dealing with temperature gradients. Improve
ment is seen when the heat-sinking material goes from 
gold to copper to silver to Type IIA diamond. Also pos
sible is double heat-sinking, which cuts the gradient 
across the device by a factor of two, and boosts effi
ciency by a factor of 25% to 50%. 

TEO performance 

Better GaAs and more advanced temperature-com
pensating techniques are adding up to TEOs with higher 
performance. Figure 4 displays the best results achieved 
with TEOS. 

The best pulse efficiencies reported to date are from 
RCA- 32% in L band and 28% in X band. Others have 
reported pulse efficiency in the 20% to 25% range. Since 
the quality of the GaAs material to a large extent deter
mines the efficiency of a transferred-electron device, 
these improved ratings imply that good material is 
widely available. 

For continuous-wave devices, efficiencies of 14% in X 
band have been achieved at RCA. Others have achieved 
efficiencies greater than 10% in X and Ku band, a 
marked improvement over the 1 % to 2% of only a few 
years ago. This indicates improvements in materials as 
well as in heat-sinking techniques. This level of effi
ciency in cw devices is particularly important because it 
means that TEOs will make ideal local oscillators in a 
great many of today's microwave systems, and could 
challenge Impatt for dominance of high-power systems. 

Noise ratings have also been improved. In some com
mercial devices, a-m noise in two sidebands at JOO-hertz 
bandwidth is greater than 140 decibels down at a point 
5 kilohertz from the carrier, and fm noise is 1 Hz rms in 
a 100-Hz bandwidth 100 kHz from the carrier for a cav
ity with a Q of about 3,500. Such figures indicate that 
today's solid-state devices have noise specifications 
comparable to those of a typical reflex klystron. 
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Recently even better results have been recorded. For 
example, fm noise of 8 Hz in a I-kHz bandwidth, 2 kHz 
from the carrier, has been obtained for TE devices with 
a Q of 500- a threefold improvement over the best pre
viously reported results . On this point, too, Table 1 
summarizes the relative positions of TEOs and competi
tive devices. 

Improvements in frequency stability with tempera
ture, a key performance factor in many systems appli
cations, are showri in Table 2. Best reported stability is 
seven parts in 107 at X band, exhibited by a device 
mounted in a high-Q cylindrical cavity operating in the 
TE011 mode. 

It should be pointed out that, although the high-Q 
cavity improves stability, it also reduces bandwidth and 
must be restricted to fixed tuned circuits. But stabilities 
of one part of 105 are available for TE devices from L 
band through X band with simple wideband coaxial 
cavities. This means that suitable stable TE microwave 
sources are now available for most data links in use to
day. 

A particularly significant result is the temperature 
stability of three parts in 106 reported recently for a Ca
yuga Associates limited space-charge-accumulation TE 
device. This previously unpublished result is especially 
important because the poor temperature stability of LSA 
devices, typically one part in 103 , has restricted their 
general use in commercial systems. 

TEA performance 

Great strides have been made in building transferred
electron amplifiers, as Table 3 indicates. It tabulates the 
performance of TEAS in various frequency bands. Am
plifiers are available that cover all of C band and X 
band, and new devices extend coverage to the 8-16 gi
gahertz range. Experimental devices have exhibited the 
negative resistance required for amplification over an 

BEST cw VA LUE 
5.3 x 102 W- GHz 2 

4. More power to them. Performance of a microwave source is 

rated by the product of its power and frequency squared ( Pf2) . This 
figure of merit has increased by orders of magnitude in the last two 

years. Present TE osc illators have achieved as much as 100,000 W

GHz2 for pulsed devices, and 530 W-GHz2 for cw operation . 
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Special report 
a signal-analysis system. Producing about 10 systems a 
month, Takeda uses processors from Nippon Mini
computer Corp. in almost 90% of its systems. Of 125 
engineers, 70 are working on systems programs. Under 
a government subsidy, Takeda has developed and built 
a big tester, which generated know-how fallout that the 
company now uses in other equipment. 

But the real competition in the test and control sys
tems business, says Takeda's Yoshizumi, is in the soft
ware. That is why a disproportionate number of engi
neers is assigned to systems and why the matching of 
computer programs to test equipment is vital. It is 
largely on the software side that the competitive battle 
will take place next year. 

Space: still looking up 
The National Space Development Agency (Nasda) is 

on a crash program, Japanese style. Dedicated to prac
tical applications of space technology, the young agency 
has been growing up, but concentrating on neat, small 
proj ects. 

This year, Nasda received a jolt from NTT and NHK, 
Japan's public broadcasting system, in the form of a de
mand for a communications satellite to meet television 
and voice-transmission needs in the late 1970s. What's 
more, NTT and NHK want the 250- .to 300-kilogram sat
ellite up in the air by 1976. 

Nasda's original long-range plan had called for 
launching an experimental 100-kg communications sat
ellite in 1977. Now the space agency is up against a new 
and difficult set of demands. It does not yet have a 
rocket powerful enough to orbit a payload of 250-300 
kg, nor does it have a design for a usable satellite. 

In addition, Japan is committed to launching a mete
orological satellite as part of a global atmospheric pro
gram involving coordination with space shots in the 
U.S. and Europe. In U.S. terms, these may seem like 
relatively simple problems, but Nasda must try to solve 
them with a budget of $60 million for the fi scal year 
ending next March. The agency has requested an 80% 
increase for the next year, and will probably get it. 

The simplest solution to the time-and-money crunch 
is to get the rocket and satellite technology from the 
U.S.; however, there is internal pressure to make the 
space effort all-Japanese . And the final complication is 
that Nasda must deal with the ministers of Posts and 
Telecommunications, Science and Technology, and 
Transportation, as well as the University of Tokyo's In
stitute of Space and Aeronautical Science, which has a 
budget of its own and pioneered Japan's space effort. 

If Nasda were to buy parts and knowhow from the 
U.S . for the satellites, and NASA were to launch them, 
the communications project could be completed in three 
years, estimates Dr. Yasuhiro Kuroda, director of sys
tems planning department for Nasda. If not, it might 
take seven years before the satellites could be launched. 
By using nine boosters strapped on Japan's "N" rocket 
(same configuration as the Thor Delta first stage), it 
would be possible to launch a 250-kg satellite, he adds. 
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Specifications for the communications satellite have 
not been set; however, it's assumed that there will be 
transponders for multiple voice channels and TV. Also 
both broad-beam and narrow-beam broadcast capabili
ties will probably be required. 

Besides the communication satellite, Nasda has on
going plans for other projects of practical and scientific 
nature. Projects are scheduled to map the ionosphere 
and measure radio noise for data pertaining to commu
nications use. Two others-both for scientific purposes
are to conduct plasma and positive-ion density and 
composition measurements. 

Defense: more yen, but when? 
All of the new spending plans set by Japan's Defense 

Agency under the fourth defense plan have been hang
ing fire, awaiting action by the government. By neglect
ing to obtain required final approval of the five-year 
plan by the National Defense Council, former Premier 
Eisaku Sato gave opposition parties an opportunity to 
freeze defense funds. The freeze was part of a compro
mise devised to pass the rest of the national budget. 

The return of Okinawa to Japan then took preced
ence, and when that transfer was concluded, there was a 
change in leadership to Premier Tanaka. Soon there
after, Tanaka began the long, careful plans to visit 
China and re-establish diplomatic relations. This effort 
has not only delayed approval of the new defense plan, 
but it took away the sense of urgency, since peace with 
China looked encouraging. 

During the Tanaka visit, the pall of gloom hanging 
over Self-Defense headquarters was thicker than Tokyo 
smog. Since his return, however, the National Defense 
Council has belatedly approved the new plan, unfreez
ing funds for new aircraft, a tank, and a missile. 

The delay has taken its toll. Although it was possible 
to continue programs previously established, no new ef
forts could be started. It's not clear whether or not re
search can proceed on an airborne early-warning sys
tem or anti-submarine patrol planes . A tactical 
computer project involving all of Japan's computer 
companies that was started under the third plan has 
continued. But there is no guarantee now that there will 
be enough funding to install the system. 

Equally frustrating to the agency is the fact that delay 
of this year's spending has squeezed together next year's 
budget. It has been impossible to settle next year's 
budget without firming up this year's. 

An artillery-shell-spotting radar will go to comple
tion, but there also will be procurement of less costly 
mortar radar. Placement of Mitsubishi's three-di
mensional radar systems is continuing too. The Defense 
Agency will say nothing about plans for backup mobile 
3-d radar made by Nippon Electric, except that it will 
not buy as many portable sets as fixed units. 

Since some form of the 90 billion yen ($300 million) 
fourth defense plan will eventually be adopted, the de
fense agency's next task will be to try to catch up the 
lost year, or at least minimize the delays it has caused. D 
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5. Transmitting microwaves. TE devices are packaged as complete transmission circuits , including bias and stabilizing networks, plus cir

culator to decouple input and output. Amplifier schematic shown in (a) also includes de bias source , which could be a simple battery. Com
pleted circuit is shown in (b) and commercial package in (e). (Photographs courtesy R. Paglione , B.S. Perlman and L.C. Upadhyayula.) 

type TEA is shown in Fig. Sa. Needed along with the TE 
device itself are: a bias network to supply the drive 
field ; a stabilizing network and impedance transformer 
to provide the proper matching between the device and 
the cavity; and a circulator to separate the rf input from 
the rf output. 

Previously this circuit was built up from discrete com
ponent and then packaged, a process that often made 
for reduced performance and bulky layouts. Now a 
technique has been devised to build the entire circuit on 
an integral substrate (Fig. Sb) in much the same man
ner as is used to build a conventional hybrid circuit. As 
a result, an integral amplifier component can now be 
obtained which has low parasitics and minimum area, 
and can batched-processed for cost savings. A finished 
package is shown in Fig. Sc. 

Another type of TE amplifier that has recently been 
developed is built on the same principles as the conven
tional traveling-wave amplifier. The traveling-wave TE 
device shown in the schematic in Fig. 6 is divided into 
three regions: the input coupling region, the output cou
pling region, and the amplification region. In the ampli
fication region a growing space-charge wave amplifies 
the input signal, where the gain is proportional to the 
length of the sample. Since the gain occurs only in the 
direction of the space-charge wave, the device has uni
lateral gain, and no circulator is required. 
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A problem area is the input couplers which, being 
lossy, reduce gain and also increase the noise of the de
vices. A remedy involves building a FET-like input cou
pler which can provide input gain. 

This first of the traveling-wave amplifiers had gains 
as high as 18 dB in pulsed operation over the range of 1 
to 4 GHz. Cw devices use a small ratio of material thick
nesses to provide stability. Recently, continuous gain 
from 7.2 to lS .3 GHz has been demonstrated at RCA. 

Traveling-wave TE amplifiers, however, are low
power devices-a problem which can be alleviated by 
adding a negative-resistance amplifier to the output of 
the devices. Work toward this end is presently under 
way at RCA. 

The switch to LSA 

For unusually high power, the LSA type of trans
ferred-electron device is much more suitable than the 
Gunn type. Indeed, the highest power ever obtained 
from microwave solid-state oscillators has been ob
tained working with harmonics in the LSA mode- 6 kw 
at l.7S GHz with 14.6% efficiency, and 2 kw at 7 GHz 
with 4.1% efficiency. In this mode the device is operated 
in a low-Q circuit to achieve a multi-frequency non
sinusoidal waveform. Although Copeland of Bell Labs, 
who invented the LSA mode, worked primarily with si
nusoidal waveforms, he points out that harmonics could 
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CONSUMER PRODUCTS 
Audio tape recorders and players 212.3 250.0 291 .7 
Ci ti zen band transceivers 7.0 7.3 7.7 
Electronic ranges 69.0 89.0 108.3 
Hi -fi co mponent equipmen t 66.7 85.7 108.7 
Musica l instru ments 43.3 45.0 45.0 
Stereo phonograph and rad io combinations 313.3 324.0 345.3 
Radios (including car radi os) 161 .0 167.7 172.0 
TV sets, black and w h ite 112.5 93.3 85.5 
TV set s, co lor 1,788.3 1,773.7 1,767.3 
V ideo tape recorders (fo r consu mer use) 21 .7 51 .7 71 .3 
Total 2.795.1 2,887.4 3,002.8 

COMPUTERS AND RELATED HARDWARE* 
Analog and hybr id co mputers 6.3 7.0 7.8 
Converters, a-d and d-a 85.0 110.7 144.0 
Digital computers (e xcept min ico mputers ) 461.7 583.3 733.3 
Digital mini co mputers (valued up to $ 1 OM) 11. 7 15.3 20.5 
Dat a storage devi ces 359.8 481.3 646.0 
Data entry and output equipment 193.3 261 .0 339.3 
Remote terminal equipment 25.5 38.2 53.3 
El ectro nic ca lculators 176.0 193.7 197.0 
Total 1,319.3 1,690.5 2,141 .2 

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT 
Broadcast equipment 46.7 57 .0 73.3 
CATV 2.2 2.8 4.2 
Closed circuit TV 14.3 16.3 19.0 
Intercoms and intercom systems 14.0 15.3 16.7 
Microwave re lay syst ems 76.7 80.0 85.0 
Navigat ion ai ds (except radar) 23.3 25.8 28.8 
Radar (air, ground, and marine) 51 .2 56.7 62.7 
Radi o co mmuni catio ns (except public broadcast) 156.5 168.3 183.3 
Telemet ry and gu idance systems (except industrial) 38.3 46.7 60.0 
Telepho ne sw it ching, electronic or se mielect ronic 26.2 36.7 53.3 
Wire m essage equipment 156.3 178.3 203.3 
Wire ca rri er equipment ( includes FDM and PCM) 185.0 206.7 246.7 
Total 790.7 890.6 1,036.3 

INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT 
Machin e too l contro ls 20.7 30.5 39. 0 
Motor speed con trol s 73.0 82.7 95.0 
Power electroni cs equipment 91 .3 113.9 126.7 
Process contro ls and re lated equipment (includes co mputers) 326.7 333.3 400.0 
Simulators, traine rs, and t each ing ai ds 13.3 16.7 23.3 
Ultraso nic cleaning and inspection equipment 7.0 7.8 9.1 
Total 532.0 584.9 693.1 

TEST AND MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 
Amplifiers, laboratory type 13.3 14.2 15.0 
Cal ibrators and standard s, active and passive 9.2 9.2 10.3 
Compo nents t est ers 15.8 16.7 20.0 
Counters and timers 9.3 8.8 10.0 
El ectronic met ers, analog 7.5 7.5 7.5 
Electro ni c meters, digital 5.3 5.5 5.8 
Generators and synthes izers (to 1 GHz) 10.3 10.8 12.2 
Lasers, all ty pes 3.3 3.0 3.3 
Microwave test and measuring instruments (above 1 G Hz) 12.0 12.8 14.2 
Oscil lators 7.5 7.8 7.8 
Oscill oscopes and accesso ri es . 30.5 31.7 35.8 
Power suppli es, laboratory type 5.0 5.0 8.3 
Record ers (analog and digital) 11. 7 13.3 16.7 
Total 140.7 146.3 166.9 
MEDICAL ELECTRONICS EQUIPMENT 
Di agnostic equipment , except X -ray 33.3 35.0 
Patient monitoring equipment 6.7 8.3 
Prost het ic equipment 10.7 11 .3 
Therapeutic equipment, except X-ray 8.8 9.3 
X-ray equipment 83.3 90.0 
Total 142.8 153.8 

TOTAL EQUIPMENT CONSUMPTION 5,720.6 6,353.5 
(factory prices in mil lions of dollars) 



Dynamic zero-correction method 
suppresses offset error in op amps 
In data-acquisition systems, the offset voltage and offset voltage 
temperature drift of a FET-input op amp can be held to only 
a few microvolts by a sample-and-hold correction technique 

by Richard c . Jaeger and George A. Hel lwarth' IBM General Systems Division, Boca Raton, Fla. 

0 Although today's monolithic FET-input operational 
amplifier offers the advantages of high input imped
ance, large open-loop gain, fast slew rate, and low in
put-bias current, it often has a high initial offset voltage 
that drifts with time and with changing temperature. 

However, certain dynamic zero-correction techniques 
can drive the initial offset voltage to zero and reduce the 
effect of initial offset current when the amplifier is used 
for signal conditioning in a multiplexed or sampled 
data-acquisition system. One such scheme keeps the 
amplifier's input voltage to only a few microvolts and its 
offset voltage temperature drift to merely a few hun
dredths of a microvolt per degree Celsius. 

This method overcomes the shortcomings of previous 
dynamic zero-correction techniques. One method, for 
example, controls drift by inserting a de correction sig
nal into the amplifier's input with a periodically oper
ated switch or modulator, an auxiliary ac-coupled am
plifier, and a demodulator switch and filter. This 
scheme is not only expensive, but it produces carrier
frequency noise from the switches and recovers slowly 
from an overload condition. 

Recent methods require switches operating synchro-

s, 

Rs 

1 R3 = Rs 

-:- -:-

-:-

nously between the cycles of a multiplexer or an analog
to-digital converter so that the switches and demodula
tion filter become a measure-and-hold circuit. After 
measuring the magnitude of the input offset voltage 
(with the amplifier input. shorted by a switch), the cir
cuit holds the correction voltage inserted at the ampli
fier input. This technique is sometimes hampered by er
rors in the sample-and-hold circuit and by feedback 
instability during the correction cycle. 

Zeroing out offset error 

In the improved zero-correction scheme (Fig. 1), the 
amplifier is also driven by a multiplexer, and the offset 
voltage is dynamically eliminated between multiplexer 
cycles. A set of switches, which are synchronously 
linked to the multiplexer timing control, change the am
plifier's operating mode to eliminate offset error. MOS
FETs are usually used as the switches because of their 
operating speed and predictable switching action. 

Zero correction is implemented by disconnecting and 
grounding both inputs of amplifier Ai, allowing the for
ward gain of the over-all amplifier to generate a large 
output voltage that is fed back to the input of interstage 

>---------OUTPUT 

SAM PL E·AN D·H D LD .-------------, 
I VosJ I 
I + I o---
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R, 

1. Dynamic zero-correction. Offset voltage of over-all amplifier is held to a few microvolts by inserting correction voltage at input of 
amplifier A~ . By applying correction voltage at interstage between A, and A2, errors due to sample-and-hold inaccurac ies can be minimized . 
Sample-and-hold circuit stores correction voltage while over-a ll amplifier has its feedback loop open and is disconnected from source. 
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YOU'LL BE SURPRISED 
AT THE SCOPE 
OF FAIRCHILD'S 
OPTO LINE 

SENSORS 
15 standard phototransistor 
types to provide matched and 
standard sensitivity ranges. 
For large volume users inter
ested in building their own 
hybrids, die are available. 

Standard - Dome Lens 
Phototransistor 

FPT 100, FPT 120 

Standard - Flat Lens Precision 
Package Phototransistor 

FPT 110, FPT 130 

Metal Package - Phototransistor 

FPT 101, FPT 102 

~ 
Matched Sensitivity Dome Lens 
Phototransistor 

FPT 220, FPT 320 
FPT 100 A, 100 B 

Matched Sensitivity Flat Lens 
Precision Package Phototransistor 

FPT 110 A, FPT 110 B 
FPT 230, FPT 330 

=~• 

Circle 210 on reader service card 

LED LAMPS 
22 types for use as panel status 
lamps, malfunction indicators, 
backlighting of push buttons 
and keys, and narrow beam 
projection sources. Available 
with clear, white and red 
lenses, large light em itting 
areas and pin point sources . 

Point Sources 

FLV 100, FLV 111, FLV 118 

: • 
~ 

Wide Angle Panel Indicators 

FLV 102, FLV 108 
FL V 116, FL V 115 

Panel Indicators 

FLV 110, FLV 112 

~ 
Narrow Beam Emitters 

~ 
~----

Backlighting Illuminator 

FLV 103 

===:::::==»~~ 

Subminiature Lamps 

FLV 107 

• 
Circle 211 on reader service card 

DISPLAYS 
1/s" LED displays with the 
bold font that looks twice the 
size it actually is ... 1,4" LED 
displays made by the indus
try's most advanced process ... 
standard calculator displays 
with or without drivers and 
scanners built-in. 

FND 10 1/s" 

FND 70 %," 

FN A 45 9-Digit DISPLAY 
with drivers 

FNA 25 9-Digit DISPLAY 
without drivers 

Circle 212 on reader service card 
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Evaluating power dissipation 
in microcircuit design 
by Lyle F. Pittroff 
Microcircuit Operations, He/ipot Div., Beckman Instruments, Fuf/erton, Calif. 

Converting a circuit from the discrete-component con
cept into a single miniaturized microcircuit is analagous 
to the design and development of a larger system. Al
though specific design problems must be handled on an 
individual basis, several key areas must be considered 
early in the game. 

This Engineer's notebook covers package-tempera
ture rise , component ratings, and component compati
bility; a later notebook will focus on a shortcut tech
nique for estimating the substrate area required for any 
given circuit. This latter article will also discuss compo
nent density and hopefully answer the question, "Will it 
fit?" when circuit designs have been finalized. 

Microcircuits shrink the package size, but package 
power remains the same, and the power density can be 
increased significantly. An estimate of the temperature 
rise in a new microcircuit design can be a critical step in 
the package-selection process. Two specific areas must 
be evaluated: 
• Substrate / package temperature rise above the am
bient or heat-sink maximum operating temperature. 
• Individual component/junction temperature nse 
above the substrate / package temperature. 

A simple review of the thermal model for the package 
and those components dissipating significant power will 
quickly reveal whether or not the design is in the right 
ball park for most hybrid-circuit configurations. With 
the fundamental thermal model shown in the fi rst fig
ure, a steady-state Ohm's law network analogy ·can be 
used to evaluate component temperature rise. 

For the initial approximation, transistors and diodes 
dissipating less than 100 milliwatts, resistors, and most 
!Cs are assumed to be operating at the case temperature. 
It is also assumed that all of the heat generated by inter
nal circuit elements is being conducted away by the case 
(there is no radiant energy). 

Conventional thermal model designations for a hy
brid microcircuit are outlined in the second figure. The 
package tempera tu re rise is a function of the total 
power dissipation (PT) of all internal circuit elements : 

TR= T c - TA = PT8cA 
where TR is the temperature rise between two specified 
points, Tc is the case temperature , TA is ambient tem
perature, and 8cA is the thermal resistance from the 
case to ambient without a heat sink. 

As a rule of thumb, the therma l resistance, 8cA, of a 
package in free air (no forced cooling and minimum pin 
conduction) causes a temperature rise of about 35°C per 
watt of power diss ipation per square inch of package 
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area (35°C/w /in. 2). For example, the temperature of a 
ci rcuit dissipating 1 w would rise approximately 35 °C 
above ambient in a I-inch-square package or 70°C 
above ambient in half that package area. This general 
rule is conservative and should prove a safe first ap
proximation for most pc-board applications. 

The individual component temperature rise above 
the substrate temperature is a function of the compo
nent's power dissipation and thermal resistance. Al
though significant temperature rises are usually limited 
to the larger devices, some typical values of chip ther
mal resistance for smaller semiconductors are given. 

The maximum allowable junction temperature (TJ) 
for silicon devices depends on the application, and in 

THERMAL MODEL/OHM'S LAW ANAL,OGY 

v 

R 

----------- 0 v 
ELECTRICAL MODEL 

p 

THER MA L MODEL 

Electrical Model 

Ground reference. 

Current source . 

Electrical resistance . 

e 

.. (0 VI 

. . ( I I 

. . (RI 

Voltage rise (above 0 VI .... (VI 

Thermal Model 

Ambient temperature . ..... (TA I 

Power source . . . . . . (P) 

Thermal resistance .... (0 1 
Temperature r ise (above TA I . . (Tl 
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down 
r 0ro, c.cu nt 

drain, an he emission ... 
give you a single ... plane 
phosphorescent display 
you can see across the room. 

We clamp down fully 
on the disadvantages of oth er di splays. 

Our digital readouts, 
including the ext reme ly lightweight, 
mini -s ize Multi - Numerica l Indi cator 

with 5, 10, and 12 digit readout, 
offer low-voltage, 
low-current drain, 

and stability advantages over 
conventiona l displays. 

All have eye-easy phosphorescent 
segments with digits on a sing le-p lan e 

for optimal visibility 
under ambient light. 

It 's a natural green glow, 
so soft and clea r you can see 

it across the room. 
But the best co mes last: 

They' re competive ly priced 
for all modern applications 

in ca lculators, 
digital clocks, vo ltm eters and co unters, 

and a host of others. 
Count on us. 

110 Circle 11 0 on reader service card 
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• Clutter, unnecessary labeling, and abbreviations 
should be avoided to eliminate operator confusion due 
to sensory overload. 
• Labels need to be large enough for comfortable view
ing under ambient illumination at a normal operating 
distance. This should never be less than 20 inches. 
• Unless the panel is to be viewed from below, labels 
should be consistently placed above the devices to 
which they refer to eliminate hand interference and am
biguity of reference. 

Operator's field of view 

• Limitations of the operator's field of view must be 
considered. When the operator focuses on a fixed ob
ject, he has maximum acuity within ± 1° of his center of 
vision, he can no longer see reds and greens at ±20°, and 
he loses both blue and yellow at ±40°. If readings are 
necessary beyond these limits, the operator's head must 
be free to turn. 
• Important color displays that must be placed beyond 
these limits of the fields of view require either flashing 
or auditory signals to gain attention. Auditory signals 
are frequently the better solution, since flashing lights 

Light-emitting diode 
doubles as sensor 
by Thomas T. Yen 
Statham Instruments In c. , Oxnard, Calif. 

A seldom recognized property of many light-emitting 
diodes is that, in addition to emitting light when fo r
ward-biased, they can also detect light when reverse-

v, 

LED Switch. A few components can be added to enable the con
ventional LED to double as a photodetector. 
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tend to be assigned different meanings from steady
sta te lights in many systems. 
• Intermittently illuminated devices require refresh 
rates well above the viewer's critical flicker frequency 
fo r approximately 95% of the operator population to 
view comfortably. This critical frequency is a function 
of the display brightness, size, and duty cycle. 

Operating environments 

• The effects of the operating environment must be 
considered, both for its direct degradation of human 
performance (such as visual degradation under acceler
ation or anoxia) and the restricting effects of protective 
clothing and equipment. Operation in the dark man
dates red illumination of displays and precludes the use 
of color coding. 
• Controls for equipment requiring operation in a 
darkened environment may be shape-coded (up to 
about 15 properly selected shapes may be used) and 
also size-coded (up to three sizes, differing from each 
other in increments of no less than 50%). 
• Point displays of lights in a darkened room require 
some back-lighting. D 

biased. This emitter/sensor property in a single device 
leads to several potential applications. 

One of the more intriguing possibilities is an auto
matic brightness control for a LED display panel. By 
momentarily reverse-biasing one of the LED elements (a 
decimal point, for example), the emitter-come~sensor 
could be made to detect the ambient-light intensity, and 
then the intensity level of the display could be adj usted 
according! y. 

In another application, the emitter/sensor could serve 
as a simple transceiver, to be placed at points on a dig
ital communications bus. A data link capable of two
way communications can be constructed simply by us
ing fiber optics and a single device at each end. 

Such applications require a swi tching circuit similar 
to the one shown. When the input is high, Qi conducts, 
and a forward bias current flows through Di, which 
emits photons. The photocurrent is given by: 

1 ,..._, ~ _ V1 - V2 
- Ri Rz 

When the input is low, Q i turns off, D1 becomes a sen
sor with a reverse bias of Vi - V 2, and the light current 
through R 2 develops a voltage at the output. 

Initial tests show that both infrared (gallium arse
nide) and red (gallium arsenide phosphide) LEDs re
spond to light from a small incandescent source. Once a 
diode is selected, it should be tested further to deter
mine the exact switching speed and sensitivity charac
teristics. Severa l LEDS have been tested , including the 
Hewlett-Packard Co. 5082-4107 (GaAs) and 5082-4440 
(GaAsP) and Daimetric's DLD-32 and DLD-33 , both 
red-LED GaAsP types. D 

Engineer's Notebook is a regular feature 1n Electronics We 1nv1te readers to submit original 
design. applications. and measurement tdeas We'll pay S50 for each item pubhshed 
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2. Bridge unbalancer. Bolometer is part of bridge c ircuit that becomes unbalanced when illuminated by infrared radiation. Six-stage ampl ifier 

is conventional circuit with small negative feedback. Main power source is 24-volt nickel-cadmium battery; 45-V NiCad battery biases the bo
lometer. Alternatively , an external battery or standard 120-V ac source may be used. 
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New ROMs ease 

logic design 

Adhesive is quick, 

withstands high 

temperatures 

Components here 

in beam-lead 

packages . .. 

. . as multiple 

devices share 

single package 
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Engineer's newsletter ___ _ 

Designers who have been using bipolar read-only memories to perform 
control-logic functions will be pleased to hear that more and more so
phisticated ROMS are becoming available, both electrically program
able and mask-programable. And to make matters even better, 2,048-bit 
programable ROMs are now appearing. The first was introduced recently 
by Harris Semiconductor, and other semiconductor makers are not far 
behind. One big advantage in using ROMS is the saving in board space, 
meaning that fewer packages are needed to perform the logic. 

With the progra_mable ROMS, the user needn't carry a large inventory 
because he is able to use the same basic unit for many programs. And 
many new universal programers, such as the Spectrum Dynamics 
model, are already available to simplify programing. 

If you need an adhesive that sets up fast and withstands temperatures 
to 475 °F, then Eastman's 910 MHT may be the one. Applying adhe
sives prior to high-temperature encapsulation often results in sub
sequent bond failures. However, 910 MHT, a member of the cya
noacrylate adhesive family, sets up in seconds and withstands the 
temperatures encountered in curing processes. 

For example, the adhesive solved a problem that American Aero
space Controls Inc., Farmingdale, N.Y. , encountered when securing 
magnetic components to a pc board. With previous cyanoacrylate ad
hesives, the bias magnets shifted before the encapsulation step. But 
with the Eastman product's fast setup, the magnets stayed in place. No 
shifting occurred during curing of the encapsulant material. For fur
ther information contact Emerson & Cuming Inc. , Canton, Mass. 

Designers of uhf equipment should welcome the appearance of many 
conventional components in beam-lead packages at prices they can af
ford. They will now have the opportunity to specify the devices for high
volume applications. 

An example is Hewlett-Packard's new beam-lead Schottky diode, 
which the company says is the beamed version of its old 5082-2800 
Schottky diode. The nice feature of the new device is that small quan
tities are available at less than $ 1 each. The part is aimed at such appli
cations as high-level detection, switching, gating, and logarithmic and 
a-d conversion. Also look for beam-lead power devices. Suppliers now 
feel they can use beams with powers of 1 wand above. 

Users of discrete semiconductors have been talking about the increased 
availability of packages containing such multiple discrete devices as 
duals, quad transistors, Darlingtons, double emitters, and diode arrays. 
The key is that the technique offers big savings in device costs, assembly 
costs, and board space. The packages also contain a design bonus: indi
vidual devices can be matched for a particular device parameter. Per
haps the most complex of these multiple discretes are the quad transis
tors and dual field-effect transistors. The latter have become popular 
for applications where FET inputs have to be matched. Suppliers do the 
matching, designers get the benefits. 
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T em peratu re-stable decoder 
for modulated pulse widths 
by H.R. Beurri er 
Bell Telephone Labora tones, Mu rray Hill, N.J. 

Besides offering excepti onal temperature stability, a 
pulse-width-modul ation decoder for remote propor
ti onal radio control produces a presettable fail-safe 
ana log output when the input control signal is inte r
rupted . The circuit converts a time-modulated pulse in
put to an ana log output. 

T ransistors Q1 and Qz form a sawtooth generator 
with a ramp output that starts wh en the input control 
signal goes positive and tha t rese ts when the input goes 
nega tive. Th e cont rol signal switches Qz alternately on 
and off. 

When th e base of Qz is driven positive by the input, 
thi s transistor turns off a nd ca pacitor C1 charges with 
the constant current supplied by transistor Qi. (The 
longer the input pulse du ration, the higher C1 's ramp 
voltage a nd the resulting output voltage.) When Qz is 
driven nega tive, it conducts, pullin g its emitte r voltage 
in the nega tive direction and partia lly discha rging ca
pac itor C1. 

Emitter-follower Q3 acts as a peak-voltage detector 
th a t cha rges capacitor C2 positively when its base is 
driven positive by the ramp voltage of ca pacitor C1. If 
the vo ltage across c , is too negati ve to forward-bias the 
base-emitter junction of Q3, capacitor C2 discharges 
th rough res istor R1. This portion of th e circuit, there
fo re, acts as a diode peak detector with power gain . Re
sistor R2 and capacitor C::i are connected as a sim pie 
first-order output fi lter. 

Once the input signa l is termina ted , the base voltage 
of transistor Q2 se ttles to a level determined by the volt
age d ivid er of resistors R 3 and R,1. This volta ge level is 
coupled to the outpu t through transistors Q2 and Q3, 

which are connected as cascaded emitter-followers. The 
complementary a rrangement of Q~ and Q3 causes any 

C-MOS sums up tones 
for electronic organ 
by Robert Woody 
Hercules Inc., Radford, Va . 

An electronic organ that produces a wide variety of 
voices, either singly or in combination, can be built with 
re la tively simple circuitry if complem entary-Mos logic 
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temperature-induced change in the base-emitter voltage 
of transis tor Qz to be cancelled by an equa l-in-magni
tude , but opposite-in-polarity, change in the base-emit
ter voltage of transistor Q3. 

The circuit's output voltage is referenced to the lower 
point of capaci tor C1's charge / discharge cycle. When 
the input is nega tive , diode D 1 reverse-biases transistor 
Qz's collector so that capacitor C1 always discharges to 
the same level. Diode Dz and resistors R5 and R6 clamp 
the capacitively coupled input control signal so that 
transistor Q2's base is driven slightly n~gative . Diode D 3 

simply fixes the base voltage of transistor Q i. 
With the component values shown, the circuit will 

convert a pulse width of 1.25 ±0.63 milliseconds to an 
ana log output of 2.4 ±0.6 volts de. The I-kilohm input 
resistor simply reduces the loading on the driving 
source . D 

SI LI CON 

SILICON 

+4.8 v 
I 

ANALOG 
OUTPUT 

(+2.4 V) 

4.7 µF 

PWM decoder. Circuit detects pulse-width-modulated signals, sup

plying de analog output over wide operating temperatu re range. If in
put control signal is interrupted , decoder output goes to preset fail

safe level. Transi stors O, and 0 2 and capacitor C, make up sawtooth 
generator that drives transistor 0 3 , which acts as peak-voltage de

tector. 0 2 and 0 3 are cascaded complementary emitter-followers . 

circuits and linear diode gates are used. The organ, 
which requires only one gate for each frequency , adds 
tones to derive the harmonic content of each voice. 
Sound reproduction varies smoothly, too, so that there 
are no unpleasing key clicks. 

The circuit shown generates the eight frequencies of 
note A. Adjacent freq uencies of the same note have 2: I 
ratios and are separated by an octave. Similar circuit ar
rangements generate frequencies for notes B through G 
and five sharps, for a total of 12 notes. These 12 notes, 
each having eight frequencies, comprise the 96 fre
quencies in the organ. Individua l frequencies are spaced 
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New products ___________ _ 

Converter resolves 16 bits in 8 µs 
Analog-to-digital unit is made out of 11 basic building blocks ; 
special comparator has gain of 12,000 and fast settling time 

by Stephen Wm. Fields , San Francisco bureau manager 

When the subject of a 16-bit a na log
to-digital converter is brought up, 
the di scuss ion o f how to use it turns 
out to be a lmost as important as the 
one on how to build it. Intech Inc., 
of Santa Clara , Cali f. , has built a 
fas t a -d con,verter and is putting to
gether materi a l on how to use it. 

Gil Maros i, d esigne r of the model 
A-856 modula r unit, points out tha t 
building a 16-bit device, especia lly a 
fas t one, poses some peculia r pro b
lems. Since the A-856 has a conver
sion time of only 8 microseconds, 
each bit must be resolved in 0.5 µ,s. 
And the co nverter has a n input sig
na l range from - 10 vo lts to + 10 v , 
which means that it can resolve one 
bit as 305 µ,v. 

Linea rity erro r of the conve rter is 
specified at 0.001 %, and a full- sca le 
accuracy is within 0.00 15%. Tem
perature drift is no more than ±7 
parts per miJli on /°C. Long-term sta
bility is to within ±30 ppm per 
month ; and sho rt-term , ±5 ppm. 

Fast. T he A-856 empl oys a suc
cess ive-approx imation techniq ue. 
" And with this method," says Ma
rosi, " the worst case occurs when the 
input (a ft er being converted fro m a 
vo ltage somewhere between - I 0 
a nd + 10 v to a unipola r current of 
from 0 to 32 m ill iamps) is exact ly 16 
mA, and it is ba lanced aga inst the 
most-signi fica nt-bi t (MS B) current, 
whi ch is a lso 16 ITTA. Between th e 
moment the MSB current is off (no 
signa l), and when it is swi tched on 
and balanced agai nst the input cur
rent, o nly 0.5 µ,s is allowed fo r settl
ing th e MSB current, the comparator, 
and any logic delays." 

T his res traint is combined wit h 
th e fact tha t the wid eba nd noise of 
the A-856 must be kept at about 100 
µ,v peak to peak, or in any case, it is 
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not to exceed ha lf a bit or 120 µ, v 
pk-pk for th e tota l result to be 
meaningful , Marosi adds. "When an 
instrum ent of such a: complexity is 
des ig ned, so me mean s mu st be 
fo und fo r the perfo rma nce capa bili
ti es of any pa rt o f the blocks to be 
measured and monitored," he says . 

It's one thing to des ign a 16-bit 
a-d converter, but it's another thing 
to design one tha t can be manufac
tured . Intech approached the prob
lem by splitting the system into 11 
bas ic modules (see di agram) . 

This modular a pproach reduces 
the problem of a cumul ative error in 
the fini shed product. F or insta nce, if 
a ll of the components were first as
se mbled into the final product be
fo re the dev ice was ca librated, the 
chances are that, if it could be done 
a t a ll , it would take ma ny hours of 
hand-tweaking. But with the modu
lar approach, each module is assem
bled, tes ted, and brought to specifi
ca tio ns. Therefo re, only mino r 
hand-tweaking is required. 

" One o f th e most impo rta nt 
building bl ocks in any a-d (and es
pecia lly in a 16-bit a-d) is the com-

pa rator," M arosi points out. In the 
A-856 , " it has to be abl e to deter
mine within a ha lf-bit o r less if the 
input current is exactly balanced by 
the output current of the 16-bit DAC, 
a nd it must be a ble to do this a t any 
step in the sequence." 

The comparator is a lso required 
to a mplify a half-bit signa l of 0 .25 
µ,A into a I-kilohm res isto r- 0.25 
mV- to a 3-v swing at the output, 
suita ble for driving a TTL o r DTL 
load ; thus it must have a ga in of 
12,000, a nd, as Marosi puts it, it 's 
not too easy to find a comparator 
th at has a voltage ga in of 12,000, 
se ttling time of less than 0.35 µ,s to 
0 .2 5 m v, input bias current of less 
than I 00 nA, a nd a voltage-offse t 
drift of less than 20 µ,v /°C. Since 
this was not to be fo und in a ny inte
grated-circuit comparator on the 
market, M a rosi turned to di scretes 
a nd des igned one from scra tch. 

The A-856 which requires ± 15 v 
a nd + 5 v, comes on a printed-cir
cuit ca rd measuring 4 by 5 inches by 
1 in . high. It is priced at $ 1,300. 
ln tech Inc , 1220 Coleman Ave ., Santa 

Clara , Cali f. 95050 (338] 

Modular way. Sta ndard parts were used wherever possible to keep down cost of 16-bit a-d 

converter. The 12-bit DAG , for example , is a commercial hybrid device. 
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HARMONIC CONTENT OF SOME TYP ICAL ORGAN VOICES 
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Transistor gating circuit 
cuts signal delay to 1 00 ps 
by Arthur J . Metz 
Tektronix Inc., Beaverton, Ore. 

Frequently in emitter-coupled-logic design, a high
speed data signal must be gated by a de control signal 
that is generated by a contact closure or a transistor
transistor-logic gate. When the propagation delay in the 
high-speed signal path must be held to a minimum, a 
simple transistor circuit can probably provide the fas test 
way to perform the gating function. 

Propagation delay for the transistor gate is as low as 
100 picoseconds, compared to the I-nanosecond delays 
of the fastest integrated-circuit gates presently avail
able. Moreover, the transistor gate consumes less power 
and costs less than the re gate, especially if an addi
tional IC gate package is needed to perform the ga ting 
function. 

A typical application for the transistor gate is shown 
in the figure . Here, signal delay between the flip-flop 's 
Q output and its D input must be minimized to realize 
the fastest possible toggle rate. 

With switch S1 open, the transistor's base-emitter 
junction is reverse-biased. An internal pull-down re
sistor of about 50 kilohms at the flip-flop's D input 
holds all data inputs near ground potential, reverse
biasing the flip-flop's input stage (by more than 3 volts) 
and assuring the rejection of any signal that passes 
through the internal capacitance of the transistor. When 
the switch is closed, the transistor saturates and pro
vides a low-impedance signal path. For TTL appli
cations, the function of switch S1 is implemented by the 
appropriate TTL device. 

The noise immunity of the gating circuit is main
tained by keeping the transistor's collector-emitter volt
age drop low. (With the type 2N2907 A transistor, which 
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down to the si mplest voice produced in the organ, 
namely the flute. Since the eight frequencies of a note 
are multiples or submultipl es of each other, they can be 
hand led by one low-pass filter. This means that only 12 
low-pass filters are needed for all 96 frequencies. 

The diodes between the ga tes and the key switches
diode D2, for instance- allow a given tone to be 
sounded by a number of different key switches. All of 
the key switches indicated are operated by the key fo r 
note Al. The voltages (Vi, V2, V3 , . . . ) on the key buses 
determine the amplitude a t which th e tones are 
sound ed (V1 controls the fund amental frequency tone, 
V2 the second harmonic, V3 the third , .. . ). The key bus 
voltages set the harmonic content and, there fo re, the 
voice of all the keys on the keyboard. 

To conserve circuitry, the third harmonic, note A3, 
borrows a tone from the gate (not shown) used for note 
E3. The resulting 0.2-Hz frequency error cannot be 
~~. D 

has excellent saturation characteristics, the V c E drop 
can be held to approximately 10 millivolts by using a 
forced beta of 0.1.) Driving several hi gh-impedance in
puts or perhaps one low-impedance input will cause 
some loss of noise immunity. Although driving a termi
nated line is not recommended, the ga te m ay be driven 
from a terminated line. 

As with any ECL design, care must be taken in laying 
out the circuit to realize maximum performance. Since 
the full logic-voltage swing appears at the transistor's 
base terminal, the base biasing resistor should be lo
cated close to that terminal to eliminate the trans
mission line effects of an interconnecting lead. D 
Designer 's casebook is a regular feature in Electron ics. We invite readers to submit or iginal 
and unpublished ci rcuit ideas and solutions to design problems. Explain brief ly but thor
oughly the ci rcuit's operating principle and purpose. We'll pay $50 for each item publ ished . 

MOTOROLA 
MC 167 0 

10 k.11 
+5 v-~·'v---• 

MOTOROLA 
MC 1662 

5 10 .11 

Gating ECL signals. Bipola r transistor gate can transfer logic sig
nals with propagation delay of as little as 100 picoseconds. With 

switch closed , transistor saturates and gates signals from fl ip-flop's 

0 output to its D input. When switch is open , transistor is cut off , 

and strong reverse bias at D input rejects all unwanted stray signals . 
The switch can be a pair of contacts or a TTL device . 
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New products 

I nstru men ts 

80-MHz counter 
costs only $325 

5-digit unit automatically 

handles wide range of 

input-voltage levels 

There was a time .when a frequency 
counter was a major investment
and a backbreaking piece of equip
ment to move around. Just how 
much progress has been made in the 
last 10 years is illustrated by Ballan-

tine's latest counter-the 5725A. 
It spans from 5 hertz to more than 

80 megahertz, weighs only four 
pounds, costs only $325 (less in OEM 
quantities) , and is so simple to oper
ate that controls are practically non
existent. 

The counter's input sensitivity is 
75 millivolts rms up to 40 MHz, de
creasing to 120 mv rms at 80 MHz. 
Maximum input voltage is 240 volts 
rms up to 1 kilohertz, decreasing to 
10 v rms at 10 MHz and above. The 
FET input circuit has so large a dy
namic range that the input sensi
tivity control seldom needs adjust
ment. For this reason, the usual 
front-panel knob has been replaced 
by a screwdriver adjustment. 

While not a super-precision labo
ratory instrument, the 5725A does 
contain a crystal-controlled I-MHz 
reference source with an aging rate 
of less than two parts per million 
per month and a temperature sensi
tivity of less than five parts in 
107 / °C from 0°C to 40°C. A ceramic 
trimmer capacitor is provided for 
tuning the crystal to a 1-MHz fre
quency standard . 
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In addition to performing as a 
straightforward five-digit frequency 
counter, the 5725A can operate as 
an event counter and as a frequency 
ratiometer. In its event-counting 
mode, the counter's gate is opened 
and closed by a pair of front-panel 
pushbuttons. The display is stored 
when the gate is closed, so if it is re
opened without being reset, the 
count will continue to accumulate 
from where it left off. 

When used as a ratiometer, the 
counter will display a ratio F1 / F2, 
where F 1 is any frequency between 
5 Hz and 80 MHz applied to the 
front-panel connector, and F2 is any 
frequency between approximately 
10 kHz and 2 MHZ applied to a rear
panel connector. 

Power consumption is 10 watts. 
Ballantine Laboratories Inc., P.O. Box 97, 
Boonton, N. J. 07005 (351) 

Precision digital voltmeter 

is completely self-balancing 

Combining modern a-d conversion 
techniques with classical potentio
metric and differential measure
ment methods, a self-balancing dig
ital voltmeter keeps its maximum 
error below ±(0.0015% of reading + 
0.001% of range). The model 2760 
has five standard ranges-0.1 to 
1,000 vdc-plus an optional 10-mv 
de range and other optional ranges 
for resistance, ac voltage, and ac 
and de current. The 5-digit instru
ment provides 60% over-range on 
most ranges. 
Leeds and Northrup Co. , North Wales, Pa . 
19454 (352) 

Microwave stabilizer tunes 

over 1 to 40 gigahertz 

A microwave synchronizer-stabili
ze r, model 251 , is a so lid-state 
source covering I to 18 GHz with no 
holes and with frequency stability of 
one part in I os per second ( 101 per 
day). The unit, which can impart 
crystal stability to any type of volt
age-tunable microwave source, is 
continuously tunable from I to 40 

GHz. A built-in rf mixer covers 1 to 
18 GHz, and two plug-in mixers 
cover 18 to 26.5 GHz and 26.5 to 40 
GHz respectively. Price for the basic 
251 is $2,900. The mixers are $400 
and $500 additional. 
Sage Laboratories Inc., 3 Huron Dr., Natick , 
Mass. (354) 

Digital ohmmeter reads 

low resistance within 0.02% 

The model SP 3789 digital ohmme
ter measures resistance below 200 
ohms with a maximum error of 
±(0.02% + 1 digit) . Four ranges 
cover values from I 0 microhms to 

200 ohms. Measurements are dis
played on a 4Y2-digi t light-emit
ting-diode readout, and operation 
may be in a single- or continuous
measurement mode. Ac noise rejec
tion is better than 80 dB at 60 Hz. 
Test leads may have resistance to 5 
ohms with no effect on accuracy. 
Electro Scientific Industries Inc., 13900 N.W. 
Science Park Dr ., Portland, Ore. 97229 
(353] 

Generator delivers variable 

output pulses to 30 kV 

A nominal rise time of 6 nanose
conds is a feature of the model PG-
030 high-voltage pulse generator. 
The unit delivers variable output 
pulses to 30 kilovolts and offers neg
ligible time jitter and total trigger-
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Automatic control of speaker output 
compensates for noisy background 
Output level of speaker system is increased by more than 30 dB to 
automatically compensate for changing background noises; the system 
is suited for such environments as those encountered by mobile radios 

by David B. Hoisington, Naval Postgraduate Schoof, Monterey, Calif., and Andrew F. Hobson, u S. Coast Guard, Washington, 0 . c 

D N oise in the surrounding environment can mask in
formation coming from audio speakers. Mobile commu
nications receivers in cai;s and trucks, for example, 
frequently have to compele with varying levels of au
dible background noise. 

If the level of background noise were constant, it 
would be re la tively easy for a listener to adjust the sig
nal to an optimum level. However, in most situations, 
the audible noise is constantly changing. 

T o continuously adjust for optimum signal level in 
the presence of changing noise, th en, an automatic vol
ume control is highly desira ble. In an automa tic control 
system that was designed and tested at the N ava l Post
gradua te School, a ba lancing a rrangement prevents the 
circuit from interpreting the received a udio signal as 
noise. To further refine the control's ability to sort 
wanted from unwanted signals, a frequency-weighting 
technique was incorporated to approximately match the 
peculiar characteristics of the human ea r. 

By applying integrated-circuit technology to imple
ment the design, the system should provide operator 
comfort and li stening convenience, not only in mobile 
communica tions systems, but in such applications as 
public-address systems and home-entertainment radios, 
where mass-production methods a re required . 

The system design 

Any noise-compensa tion system must be a ble to mea
sure the background-noise level in the presence of the 
speaker signal, but independently of it, and then rapidly 
adjust the spea ker volume accordingly. Independent 
measurement of the signa l level is necessary for system 
sta bility because if the control circuit interprets the 
speaker signal as noise, a runaway increase in signal 
volume results. 

Since the noise-measuring system must be subj ected 
as nearly as poss ible to the same ambient noise as the 
listener, the detector will usually pick up both the 
speaker output and the background noise. The compen
sation system must then be able to separate the noise 
from the intelligence. 

In the system design chosen (F ig. 1), a microphone is 
placed near the listener, where it picks up both signal 

output, which consists of signa l p lus noise. T he resulting 
voltage level, which is a pproxi mately p roportional to 
the noise level , then adjusts the gain of th e control am 
plifi er to maintain the desired rela tionship be tween sig
nal and noise level. 

Ideal control characteristics 

This discussion assumes tha t the signal-level input to 
the a udio-control a mpli fie r rema ins constant. The 
audio-control a mplifier has a power ga in tha t is pro
portional to the control voltage, V, or 

So = kVSr (1 ) 
where So and s, a re the amplifier-signal output and in
put powers, respectively. The control voltage consists of 
the sum o f a fixed component, V 0 , plus a component 
proportional to the total sound power picked up by the 
~icrophone , AN(N + a S0 ) , less a comp C?nent propor
tional to the output of the audio control amplifier, 
AsSo. Here, a represents the signal loss from audio-con-

AUD IO CONTR OL 
AMPLIFIER 

and noise. The microphone output is amplified, recti- 1. Battle with noise. Feedback system compares sampled signal 
tied, and filtered . At the same time, a sample of the output to ambient signal pl us noise to generate a control voltage pro
audio control-amplifier output is rectified and filtered, portional to background-noise levels. The resulting speaker output is 
and then it is subtracted from the rectified microphone thus automatically adjusted to changing background noise. 
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All plug-in panels 
are not the same. 

It's one thing to want 
plug-in flexibility in your 
circuit. It's another to get 
flexibility plus all the other 
things you'd like in a 
dependable point-to-point 
system. 

Like easier IC insertion. 
Precision-machined con
tacts. Tighter contact reten
tion. Greater reliability 
(we'll prove it). Unique 
tapered entry sockets (patent 
pending). Lower profile. Plus 
the versatility to accept 14, 
16, 18, 24, 28, 36 or 40 pin 
IC's in a choice of panel sizes. 

And we offer virtually any 
panel you'll need, in any 
number of patterns, plane
mounted or edge-connected, 
off the shelf or custom. 

We'll also give you single
source supply for sockets, 
enclosures and accessories
even automatic wire wrap
ping whenever you need it. 

The Augat way? It's a 
better way. Call us at 
(617) 222-2202. Or write for 
our catalog. Augat Inc., 
30 Perry Ave., Attleboro, 
Mass. 02703. Our represen
tation and distribution is 
nationwide and 
international. 

Plug into Augat" instead. 

Circle 121 on reader service card 

New products 

to-output delay of less than 100 na
noseconds. Output pulse widths 
from 5 ns to l 0 microseconds are 
available by using auxiliary plug-in 
pulse-forming networks. The PG-
030 is used in light-modulation and 
laser-control applications, especially 
in driving Kerr electro-optical shut
ters. 
Kappa Scientific Corp ., P.O. Box 30585, 

Santa Barbara, Calif. 93105 [355] 

Plotter handles two signals 

with 1 .3-mm pen separation 

Using flat visible-ink cartridges, the 
model 7046A X-Y plotter handles 
two signals at one time with a pen 
separation of 0.05 inch or 1.3 mil
limeters. Acceleration on the Y axis 

exceeds 2,500 in./s2 and on each X 
axis it is 1,500 in./s2 . Slewing speed 
is 30 in.ls, and overshoot is less than 
1% full-scale. The unit writes traces 
with separation of 0.05 inch, and in
put ranges are from 0.5 mv / in. to 10 
v /in., with continuous vernier set
tings between ranges. Input resist
ance is I megohm on all ranges. 
Price is $2,650. 
Hewlett-Packard Co ., 1501 Page Mill Rd ., 

Palo Alto, Calif . 94304 [356] 

Counter-timer measures 

intermitte-nt pulses 

A counter-timer updates its display 
only if a pulse is available for mea
surement, as shown by a gate in
dicator. This indicator, in conjunc
tion with the trigger level, simplifies 
set up a nd permits single-pulse 
sampling. Frequency range is from 

0 to 50 megahertz, and the unit 
measures periods from 100 nanose
conds to 99,999 seconds, elapsed 
time , and totalizing to 99 ,999 

events. Price is $350. 
Bartronics , 10507 S.E. 30th St., Bell evue, 
Wash . 98004 [357] 

Sweepers with lmpatt diodes 

cover 32 to 90 GHz 

Millimeter-wave sweep generators 
covering 32 to 90 gigahertz use Im
patt diodes as sources. The diodes 
are mounted in cavities separated 
from the power supply by diode
protecting circuits. The power sup
ply can be used with each of five 
different sources in the line. The 
models 44056H and 44056H-OO l 
cover 32 to 40 GHz, the former with 
a bandwidth of 5 GHZ and the latter 

with one of 8 GHz, both putting out 
5 milliwatts. The model 44066H 
covers 40 to 60 GHz; the model 
44016H, 50 to 75 GHz; and the 
model 44076, 60 to 90 GHz. Price is 
$ 1,000 for the power supply, and 
$ 1,500 to $3,27 5 each for the 
sources. 
Hughes Aircraft Co ., P.O. Box 90515, Los 
Angeles , Calif. 90009 (358] 

Bit-error tester also 

checks clock slippage 

The model 7191 bit-error test set 
measures and displays bit errors of 
the type produced by digital mag-
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How the ear hears 

The key to the design of a volume-compensating system 
for noisy environments is some understanding of the 
properties of human hearing . While the ear and brain 
have the ability to detect sound over a range of greater 
than 1 00 decibels, the human hearing system performs 
many other functions . Among other things, it provides a 
unique filter that weights differing frequencies and dist in
guishes between various characteristic sounds. 

The response of the human ear for 1 0-dB increments 
of signal levels is shown in Fig. A. An intensity of 0 dB 
corresponds to a reference level of 1 0-12 watts per 
square centimeter . The 0-level contour is the average hu
man 's minimum level of detectable intensity. Notice that 
the response bandwidth becomes broader as the inten
sity level is increased . 

Approximations of the levels of typical noises encoun
tered in our daily lives are added to the graph to place the 
intensity-level contours in perspective. Also shown is the 
nominal range over which the automatic volume-com
pensation system operates. 

The contours in Fig. A were generated for single fre
quency components in an otherwise totally quiet environ
ment . As might be expected , the minimum detectable in
tensity levels would increase in the presence of 
unwanted noise . To measure this effect , H. Fletcher, in 
" Speech and Hearing in Communications" (Van Nos
trand Co ., 1958) , characterized the apparent shift in min
imum detectable signals (MOS) as a function of the inten
sity of a single frequency-masking tone . 

An example of this increase in MOS threshold in the 
presence of a masking tone of 800 Hz is shown in Fig . B. 
From these curves . it is apparent that the presence of 
pure tones increases the MOS threshold at frequencies 
above the masking tone . 

The masking effect is not changed sign ificantly in ac
tual environments where multiple frequency components 

are encountered . In this case , the broadband noise tends 
to raise the MOS level for desired signals of the same or 
higher frequencies . On the other hand, higher-frequency 
noise has relatively little effect on the ear's detection of 
lower-frequency audio signals, a fact that fixes the upper 
filtering limits in the signal-plus-noise amplifier portion of 
the volume-compensation system. 

B. Noise mask. Minimum detectable signal intensity rises at fre
quencies near and above an 800-hertz interference signal. The 
masking effect is less significant at frequencies below that of the 
interfering tone. Notice the faster fall-off in detectable signal 
threshold at frequencies above 800 Hz when the weaker interfer
ing signal levels are used . 
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A. Human response. Human ears act as narrowband filters at very low signal intensities, but responses increase to a 3-dB bandwidth 
of several thousand hertz at an intensity of 1 watt per square centimeter . 
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The Uncomputers. 
An unabashed attempt 
to uncomplicate 
mathematics. 

Until today, everybody who 
needed a computer to help 
with his job was faced with a 
far greater decision than a 
simple choice of hardware. 
He literally had to go back to 
school to learn a whole new 
language. Indeed a science. 
Just to be able to translate his 
job (which he knew well in 
the first place) into some
thing computers and pro
grammers could understand. 

This is utter nonsense. So 
we decided to bring out a 
kind of computer that works 
from the job up instead of 
from computerese down. 
What follows is a glossary of 
the terms that guided us and 
can help you understand what 
the Uncomputersare all about. 
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Unlearn. 
This is what you do with 

Fortran and Cobol and all the 
other ungainly languages you 
need for ordinary computers. 

Uncomputerese. 
This is the language we 

use. It's made up of algebra, 
trigonometry, basic atithmetic 
and common sense. 

Unbudgeted. 
When you bring out a com

puter everybody can use, you 
have to be sure everybody 
can afford it. Uncomputers 
are for sale for around $3,000 
and lease rates start at under 
$20 a week. 

Unlimited. 
We didn't forget anything. 

With the Uncomputers over 
4,000 steps of programming 

and up to 522 complete arith
metic registers, symbolic 
logic, sub-routines, and capa
bility for up to 22 simultane
ous equations fit into a space 
no bigger than the corner of 
a desktop. 

Unessential. 
With the Uncomputers you 

don't need a lot of extra-cost 
extras either. The basic unit 
creates, debugs, and updates 
its own magnetic program 
cards. You will however be 
able to get a lot of pretty 
advanced peripherals if you 
really need them. 

Uninformed. 
If you have a computer 

everybody can use and every
body can afford, the next 
thing is to be sure everybody 
can get to see it at least. And 
try it at most. We went for 
most. Just call your local man 
from Monroe, and we'll let 
you try one in your office for 
a week free of charge and 
obligation. 

Monroe. 
The Calculator 

Company. 
Circ le 123 on reader service card 123 
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Multiplying scheme offers 
alternative to count-down timers 
by Elbert L. Cole 
Westinghouse Systems Development division, Baltimore, Md. 

Most timing networks, such as those used to synchro
nize radar and digital communications systems, use a 
clock oscillator at the highest timing rate needed, then 
divide down the clock frequency to synthesize a ll of the 
various gating pulses and waveforms required in the 
system. The clock thus generates the highest pulse rate 
in the system; all other waveforms have frequency com
ponen ts at clock rates or lower. 

An alternative to this conventional timing system has 
been proved successful a t Westinghouse. A lower clock 
frequency is used , and the waveforms required are gen
erated by multiplying up from the clock frequency. 

The frequency-multiplying, or count-up, technique is 
of particular advantage when used at frequencies higher 
than about 20 MHz, where inexpensive MSI count-down 
circuits are not available. The multiplying approach is 
also highly desirable when used in subsys tems that get 
their fundamental timing from a low-frequency clock at 
some central location in the system. 

K ey to the count-up approach is a simple and inex
pensive multiplying scheme, based on fundamental 
properties of the binary-numbering system. The basic 
frequency-doubling circuit (Fig. 1), consists of a delay 
line, followed by an exclusive-OR gate, which has th e 
following truth table : 

(a) 

0 

0 0 

DELAY 
LI NE 

r 

0 

The timing diagram (Fig. 2) for the multiplication cir
cuit illustrates the circuit 's operation. As can be seen, 
the delay line must be adjusted so that its propagation 
delay T = I / 4f0 , when f0 is the frequency of the wave
form to be doubled. 

Any number of frequencies can be generated by cas
cading the multipliers, limited only by the operating 
speed of the circuitry used . Thus, n multipliers will gen
erate n + 1 frequencies, each of which is a 211 multiple 
of f0 • 

The amount of delay required, of course, varies with 
each cascaded stage. Screwdriver-adjustable dual in
line delay packages are readily available to provid.e 
variable delays from less than 1 millisecond (corre
sponding to a clock frequency of 1 kilohertz) to devices 
with delays of 0 to 2 nanoseconds (corresponding to fre
quencies higher than I 00 MHz). Integrated-circuit de
lay-line costs range from about $2 for nanosecond de
lays to $8 for delays of as long as 1 millisecond. 

TTL exclusive-OR gates that operate at speeds to sev
eral tens of megahertz are readily availab le in TTL pack
ages at costs well under $1 per gate. 

Two important performance parameters for timing 
circuitry a re frequency stability, which is determined by 
the stability of the clock oscillator, and pulse-to-pulse 
jitter, a little of which is introduced in each multiplier 
stage. For a single multiplier stage, this jitter is typically 
500 picoseconds peak-to-peak, and the jitter adds ran
domly as multiplier stages a re cascaded. 

The frequency-multiplying scheme has been used in 
severa l operating sys tems, including a ground station 
for the synchronous meteorological satellite network 
sched uled for launching early next year, and a drone
tracking radar fo r range instrumentation installed at 
White Sands Miss ile Range. 

In the radar sys tem , 22 cascaded frequency doublers 
are used to multiply a 23-Hz clock frequency up to 96 
MHz. The wide range of frequencies generated is needed 
in tracking missiles of widely varying speeds. A target 
range resolution of less than S meters is maintained by 
keeping the over-all system-timing jitter below 30 ns. D 

( b) 

ABCD 

A = Im = 10 + Tr 
B = Tm = 10 + fr 

C = Im = T0 + fr 

D = Tm = T0 + Tr 

1. Frequency doubler. Basic multiplier circuit (a) consists of a delay line and a single exclusive-OR gate. Timing diagram (b) illustrates fre

quency-doubling operation . Any 2" multipl e of 10 is generated by cascading multiplier circuits. 
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New products 

Subassemblies 

Photoelectric 
units use LEDs 

Complete line of controls 

built for high-ambient-light , 

other industrial conditions 

One of the first complete lines of 
photoelectric controls using solid
state light sources has been intro
duced by General Electric Co. 

The Mod-U-Ray line, with light
emitti ng diodes as light sources, 
complements the family of incan
descent-lamp devices produced by 
GE. Use of the LED devices, which 
emit a modulated infrared bea m, 
provides operation under wider 
voltage variations, extreme ambient 
light, and higher temperatures
from -25°F to 122°F for a mplifiers 
and - 50°F to l 60°F for heads. Be
cause there is no filament , the LED
based device can better withstand 
shock and vibration, and the range 
of controls has been doubled in 
some cases. 

The new line includes two self
contained reflex controls, one with a 
25-foot range, the other with a 60-
foot range, and both available with 
plug-in options; a 400-foot-range 
transmitted-light control ; micro
miniature heads with a range of 
four feet; miniature heads with a 
range of 60 feet; right-angle min-
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iatures with a range of 36 feet ; and 
two coaxial scanners with ranges of 
20 and 40 feet. An amplifier de
signed for indoor or outdoor use is 
available for all heads. 

Applications include area protec
tion with invisible barriers of light, 
high-ambient-light locations, appli
cations where lamp burnout cannot 
be tolerated, and conventional in
dustrial tasks such as detecting, 
counting, flow control, and sorting. 
General Electric Co .. Drive Systems Product 

Dept. , Waynesboro, Va. [383] 

Analog divider features 

high untrimmed accuracy 

Optimized for one-quadrant divi
sion, the model 4290 analog divider 
is specified for 0.5% maximum er
ror, without external trimming, for a 
100: 1 range of denominator values 
from 100 millivolts to 10 volts. Drift 
is specified at .02%/ 0 C. With exter
nal trimming, either the range can 
be extended to 1,000: 1 without af
fecting accuracy, or accuracy can be 
improved to within 0.1 % over the 
JOO: I range. Two-quadrant oper
ation is possible with one added op 
amp. Small signal bandwidth is 100 
kilohertz for a 10-v denominator, 50 
kHz for a 0.1-v denominator. Price 
in 1- 9 quantities is $175. 
Burr-Brown Research Corp. International 

Airport Industrial Park , Tucson, Ariz . 85706 

[385]. 

A-d converters operate 

on system de power 

Designated the "Bare Bones" line, a 
series of analog-to-digital converters 
is designed to operate as system 
components, using the de power 
supplies in radar, data-communi
cations equipment a nd other sys
tems. The eight models in the line 
offer 6-, 7-, and 8-bit resolution at a 
10-mega hertz encoding rate; 6- , 7- , 
8-, and 9-bit resolution at 5 MHz; 
and 10-bit resolution at 3 MHz. 
Three input ranges are offered as 
no-cost options: 0 to 2.048 volts, 
- 1.024 v to + 1.024 v, and 0 to 

- 2.048 v. The units measure 7 by 8 
by 9 inches. 
Computer Labs Inc. , 1109 S. Chapman St., 

Greensboro . N .C. 27 403 [386] 

Transistor-switching 

supplies offer 9 voltages 

A series of transistor-switching 
power supplies offers nine com
monly used voltage outputs. The 
62600 series provides output ratings 
from 4 volts at 40 amperes to 28 v at 
10.7 A. All units deliver full rated 

power up to 50°C with linear derat
ing by 50% at 71 °C. All models are 
specified to 0.1 % line or load regu
lation, 20 mv rms, 60-mv peak-to
peak ripple and noise, and 3-ms 
transmit response following a hal
ving or doubling of load. Price is 
$395 . 
Hewlett-Packard Co., 1501 Page Mill Rd ., 
Palo Alto, Calif. 94304 [384] 

Cold-cathode flat display 

is compatible with MOS 

A series of flat-pane l cold-cathode 
displays is designated the CD-1201 
Decapac. The 12-digit display fea
tures a cathode construction that 
eliminates gaps between the seven 
segments of the numerical display. 
A decimal point is provided in each 
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-lf---- 
FRE OUEN CY 
MOD ULATION 
VOLTAGE 

(a) 

llJl 

( b ) 

SW EEP 
VOLTAGE 

2. Modulation schemes. Generator outputs can be frequency modulated or swept over 1,000:1 frequency ratio with de control voltage. 

output can be connected to a different power supply al
together, as long as that supply's voltage remains within 
the waveform generator's 30-v breakdown capability. 
This arrangement permits the square-wave output to be 
made compatible with TIL circuits by connecting the 
load resistor to a 5-v supply, while the waveform gener
ator itself is powered from a much higher voltage. 

An external de voltage (measured from the supply 
voltage), as well as the traditional external RC timing 
network, can be used to control the frequency at which 
these waveforms are generated. Altering this de voltage 
produces either frequency modulation or sweeping. 

For small (±10%) fm deviations, the modulating sig
nal can be applied directly, as shown in Fig. 2a, with a 
capacitor to provide de decoupling. The resistor inserted 
between package pins 7 and 8 increases device input 
impedance, which is nominally 8 kilohms when pins 7 
and 8 are shorted together. 

For larger fm deviations or for frequency sweeping, 
the modulating signal is applied between the positive 
supply voltage and pin 8 (Fig. 2b). This means that all 
of the bias voltage for the current sources is created by 
the modulating signal, permitting a sweep ratio as high 
as 1,000: 1 to be obtained. However, the supply voltage 
must now be regulated, because capacitor charging cur
rent is no longer a function of the supply voltage, and 
the operating frequency becomes dependent on the 
power-supply voltage level. 

Since the waveform generator exhibits good fre
quency stability, it can serve as the voltage-controlled 
oscillator in a phase-locked loop. Figure 3 illustrates an 
fm demodulator circuit, where, along with the wave
form generator, a phase detector and an amplifier are 
the other building blocks in the loop. The circuit pro
vides a free-running output frequency, offers very low 
tern perature drift, and produces a large reconstituted 
sine wave having the same frequency as the input. 

Naturally, the three building blocks must be matched 
to each other. For large-amplitude vc o signals, it may 
be necessary to use two different supply voltages and to 
return the square-wave output to the supply Line of the 
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3. Fm demodulator. Employing monolithic generator in phase
locked loop simplifies the job of matching loop building blocks. 

phase detector. This prevents the vc o signa l from ex
ceeding the input levels acceptable to the phase detec
tor. To attenuate the vco signal, a simple resistive volt
age divider can be connected between the vco's output 
and the phase-detector's input. 

Also, the de output level of the amplifier must be 
compatible with the de level required at the modulation 
input of the waveform generator. A direct solution is to 
set up a voltage divider to the generator's supply (like 
the one shown for resistors R 1 and R2) if the amplifier's 
output level is lower than desired. Or, if the amplifier's 
output is higher, place the divider between the supply 
and ground. One of the divider resistors can even be 
used as part of an output low-pass filter. D 

Engineer's Notebook 1s a regular feature 1n Electronics. We 1nv1te readers to submit ongmal 
design. apphcat1ons, and measurement ideas. We'll pay S50 for each item published 
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Schmitt, 
the name that made 
the trigger famous, 
now makes HiNIL 

universal. 

Schmitt is Teledyne 's new HiNIL 367, 
noise-proof line receiver. It's the new 
way to go for a universal input-port to 
logic blocks. In industrial applications , 
for example, most inputs are either a 
switch or a relay closure . They usually 
cause contact bounce . But the most 
amazing thing about the 367 is that it 
has a truth tabl e that simply eliminates 
contact bounce by definition . 

And by the way, the noise immunity of 
the 367 is more than enough to handle 
any long lines between the logic and 
input. It has a 5.0 volt worst-case noise 
immunity and an additional 2.5 volt 
dead-zone Schmitt Trigger margin . 

Because the 367 is a Schmitt Trigger , 
it holds that 2.5 volt noise immun ity 
even during logic transition . Slow-down 

capacitors , as you all know, do not pro
vide true noise immunity during switch
ing . But, with the 367 in there, you can 
use those slow-down capacitors at the 
rate of 4msec/ uFd and achieve a high 
guaranteed noise immunity too . 

For fussy people , we put an inhibit pin 
on the 367 that all ows information to be 
acct:pted only at times of low noise . 

The new Quad Schmitt 367 is available 
now at $2 .98 in 100 up quantities. 
Order now or get in line. 

the challenger 

~~TELEDYNE SEMICONDUCTOR 
1300 Terra Be lla Avenue Mountain View. Ca liforn ia 94040 (41 5) 968-9241 TWX: 91 0-379-6494 Telex: 34-8416 
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The filter 
that stands by itself. 

Model 3550 multifunction filter has no competition . audio range and well beyond. Model 3550 also offers 
a choice of Butterworth response or Low Q for 
transient-free performance. It's features like these 
that leave all other filters without a leg to stand on. 

For just $590, this instrument provides band-pass, 
band-reject, low-pass or high-pass operation -

instantly selected by a single front panel switch. The 
3550 minimizes circuit loading with high input 

impedance and overcomes load sensitivity with low 
output impedance. Cut-off frequency is continuously 

adjustable from 2Hz to 200kHz - covering the entire 

For fast action, call The Wavemakers at (617) 491-3211 , 
TWX 710-320-6583 Krohn-Hite Corporation, 
580 Mass. Ave., Cambridge, Mass. 02139. 
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LFLJ KROHN-HITE n..r-1 C CJ Fl P CJ A A.TI Cl l""J 
OVERSEAS SALES OFFICES: AUSTRIA , Universal Elektronik Import; AUSTRALIA , Warburton 
O'Donnell Limited; BELGIUM , C. N. Rood s. a., DENMARK, SC Metric A/ S; ENGLAND , 
Allied International Limited; FINLAND, INTO ·O/ Y; FRANCE, Antares ; GERMANY, Nucletron 
Vertriebs-GMBH; HOLLAND, C. N. Rood n. v. ; INDIA , Bali International Agencies ; ISRAEL, 
R.D.T. Electronics Engineering, Ltd .; ITALY, Vianello S.P.A.; JAPAN , Shosflin Shoji Kaisha . 
Ltd .; NEW ZEALAND, H.M.Z.- Ltd .; SOUTH AFRICA, Protea Physical ; SPAIN, Rema Leo 
Haag. S.A. ; SWEDEN , Teleinstrument ; SWITZERLAND. Megax Zurich GMBH . 
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It took us years to develop 
the best stereo microscope. 

Now give us a few minutes to prove it. 
Let us compare our StereoStar/ zooM to any 
stereoscopic microscope in your lab. 

Our microscope offers high resolution , larger 
fields of view, greater working distance. We 
have as wide a magnification range as you're 
likely to need: a full 6 to 1 zoom range with 
magnifications from 3.5 X through 210 X. 
The zoom control knob is coupled-so that it's 
conveniently located on both sides, for either 
left or right-hand operation. And the entire 
head is easily rotatable through 360° . 

13 S years of optical excellence went into the 
AO StereoStar/ zooM. Let us compare it to any 
stereo microscope in your lab. After all, if it's 
worth your money, it's worth your time. 

Call your AO Representative. Or write for our 
convincing 24-page brochure. 

riitl AMERICAN OPTICAL 
.. CORPORATION 

SCIENTIFI C IN STRUMENT DIVISION• BUFFALO, N.Y. 14215 

/ 

·- J 
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Once you've seen PDP-11/45's 
look at other medium scale 

You're looking at one of the reasons 
why PDP-11/45® has become the hottest 
selling computer we've ever made. 

It's the first time fast semiconductor 
memories have been available in a com
puter that costs under $100,000. 

Solid state memory helps the 11 /45 
execute instructions in under 300 nano
seconds. Or double precision (64-bit) 

multiply in 9 microseconds. And do 
single precision multiply in 6 micro 
seconds. 

But raw speed isn't everything. There 
are lots of other features that have helped 
make PDP-11/45 so popular in such a 
short time. 

Like 64-bit multi-accumulator floating 

point hardware. Memory expansion to 
248K bytes. Complete memory man
agement hardware for dynamic reloca
tion and protection. Dual ported mem
ories. Three protected processor envi
ronments for multi-programming. A 
choice of bipolar, MOS and core mem
ories. 16 general purpose registers. Stack 
and double address operations. 

But the most astonishing thing of all is 



This filter contact 

eliminates electromagnetic pollution. 
Amphenol has met the challenge of placing fragile 
components-ceramic and ferrite-in the rugged 
mechanical environment of an electrical connector. 
And we've done it without disturbing the electrical 
and mechanical integrity of the individual 
components. 

Our st ress-isolated filter contact eliminates the 
possibility of failure due to vibration , physical abuse 
and thermo/transient shock. 

The proof is in its five-year record on many major 
mil itary and industrial programs. 

We 'd like to discuss your specific filter connector 
requirements and show you how this filter contact 
can help eliminate electromag-
netic pollution. 

Send for our new catalog which 
tells much more. Circle the reader 
service card. Or call your local 
Amphenol salesman. Amphenol 
Sales Division, 2875 S. 25th Ave
nue, Broadview, Illinois 60153. 

Send tor this catalog! 

NO! 
FILTH CONNECTORS 

..___8~~M---JK~R AM PH EN 0 L 
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If you. measure light, Tektro:n.i:x: has 
a Digital Photometer /Radiometer 

you. should consider . .. 

TEKTRONIX@ 

It's portable and makes a wide variety of light measurements-in the lab
oratory or in the field . 

Five quickly interchangeable precalibrated probes are available for meas
uring illuminance, irradiance, luminance, light-emitting -diode output, and 
relative intensity. The front panel units indicator (footcandles, footlam
berts, µwatts/sq cm or SI units) is automatically selected when you at
tach the probe. All probes use silicon sensors (1 cm2) for stability. Zero 
adjustments are seldom required . You can read the 2 1h -digit LED display 
easily and accurately even under low ambient light conditions. Integrated 
circuits are used extensively to achieve stable operation, low power, small 
size and light weight. Under normal usage, internal , rechargeable cad
mium batteries will only need recharg ing weekly. Tough environments are 
not a problem as the J 16 is designed to w ithstand the shock, vibration , 
temperature and humidity encountered in field applications. 

Circle 130 on reader service card 

committed to 
technical excellence 

Package price from $750 to 
$850 depending on probe. 

We'd l ike to send you our bro
chure containing applications, 
specifications and ordering 
information. Just check the in
quiry number or write Tek
tronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500A, 
Beaverton , Oregon 97005. 

In Europe contact: Tektronix 
Limited, P.O. Box 36, St. Peter 
Port, Guernsey, Channel Islands 



IBM System/7 installed at Bendix 
to speed production reporting. 

Until recently, production control reporting at a 
Bendix Corporation plant at Teterboro, N.J. was a 
4-day process. It took that long to ascertain the status 
of some 10,000 electronic subassemblies 
moving through the shop. 

Now, with theuse ofanIBMSystem/ 7 
computer, a complete report on all of the 
previous day's activities is ready at the 
start of each working day. This simpli
fies and streamlines the flow of materials 
and the assignment of job priorities. 

The plant, part of the Navigation and 
Control Division of Bendix, produces 
components used in the PB-100 Flight 
Guidance System which Bendix manu
factures for the McDonnell Douglas 
DC-10 aircraft. 

All changes in location and status of 

the subassemblies are entered at fourteen IBM 2796 
Data Entry Units on the shop floor . The units are con
trolled by the System/ 7, which edits the data input 

for accuracy. The data is then trans
mitted to an IBM System/ 370 Model 
155 at a nearby Bendix plant, which up
dates production records and compares 
actual performance with planned sched
ules. Items not following schedules are 
singled out for immediate attention and 
corrective action. 

Full information on the System/ 7 is 
available through your IBM representa
tive or local office. Or write IBM Data 
Processing Division, Department 807-E, 

1133 Westchester Ave., IBM 
Wl:ite Plains, N.Y.10604. © 
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New products 

Data handling 

Core memory 
challenges ICs 

Ampex aims its 9100 core 

model at semiconductor's 

strong spot: small memories 

As semiconductor memories get 
larger, they are increasingly attrac
tive in areas where cores now reign 
supreme. But Ampex, a major core 
producer, is hitting back with an 
inexpensive core memory intended 
to compete with semiconductor 
memories where they've been 
strongest-in relatively small, fast 
memories. 

Ampex' new 9100 core memory 
offers a better cost/performance 
combination than semiconductor 
memories in capacities under 4,096 
words of nine bits each, asserts Eu
gene E. Prince, vice president and 
general manager of Ampex Com
puter Products division. The 9100, 
with access times under 400 nano
seconds, is priced below 1 Yz cents 
per bit, in large quantities, for a 
complete, packaged system ready to 
be plugged in and used. MOS memo
ries, says Prince, offer similar speeds 
and prices, but require additional 
circuitry to store and protect data in 
case of power failure. 

The OEM-oriented module is the 
first Ampex memory to use the 18-
mil temperature-independent cores 
developed by the company. The 
cores eliminate the need for tem
perature compensation and forced
air cooling. The cores also require 
low drive current, allowing the use 
of IC drivers rather than more ex
pensive discrete ones and thus con
tributing to the low cost. 

Charles E. Priddy, national OEM 
sales manager at Ampex, finds re
quirements for a wide temperature 
range growing as the memories are 
used more often in locations other 
than temperature-controlled com
puter rooms. Priddy expects the new 
modules to find most use in appli
cations where their nonvolatility 
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gives them the edge over semicon
ductor memories with similar speci
fications: factory automation, com
munications control, data entry, and 
point-of-sale systems. 

He also says that the unit, which 
measures 9.2 by 6.4 by 1 inch, is the 
smallest fully operating self-con
tained memory available. Capacity 
is 1,024, 2,048, or 4,096 9-bit words, 
or 1,024 or 2,048 18-bit words. The 
three-wire, 3d memory is sealed and 
no cooling is required, simplifying 
application to less-than-ideal envi
ronments. 

The memory will be shown at the 
Fall Joint Computer Conference in 
Anaheim, Calif., Dec. 5-7. 
Ampex Computer Products division, 401 
Broadway, Redwood City , Calif. 94063 
(361] 

Plug-in modules turn digital 

printer into data system 

Taking advantage of IC functions 
included in its digital panel meters, 
Newport Laboratories Inc. has de
signed a data-acquisition system 
that is based on adding plug-in 
modules to its digital printer. 

The new modules are a $275 mul
tiplex controller and $175 function 
programer module. They provide 
the capability to multiplex up to 16 
Newport digital panel meters, se
quence and identify readings, and 
correctly place decimal points and 
engineering units. By way of com
parison, a more conventional type 
of data logging would require an 
analog scanner, analog-to-digital 
converters, and a data recorder. 

The key to the Newport system is 
the use of the circuitry, especially 
the a-d circuitry, already in the 
panel meters. Any variable, such as 
frequency, voltage, and time also 
can be logged, since the output of 
the meter is binary-coded-decimal 
rather than analog signals. 

In operation, the DPMs are con
nected in a party-line arrangement, 
with the controller calling on each 
in turn. The system is organized 
rather like a computer with a data 
bus, and each meter acts like a pe
ripheral. The controller can se-

quence at the same rate as the 
printer advances: 2.8 seconds per 
black reading, 2.3 seconds for red. 

The function programer allows 
predetermined engineering units 
and decimal points to be selected. It 
can form different limits for each 
channel to permit a single digital 
comparator to be used for overrange 
indication or other purposes. Six
teen single-line addresses enable 12 
output lines via a programable dis
crete-diode matrix. Eight output 
lines drive two four-bit characters 
while four lines are available for 
driving decimal-point-enable cir
cuits. The module can also program 
instrument functions and ranges 
with single line or BCD-coded ad
dresses. Units and functions can be 
intermixed. 

Both modules are options that 
plug into the Newport model 800 
printer, which has 21 columns, in
cluding engineering units. They de
rive power from the printer and can 
be field-inserted with no additional 
hardware. 
Newport Laboratories Inc., 630 East Young 
St., Santa Ana, Calif. 92705. [362] 

Desktop CRT terminal 

uses standard keyboard 

Designed to be completely inter
changeable with the model 33 Tele
type terminal , the Digi-Log model 
33 is a portable desktop cathode-ray 

tube terminal that can be acoust
ically coupled or hard-wired to any 
communications line. No software 
modifications are ever required, ac-
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What the industry taught us 
about minicomputer software. 

You name it, we got it. 
You can't get no for an answer. 

Ask for any software package these days and everybody claims to have it. 
What they really mean is they may have something they can adapt or 
piece together or disguise or - most 
likely - start working on fast. 

And next year sometime . .. . 

Free for the asking. 
The biggest come-on of all. Not 
only do they claim to have all 
this wonderful software, but 
they're willing to give it away. 

Problem is, what they're willing 
to give you for nothing is probably 
priced just about right. And by 
the time you add development 
costs for about 7 K words at $15 
a word - just to make it work -
it's anything but free. 

Introducing the Interdata family of Operating Systems. 
Here's a whole family of minicomputer software packages that's different. 

T he Interdata RTOS, for example, is the most comprehensive minicomputer Real-Time Operating System 
available today. It has a dynamic core allocation system with 16 priority levels, supports a ful I range of 
peripherals and is field-proven . 

Our RTEX is a multi-programming real-time executive 
system which gives you high throughput with low 
overhead. DOS is particularly easy to use for program 
development, supports file handling on a disc and can 
operate in either batch or interactive mode. BOSS is 
perfectly matched to small systems, and supports many 
devices such as disc, tape or cassette. 

And there's plenty of basic software as well as high level 
language programs such as Interact ive FORTRAN and 
FORTRAN IV. They've all been proved on the Interdata 
New Series family ot minicomputers. They all can be 
expanded or modified to match your configuration. 
And they' re a 11 backed by the Interdata warranty to 
make sure you're satisfied. 

What you need is what you get. 
And that's what's 
so different. 

2 Crescent Place . Oceanport, New Jersey 07757 . 1201) 229-4040 . Boston - 1617) 890-0557 . 
Chicago - 1312) 437 -5120 . Dallas - 12 14) 238-9656. Denver - 1303) 758-0474 . Detro i t -
1313) 356-5515 . Houston - 17 13) 783-1830. Los Angeles - 12 131640-0451 . Palo Alto -
14151 969-1180. Washington - 1703) 525 -4806 . Toronto - 1416) 678-1500. United Kingdom -
Uxbridge 52441 . Sydney - NSW 439-4155 . West Germany - 0811 / 160031 . Tokyo - 270-7711 . 
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how to get your 
money's worth in a 
$495 function generator 

---- ---------------------·-

1. Precise Frequency Con
trol with Kelvin-Varley di
vider that gives you 10-turn 
resolution and stability. 

2. Variable Start/Stop con
trol permits varying start ; 
stop point 360 degrees in 
trigger, gate, pulse and 
burst rnodes . 

3. Get DC Signal Only cut 
of th e power amplifier to 
th e output merely by us ing 
th e trigge r mode to switch 
off AC signal. 

4. Calibrated Sweep Width 
control uses Kelvin-Varley 
divider lo se t stop frequency 
to let yo u know precise ly 
wh ere you're sweeping 
without measur ing with a 
counter. 

5. Sweep Up or Down the 
selected freque ncy range . 
Just se lect positive going 
ramp to sweep up, negative 
going ramp to sweep dowr.. 

more reasons the Exact Model 126 VCF/sweep generator 
is the most waveform generator ever sol.d for $495: 
TWO-IN-ONE. A main generator for sine, square, 
triangle, pulse and sync, plus a ramp generator for 
sweeping or triggering the main generator , or for use 
as an independent signal source. 
WIDE BANDWIDTH. 0.1 Hz to 3 MHz frequency 
range, with ramp time of 10 ,,.sec to 100 sec. (.01 Hz 
available on the main generator.) 
SWEEP. Ramp generator can sweep main generator 
over a 1000:1 range. Sweep width adjustable from 
zero to 3 full decades. 
PULSE. Independently variable width and repetition 
rate. 
TRIGGER/GATE. Both generators can be triggered 
(one shot) and gated {burst) independently. 
SEARCH MODE. Main generator can be swept man-
ually over 3 decades. · 
VERSATILE RAMP. Ramp available at main output 
and via its own connector. (Convenient for x-y and 
Bode plots.) Ramp gate output connector on rear 
panel can be used as a pen lifter or for blanking or 
unblanking. 
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COMPACT. Only 31/2 " high , 121/2 11 wide , 101/2 11 deep. 
Weighs only 9 lbs. Simple maintenance because all 
components values, test points and cal ibration ad
justments are printed on the P.C. card , identified 
and easily accessible. 
LOW COST. Model 126 only $495. Model 127 with 
3-digit thumbwheel frequency dials, $595. Model 128 
with log sweep, ramp hold, 20 Hz-20 kHz range , $695. 
MODEL 127 DIGIT Al-DIAL/ SWEEP GENERATOR 

$595 

MODEL 128 UN-LOG / SWEEP GENERATOR 

$695__ 

EXACT 
electronics, inc. 

Box 160 
Hillsboro, Oregon 97123 

Telephone (503) 648-6661 
TWX 910-460-8811 

A subsidiary of 
Danalab, Inc. 

An Affiliate of iD-IR~ln~IR~I. Laboratories, Inc. 



Call in Kodak. 
We've got the answers. 

From the smallest, single-detail revision to 
vast orders requiring thousands of prints of 
one drawing, Kodak's photoreproduction meth
ods can help get the job done for you faster, 
and at lower cost. 

Whether your drawings are full size or on 
microfilm, whether you use diazo or offset, we' ll 
show you how to make your distribution prints 
the easy way. With Kodak's help . 

We'll even send a Kodak sales representative 
to help you choose the best plan for your partic
ular needs. 

To set the wheels in motion, just mail in the 
coupon. We'll take it from there. 

Electronics/December 4, 1972 

r---------- ---------------, 
Please send me complete details on Kodak's many procedures 
for drawing reproduction. 

Name _________________ ~ 

Position _________________ _ 

Company ________________ ~ 

Address _________________ _ 

City _________ State ____ Zip ___ _ 

Eastman Kodak Company 
Business Systems Markets Division 
Dept. DP898, Rochester, N. Y. 14650 

ENGINEERING DATA 
SYSTEMS 

L------- ------------------J 
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Thinking 
Pattern Generation? 

Then think Gyrex 1001. 
We'll tie you into most computer or ' interactive 
graphic systems with our low cost numerica lly con
trolled pattern generator. Master reticle generation 
for thi n / thick film, hybrid circuits, MOS/ LSI. Punch or 
magnetic tape. The 1001 eliminates many processing 

steps in present a rt generation methods. It matches 
the through-put and reliability of some systems costing 

three times as much. For economical ease the Gyrex 1001 
is the only way to go. You know it's only a matter of 

time. Join the Pattern Generation. 
And don't keep it in the back of your mind. 

For more information on other Gyrex products call or write today. 

GVREX CORPORATION 
400 E. GUTIERREZ ST. D SANTA BARBARA, CALIF. 93101 D CALL (805) 966-7131 
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First Stop 

136 

The annual Electronics Tour of 
World Markets begins with Japan 
in this issue. This 16 page on-the· 
spot report features an in-depth 
analysis of the Japan markets plus 
1973 and 1976 forecasts of com
ponents and equipment. 
Next stop: Western Europe in the 
December 18 issue. 

New products 

zontal positions. Applications include 
scientific and hospital systems. 
Datalog , 1770 Walt Whitman Rd ., Melville, 

N.Y. 11746 [363] 

Cassette recorder meets 

international standards 

The model 135 digital cassette 
recorder is compatible with inter
national standards, including those 
of the European Computer Manu
facturers Association, the American 
National Standards Institute and 
the International Standards Organi
zation. Designed for the OEM mar
ket, the unit reads and writes phase
encoded data at 12.5 inches per sec
ond, providing a rate of 10,000 bits 
per second at a packing density of 
800 bits per inch. Start and stop 
times are 20 and 25 milliseconds, re
spectively. Price is $525. 
Sycor Inc ., 100 Phoenix Dr ., Ann Arbor, 

Mich. 48104 [364] 

Card-input system is 

designed for minicomputers 

The model 25 IX card-input system, 
designed for minicomputer appli
cations, consists of a 600- or 1,000-
card-per-minute card r-e"ader and in
terface equipment, including cables. 

Documentation and supporting 
software are supplied with each 
unit. The system is compatible with 
the Data General Nova; Digital 
Equipment Corp. PDP 11 and PDP 
8/E/L/l; Honeywell 316 /5 16; 
Hewlett-Packard 2114, 2115 , 2116 
and 2100; and Digital Computer 
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New products 

Packaging & production 

Interconnections 
reduced by half 

On 2-layer board , pressfit 

back-panel system gets 

double duty from wire-wrap 

Connectors are easier to design with 
these days because many of the new 
entries offer the user the conve
nience of standard units with the 
features of a custom line. Belonging 
to this new breed, Elco's pressfit 
back-panel connecting system 
promises to reduce costs sig
nificantly by slashing the number of 
wire-wrapped interconnections by 
50% to 75%. Elco is introducing at 
the same time a novel three-di
mensional multi-tier card-edge con
nector that doubles contact density 
for a fixed area. 

The new pressfi t connecting sys
tem is literally based on the square 
peg in a round hole. Square contact 
posts that are suitable for wire
wrapping are pressed into round 
plated-through holes in either a 
single- or multi-layer board. The 
pressfit provides ample mechanical 
support, and each post makes elec
trical contact with only the desired 
board plane. Soldering is unneces
sary. 

With the pressfit system, the same 
board can be used to carry either 
power and ground planes or a num
ber of different supply voltages. 
Earlier systems required separate 
boards because each contact post 
had to be soldered to its plated
through hole. Moreover, the pressfit 
system allows changes and additions 
to be easily implemented. 

Once the posts are installed, insu
lated connector housings are placed 
over them so that the final assem
blies appear to be conventional 
wire-wrap card-edge connectors. 
These modular insulated housings 
are provided for any number of 
even contacts. The new system is 
available for immediate installation. 
Cost is typically 5 to 7 cents per con-
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tact, depending on the number of 
board layers and the number of 
plated-through holes. 

The other new card-edge connec
tor, the multi-tier design for hybrid 
microelectronic packaging, increases 
contact density by giving hei ght to a 
second level of contacts. The first 
unit employing this concept has 80 
contacts on a 0.3-inch grid by 2-in. 
length ; contact spacing is 0.025 in . 

The two main levels in th e recep
tacle use short and long (lower and 
upper) contacts. In each level , adja
cent contacts are 0.1 in. apart, one 
row at each side, with the rows and 
levels being offset by 0.05 in. The 
contact tails are in four offset rows, 
with a spacing of 0.075 in. between 
rows and 0.1 in. between contacts. 

The multi-tier contact will be re
leased by January. 
Elco Corp ., Willow Grove Div ., Willow Grove, 
Pa. 19090 [391] 

Leadless IC receptacle 

uses base-metal contacts 

It performs as well as gold-plated 
versions, says Burndy Corporation 
of a leadless integrated-circuit re
ceptacle that employs tin contacts. 
Unlike conventional pin-type recep
tacles, the new unit, called H ypoint, 
uses chisel-pointed contacts that 
penetrate the solder pads on the 
substrate, making a gas-tight con
nection. 

Leonard H . Feld berg of Burndy's 
Advanced Development division, 
says that the contact force of 175 
grams minimum that is developed 
in the receptacle insures a gas-tight, 
low-resis tance contact of 2 mil
liohms or better. "The technique is a 
carryover from wrapping wire 
around posts," he adds. "We exam
ined the wire-to-post contact and 
learned that high force would insure 
that the brittle oxide formed on the 
tin would crack, separate , and en
able fresh metal to establish a re-

liable, low-resistance connection." 
Burndy says that the re package 

can be removed and replaced 40 
times or more without appreciable 
loss in contact resistance. A test 
probe can reach each contact at the 
side of the package for trouble
shooting purposes. 

The receptacle is available in 24-, 
28-, and 40-contact versions. 
Burndy Corp ., Norwalk , Conn . 06852 [392] 

DIP strips accommodate 

jumbo IC packages 

A family of du al in-line strip con
nectors, to be used in pairs, provides 
sockets for 24-, 28-, and 40-lead 
packages recently introduced by 
semiconductor manufacturers. Con
tact spacings are on 0.100-in. cen-

~ ~ .. ~ 
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ters, and strip pairs are positioned 
according to package width. The 
2300 and 3000 series have wire
wrapped and D IP solder leads re
spectively, and both series have 
phosphor bronze contacts plated 
with gold or bright tin. Price in 
1,000-lots ranges from 35 cents to 40 
cents. 
Stanford Applied Engineering Inc ., Ad

vanced Packaging , 2165 S. Grand Ave. , 

Santa Ana, Cal if. 92705 [393] 

Circuit board serves also 

as heat dissipator 

Developed for power supplies used 
in plating rectifiers, welders, com
puter equipment, and other appli-
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NEW AUTORANGING 
DIGITAL MULTIMETER ... 
IN-PROBE DISPLAY, 
HIGH-SPEED READOUT, 
BATTERY OPERATION ... 
•32s. 

' 

For AC or DC voltage, 
resistance and even cur
rent, our Model 167 with 

unique in-probe readout lets you 
make time - saving measurements 
directly at the point of measurement. 
With up to 3-month battery life. The Model 
167's combination probe / readout, with 3% 
digit LED display, automatically indicates decimal 
point, polarity, range and function . Front panel 
terminals and probe receptacle allow alternative use 
as a bench instrument. The neat, sweet -to-hold 167 
Auto-Probe DMM is only $325 (less in quantity). Check 
it out and get our latest " How Sweet" button. 

Measures easily ... 1 mV to 1000 VDC r;lll:::lll 
•1mVto500VACRMS•1 ohmto20 ~ 
megohms 
with the convenience of . . . 55 meg- K E I T H L E Y 
ohms input resistance • 2-sec. reading I N s TR u M E N T s 
time to rated accuracy • 1200 volts over- U.S.A., 2Bn5 AURORA ROAD, CLEVELAND. OHIO 44139 
load protection • Complete choice of EUROPE, 14, AVENUE VILLAROIN, 1009 PULLY, SUISSE 
accessories. 

138 

The Model 167 ... another how-sweet-it-is Keithley Multimeter 

Buy now using BankAmericard or Master Charge 
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New products 

Control Corp. Dll2 and Dll6. 
Price starts at $2,595 
Media 111 , 2454 E. Fender Ave., Fullerton, 
Calif . 92631 (365] 

Cassette system operates 

at 600 characters a second 

A cassette tape system conforms to 
the EIA standard RS-232 bit serial 
interface between data terminals 
and data communications equip
ment operating in the synchronous 
mode. Called the Mini-cette 2200, 

the drive system includes a control
ler and one bidirectional dual-dif
ferential capstan cassette transport 
with a speed of 6 inches per second. 
The system's packing density is 800 
bits per inch with 8-bit characters. 
Read-write speed is 600 characters 
per second. Price is $2,450. 
Cipher Data Products, 7655 Convoy Court, 
San Diego, Calif. 92111 (367] 

Disk controller provides 

simultaneous seek operation 

The model DC-36 disk controller is 
designed to link the IBM 2311, 2314 
compatible disk drives to Univac 
418 II computers. Features of the 

":,~--~~----::::.:::=::~ " 
·- -
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Raytheon plus Telefunken. 
A whole new world 
of quality CRT's. 

In the past, you've had a pretty 
slim choice in high quality 
CRT's from any single 
source. Now things are 
different. You can order any 
Telefunken CRT .~ 

directly from Raytheon. In 
fact, considering Raytheon 
and Telefunken together, .. 
there is no broader line of high 
quality CR T 's available. .- ' 

This is a great mar-
riage of U.S . and European 
technology. The out- 6 4 ·-· 
standing Telefunken line 
plus the equally outstanding 
Raytheon line. Both sold 
and serviced exclusively by 
Raytheon's nationwide 
support organization. C, · ·Cit 

The total Telefunken ' 
electrostatic deflection ~ I 
CRT line is available, -"a 

every size and shape. You can now 
get the very best performance -

brightness, deflection sensitivity, 
post-deflection magnification, 

spot size, resolution - in 
very flat faced CRT's. You 

can also get a full line of 
accessories such as shields, 
sockets, anode caps, special 

graticules and a complete 
range of phosphors. 

Samples can be delivered 
immediately, and you can 

expectrapidturnaround 
on production orders. 

Commercial and military 
instrumentation, medical elec
tronics, or whatever your field 

-Raytheon has the CRT's. 
For further information, speci
fications or applications assist

ance write or call us today. 
Raytheon Company, Industrial 

Components Operation, 
465 Centre Street, Quincy, 

Massachusetts 02169. 
Telephone (617) 479-5300. 

~AYTHEON] 
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The 306/HFFT is a digital processor t~at performs forward or 
inverse Fourier Transforms of time or frequency domain data. 
It is contained within the mainframe of its host NOVA 800 com
puter for efficiency, smaller size and cost saving. 

FEATURES 

Basic Fast Fourier Transform time of 9.5 ms for 512 complex points 
(1024 real points). 

Real-Time to 25 KHz for 1024 real input points, 18 ms total processing 
time including all requisite procedures. 

Transform from 16to16384 real points. 

Ful116 bit accuracy. 

Polar coordinate output standard. 

APPLICATIONS 

Underwater acoustics 

Mechanical vibrations 

Digital filtering 

Speech recognition 

Noise identification 

Doppler radar analysis 

EXPAND to a complete 

Biomedicine 

Geophysics 

Nuclear physics 

Fourier Spectrum Analyzer by field addition of: 
A single or dual Input Channel. .· Anti-aliasing filters 

Operation oriented Control Panel Output displays 

Delivery is 90 days ARO. For further information, contact your 
local representative or the fac tory directly. 

212 MICHAEL DRIVE. SYOSSET. N.Y.11791 

---- 1516 1 364-0560 
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New products 

DC-36 include simultaneous seek 
operations, programing requiring 
eight commands, verification of 
track location by hardware, error 
checking of all data transfers by 
hardware, and read or write mul
tiple records with one command. 
The unit provides direct transfer to 
or from memory for data, thereby 
eliminating blocking 110 channels. 
Price starts at $17 ,000. 
Telefile Computer Products oc .. 17785 Sky 

Park Circle , Irvine, Calif . (368) 

Plotter operates at 

1 ,800 increments per second 

Bidirectional paper movement is of
fered by the Comp lot DP-7 digital 
plotter, a 36-inch wide unit, which 
performs 1,800 increments per sec
ond, at a continuous speed of 

0.0025-inch increment size. The unit 
is available with up to three pens, 
available in colors, and automatic
ally selectable. The pens provide a 
rectilinear trace. 
Houston Instrument Division, Bausch & 
Lomb, 4950 Terminal Ave .. Bellaire, Texas 

77401 [369) 

Interconnection chassis 

forms a microcomputer 

The model MCS-4 microcomputer 
system can be assembled without 
hand-wiring by using the MCB4-10 
interconnection chassis that links 
the SIM4-0l prototyping board and 
the MP7-02 programable read-only 
memory programing board to form 
a PROM programing system, a PROM 
test system and a functioning micro-
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NO. 137 

How Deionized Water Aids Quality Control 
In Making Printed Circuit Boards 

Some of the many printed circuit boards made by Poncher 
Industries, Inc., Cary, Illinois-shown by President Charles 
Poncher. Very high quality water is a production "must." 

To provide water for plating solutions and ultra·clean rinsing 
of circuit boards-the treatment system includes a Culligan 
deionizer, activated carbon filter and deionizer exchange tank. 

D Rejects stay low and quality stays 
high at Poncher Industries, Inc., 
Illinois manufacturer of sophisticated 
printed circuit boards for commer
cial and consumer applications. A 
key supplier to such blue chip elec
tronics makers as Zenith , Motorola, 
Stewart-Warner , Seeburg , Oak 
Electro-Netics and others, Poncher 
stresses perfection in every step of 
manufacture. 

"Our job is to make sure the printed 
circuit board is as reliable as we 
can make it," says Mr. Poncher. 

"This, of course, includes using the 
cleanest water possible in plating 
solutions and in rinsing tanks. The 
only answer to the contamination 
problem is deionized water." 

The deionizer chosen was Culligan's 
Model DA. 

The high-quality deionized water 
provided is used for rinsing at criti
cal points in the cleaning, sensitiza
tion and electroplating processes. 
General Manager Andy Walsh em
phasizes-

" I knew from long experience with 
printed circuit manufacturing that 
deionized water is vital, so we or
dered the deionizer right from the 
start. It has proved to be a wise 
decision ." 

For detailed information and addi
tional case histories, write to Will 
Sanders for our 4-page Job Report 
No. 137-or call your local Culligan 
Man for a consultation. D 

Culligan USA, One Culligan Park
way, Northbrook, Illinois 60062. 

CUSTOMER: Poncher Industries, Inc. , Cary, Illinois 

PROBLEM: Need for high quality water for plating and rinsing circuit boards 

SOLUTION: Deionized water 

EQUIPMENT: Culligan Model DA Deionizer, Activated Carbon Filter, 
Deionizer Exchange Service 
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liry Us The fact is , when many electronics manufacturers have aug
mented their engineering and production people with our spe-

h 
cialized staff in the design, development and material selection. 

On t e P . rts 
plastics usually is the answer to a superior 

product. These same manufacturers 
rely on us to proceed with mold making 

h 
integrated to production on our own in-

t e' 'y plant injection. compression or transfer molding ma
chines. Deliveries are always on a satisfactory schedule 

regardless of the precision and volume demanded by 

. n t e the customer . Thermoplastic or thermoset-our versa-c tility in design engineering , mold making and production 
is unlimited . Sophisticated electronic parts often require 

I~ d 
precise. secondary operations-drilling, tapping. grinding 

mo e and polishing-all provided by Del-Val. In addition. parts 
are ultrasonically cleaned before del ivery to assure better 

f 
• parts . uncontaminated and ready for assembly . 

0 P . Sties If you 've been thinking plastic components. 
think Del-Val-the people who offer the most 
comprehensive service in the plastics industry . 

d DEL VAL PLASTICS 

P DIVISION OF WEHCO PLASTICS. INC. 
Box 108, River Road . Tullytown. Pa . 19007 
(215) 949-2777 • Ph ila . (215) 627-5590 
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Second 
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The annual Electronics Tour of 
World Markets makes its second 
stop in Western Europe in the 
December 18 issue. This 24-page 
on-the-spot report will feature an 
indepth analysis of the Western 
Europe markets plus 1973 and 1976 
forecasts of components and 
equ ipment. 

Next stop: The U.S. in the Janua~y: 4 issue 

New products 

computer. Each has a Teletype in
terface, control switches, and a bi
nary LED display of data and 
addresses for PROMS and random
access memories. The chassis in
cludes a zero-insertion-force socket 

for the PROM being programed, a 
source of 50-v peak-to-peak pro
graming voltages, and a 16-lead 
cable for direct connection to a tele
typewriter, which is used to program 
the PROMS, test them and communi
cate with the microcomputer pro
totype. Price is $375. 
Intel Corp ., 3065 Bowers Ave. , Santa Clara , 

Calif. 95051 [366] 

Computers expandable by 

add ing memory, power units 

Two additions to the company's 
series 2000 family of computers are 
the model 2040A and 2050A that 
can be expanded on site by the ad
dition of power modules or memory 
units. The power modules provide 
increases in cycle time or in
put/output capabilities, or both, 
and more main memory can be 
added in standard increments to 
provide a maximum of 524,288 
characters. The model 2040A cen
tral processor is a small-to-medium 
programing computer with 65 ,536 
characters of main memory. The 
model 2050A is a medium-scale 
multi-programing unit with 131,072 
characters of main memory. The 
computers may not be leased, but 
purchase price for a basic 2050A is 
$595 ,000. For the 2040A it is 
$335 ,000. 
Honeywell Informati on Systems, 200 Smith 
St .. Waltham , Mass. 02154 [370] 
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Bestsellers 

6 additions to our 
High Level Logic family 
(five new circuits and a book) 

The complete H -100 series from SGS/ATES(" new type): 

SGS/ATES' High Level Logic elements. the H 100 series, feature the widest supply 
voltage range in the market - 10.BV to 20V - allowing them to work efficiently 
even with poorly stabilized supplies. 
This, in combination with noise immunity as high as 5V at Vee= 15V, and 25 
(worst case) fan-out . make them the logical, space and cost-saving alternative to 
electromechanical components in high noise environments. 
Design information and applications ore provided in the SGS/ ATES High Level 
Logic Applications Handbook. available at US $ 3.00. 
Order your copy now. 

H 102 Quad 2-input gate 
H 103 Triple 3-input gate 
H 104 Exp. dual 4-input gate 

• H 105 Exp. dual 2-wide 2-input AND-OR inverter 
H 109 Exp. dual 4~nput AND power gate 
H 110 Dual JK flip-flop with separate preset 
H 111 Dual JK flip-flop with separate preset and clear 

• H 112 Hex inverte r {open collector) 
H 113 High to low level quad converter 
H 114 Low to high level quad converter 

• H 115 Hex inverter with strobe {open collector) 
H 117 One shot multivibrator 

• H 118 Hex inverter wilh active pull-up 
• H 119 Hex inverter with strobe active pull-up 

H 122 Quad 2-input gate with passive pull-up 
H 124 Quad 4-input gate with passive pull-up 
H 156 4-bit binary counter 
H 157 Decode counter 
H 158 BCD to decimal decoder and driver 

Italy: Via C. Olivetti 1. 20041 Agrate Br., tel. : 039-65341 
USA: 435 Newtonville Ave .. Newtanville. Mass. 02160, tel. : 617-9691610 
UK: Planar House, Walton Street. Aylesbury , Bucks, tel. : 0296-5977 

Fronce: 58, rue du Dessous des Berges, Paris 13e, tel.: 5895223 
Germany : 809 Wasserburg/ lnn. Post Box 1269, tel. : 08071-721 

Sweden : Postbox. 19501 Marsta , tel.: 0760-40120 
Singapore: L 'Jrong 4 and 6, Toa Payoh, Singapore 12, tel.: 531411 
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Tung-Sol® 
3 to 500 Amp 

Power Rectifiers 
Tung-Sol rectifiers are con
servatively rated to assure 
the widest possible margin 
of safety and reliability . 
Press-fit rectifiers to 44 
Amps. Stud-mounted types 
to 420 Amps. Ratings to 500 
Amps in flat-base construc
tion. 

Modular Bridge Rectifiers 
10 to 35Amps 

Highest surge ratings give 
designers maximum protec
tion against voltage over-
loads. J 

I 

Single Phase 
B-50 Series-To 10 Amps DC. 
50 to 600 PRY. 300 Amps surge. 
B-40 Series-To 15 Amps DC. 
50 to 1,000 PRY. 300 Amps surge. 
B· 10 Series-To 30 Amps DC. 
50 to 1,000 PRV. 400 Amps surge. 

WRITE FOR TECHNICA L INFO RMAT ION. 
SPECIFY BRIDGES, OR POWER RECTIFIERS. 

SILICON PRODUCTS SECTION 

WAGNER ELECTRIC CORPORATION 
630 West Mt. Pleasant Ave. Livi ngsto n, N.J . 07039 

TWX' 710-994-4865 PHONE , (201) 992-11 00 
(212) 732-5426 

Trademark TUNG-SOL Reg . U. S. Pat. Off . and 
Marcas Aegi stradas 

New products 

Instruments 

Low-power DPM 
priced at $100 

Aimed principally at the 

portable-instrument market, 

unit uses less than 0.75 W 

Two distinct trends are becoming 
apparent in the market for digital 
panel meters. The first is a move 
toward lower prices; the second, and 
more recent, is the effort to decrease 
power consumption. The goal is to 
make prolonged battery operation 
possible, and so enable DPMs to 
compete with analog meters for the 
OEM portable-instrument market. 

The latest !ow-power design is 
Weston's model 1220/1221. Built 
around the same custom p-MOS chip 
as the company's model 4440 mul
timeter, the 31h-digit panel meter 
uses less than 750 milliwatts with all 
display segments turned on. This 
gives the meter a minimum of 13 
hours of continuous operation with 
four standard C cells. 

Since the meter is intended prin
cipally for portable-instrument ap
plications, special attention was 
given to minimizing size and weight 
and maximizing ruggedness. The 
package, which measures slightly 
less than 3 x 3 x 1.5 inches, is 
completely sealed. The meter's low 
power consumption makes venting 
louvres unnecessary. Weight is un
der 4 ounces. To better enable it to 
cope with the rigors of field use, its 
designers made the 1220/ 1221 
tough enough to meet the MIL 
M 10304 vibration specification. 

Two mounting options are avail
able: the standard rectangular 
mount with access from the front 
panel and a special recessed mount, 
through which only the LED display 
is visible. Since the p-MOS chip and 
the LED display were made plug
gable for easy servicing, it is pos
sible to mount the display at a loca
tion remote from the rest of the 
meter. This remote operation is not 
offered as an option by Weston, but 
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the user can make the necessary 
modifications himself. 

The meter is accurate to within 
±(0.1 % of reading + 1 digit) over a 
20°C temperature range centered at 
25 °C. For prolonged operation at a 
temperature away from this stan
dard, the unit can be calibrated at 
any temperature from 10° to 50°C, 
and it will then meet its accuracy 
spec over a 20°C span centered at 
that temperature. Operating tem
perature limits are 0°C to + 60°C. 

Price in single quantities is $175, 
but this drops to below $100 in lots 
of 100. Delivery is from stock. 
Weston Instruments Inc., 614 Frelinghuysen 
Ave., Newark, N.J. 07114 (351) 

Low-priced line monitor 

spots 0.5-microsecond pulse 

With brownout happening more 
frequently, the need to know exactly 
what's going on in the ac power line 
becomes increasingly important, es
pecially in large data centers, where 
a single line transient can mean 
false data. 

Power-line monitors that can spot 
such things as under- or over-volt
age conditions, have been available, 
but these usually catch disturbances 
only if they repeat for several cycles. 
Equipment that can respond faster 
usually costs between $15 ,000 and 
$20,000. 

Now, however , Programmed 
Power Inc., Menlo Park, Calif., has 
developed a portable power-line
disturbance monitor that sells for 
$2,995. The model 3200 checks for 
under- and over-voltage conditions, 
under- and over-frequency condi
tions, and 50-600-volt positive or 
negative transients lasting 0.5 to l 00 
microseconds. The instrument can 
be set for either 50 or 60 hertz, can 
monitor either single-phase 90- to 
140-v rms or three-phase 90- to 140-
v rms input lines to neutral voltages, 
or 208/ 120 v in a four-wire Y con
figuration. 

When a preset line condition is 
exceeded, the 3200 gives both an 
audio and visual alarm, records the 
event on the proper event register (a 
digital counter-one for each condi-
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We proudly present 
our new high resolution storage tube ... 

Over 4000 lines resolution, with the same long storage and fast 
erase features of our mini tubes. 

Our TH 8803 storage tube is a single ended design 
in a two inch diameter Vidicon configuration that 
provides a limiting resolution performance of 4300 TV 
lines per diameter. It can store 16 millions of bits, in 
the digital form or the equivalent in the full TV gray
scale image form , for more than 20 minutes under 
continuous readout scanning operation . 
A unique feature of the TH 8803 is its fast erasing 
capability by means of a special gun design*. Two TV 
frames are sufficient to erase the whole surface down 
to the noise level of a good amplifier. Because the 
display function is separated from-the storage system, 
the user can selectively edit the stored image or, if he 
is interested in blow-up, zoom-in on any portion of 
the image. 

The two-inch diameter structured silicon target of the 
TH 8803 permits a resolution of 2700 TV lines at 50 % 
modulation level. It also permits operation with stan
dard Vidicon hardware, and low voltage levels. 
The high performance level reached makes the TH 
8803 ideal for a number of applications such as buffer 
memo~y . high density data storage and retrieval, 
bandwidth compression or expansion, scan conver
sion, etc. 
For more information about this tube and our entire 
line of storage and display tubes, please circle the 
appropriate number on the Reader Service Card, or 
contact us directly. 

• Thomson-CSF patent. 

THOMSON-CSF 
THOMSON-CSF ELECTRON TUBES. INC. I 50 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA I NEW YORK, N.Y. 10020 TEL.(212) 489-0400 

France - THOMSON.CSF Groupement Tubes Electroniques / 6. rue Chasseloup-Laubat I 75015 PARIS I Tel. 566.70.04 
Germany - THOMSON.CSF Elektronenrohren GmbH I Am Leonhardsbrunn 10 I 6 FRANKFURT/MAIN I Tel. 70 20 99 

Italy - THOMSON.CSF Tubi Elettronici SAL I Viale degli Ammiragli 71 I ROMA I Tel. 63 80 143 
Japan - THOMSON.CSF JAPAN K.K. / Kyosho Building I 1-9-3 Hirakawa-cho I Chiyoda-ku I TOKYO I T 102 /Tel. 03 264-6341 

Sweden - THOMSON.CSF Elektronror AB I Box 27080 IS 10251 STOCKHOLM 27 I Tel. 08/22 58 15 
United Kingdom -THOMSON.CSF Electronic Tubes Ltd I Bilton House. Uxbridge Road. Ealing I LONDON W5 2TI I Tel. 01 -579 1857 I Telex: 25 659 
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Even in the solitude of the forest depths, from rooftops, 
arctic tundra, swamps to sweltering tropics, 'neath snow, 
sand or ice, 
the Hermes Loop antenna keeps an ear to the sky. 
The amazing aperiodic antenna does away with vast log 
periodic and rhombic arrays - those towering antenna 
farms. 
In rosette configuration, the Hermes loop antenna provides 
an omnidirectional broadband receiving array in space 
merely 1/100th that of the traditional antenna farm. 
More than 53 government agencies around the world have 
pressed the loop antenna into service. 
A new, even more compact version is available. 2-32MHz 
Only Hermes Electronics makes it. BROADBAND 

ASK US Send for our Brochure 
Hermes Electronics Limited 
Suite315 
2020 F Street NW 
Washington, DC 20006 USA 

202-296 2978 
TWX 710 822 1106 
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New products 

tion), and provides a hard-copy 
printout of the event, including the 
type of disturbance, the time of day, 
and the date it occurred. 

Lee Cooper, president of Pro
grammed Power, says, "We had 
planned for some time to produce 
an instrument like the 3200 as an 
aid in selling our uninterruptible 
power systems. We could use it to 
indicate what was happening on the 
power line and thus prove to a po
tential customer why he needs a 
backup system." But in the mean
time, the Naval Civil Engineering 
Labs studied the monitors available 
and came up with specifications for 
a new one [Electronics, Sept. 11 , p. 
133]. This got Programmed Power 
rolling. As a result, the 3200 was de
veloped and the Naval labs has pur
chased several units. 

Cooper points out that the 3200 
can be employed in applications 
other than data centers, such as in 
production-control equipment, elec
tronic instruments, and synchronous 
communications equipment, which 
are also highly sensitive to line fluc
tuations. 
Programmed Power Inc., 141 Jefferson Dr ., 
Menlo Park , Calif. 94025 [352] 

Linear thermometer offers 

resolution of 0.001 °C 

A four-digit readout, portable linear 
thermometer operates at 990 hertz. 
Sensor self-heating effect is less than 
5 x 10- 4 °C, and quadrature rejec
tion is -20 dB. The unit offers a reso-

lution of 0.001°C, and long-term de
viation from accuracy and stability 
is rated as ±0.01 °C. The thermome
ter, designated model LD-1, pro
vides a 60-hertz rejection ratio of 70 
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A place for everything 
and everything in its place. 

Airco doping gases are predictable. (We 
invented doping gases.) They let you lay 
down what you want to lay down-where 
you want to lay it. Because they're the purest 
you can buy: silane, arsine, diborane, phos
phine. Information? Contact your Airco 
rep or H ank Grieco, 5 7 5 Moun ta in A venue, 
Murray Hill , New Jersey 0797 4. Phone: 

20_1-464-8100. Then let the ~RGO 
chips fall where they may. ll 

Industrial Gases 
Circle 149 on reader service card 
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4 Quadrant Magnetic 

Analog 
Multiplier 
DC x AC = AC Output 

Product Accuracy 
is ±1 /2% of all 
readings Over Full 
Temperature Range 

0 0 

of-55 C to +125 C 

• Product accuracy is specified in % 
of reading for all output analog 
voltage product points over the full 
military temperature range instead 
of % of full scale error giving 
superior results for small values. 

• Linearity, product accuracy, and 
zero point virtually unaffected by 
temperature changes. 

• All units are hermetically sealed and 
completely shielded from external 
electric or magnetic fields. 

Specifications Include: 
Transfer equation: E = X:Y 13 
X & Y input signal ranges: 

0 to ±3V Peak 
Maximum static and dynamic product 
error: Y2 % of point or 2 MVRMS, 

whichever is greater, over entire 
temperature range 

Input impedance: X = 10K; Y = 10K 
Full scale output: 3 VRMS 
Minimum load resistance for 
full scale output: 2000 ohms 
Output impedance: Less than 50 ohms 
X input bandwidth: 

±0.Sdb, 0 to 200 hertz 
Y input bandwidth: 

±0.Sdb, 20 hertz to 1000 hertz 
DC power: ± 15V unless otherwise 

required @ 20 ma 
2 

New products 

dB. Battery life is 1,200 hours. Price 
of the unit is $1,495. 
Massey Engineering, 202 North Highland 

St., Arlington , Va . 22201 [353] 

Bipolar digital panel meter 

is accurate to within 0.05% 

The model 36 bipolar 3 Yi -digit 
panel meter features a maximum er
ror of ±0.05% of reading plus one 
count. Also featured is a stability of 
50 parts per million /°C over a O-to-
500C operating range. The unit has 
an instrumentation-type front end 
with floating differential input, 
which provides more than 1,000 

megohms input impedance and 
more than 70 dB common-mode re
jection ratio. The unit is available 
with either a seven-segment planar 
or Nixie display, and BCD outputs 
are provided. Price is $95. 
Gralex Industries, 155 Marine St., Farm
ingdale, N.Y. 11735 [356] 

Multimeter provides five 

ranges from 0.1 V to 1,000 V 

A 5Y2-digit multimeter, the MX-1 , 
measures five ranges of de from 0.1 
volt to 1,000 volts full scale. Also 
provided are automatic or manual 
ranging, a wide range ratio, a fast 
active filter, and a sixth digit for 

.-:£ 
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Produce 
Flatter 
Panels 
With 

Nurl-Loc® 
Wire-Wrap® 
Terminals 

• Time-proven Nurl-Loc features a 
knurled cylinder for greater torque 
resistance ; distributes pressure evenly 
to avoid board warp ; permits removal 
without damage to board . 

• Funnel-Entry•• (pat. pend.) 
facilitates loading IC's by automatic 
equipment. 

• Low profile : only .046 above PC board. 
• 4-Finger contact assures a positive 

electrical contact. 
• Terminals available separately or 

assembled in panels. 

Write, TWX or Phone tor 
Computer Products Catalog 

CALL TOLL-FREE: 800-556-6969 

Circle 196 on reader service card 
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1973: The Year of the Advertiser 

Beginning January 1, Electronics is dropping all 
bleed charges! And there'll be no full-run rate increase 
in 1973. Actually , Electronics hasn 't had a rate 
increase since January, 1970. While in the same 
period, circulation is up nearly 10% and will continue 
to rise in 1973. 

What does this mean to you? 

• You can now reach an Electronics reader at 
nearly 10% less than you paid in 1970. You save! 

• If you use bleed , you save an additional 15% on 
the cost of a full page ad. 25% savings in all! 
• Free bleed allows you to be even more c reative 
by using the additional 29% area available! 

Why are we setting a precedent by lowering your 
advertising costs? Because we want 1973 to be 
the year of the advertiser. How can we do this? By 
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giving you an extra return on your investment. And, 
speaking of investments, leading advertisers 
have already increased our ad revenue by 22 % over 
last year. 

What else does Electronics give you? Only the most 
authoritative editorial in the technical publishing 
business, delivering the most involved readers in 
your markets. 

Electronics is THE SOURCE for advertiser 
benefits in 1973- the year of the advertiser. 
Because Electronics saves ad dollars! 

Electronics •, r, ~ 
THE SOURCE. itnlll 
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Push a button and Molex, 
backed by Plenco, lights the way. 

You see them on computer 
panels, home entertainment prod
ucts, business and vending ma
chines, and in the instrumentation 
industry. Illuminated by neon or 
incandescent bulb, they're Model 
1175 Lighted Pushbutton Switches, 
produced by Molex Incorporated, 
Lisle, Ill. 

That's our Plenco right behind 
the button. 

And how does Molex find our 
Plenco 512 General-Purpose 
Phenolic Molding Compound, used 
to mold the housing of these func
tional and attractive, U. L. approved 
switches? " Versatile, sturdy, ex
ceptionally fast curing and low in 
cost," reports this manufacturer. 

Molex adds that the compound 
has been used by them for years in 
a variety of other electrical applica
tions and has always proved satis
factory. 

Push for Plenco and see how 
quickly Plenco selections, experi
ence and service can help light the 
way for you . 

PLENCC> 
THERMOSET PLASTICS 

PLASTICS ENGINEERING COMPANY 
Sheboygan, Wis. 53081 

Through Plenco research ... a wide range of 
ready-made or custom-formulated phenolic, 
melamine, epoxy and alkyd thermoset 
molding compounds, and industrial resins. 
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New products 

20% overrange. Options include 10 
kHz and 100 kHz ac in four ranges 
from l v to 1,000 v full scale, resist
ance in six ranges from 100 ohms to 
lO megohms full scale, and isolated 
data outputs. Price of the model 
MX-1 is $1,000. 
Non-Linear Systems Inc., P.O. Box N, Del 

Mar, Calif. 92014 [357) 

Counter-timer features 

six-digit frequency readout 

The model 109 counter-timer, de
signed as an OEM instrument, boasts 
a six-digit readout of elapsed time 
and frequency. Elapsed time can be 
measured with a resolution of 
0.0001 second on the 100-second 

~ :.?·:·:.:::: ...... 
~o 

I ::::> ·u 1 ~ •0- ·c 
<f; I .,, l~I I I ;J 

' 0 ,1' 
·.~~.. D ~ e 

I 0 ... , .. ,,. •••• '.:;9 ;, .. ~. "" 
L-

range and 0.01 second on the 1,000-
second range. Frequency of any ac 
or positive de pulse may be mea
sured to 2.5 MHz in three ranges. 
Price is $400. 
Thomson En9ineering Co., 511 Old Lancas

ter Pike, Berwyn , Pa. 19312 [358) 

Curve tracer checks 

ICs, discrete components 

The model 577 curve tracer plots 
and displays parameters of linear 
ICs, transistors, FETs, tunnel diodes, 
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Every single thing about our new 
fine tuner IS fine. ~:!~;~ ~::~"~~;b~:, 

• · · . Until now. Raytheon's 

A CAMBION® Double "QQ" Product Line 
As often as you want, too. The design of the jack and the materials 
from which it is produced give it the strength to be cycled more 
than 50,000 times (we've done itl without appreciable change in 
contact resistance. 

And we didn't just do it once " in the lab." 

We have tens of millions of these jacks out, in use by customers. 
ID's range from .016" to .080". And are available in different 
shapes and types for mounting components, patching, plugging, 
or whatever you have in mind. 

All CAMBION cage connectors are standard, immediate delivery 
items. You can have them fast in whatever number you want. 
That's the CAMBION Double " QQ" approach, the quality stands up 
as the quantity goes on . Ask for a sales engineer or a catalog. 
Cambridge Thermionic Corporation, 445 Concord Avenue, 
Cambridge, Mass. 02138. In Los Angeles, 8703 La Tijera Blvd. 90045. 

This cage jack was built 
for recycling! 

----
-

Standardize on 

'C.llMB101t~ 
the guaranteed electronic components 

Ci rcle 172 on readerservice card 

new Microvemier con-

provide a new, low-cost method 
of obtaining high-resolution tuning 
or precise zero setting. 

The patented performance-
proven Microvemier control 

, ~-knob is more economical. Because • .. 
it's gearless. Yet its zero-backlash 
performance is precise enough to 1ilD 
meet the most sophisticated elec- • 
tronic standards. It features both • 
40: I and I: I tuning ratios. And 
it's available now in three sizes 
to keep all your fine tuning under _ 
control. Write Raytheon Com- If _> 
pany, Fourth Avenue, Burlington, """" 
Massachusetts 01803. '~-

c::AYTHE03'l 

Circle 153 on reader service card 

A compact, solid-state multimeter with 
digital readout - at a fantastic kit-form 
price. The new Heathkit IM-1202 has four 
overlapping ranges to measure voltages 
from 10 mV to 1000 V on DC (either po
larity), 10 mV to 700 V rms on AC, 10 uA 
to 2.5A on AC or DC current. Five resis· 
tance ranges measure from 1 ohm to 2.5 

----.... r.h megohms. Front panel polarity switch re
·--::===~:::'""'"" verses inputs without changing leads. 
'- 6 lbs. 

only 

- 16995* 
The Heathkit IB-1100 gives 1 Hz to over 30 MHz counting on a 
full 5-digit readout with 8-digit capability. The lighted overrange 
indicator makes misreading virtually impossible. Stable time-base 
circuitry assures accuracy better than ± 3 ppm from 22° to 37° 
C. Diode protected J-FET gives improved triggering over 100 mV 
to 150 V input range. Solid-state circuitry mounts on one large 
board for easy assembly. 6 lbs. 

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 53·12 
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022 

I O Plea se send FREE Heathkit Catalog. I 
O Enclosed is $- , plus shipping. 

I Please send model (s} I 
Name ___ _______________ _ 

. Address I 
City State ip ___ _ 

\. 

Prices & specifications subject to change without notice. :.I 
*Mail order prices; F.0.B. factory. TE-275 
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ALPS KEYBOARD SWITCH 
4-BLOCK KEYBOARD SWITCH AKM SERIES 
MECHANICAL CONTACT POINT KEYBOARD SWITCH AKC SERIES 

AKM SER IES: 

Four . different 

give you any key arrangement 

you like. The low cost, thin 

design and light weightness 

are all pac ked in this latest 

developed , highly dependa

ble switch . 

ALPS 
ALPS ELECTRIC CO., LTD. 

Of"flC[IO n'l:IGAU·OIO. OHU•ltl!. TOICYO. JAPA.\" 
YOO•~ FACTORY lffl ~11'1'A·Cffll. KOIOIClJ.l(U 'f'Ol((lKAJ(A. JAPA.'\ 

OSAKA BRAOI tu ·04011111: All'AZA\"AICAOOID, NISll•KU OSAKA. JAPA.' 

'i•'.11" YORK Ofl'lC[ (fi[ WllTDW.1. ST S£ll" YOltl(. .'> Y~ lMIM. US. A 
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Last Stop 
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A KC SER IES: 

This keyboard switch incor

porates our own coil-spring 

contact point as well as the 

independ e nt one-key unit 

feature for free key arrange

ments. 

The annual Electronics Tour of 
World Markets ends in the U.S. with 
the January 4, 1973 issue. This 24-
page on-the-spot report will feature 
an indepth analysis of the U.S. mar
kets plus 1973 and 1976 forecasts 
of components and equipment. 

New products 

SCRs, zener diodes, and other elec
tronic components. The 577 shows 
characteristics for entire ranges of 
operating conditions, instead of 
single points, for parameters that in
clude random noise, popcorn noise, 
thermal feedback, and phase-shift 
effects. Storage display is also pro
vided. Prices rarige from $1,850 to 
$3,200, depending on configuration. 
Tektronix Inc., P.O. Box 500, Beaverton , 

Ore. 97005 [354] 

Distribution amplifier handles 

signals, even if power fails 

Distribution of up to three sources 
to as many as 12 outputs is a capa
bility of the model 5087A distribu
tion amplifier, which keeps on work
ing when power fails . The sources 
may be 10 MHz, 5 MHz, or 100 kHz, 

in any combination. Interference or 
short circuit in one output will not 
materially .affect the others. An op
tion provides for the amplifier to ac
cept a single 5-MHz or 10-MHz input 
and deliver a choice of 0.1-, 1-, 5-, or 
10-MHz outputs. Price is from $1 ,500 
to$1 ,630. 
Hewlett-Packard Co., 1501 Page Mill Rd ., 
Palo Alto , Calif. 94304 [355] 

Picoammeter offers 11 

bipolar ranges of current 

A general-purpose picoammeter 
with a cancellation circuit includes 
dual output for recorders or oscillo
scopes. Bipolar output is also pro
vided. The model 1012 offers 11 
ranges of bipolar current measure
ment, from 10 microamperes full 
scale to 100 picoamperes full scale. 
Resolution is 1 picoampere on the 
most sensitive scale. 
Gencom Division , Emitronics Inc., 80 Ex
press St ., Plainview, N .Y. 11803 [359] 
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The equivalent of 25 cubic feet of 
catalogs sits right on your desk 
in this little 4" x 6" box. 

The most complete Power Supply 
Catalog File available anywhere . . . 
6667 current catalog pages have 
been collected and organized on 
microfiche cards - 98 pages per 
card. Every major source of power 
is listed, indexed and easy to find. 

This little box costs only $94.00 
and can save you hundreds of dol
lars in space, time and effort. 

Never before available: This is 
the first microfiche series from the 
Electronics Catalog Retrieval Sys
tem . The microfiche cards fit any 

Everything you need 
to know about power 
supplies is right here 
in this little box. 

standard reader and there is space 
in the box for up-dated information. 

Special introductory offer: If you 
don 't already have a standard mi
crofiche reader, you can order the 
new Kodak Ektalite 120 with your 

Only$94.00 
complete 

purchase of the Power Supply Cat
alog File at the special low intro
ductory price of $85.00 (delivery 
included). 

Th e Ektalite 120 is a desktop 
reader weighing less than five 
pounds. It 's compact, noiseless, 
easy-to-use. All you do is feed in 
the microfiche from left to right, 
and manipulate the control knob to 
locate the image you want. 

~Jr~~ Electronics 
C':""l • ~ Catalog Retrieval 
l!M •System 





Modular, controllable 
system for infrared 
solder fusing 
Self-cleaning non-focussed heaters provide uniform, full 
width heat distribution - no windows or reflectors to clean. 

Proven control system with automatic stabilization -no inter
action between zones-no false turn-ons-wider operating 
ranges. All components conservatively rated . 

More versatile-new modular design provides a broader 
range of optional features, enabling a buyer to tailor the 
machine to his needs. 

Faster - Belt travels up to 20 ft.I min., fuses up to 4800 sq . 
ft. (double sided circuit boards) per hour - more than twice 
as fast as our competitors. 

15" machine with 
pump fed fluxer 

$7900 
24" machine with 
pump fed fluxer 

$8940 

@ 
RESEARCH INC 
BOX 24064 MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA USA 55424 

Circle 176 on reader service card 

Value 
Priced 
From $750 
• PAD/LOAD® Paper Handling 
• 8V2 in. x 11 in. and 11 in. x 17 in . 
• Electronic Overdrive Protection 

.-

• Differential Guarded and Shielded Signal Inputs 
• Disposable Fibre Cartridge Pens (Capillary 

Pen optional) 
• Sealed Follow-Up Potentiometers buffered for 

noise immunity 
• l/C Circuit Design 
• Time Base Generator (optional) 

• ~ • ;ii #ii CORPORATION 

KHwqdio Drive. 811111 . N.H .. 03079 . TEL (6-03) 893· 19Z1 TELEX 947477 TWX 710-366-1887 
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COMPRESSED VIDEO 
• Starts with a standard CCTV camera 
• Ends on the screen of a standard CCTV monitor 
• Uses "dial up" voice grade telephone circuits 

in the middle 
• Is a highly flexible alternative to facsimile or the 

Picture Phone 

The CVI 200 series Video Converters provide for 
single frame TV picture transmission over audio 
bandwidth circu its. Options include multiple 
image storage, hard copy, computer 1/0, and 
co lor. 

Video instruments for data acquisition, processing, 
transmission, and display. e 

Colorado V ideo, Inc. CVI '-
Box 928 Boulder, Colorado B0302 ""- , ~ 

(303) 444-3972 • """"""-""' 
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Decision: Assume you need an alterable, non-volatile 
memory in your system, what choices do you have ri[!ht now1? 

And at what true and complete cost-per-bit? 

Cores and plated wire-patchboards-diode arrays? Fi n ~. 
Providing you need lots of memory-and you 're not concerned about 

size, bulk and speed. Or power consumption. Or compatibility ' 
with existing and future logic forms. Or the additional cost 

CT J'.k_, of power-fail detection circuitry, or retrieval -Lets ta software and reload hardware-and the like: 

Semiconductor memories? If you go w ith RAMs 

156 

your bit cost per se may be lower. But you '.11 have to 

C 
CD • consider the extra cost of providing ost-per--.v1t an unint~rruptabl_e po"."'er_source. 

· O,r power-fail detection c1rcu1try and 
battery back-up. Or retrieval software and reload 

hardware. Just to compensate for their inherent volatilitv. 

If you consider RO Ms-either the fixed or one-shot programmable 
variety-your cost -per-bit for memory alone could be even lower. Until 

you start adding up all the extra peripheral costs involved in trying 
to overcome their inherent unalterability. Simulation systems. 

Special masks and programmers. Surplus capacity for unused future 
options. Not to mention multiple spare parts inventories, field 

; retrofits, obsolete stock, and spoilage due to errors. 

So where do you go from there 7 Take a good look at RMMs! 

M 
ALTERABLE/NON - VO L AT I L E 
SEMICONDUCTOR MEMORI E S 

They're the only inherently non-volatile, fully electrically alterab,le 
semiconductor memories in production -now/ You can use them just 

li ke any other hard - wired memory elements-but without having to 
buy and build a bunch of superfluous circuitry into your system 

just to protect stored data or correct program errors. 

In fact , you can take Ovonic RM Ms completely 
out of your system-for days, weeks, years 

at a time-without loss of data. And you 
can also change, up-date and re -alter 

stored information at will. Quickly, selectively 
and repeatedly-by simple electrical means. 

Easy to apply, too. Standard packages. TTL/DTL 
compatible. Compatible with each other. Which means 

you can mix or intermix them any way you like to 
create flexible, expandable memory systems to 

meet present and future needs-exactly/ 

26f 

Cost-per-bit? Still a bit more than RAMs or 
RO Ms on a straight device comparison basis. 

But considering the fact that bit cost is 
the only cost with RM Ms, you 'll find they're 

worth it! Important, too : RMM costs have 
dropped dramatically in the past 18 months 

and haven't reached bottom yet. So if 
you start using them riow, your true bit 

13( 
costs will be a lot less by the time 

you hit volume production . 

'71 '72 

Call or write for complete information today ! 

Energy Conversion Devices. Inc. 
1675 WEST MAPLE ROAD • TROY, MICHIGAN 48084 

TELEPHONE 313/549-7300 
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New products 

5,060 at 5 A. Applications include 
power switching, inverters , con
verters, and stereo and audio ampli
fiers . Price is $2.60 in lots of 100. 
Solitron Devices Inc ., 11 77 Blue Heron 

Blvd ., Rivie ra Beach, Fla. 33404 [414] 

TTL / LSI multipliers contain 

200 gates on a single chip 

Two TTL/LSI circuits can be used to
gether to generate an eight-bit bi
nary product in 40 nanoseconds. 
Designated types SN54174285 and 
SN54/74284, the four-bit-by-four
bit parallel binary multipliers each 
contain the eq uivalent of over 200 

gates on a monolithic chip. If the 
multipliers are combined with the 
company's carry-save adder, ari th
metic logic unit, and lookahead gen
erator, expandable n-bit-by-n-bit 
applications are possible. Price in 
100-lots ranges from $8.10 to $36.45 
depending on packaging. 
Texas Instruments Incorporated, P.O. Box 
5012, MI S 308, Dallas , Texas 75222 [ 415] 

Silicon photodiodes designed 

for analytical instruments 

The UV series of photovoltaic sili
con photodiodes is suitable for use 
in analytical instrument appli
cations where high spectral respon-

-i-,--,-r-·.-·-,--r-i -,--_..--..,-
8,As V0l..1AGt' O'V 

~~~::~£i·~~~~~~::~~~:~.tfts,:•~N i;~~t)' .. ~, .. c 

ozoo o.~ 
W A V ELE N GT H - MICRO M ETE R S 
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AUTOTRACK MOUNT 
AUTOTRACK 
SCR-584 RADARS 
360 degree ati mut h. 210 
degree dcvation ~v.ccp "ith 
better than I mil. accurac) 
Mis:,ile velucit) acceleration 
and :.IC\\ ing rate:-.. Ampli
d) ne and :.e rvo control. Will 

~': handle up to 20 ft. di ... h. Sup-
· :ii-..,_ 'plied com r_lett: v.1th co ntrol 

j \ ~~a.s:·~~ ~o~~t~d ;~dakr ')I'~ 
~=~ _, ;_;1 :\ . tern. Conical :-.can. PP I. 6 ft. 
::::..~-. _ 'b~\~ di-.h . Ideal for S band tclc-
~::;;; _ __J.h _. - mt:tr). \\Cather. baloon Irk. 
mi ... :.ile trk. rm:ket trk. ECM range . \\ rite for comprctc 
da ta. 600 pg . in:.tr . bk . uvail. al S:! :\ ea . 
PATH LOSS MEAS. FACILITY 
Mfg . REL Fur establi:,hing max . 'i:msn path ~ for tropo 
and microv. ave Jinh. 2 heli-hut van:,. Cover .. 1-2-5gh1 
bands. 20 to 120 "al b C W output. 

MOD IV HIGH RESOLUTION TRACKER 
Instrumentat ion rad<1.r: freq. 8.5-9.6 G HL. P"-r: 250 
KW .. I mi l tracking accuracy. 6' Fresnel lens antenna 
wilh 4 horn monopulse feed. Tracking range 50 or 200 
miles. Forme rl y used as range sa fety radar at Cape 
Kenned) . 
MIT MODEL 9 PULSER 1 MW-HARD TUBE 
Output 25h 40 arnp .. JO kv 40 amp. ma" . DUI) q .. 002. 
.25 to 2 micro:-.ec. Also 5 to 5 micro:-.cc. :md . I to .5 rni
croscc. Use:-. 6C21. Input I 15v 60 C)Clc AC. Mfg. GE . 
Complete nith driver and high voltage po\\ er -.uppl) . 
Re f: MIT Rad . Lab. Serie:-.. Vol 5. p. 152. 
2 MEGAWATT PULSER 
Output JO kv at 70 amp. Duty qclc .00 1. Rep. 
rates. I microsec. 600 pp:-. . I or 2 m:-.ec. JOO 
pps . u~es 5948 hydrogen thyratron . ln pul 
120 / 208 V AC 60 cycle. M rr . GE. Complete 
with high vohage po" er suppl). 
17 MEGAWATT LINE PULSER 
Output 17KV at 1000 Amps. Rep. rate 150-
2000 PPS 2.5 Microsec. Kcyer tube 5948 th )
ratron. Pwr: 208 V . .1 Ph . 60HZ . 38 K VA . 
HV POWER SUPPLIES 

RECON DRONE CONTROL RADARS 
X Band '>)stcm:-. autotrack ;md :-.e:.irc h complete "ith 
plotting board,. Full) mobi le \:.In mounted. G1vcs PPI, 
... lant range. alti tude data . Ground to air control link ., 
and bt:;u:on:-. abo tn :-. toc k. AN / MPQ-29 & AN / 
U PW-1 

PARAMETRIC AMPLIFIER 
Cullin, l\pe. 2.3 Gh1. JO Mh 1 band \\idth. 1.7 DB nu i,e 
fig:urc'... 2q DB ga in. )-\\:1\ pu\\er ... pli tter outpul. 

SPARE PARTS IN STOCK 
~1,ks-1~/l'.'F)~/-~~ ~~58"~eC"R~8~\ \'),~SRl 9 TPS- 1 D. 

RADAR & RF PKGS. 
J -lgh1 -Wk" Pul se RF pk)? 
24gh1 -lQb, Pulse bomb to:-..:-. "'"'tern 
16ghL 130 k" Pulse B-58 sea rch radar !'l)'> lem 
X llAND AUTOTRACK 250KW PU L SE M -JJ 

com pl " / plot boards 
X BAN D AUTOTRACK SOKW PULSE 8-47 

fire cont rol complete 
C BA ND HEIGHT FINDE R 

f\N / FPS-26 5 me.l!a\\<lll outpu1. 
AN / TPS-37. I megawatt output. 

C BAND I MEGAWATT A UTOTRA CK 
!Oft di sh mortar locator MPQ-21 

C BAND 285KW PULSE Search AN / SPS-5 I 10 
S BAN D I MEGAWATT COH ERENT AN / FPS-18 
S BAND I M EG AWATT PU LSE NI KE ACQ. 
L BAND I MEGAWATT PULSE AN / U PS- I 
L BAND SOOKW PU LSE AN / TPS-1 D / E 
L BAND 5 to 20KW PULSE 
~OOmh1 I KW CW AN / FPS-23 
225mh1 I MEGAWATT PU LSE AN / TPS 28 
2-JOmht IOOK \\· PU LSE 
CW .950-5gh1 150 WATTS 
CW 1.5m hL-10.5_gh,. 5 WATTS 

AN / GPG-1 SKYSWEEP TRACKER 
3 cm . auto. tracki ng radar S)Stem. Comp. 
pkg. " / indicator :-.)'- Full target acqui:-.i
tion & auto. tracking . Input I 15Y 60c~. OC\L 

In stock for immcd. dcl. En1ire :-.):-.. 6 " 3' " 
10'. Ideal for infrared tracker, drone tracker. 
mi~s ilc tracker. R & D. 
CATV-COLOR 
MICROWAVE LINKS 

5KV !fl. I Amp: 10KV <!!. 1.J Arnp': 35 KV <!! Rathcon l)pe KTR -1000. Fu llco lor band-
1. 5 Amps: 28 KV . ?OMA: 12KV (!! 800MA : \\idth a:-. \\el l as :-.ludio audio . Rack mounted . 
18K V @ 1,15 Amps: l 7.5 K V <!! 1.8 Amp' . ,. Comple te trans-rccvr rack.. in :-.lOck. 

Radio-Research Instrument Co.1Nc. 
.., __ 3 Quincy St., Norwalk, Conn. 06850 • 203-853-2600 

CIRCLE 951 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

FREE CATALOG 
HARD-TO-FIND PRECISION TOOLS 
Lists more than 1700 items-pliers, 

~=l~~ze[;~l~ir~:t~~~r~~i~~u;, ~~eki~; 
and cases . Also inc ludes four pages of 
useful 11Tool Tips 11 to aid in tool selection. 

~ ,JENSEN TOOLS 
~ 4117 N 44th Street, Phocn1• AU1: 8S0 18 

CIRCLE 952 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

FLASH STRIPPER For shielded 

;;;;~;~~;=~~~:~~: wire braid 
;;; Weld groundlead and/o r 

st rip braid in one fast operat ion. 
Submit sample wire. Ask fo r data sheets. 

EWALD ln.struments Corporation 
Rt. 7E Kent . Ct. 067 57 - Tel (203) 927-3278 

CIRCLE 953 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

CIRCLE 954 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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FREE BROCHURE 

Up Your Own Organization! A complete 
guide on how to start and "finance your 
own business. Free brochure. Entrepre
neur Press, Dept. B-31 , Drawer 2759, 
Santa Clara, Calif. 95051 . 

Somebody-

Somewhere 

needs your idle equipment! Reach 

that buyer quickly and economically 

thru the 

"SEARCHLIGHT SECTION" 

The meeting place of 

Used Equipment Buyers and Sellers 

EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 

Manufacturer of sophisticated tape re
corders for aerospace and commercial ap
plications has immediate openings for 
Electronic Engineers with the qualifications 
listed below: 

SR. ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT 

DESIGN 
ENGINEER 

Space Craft Electronics 
• B.S.E.E. Required 
• 5-7 Years experience in design of space

craft electronics 
•Analog and digital experience necessary 

SR. ELECTRONICS CIRCUIT 

DESIGN 
ENGINEER 

• B.S.E.E. Required, M.S. desirable 
• 5 Years experience minimum 
•Capable of logic design using State-of

the-Art speeds 
•Capable of servo analysis and synthesis

active filters 
•Information theory background desirable 

Mail resumes including salary history to: 

LEACH CORPORATION, 
Controls Div. 

717 North Coney Ave. , Azusa, Cal. 91702 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 

IJ.S. Citizen 

HELP! 
Q. How do I reply to a box number 

ad? 
A. Address an envelope with the 

box number indicated in the ad , 
clo Electronics, Class. Adv. 
Dept. , P.O. Box 900, NY, NY 
10020 

Q. Whom do I contact or call to re
new my classified ad or make 
corrections? 

A. Write Electronics, Class. Adv. 
Dept., P.O. Box 900, NY, NY 
10020 or call: (212) 997-6585 
or 6586. Give fufl company 
name, size of ad , & date or dates 
it is scheduled to appear. 
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+SLO PE --IN PUT 
WAVEFORM 

_n, ~ 1.r 
(AGC) 

1")1:1 
I 10 100 , ___ , 
A""""' 

INPUT B 

5 0 13 5 3. B 0 7 ••· . 
+SLOPE --INPUT 

WA VEFOR M 
_n, ~ 1.r 

(AGC) 

1-...1 

RESOLUTION RATE TIM PERIOD RATIO TOT A L INPUT A 
LINE B ATT' AUTO MAN 1 A A - B B A + B A RESET 

I.---

50 MHz automatic eom1ter/timer 
Frequency, TIM, period, ratio, totalize 

Automatic gain control 
Autoranging 

Leading zero suppression 
8-digit readout (standard) 
25 mV input sensitivity 

BCD output 
Model 6250 Options include: 

Choice of 5 higher oscillator stabilities 
Internal battery pack 

Contact your Scientific Devices office or Concord Instruments Division, 
10 Systron Drive, Concord , CA 94518. (415) 682-6161 
Europe: Munich, W. Germany, Leamington Spa, U. K. 

BYSTRON '!!E===*~®~ DO NNER 
Circle 158 on reader service card 

Why mess around when you 
can have the ELECTRONICS 
BOXER clean up your 
copies-keep them in top 
condition . 

And, it 's easy and 

inexpensive to keep the 
ELECTRONICS BOXER in 
your corner. Just complete 
the coupon and mail. Your 
order will be processed 
immediately, postpaid . 

!fLECTRONICSBOXER-----~----i 
I Jesse Jones Box Corporation I 
I 2250 E. Butler St. , Philadelphia, Pa. 19137 I 
I Please send me: D boxes @ $4.25 each ; I 
I D 3 boxes @ $12.00 ; D 6 boxes @ $22.00 I I My check or money order is enclosed. I 
I Name I 
I Address I 
I City State Zip I 
L--------------------~ 
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New products 

sivity, ultra-low noise, spectral sta
bility, and response linearity are 
prime factors. Features of the unit 
include a spectral responsivity at 
230 micrometers of 90 milliam
peres/watt, spectral stability at 230 
micromt:ters of O. l3%/°C, equiva
lent Johnson noise current in the 
range of 2-5 X 10- 14 amperes per 
root hertz, and a response linearity 
to within 1 % over seven decades of 
irradiance. 
EG&G Inc ., Electro-Optics Division , 35 Con
gress St ., Salem, Mass. 01970 [416] 

Solid-state status indicator 

is aimed at computer uses 

Designed to visually describe the 
status of the circuit or board on 
which it is installed, a status indica
tor integrates LED and resistor con
struction in one package. The unit is 

// 
I 

suitable for computers, computer 
peripheral equipment, and many 
types of instrumentation. Encased in 
a phenolic housing, the device is de
signed for 5-volt, LO-milliampere 
operation, with other voltages avail
able. 
Eldema Division , Genisco Technology Corp., 
18435 Susana Rd ., Compton, Calif. 90221 
[417] 

MOS line drivers 

provide 1-A output current 

Hybrid MOS line drivers offer a peak 
output current of l ampere and out
put voltage swings of up to 30 volts. 
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OEM Discounts 
Available 

Simultaneous 
Digital 
Printing 
and Analog 
Recording 

• ~ iii ;ii #Ji CORPORATION 

Circle 179 on reader service card 

A complete 
reference of 
definitions, prin
ples of operation, 
load connections 
and performance 
measurements. 

SEND FOR YOUR FREE COPY 

A working tool for 
the Engineer. Yours 
for the asking . . 
and its FREE from 
Power/Mate. 

POWER/MATE CORP . 
514 S l11VER STREET HACKENSACK N J 07601 

Pt1one 1201! 343 6?94 TWX 1710 990 SO"J 

Circle 180 on reader service card 

It's time to order_your 1973 
RCA Solid State. Databooks 
Complete, up-to -the -minute data for RCA's IC's and discrete devices. 

Get off to a fast start in 1973 with timely, .comprehensive data from RCA, the 
company that specializes in complete, accurate data on all of its solid state devices. 

The 1972 DATABOOKS have been used in thousands of plants in the United States 
and around the world. And even more plants will be reached in 1973. This is your chance 
to be one of the new recipients. 

The new DATABOOKS cover a great range of your requirements because RCA has 
some of the broadest lines in the industry: linear and COS/MOS ICs, MOS·FETs, power 
transistors, power hybrids, RF and microwave devices, thyristors. rectifiers, and diacs. 

25% new or revised material. Complete commercial product data. Complete, current 
application notes. Easier-to-use quick-reference guides. New, comprehensive subject 
index. Cross-reference index of developmental to commercial type numbers. 

Six 1973 DATABOOKS for only $10 (optional list price : $12), with monthly new 
products newsletter. See coupon for details. Send the coupon along with your check or 
money order (payable to RCA Corporation) or your company purchase order. Or call your 
RCA distributor. If the coupon is missing, write RCA, Solid State Division, Section 
70L-4 Box 3200, Somerville, N. J . 08876. 

, ____________________________ _ 

RCA Corporation 
Solid State Division 
Section 70L-4 Box 3200 
Somerville , New Jersey 08876 

D Rush me the six 1973 DATABDDKS and put my name on newsletter mailing list. My cost, 
only $10. Offer good only until December 31, 1972. 

D Rush me prices for individual DATABOOKS and updating service. 

NAME/ TITLE ______________________ _ 

COMPANY------------------------
ADDRESS, _______________________ _ 

CITY/STATE/ZIP----------------------

1 enclose payment by: D Check D Money Order D Purchase Order 
Offer good only in U.S. and Canada. Direct other inquiries to RCA sales offices or distributors. 

Circle 161 on reader service card 



You know it-we know it. The only cassette around for years was great for rock 
'n roll, but was definitely a loser-particularly of digital data. Now a new 
cartridge from 3M-one quarter inch and featuring an isoelastic drive system, 
has been incorporated into the first cartridge recorder designed solely for 
reliable data recording-the Kennedy Model 330. 

The tape drive on Model 330 is fully bi-directional at 25 ips normal speed, 
resulting in a data transfer rate of 40,000 bits /second at 1600 cpi recording 
density . Forward and reverse search modes as well as rewind speed is 90 ips. 
With 300' of high-grade .25" one mil tape, total data capacity (gapless) is 
23 x 106 bits for 4-track operation . And Model 330 meets the proposed ANSI 
Standard. · 

Model 330 is equipped with a dual gap read / write head for read-after-write 
operation. One, two and four track versions are available. Each track is treated 
independently allowing cartridge interchange between transports of differing 
track configurations. Each track is equipped with a separate erase gap to 
ensure against inadvertent data erasure. 

Mechanically, Model 330 is a jewel. The unique isoelastic cartridge and 
high-performance de motor/ tachometer velocity servo system provides both 
tape and reel drive. Manual controls are designed for simplicity-insert the 
cartridge and tape automatically advances to load point. 

Model 330 is a product that 's long overdue. And it's the kind of product that 
Kennedy makes best-reliable, economical and ahead of its time. Write or call 
today for complete details. KENNEDY CO. 

540 W. WOODBURY RD., AL TADENA, CALIF. 91001 • (213) 798-0953 

/ 

_r 
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New products 

Typical rise and fall times are under 
50 nanoseconds when driving 1,000-
picofarad loads. The CH0009 series 
may be direct-coupled to the driving 
source, or may be used in capacitor
coupled applications. The CH0013 
series is designed for capacitor
coupled applications only. But both 

INCH 

'1 

' 

\ ' 1 

are packaged in 12-lead T0-8 cans. 
Operating temperature range for 
the basic device .is - 55 °C to 
+ 125°C. Price of the units ranges 
from $9.75 to $16.25 in 100-lots. 
Cermetek Inc .. 660 National Ave .. Mountain 
View, Calif . 94040 [418] 

Fast-recovery silicon 

rectifiers deliver 1 00-600 V 

Twelve l 00- 600-volt fast-recovery 
silicon rectifiers are designated the 
TA series. Models TA 8411, 8412, 
8413, and 8414 are 6-A forward-po
larity types. Models TA 8415, 8416, 
8417, and 8418 are 12-A forward
polarity versions, and the models 
TA 8419, 8420, 8421 and 8422 are 
20-A forward-polarity units. Four 
reverse-polarity versions are also of
fered and are suitable for appli
cations that require the anode to be 
at ground potential. Price in 1,000-
lots ranges from $1.49 to $6. 
RCA , Solid State Division , Route 202, 
Somerville, N.J. 08876 [419] 
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Maybe you do make a better system, but 
is your display just as good? First im
pressions can be a key to more sales. 
And your display provides those im
pressions. That's why so many manufac
turers have switched to PEP Lithocon® 
displays built with our low cost, high 
resolution scan converters. They make 
your displays faster, sharper, brighter 
and more easily understood than other 
displays. 

The flexibility, image clarity and data 
storage capabilities of Lithocon displays 
make them ideal for displaying crisp, 
clean waveforms of all kinds. Like indus
trial process parameters. Biomedical 
functions like ECG's. And thickness pro
files. Other Lithocon displays are used 
for applications where full gray scale 
is important. Like ultrasound scanning. 
Infrared. Nuclear cameras. X-ray. Stop
action or strobed process inspection. 
And hundreds more. 

Another important consideration: Litho
con displays are tailored to meet the 
specific needs of the OEM. Which means 
you keep your identity and individuality. 
For example, some OEM's use our selec
tive erase feature to provide a strip 
cha~t effect. Others take an hour's data, 
display it, then start over again. Some 
add computer-generated legends to their 
display, or incorporate graph paper
like graduations in the display for easy 
scaling. Let us add the sizzle to your 
system with a PEP Lithocon display. 
Write or call for more information today. 
Princeton Electronic Products, Inc., P.O. 
Box 101, North Brunswick, New Jersey 
08902; (201) 297-4448. 

• PRINCETON 
ELECTRONIC 

PRODUCTS, INC. 

1 62 Circle 162 on reader service card 

New products 

Packaging & production 

Reactor handles 
larger wafers 
Epitaxial unit can process 

21 3-inch wafers or 44 

2-inch types per tube 

To meet increasing demands of the 
semiconductor industry, Hugle In
dustries has developed an epitaxial 
reactor system that can double the 
throughput of a semiconductor pro
duction line [Electronics, Oct. 23, 
p. 26]. Called the Unipak X, the new 
dual-tube machine can process up 
to 44 2-inch wafers or 21 3-in. 
wafers in each tube. Present ma
chines usually handle up to 20 2-in. 
wafers. 

Part of the problem in building 
large horizontal-tube reactors (and 
the susceptors on the U nipak X are 
large- they measure 9.5 by 23 in. 
each) is in getting large quartz 
tubes. But Jerry Bowers, production 
manager at Hugle, says, "Once the 
market for large reactors became 
obvious, the quartz people made the 
investment in equipment that could 
make large tubes." 

The Unipak X employs Hugle's 
automatic flow, time, and tempera
ture controls, as well as a novel rf 
layout, to achieve a thickness uni
formity within 5 to 10%. Resistivity 
uniformity is within ± 10%. 

The range of performance for the 
Unipak X includes silicon epitaxy 
resistivities from 0.005 to 20 
ohms/cm and thicknesses from 0.5 
to 100 micrometers; background re
sistivities greater than 100 ohms/ cm 
for n-type; polycrystalline silicon 
deposition with rates from 0.1 to 8 
µm per minute; graded and multiple 
layers of the same and opposite con
ductivity type ; and deposited single 
and multiple dielectrics such as 
Si3N 4, Si02, with over-all uniform
ity better than to within ± 10%. 

The gas-control system of the 
Unipak X reactor can be operated 
either manually from the graphic 
panel or automatically by the real-

time programer. The system fea
tures Hugle Industries' gas-injection 
block system with positive-acting 
24-v de solenoid valves. The in
jectional block system provides in
dependent vent/ deposit selection 
for each flow line. The pressure bal
ance between vent and deposit is 
controlled by inert purge flow . 

As many as 16 flowmeters or mass 
ftowmeters can be incorporated into 
the gas-control system. 

Unipak X is available 12 weeks 
after receipt of order. The complete 
system, including the reactor with 
automatic time and temperature 
controllers and rf generator, sells for 
about $85 ,000. 
Hugle Industries, 625 N. Pastoria Ave., 
Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086 [39 1) 

Bonder can attach 1 ,000 

light emitters an hour 

An epoxy lead-frame bonder that 
attaches 800 to 1,000 light-emitting 
diodes per hour promises to give a 
big boost to the art of fast epoxy
chip attachment. The LF 251 , devel
oped by Laurier Associates of West
ford , Mass., offers a 10-fold im
provement over manual placement 
rates of no more than 100 an hour, 
according to the company. 

What's more, even though the 
machine is designed for LEDs, feed 
mechanisms are available for han
dling virtually any kind of lead 
frame. 

Lead frames are advanced auto
matically. Indexing is performed by 
a tapered pin so that errors are non
cumulative. The company says that 
die-placement accuracy is within 2 
mils. 

The operator begins the attach
ment sequence by aligning the die
pickup arm with the chip and press
ing a handle to simultaneously pick 
up the die and dispense the epoxy 
on the lead frame. The LF 25 l's 
sliding table is then moved toward 
the operator, and the chip is pre
cisely placed on the lead frame. 
Then the slide moves back and 
automatically indexes the lead 
frame to the next position. 

The die-placement pick-up arm is 
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This may be the most 
comprehensive study ever 
published about San Diego 
as a location for your 
electronics plant. 

You decide. 

This free 85-page study will tell you just about 
everything you want to know about San Diego 
County as a location for your electronics plant. 

Just drop us a note on your company let
terhead - we'll have a copy on the way to you 
pronto. 

Write: Ross Spalding 
Area Development Manager 
Dept. 3 
San Diego Gas & Electric Company 
P. 0. Box 1831 
San Diego, California 92112 
(714) 232-4252 

birth ~ 
defects 

are forever. unless you help. 

TH IS SPAC E C O NTR I BU T ED B Y TH E PU B L I SHER 
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New products 

counterbalanced, and an adjust
ment enables placement force to be 
adjusted from zero grams upward. 

Base price of the machine is 
$3,900, plus whatever lead-frame 
mechanism must be built for a par
ticular customer's requirements. De
livery time is 12 weeks from receipt 
of order. 
Laurier Associates Inc ., 2 Vose Rd ., West
ford, Mass. 01886 [392] 

Positioning of load board 

optimizes JC test conditions 

Effective IC testing requires simu
lated input and output circuit load
ing during the application of dy
namic signals. In its new test 
handler, International Production 
Technology accomplishes this by 
placing the circuit load board right 
at the contactor that engages the 
pins of the IC. This means that the 
connections from IC to load board 
are less than one inch and exhibit 
low inductance and low inter-lead 
capacitance - crucial requirements 
for valid testing at speeds of 1.5-2 
nanoseconds. 

The handler, called the IPT-701-
37, is designed for table-top mount
ing, and performs static and func
tional tests at throughputs exceed
ing 5,000 units per hour. Virtually 
all DIPS with 0.300-inch (center-to
center) pin spacing can be tested. 
This includes devices with 8 to 18 
leads, and package thicknesses rang
ing from 0. 11 to 0.200 in. Most 
0.600-in. ICs can also be handled; 
other package sizes can be accom
modated on special order. 

The contactor grips each device 
lead just below the lead neck, and 
thus below the region where lead 
flash sometimes occurs, so a positive 
contact is assured. However, vir
tually no cosmetic damage is done 
to the leads, and the company says 
the contactor itself has endured bet
ter than 3 million cycles without any 
discernible wear. 

The handler mechanism is hinged 
to a baseboard so that it may be til
ted to afford access to the contactor 
assembly and load board. The 
electro-pneumatic drive system is 
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,,,, LogAbax OEM 
SPECIALLY STUDIED FOR MINI-COMPUTERS AND TERMINALS 

THE LXtSO SERIAL PRINTER WITH ADVANTAGES 
OF A LINE PRINTER FOR THE PRICE OF A STANDARD 
PRINTER. -------

•· 

e 180 C/S EITHER 60 TO 100 L/MIN 

• 132 OR 158 COLUMNS 

• 10 OR 12 C/INCH 

• 1 OR 2 INDEPENDENT PAPER DRIVE 

• FRONT FEED DRIVE 

• 1 TO 5 COPIES 

LX tao IS AVAILABLE IN 3 VERSIONS : 

- STANDARD WITH PARALLEL CONNECTION 

- RECEIVE ONLY 

- SEND RECEIVE 

ILogAbaxf·i#1~1 
79, avenue Aristide-Briand 94110 ARCUEI L FRANCE 

Tel. 655 79 00 Telex NO 27 549 

1 66 Circle 166 on reader service card 

New products 

inoperative during each device test, 
and this minimizes test contamina
tion from spurious electrical signals. 
The open construction of the feed 
chutes enables clearance of any jam 
which might occur. In addition, the 

IC under test is observable during 
the handling cycle. 

Operation can be either manual 
or automatic. In the automatic 
mode, the device will continue to 
cycle ICs as long as there are devices 
in the input reservoir and as long as 
there are unfilled output tubes. 
International Production Technology , 185 
Evelyn Ave., Mountain View, Calif. 94040 
(401] 

Limit bridge for production 

testing goes to 100 megohms 

A limit bridge includes all the 
equipment necessary for making ac
curate four-terminal resistance mea
surements from I ohm to l 00 meg
ohms. The unit is for production 

[CJ c·--·' jl 
• - - -- 6 

' 

and inspection testing and includes 
a modified six-dial Wheatstone 
bridge, a linear amplifier, and a 
solid-state bridge power supply. The 
model 4271 is equipped with "low," 
"go," and " high-limit" lights, and 
provides l 0 switch-selectable limit 
ranges. In addition to percentage 
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 
WITH A FLORIDA COMPANY 

SPECIALIZING IN 
ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS 

AND HIGH TECHNOLOGY 
UHF RADIO EQUIPMENT 

Electronic Communications, Inc. , a subsidiary of 
NCR, has openings at all levels for electronic 
engineers experienced in the design and develop
ment of communication systems, RF, digital and 
audio equipment. You will be working with major 
UHF command and control systems, satellite relay 
and telemetry systems, and a variety of other 
challenging long-term programs. At ECI , you (like 
all of our pros) will function with a minimum of 
supervision and a maximum of opportunity for 
advancement. ECI is small enough to give your 
accomplishments high visibility, yet big enough to 
provide the facilities and benefits of the largest 
companies. ECI is on Florida 's West Coast - the 
BEST COAST - in comfortable, sunny cosmo
politan St. Petersburg . 

If you are tops in your field , and if you are 
interested in a career opportunity on long-term 
programs in an intriguing location, write in con
fidence today to Paul E. Jordan. Supervisor of 
Professional Pl acement. Electronic Communica
tions, Inc .. Box 12248. St. Petersburg, Fla . 33733 . 

A Subsidiary of NCR 
An Equal Opportunity Employer - Male and Female 

Circle 168 on reader service card 

Get the facts on the 
boom in Georgia. 

And get them free. 

There's a 
reason Georgia 
has been industrial

\.' 

\ 
' .. 

izing and urbanizing itself 
faster than any other state in 
the dynamic South. 

In fact, there's a whole 
bookful of reasons, with 
corresponding profit oppor
tunities for companies of 
every description. 

~ .. - ., c. -· 

Write Georgia 
Department of Industry 

& Trade, Industry Division, 
Dept. EL - 14, Post Office 
Box 38097, Atlanta, 
Georgia 3 0 3 3 4, for your 
free copy of the l 9 7 2 
Georgia Industrial Survey. 

It could start a boom of 

your own. Georgia. 

1 68 Circle 199 on reader service card 

New products 

limi-t measurements, the unit can be 
used for null measurements. 
Leeds & Northrup, North Wales , Pa . 19454 

[393] 

Memory tester can check 

up to 16 million locations 

A computer-controlled micro
progra mable test system can check 
memory cards or memory system: 
at up to 16,000,000 locations by 72 
bits. An optional test head converts 

~ -· . 

the Doctor 12 unit into a chip tester. 
Test programs arc activated by a 
CRT-keyboard link, and both pro
gram and results are displayed on 
the CRT. In addition to go/ no-go 
tes ting, the unit performs memory 
system debugging and engineering 
evaluation. Price is about $25,000. 
Adar Associates Inc .. 85 Bolton St., Cam

br idge , Mass. [394] 

Plastic plated DIP sockets 

eliminate separate contacts 

A range of dual in-line sockets is de
signed so that the need for separate 
contacts is eliminated. Contact be
tween the integrated-circuit kad s 
and pins connecting the socket ti> 
the printed-circuit board is made by 
gold- or tin-plated copper deposit ed 
on the plastic body. The pla ted 
body is in the form of a saddle over 
which the IC leads are slippet.l and 
located in open-sided slots. The IC is 
held in place by a plastic retainer 
that presses the leads inward to con
tact the plated areas. Four sockets 
are available, ranging in price l rom 
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Fast Check Artist: 
Speed Servo® II 
new line from Esterline Angus 

Speed Servo TI: the new single pen or two pen cross
over recorder that hands you a fast check-better than 
0.3 second full scale response . And non-hunting, 
non-wearing feedback. And disposable ink-and-stylus 
cartridge. And flexibil ity in design to match general 
industrial , OEM or broad-use laboratory requirements. 

Get a fast check of Speed Servo capabilities. Write 
for catalog . Box 24,000, Indianapolis, Indiana 46224. 
Or call 31 7 /244-7611. 

S';I ~~!~~~~n~C~p~t~nGUS 
~ Data Recording Instruments 
IEllnM.INe 

Circle 170 on reade r service card 

170 

Presenting 
in your 
corner: 

THE 
ELECTRONICS 

BOXER! 
Why mess around when you 
can have the ELECTRONICS 
BOXER clean up your 
copies-keep them in top 
condition . 

And , it's easy and 
inexpensive to keep the 
ELECTRONICS BOXER in 
your corner. Just complete 
the coupon and mail. Your 
order will be processed 
immediately, postpaid. 

,--------------------, 
I ELECTRONICS BOXER I 
I Jesse Jones Box Corporation I 
I 2250 E. Butler St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19137 I 
I Please send me : O boxes @ $4.25 each ; I 
I O 3 boxes @ $12.00 ; O 6 boxes @ $22.00 I 
I My check or money order is enclosed. I 
I I 
I Name I 
I Address I 
I City State Zip I 
L--------------------~ 

New products 

45 cents in 100 lots to $18 for 10,000 
pieces in quantities of 1,000. 
Jermyn, 712 Montgomery St., San Fran 
cisco, Calif. 941 11 [395] 

Socket panel assembly 

is solderless-wrap type 

The series 203 assembly is a 19-inch 
panel capable of accepting several 
common contactor relays, including 
the type 157 triple-pole double
throw relay or the type 113 solid-

state time-delay relay. Up to nine 
sockets can be mounted per row, 
with from one to four row assem
blies available. The solderless-wrap 
sockets have 11 terminals of 0.031 
by 0.062 by 0.75 inch. 
Midtex Inc ., 1 O State St., Mankato, Minn. 
56001 (397] 

Flat-cable connectors act 

as contacts to pc boards 

The series K ·interconnection system 
is designed so that the connector 
body and flat multiconductor cable 
are a single unit. Solder joints are 
eliminated, since each conductor in 
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New products 

the cable serves as its own contact. 
Electrical and mechanical connec
tions are made simultaneously, fa
cilitating installation or removal of 
the printed-circuit board. The K 
series is adaptable to almost any 

.... 
' . 

packing design or circuit require
ment, and the cable section of the 
connector can be supplied to any 
length with any number of conduc
tors and with contact spacing as 
close as 0.010 inch. 
Teledyne Kinetics , 410 South Cedros Ave. , 
Solana Beach , Calif. [396] 

Soldering-desoldering station 

works from on-site air source 

A portable power soldering-desol
dering station operates directly from 
the factory compressed-air source. 
The model DS 100 is suited to pro
duction rework, as well as electronic 

service applications. Temperature 
control and output control are auto
matic, aud operation is at 24 vac 
from 110-v supply. 
Weller Division , The Cooper Group, P.O. 
Box 728 , Apex , N.C. [398] 

Ribbon bonder is 

pulse-heated 

A pulse-heated thermocompression 
ribbon bonder is designed for large 
production rates on devices using 

The 
Texas Instruments 

electronic 
calculator ... 

a pocketful 
of miracles. 

Take the 
worry out of being 

close with the new Texas 
Instruments Tl-2500 Datamath. 

With this pocket size beauty your fig
ures will never be close . They're 
always right on the money. 

Datamath adds, subtracts, multi
plies and divides, does mixed or con
stant calculations. Also, Datamath 
offers an 8-digit display and full float
ing decimal. An AC adapter /charger 
is included to recharge built-in power 
pack. Operates 4-6 hours without re
charging and also may be used from 
standard outlets. 

Texas Instruments unconditionally 
guarantees Datamath for one year. 
Order now for personal or business 
holiday gift-giving (Personal check, 
American Express, Diners Club) . 
Datamath-the Cadillac of calculators. 
From Texas Instruments at just $119.95 
with carry case. 

the p personal 
DJ\ business 
CJ shopper 

120 West 58th Street 
New York, N.Y. 10019 

r-----------, 
I 

Please send me - - Tl-2500 Datamath calcu- I 
lator(s) at $119.95 including postage and handling . I O Check D American Express O Diners Club I 
Accou nt • (a ll digits) I 11 11 I 11 I I I I I I I I (New York residents add sales tax) 

1 I Name 

1 1

1 

Address 

1 City State Zip 

I Signature I 
This offer valid only in the United States . E 3 I 

L-----------
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NEW 
SHORTER 

CASE! 
SCHAUER 

1-WATT 

ZENERS 
All welded 

and brazed assembly 

No fragile 
nail heads 

.028 DIA. 
G OLD PLATED 

NICKEL CLAD 
COPPER LEADS 

U.S.A. Made 
ALKYD RESIN l_l_ ~ _l_ 

8 16 

CASE LENGTH 
0.320" MAX.--

SAME LOW PRICES FOR 
1 % TOLERANCE ZENERS 
ANY VOLTAGE 
FROM 2.0 TO 18.0 

Quantity Price Each 
1-99 $1.07 
100-499 .97 
500-999 .91 
1000-4999 .86 
5000 up .82 

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT 
S end for rating data and 
20%, 10%, 5% and 2% 
tolerance prices. 

Semiconductor Division 

SCHAUER 
MANUFACTURING CORP. 

4514 Alp ine Ave ., Cincinnati , Ohio 45242 
Telephone 5131791-3030 

New products 

ribbon instead of wire. The model 
HPB-360/RB is for applications in 
the fabrication of microwave de
vices, hybrid circuits, and tunnel 
diodes. Operation is by a current 
pulse of extremely short duration 
passing directly through the capil
lary tip. Thus, the substrate is not 
heated, and damage to heat-sensi-

tive devices or adjacent components 
is prevented. The bonding cycle is 
programed, but the operator has a 
manual override control to permit 
any number of stitch bonds. Price is 
$4,250. 
Hughes Metal Bonding Equipment , 2020 

Oceanside Blvd ., Oceanside, Calif . 92054 
(399] 

Solderless interconnectors 

feature low socket profile 

A solderless interconnect system 
features a low socket profile, one
piece construction, and a design that 
provides good lead retention and 
surface contact, while allowing the 
use of very short IC lead lengths. 

The umt 1s designated Allochiral 
and is made specifically for high
volume production applications. It 
can be machine-inserted in pre
drilled pc boards, becoming a self
su pporting connector socket or a 
complete back-panel solderless in
terconnection system. 
Robinson-Nugent Inc., 800 E. 8th St., Box 

4 70, New Albany, Ind . 4 71 50 ( 400] 
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WALSENhURG, 
ColoRAdo •• • 
uNLikELy locALE 
foR AN 
ElECTRONics 
fiRM? s_E._N __ s 

'V (.,, 
~ ~ 
~ 0 

Walsenburg is located south 
(about 15 minutes by air) of 
Colorado's major scientific 
complex. It's just far enough 
removed to give you a sub
stantial reduction in land 
costs. And put an invigorating, 
fresh air outdoor life at 
your front door. 

During the past decade 
more than 100 firms, operat
ing wholly or partially in 
electronics, came to Colorado. 
They had their reasons for 
choosing this location. One 
they cite is labor. People who 
live here have a high level of 
education and productivity; 
professionals who don't live 
here are usually more than 
happy to make the move. 

Send for our free 83-page 
Executive Portfolio. It describes 
127 Colorado communities
including Walsenburg-that 
have prime industrial sites to 
suit your business. 
Write William C. Hacker, 
Colorado Division of 
Commerce and Development, 
1327 State Capitol Annex, 
Denver, Colorado 80203. 

COLORADO 
where there's room to live and breathe 
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YOUR 

HYBRID 
CIRCUITS 
DESERVE THE 
BEST SOLDERING 
INSTRUMENTS 
AVAILABLE ... 

MODEL RR-4 
FOR HIGHSPEED 

BULK SOLDERING 
$~,850.00 

MODEL cc-~ 
FOR MICROSPOT 

SOLDERING 
$~,350.00 

MODEL LF-5 
FOR AUTOMATIC LEAD FRAME 
AND COMPONENT SOLDERING 

$2,250.00 

BRD\NNE 
CORPORATION 
212 EAST GUTIERREZ STREET 

SANTA BARBARA, CALIF. 93101 

PHONE (805) 963 -0371 

New literature 

MOS handbook. Fairchild Camera & 
Instrument Corp ., 464 Ellis St. , 
Mountain View, Calif. 94040, will 
distribute an MOS handbook to 
readers who submit a written 
request on a company letterhead. 
The handbook provides data on 
products, including application in
formation , in addition to basic de
sign information. 

Connectors. A short-form 20-page 
catalog has been published by Elco 
Corp. , Willow Grove Division, Wil
low Grove, Pa. 19090. Described are 
product lines, consisting of solder 
receptacles, terminated packages, 
and other connectors. Circle 422 on 
reader service card. 

Crimping. Bu c hanan Electrical 
Products, 1065 Floral Ave., Union, 
N.J., has published a brochure on 
crimping tools for pin and socket 
connectors. [423] 

Capacitor matrix. Fourteen-pin dual 
in-line multi-layer ceramic capacitor 
matrices are described in two bulle
tins being offered by the Potter Co., 
a division of Pemcor Inc., l 0441 
Roselle St. , San Diego, Calif. [424] 

Microwave components. A four-· 
page brochure details the miniature 
directional couplers, diode switches, 
isolated power dividers , termi
nations, and 15 other stri pline as
semblies available from Norsal In
dustries Inc., 34 Grand Boulevard, 
Brentwood, N.Y. 11717. [425] 

D-a converter. Perkin-Elmer Corp. 
describes its multiplying digital-to
analog converter, model 2000, in a 
data sheet available from the com
pany's Industrial Products Division, 
Main Avenue, Norwalk, Conn. 
06856 [426] 

Induction heaters. An eight-page 
catalog covering solid-state induc
tion-heating inverter power units, 
called Statipower III, has been pub-
lished by Induction Process Equip-
ment Corp., 32251 North Avis 

Procond is 
young 

(electronics 
too) 

Plastic film 
and electrolytic capacitors 

for entertainment 
and professional 

field. 

Drive, Madison Heights, Mich. [427] PROCOND S pA - 32013 Longarone. Italy. 

Solid-state components. Avantek 
Inc., 2981 Copper Rd., Santa Clara, 
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DIP 
SIZE 

CRYSTAL 
CLOCK 

OSCILLATORS 

• Our new DIP size crystal 
clock oscil lators are your best 
choice when space is a major 
consideration. Top quality 
Bliley crystals, with optimized 
circuitry, assure reliable per
formance in your high speed 
digital applications. 

Type CM0-8 oscillators are 
supplied for any frequency in 
the 1-25 MHz range and w ill 
maintain tolerance without 
external adjustment. Specify 
± 50 ppm over 0 °-50°C or 
± 100 ppm over 0 °-70°C. 

Compact unit operates on 
+ 5 Vdc supply with DTL/TTL 
output. Dimensions are .350" 
high x .460" wide x .800" long, 
with 6 pins spaced to mount 
in 14 pin DIP socket. 

Our new bulletin 529K presents 
a wide selection of crystal 
clock oscillators as well as 
TCXO and VCXO units that may 
be specified for your state of 
the art applications. Reqi;est 
a copy on your letterhead. 

- lfyuu buy quallly 

BULEY ELECTRIC COMPANY 
2545 West Grandview Boulevard 

Erie. Pennsylvania 16512 

New literature 

Calif., has published a 16-page cata
log detailing the company's solid
state component line. These prod
ucts include high-frequency transis
tors, YIG-tuned oscillators, unit am
plifiers, and amplifier modules. [428] 

DIP sockets. Medium-range-profile 
sockets designed in a dual in-line 
configuration are described in a bul
letin released by Berg Electronics 
Inc., New Cumberland, Pa. [429) 

Counter-display circuit. Mostek 
Corp., 1215 West Crosby Rd., Car
rollton, Texas 75006 . A revised 
eight-page applications note on the 
operation of the MK 5002 p-MOS 
four-digit counter decoder contains 
new information on display inter
facing, cascading, and annunciator 
applications. [430) 

IC testing. An applications note on 
the techniques of linear integrated
circuit testing is available from Sitek 
Inc., 1078 W. Evelyn Ave., Sunny
vale, Calif. 94086. [431] 

Components. EMI Electronics and 
Industrial Operations, Blyth Rd. , 
Hayes, England. Details of a range 
of electronic components including 
miniature transformers and poten
tiometers, switches, capacitors, and 
printed-circuit amplifiers are given 
in a new brochure. [432) 

Shaft encoders. Bulletin 67-2 lA, 
available from Theta Instrument 
Corp., Fairfield, N.J. 07006, is a 
four-page description of the com
pany's line of shaft encoders. [433) 

Product catalog. ITT Semiconduc
tors, 3301 Electronics Way, West 
Palm Beach, Fla. 33407, has pub
lished a catalog containing over 700 
pages on integrated circuits, transis
tors, and diodes. Electrical charac
teristics, circuit diagrams, and pack
aging dimensions are given. [434) 

Microwave instruments. A micro
wave-instrument catalog from Pola
rad Electronic Instruments, 5 Dela
ware Dr., Lake Success, N.Y. 11040, 
summarizes specifications for modu
lar signal genera tors and signal 
sources, antennas, receivers, field-in-
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
USED OR SURPLUS EQUIPMENT 

Radiation Devices Co. 

t-JIV 

1 2 

~/.~ 
oe 1~,~ 
1.5 20 2.~ 

11 1.2 1.3 

BROADBAND AMPLIFIERS 

Our Economical Line of Broadt>.nd RF Ampl ifiers CoYen The 
Frequency R99ion From 3 MHz . to 800 MHz. With Noise Figures 
As Low As 3 .0 dB . R9motely Powered Venions Are Anilable . 
Brochures and ApplK:ation Notes Ara Available Upon Your 
Request . 

RADIATION DEVICES CO., BOX 8450, BAL TO., MO. 21234 

CIRCLE 951 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

WELDING HAND TOOL 
TW 17 A 
$ 48.00 ~~ 

Replaceable Tips -Ad1ustable Pressure 
AC and Stored Energy Power Supplies 

EWALD Instruments Corporation 
Rou te 7E, Kent , Conn . 06757 

CIRCLE 952 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

R• DAR SYSTEMS GROUND AND AIRBORNE. AUTOMAJIC 
TR-=KING ANTENNA SYSTEMS. NIKE AJAX. NIKE HER
c.:JLES . M-33. MSQ-1A. MPS-19. MPS-9. SCR 584. TPS-1D. 
TPS-28. FAA-ASR -2. AIRBORNE SYSTEMS. APN-84. APN-102 . 
APS-20. APS.27. APS-45 . DPN-19. DIGITAL COMPUTERS 
IBM 650. IBM 704 

~ 
LARGEST INVENTORY OF RADAR AND 

. 

MICROWAVE EQUIPMENT IN THE WORLD. 

RADIO RESEARCH INSTRUMENT CO. 
3 QUINCY ~T ., NORWALK, CONN. 06850 12031 853-2600 

CIRCLE 953 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

HELP! 

Q. How do I reply to a box number 
ad? 

A. Address an envelope with the 
box number indicated in the ad , 
c/o Electronics, Class. Adv. 
Dept. , P.O. Box 900, NY, NY 
10020 

Q. Whom do I contact or call to re
new my classified ad or make 
corrections? 

A. Write Electronics, Class. Adv. 
Dept. , P.O. Box 900, NY, NY 
10020 or call: (2 12) 997-6585 
or 6586. Give full company 
name, size of ad , & date or dates 
it is scheduled to appear. 
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GOING TO EXTREIVES 
TO INSURE QUALITY 

For further information, just call or write: 

If you could take an express trip from the 

North Pole to the equator, you'd experience 

roughly the same effect as our special environ
mental testing has on the fingertip-size " Toko 

Pulsetrans. " More than a thousand hours of ex
haustive testing in temp_eratures ranging from 

-55°C to + 85 °C and humidity increasing 

from zero to 98% allow no rest for these elec

tronic machine parts. In addition, anti-vibration 

and anti-shock tests are repeatedly performed 
to satisfy uncompromising Toko standards. 

Only after repeated and severe testing can we 

determine if the quality of each piece of cir

cuitry is acceptable. From the radio and TV 
components that brighten our everyday lives 

to the electronic miracles that will enable man 's 

exp loration of the universe, even a single flaw 
in the smallest electronic part could spell failure 
... even disaster. 

No wonder, then , we strive to maintain such 

strict standards for all Toko products . Achieve
ments like the development of the Pulsetrans, 

Delay Lines, Wire Memories, Super-Miniature 
Coil and other innovative Toko products re
quire this conscientious attitude, combined 

with a pioneering spirit, ready to meet every 
demand placed on the Toko brand wherever it 
appears in the world . 

r4 ~ • EXCELLENT SET WITH TOKO PARTS 

I~ TOKO, INC. 

Head Office: 1-17, 2-chome. Higashi -Yukigaya, Ohta-ku , Tokyo, Japan 
Toko New York Inc. : 350- Fifth Avenue , New York, N.Y. 10001 U.S .A. Tel: 565-3767 
Toko, Inc. Los Angeles Liaison Office : 1830 West Olympic Blvd. , Los Angel es, 90006 Cal . U .S.A. Tel: 380-0417 
Toko Elektronik GmbH: 4 Di.isseldorf, Lakronstrasse 77 , W . Germany Tel : 0211-284211 
Toko (U.K.) Limited: 59-67 Gresham Street, London 
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High _Speed, High Voltage Silicon Diode 
Glass Passivated for 

Incredibly High Perfor nee 
Revolutionary glass mold surface passivation 

is behind the amazing high voltage and mechanical strength characteristics, 
incredibly compact design and outstanding versatility of this new Hitachi diode series. 

Boasting excellent voltage stabi I ity, 
heat resistance and reduced heat production. 

Add to this the low maximum reverse leakage current and short maximum reverse 
recovery time and you have an ideal diode for the most demanding uses, 

especially in television receivers. 

Ratings and Typical Applications 

Ratings of Device 

Repet it i ve Peak Rever se Voltage (kV) 11.0 12.0 17.0 33.0 36.0 

Average Fo rwa r d Current (mAJ 10.0 10.0 10.0 1.5 1.5 

Rever se Cu rrent (p AJ 2.0 2.0 2.0 5.0 5.0 

M ax. Reverse Recovery Ti me 11, SJ 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
M ax. Surface Temperature ("CJ 100 100 100 90 90 

Storage Temperature (°C) - 40 to 100 - 40 t o 100 - 40 to 100 -40 t o 100 -40 to 100 

Tri pie r Tr i pie r Doubler Sing le Single Q u ad r upler Quadruple r 

Sh ingle Single 

D.C. output voltage (kV) DC No Load 30.0 9.5 30.0 25.0 2 7 .0 

(15.7 5 kHz Capac it i ve Load) On Load 25.0 8 .5 25.0 2 3 .0 25.0 

Devices in applicat ion o f T .V. T r ipler or Do u bler c irc ui t w i l l b e operated un der o il or fur t her in sulating 
material encapsulat ion. 

Y15 diodes 

@HITACHI 

Ci rcle 182 on reader service card 

Diode su b -assemblies for Doubl er and Tri p ler M o du le 

F o r furt h er in fo rmation , pl ease con tact : 

* The H itachi booth 
at El ectroni ca '7 2, 
Munich is i n Hall No .7 , 
Stand No . 701 6 . 

Head Off ice 1Sec t ion XH-E : 6-2, 2-chome, Otemach i . Ch iyoda-ku, Tokyo 100 Argent ina: Av. de M ayo 666, Piso 12, Buenos 
Aires Tel. 33-3201 Brazil : Av. Rio B ranco 151, Grupo 1505, Rio de Janeiro-GB Tel. 23 1-1321 Eng l and : 2nd FL, 11/12 
Fi nsb urg Sq., London E.C.2 T el. 588-3275 Wes t Germ any: 4;000 DUsseldorf, Gra f -Adolf-St rasse 37 Tel. 10846 
Hitachi A merica, Ltd.: New York : 437 M adison Av., New York, N . Y. 10022 Tel. (2 12) 758-5420 San Franc i sco: 100 California 
St., San Francisco, Cali f. 94 111 Tel. (415) 981-7871 
Nisse I Sangyo GmbH Deutsch land : 4000 DLisse ldorf, Am Wehrh~h n 4 1 Tel. 36 09 03 Ni ssci S3ngyo Co., Ltd., T aipei Office: 
Nanking Bldg., No. 165, Sec. 2, N anking East Rd., T aipei 104 Tel. 570704 Nissei Sangyo Co,, L t d .. Hong Kong Branch Off ice: 
Room No. 904, Realty Bldg. , 71 Des Voeux Rd., Central Hong Kong Tet. 227403 Nissei Sangyo Comilrc io e Repr esentacao 
L td a: Edi f icio Estrela. Av . Rio Branco 211, 9 -Andar Salas 96/99 Sao Paulo, Brasil Tel. 221-301 1, 3805 
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If you're on the verge of open insurrection 
over frequency counters that deliver too 
much price and not enough performance ... 
JOIN THE HEATH/SCHLUMBERGER 
COUNTER REVOLUTION! 

We've got a new series of high frequency counters 
that combines exceptional performance and features 
with low cost. Standard features on all three models 
include 7-digit LED readout plus overrange ... high sta
bility time base ... automatic decimal point switching ... 
very high input sensitivity ... combination carrying 
handle/tilt stand. 
Revolutionary Idea #1: our new SM-11 OA ... Direct 
counting 1 Hz to 200 MHz range .. . input sensitivity : 
10 mV@ 35 MHz, 15 mV@ 200 MHz ... one megohm / 
15 pF and 50 ohm inputs .. .4 time-base ranges ... 1 MHz 
crystal time base with 7.5 ppm/yr stability ... all for 
only $495.00*. 
Revolutionary Idea # 2: the SM-1108 ... features the 
same range, input sensitivity and separate inputs as 
the SM-11 OA above ... p lus 1 MHz TCXO time base 
stable to 1 ppm/yr ... complete programmability for 
Range, Reset, Input Select, Count Inhibit, all standard 
TTL-level. Outputs : 7 digits of BCD, Overrange Flag , 
Decimal Points, Print Command , 5 V reference and 
ground . .. just $625.00. • 
Revolutionary Idea # 3: the new SM-110C . .. with all 
the features of both the A and B models above . .. plus 
a 600 MHz range (prescaled by 10) for the high fre
quency input. Imagine ... measurement capability into 
the UHF region for only $795.00! • 
Use the coupon below to send for the free SM-11 o 
series brochure .. . and join the Heath/Schlumberger 
Counter Revolution! 
P.S. : We've also got a complete line of counters, pre
scalers and timers starting at $350 . .. send for our 
free catalog for complete information. 

I HEATH I 
• • • • • • • •a-smttm.!§l·illll 

Heath/ Schlumberger Scientific Instruments 
Dept. 531 ·281 I 
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022 
D I'm ready to join the Counter Revolution .. . please send the SM-

110 series brochure. I 
D Send complete instrumentation catalog .. . including addresses and 

telephone numbers of the 36 company-owned distribution centers 

1 that provide sales and service. 
Name, ______ _____ ________ _ 

Company/ Institution I 
Address, _______ ___________ _ 

I City State ip___ I 
Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. 

" 

*Mail order prices; F.O.B. Benton Harbor, Michigan , 
EK-350 -----------184 Circle 184 on reader service card 
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Optima Instrument Cases: 
versatile and colorful. 

Designed for optimum usability, these 
hardy cases are available in 72 sizes for 
both 19 and 24 inch, panel-mounted in
struments. Select from hundreds of two
color combinations of a tough, good 
looking, vinyl finish . Get information on 
the complete Optima line of cases, racks 

Ci rc le 186 on reader service card 

and consoles. Write Optima Enclosures. 
Division of Scientific-Atlanta, Inc., 2166 
Mountain Industrial Boulevard. Tucker, 
Georg ia 30084. Or call (404) 939-6340. 

C!JGPrll 

NEW GIANT 
ECONOMY CARD 

14-pin to 36-pin sockets 
avai lable to handle any 

logic up to LSI. 

Larg er card provides easier 
maintenance, ye t packs ove r 
1000 IC 's in a 7" H x 9 V2" D 

card cage. 

Delivery 1-2 weeks for 
hardware , just 5 weeks 
for wrapped, debugged 
and documented systems 
from your logic diagrams 
with our automatic 

Disc retes easily 
.'.'!"11 .. lll!':.<'- included in wire-wrap 

Test points brought 
out to ca rd edge for easier 

checkout. 

Free We can save you time and money in design, 
producti on and maintenance with the world 's largest 

selec ti on of plug-in IC hardware . Our IC Packag ing Package 
tell s all. Send for it today and save a bundle. 

schedu le. 

~~©~IC PACKAGING 
EECO. 1441 E. Chestnut Avenue , Santa Ana. California 92705 · Te l : (7 14) 547-5651 

186 Circ le 207 on reader service card 
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111-V 
semiconductors 
Advanced semiconductors 
for advanced electronic devices 

• lnP In Sb 

SUMITOMO ELECTRIC 
Overseas Division : C.P.O.Box 1024,T o kyo, Japan 
liaison : Sumitomo El ectric U.S.A. lnc. T elephone (2 12)935-8844 - 5 

Los Ange les Office Telep ho ne (2 13) 622-8214 

Circle 190 on reader service card 

Various Types Available 

Other Products: 
Fixed Composition Resistors 
Spark Plug Suppressors 

0 ~~o\VZ@DENKI U L.:.J U 1 co .. LTD. 

225-3, 7-cho, Nakamachi, Ohtori, Sakai City , 
Japan 593 Phone : 0722 (62) 8281 

190 Circle 209 on reader service card 

LOW COST SEMICONDUCTOR 
MEMORY SYSTEM 
MONOS TORE IV / Planar capacity 1 K x 
1 to 4K x 20 on a single P. C. card 
9%" x 14". Cycle time 650 ns access 
time 450 ns. System includes timing 
control, refresh, address register, out
put data register, decoding, sense and 
memory array. Interface TTL compati
ble. Multiple cards can be packaged on 
0.5'' centers . Single quantity 4K x 16 
priced at $900.00. Available off the 
shelf. 

MONOLITHIC SYSTEMS· CORPORATION 

* 
2700 S. Shoshone, 

Englewood, CO 80110 
(303) 761-2275 

Circ le 240 on reader service card 
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~don't look like business gifts. 
Maybe 1l1at5 why they're such good ones. 

Flowers. Plants. 
Unusual as business 

gifts? Yes. 

Marje-It was a fresh, 
alive year topped with a lot 

of green. Soooo .. . 

American Florists Marketing Council, 

Meaningful, personal 
and imaginative? Also, yes. 

For Thanksgiving as 
well as Christmas? Yes: 

For someone's home 
as well as office? 

Again, yes. 
Easy to 

deliver? Yes. Because 

901 N . Washington St., Alexandria, Va. 22314 

your florist does it. Locally, 
or anywhere in the world via 
wire service.Just provide him 
a list of your special people 
and select the flowers and 
plants. He does all the rest. 

You give your clients 
fresh ideas all year. Why slow 
down now? 

John-A growing 
pl.ant for your 
growing pl.ant 
(1 couldn't resist!) 
Best wishes. 

Banning- I dub thee 
Tux Lawyer of the Year 
and wish you many 
happy returns. 



Mississippi 
Industry 
speaks for 
itself. 
' 'Kellwood Company believes 
Mississippi is one of the finest 
sections of the nation for industry. 
Men and women throughout the state 
provide a vital component in any 
company's formula for success-a 
willing, intelligent and stable 
work force. ' ' 

Fred W. Wenzel 
Chairman, President and 

Chief Executive Officer 
Kellwood Company 

Individual productivity of workers 
in Mississippi is a pleasant surprise to 
new industry- Mississippians are 
industrious and eager to give a full 
day's work. Many industries report 
their Mississippi operations easily 
surpass productivity figures of plants in 
other parts of the country. Absenteeism 
and turnover are also much lower. And 
there is a constant supply of trained 
labor, thanks to a statewide system of 
Vocational & Technical Training 
Centers which provide training 
tailormade to your particular 
industry's requirements. For more 
information about Mississippi labor 
and the economic benefits of a move to 
Mississippi , write to Harry D. Owen, 
Director, Mississippi Agricultural & 
Industrial Board. P. 0. Box 849, 
Jackson, MS 39205. 

MISISIPPI 
State of Crorge 
WILLIAM L. WALLER, GOVERNOR 

adds the CPA. Generally, two early ses
sions with the accountant are needed, 
and then two sessions a year thereafter: 
one for the annual chore of filing tax re
turns, the other to update and discuss 
the audit. Getting records together at the 
outset is tedious-but rewarding . 

The accountant (or possibly lawyer
accountant) won ' t come up with 
ironbound rules for planning a client's 
dollar flow. But he will give some reason
able guidelines . Consider, first , the case 
of a management executive , with some 
conclusions that are valid for most in 
come brackets. Jones is 45, married, 
has two teenagers in high school. His 
salary is $50,000, and he has income of 
$2,000 from investments. His assets in
clude $35 ,000 of equity in his house, life 
insurance cash value of $10,000 
($50,000 coverage), cash savings of 
$10,000, common stocks worth 
$20 ,000 , personal property worth 
$10 ,000 (including two cars, paid for) , 
and vested pension funds worth 
$15,000. Liabilit ies include $2 ,000 in 
debts and $2 ,000 in taxes payable. So, 
net worth is $96,000 . 

Generally, the advice is that a man in 
rough ly these circumstances should 
save at least 10% of his after-tax in
come. Thus, Jones-who pays about 
$16,000 in taxes-should be putting 
away $3 ,500 a year , or more. Note that 
a man in a more modest bracket might 
be advised to save at the very least 5% 
of his after-tax net . " It really should be 
10% minimum, too , for someone in , say, 
the $25 ,000 range ," notes a CPA, " but 
few people will hold to that, what with to
day's prices." 

On the budget side, one rule of thumb 
is that a man in the executive sa lary 
range should turn over to his wife 40% to 
50% of his net income after both taxes 
and savings, for running the house (ex
-.;lud ing mortgage payments and utili
ties) . In the example, Jones has $2 ,625 
a month for his budget. If he gives his 
wife, say, 45%, she gets about $1 ,200 a 
month-leaving Jones with $1,425. The 
$1,425 must cover the mortgage , prop
erty taxes, al l types of insurance , house
hold repairs , new furniture and equip
ment for the house , auto expenses , 
en tertainment , vacations , the husband's 
expenses-plus at least a modest sinking 
fund for special purchases. " The for
mula varies family to family ,''. says a 
CPA. " But once arrived at for a family , 
the budget ought to stick, and not flip
flop with everybody"s whims.'' 

Investment objectives can be sharp
ened, too. Broadly, the annual audit will 
give a clear idea of how much can safely 
be put into the stock market each year (if 

any)-and how prudently or specula
tively this amount should be managed. A 
very rough rule followed by some invest
ment advisers says that a business 
executive or professional man, in fairly 
average circumstances, ought to put no 
more than 10% to 15% of his total mar
ket investment into speculative stocks. In 
the example , Jones's bare minimum 
$3 ,500 savings should probably go into 
safe growth investments-not specula
tion . "Some people actually find it a re- , 
lief to learn that they really shouldn 't be 
in hot new issues or $10 high flyers ," 
says a Connecticut adviser. 

College financing is a must for most . 
families , and many people find that they 
are aiming under the mark. Costs vary, 
depending on many variables. For in
stance, state college costs can be as 
much as 30% cheaper, overall , than 
comparab le private college costs. 
Three-year degree programs (a new 
trend) can sometimes save up to 25% of 
the total cost. At best , though , for most 
families the total college tab comes as a 
rough blow. Annual accounting , if noth
ing else, gets a father on the road to 
smart college financing years in ad
vance-it gives him a clear idea of how 
much he can and should be putting 
aside. Thus , the sooner annual-audit 
thi nking begins , the better. 

On housing , there is a somewhat tra
ditional estimate that the average family 
can " afford " a house that cost up to 2 Y2 -
times pretax income (so, Jones, with a 
$50 ,000 salary, might go to $125 ,000) . 
But rules bend , and today most con
servative advisers suggest twice the in
come as the top figure . It may be more 
practical to budget for housing in terms 
of annual outlay. Accountants note that 
businessmen and professionals pru
dently will spend about 10% to 12% of 
pretax income on family housing. There 
are also recommended ranges for other 
expenses; for example , about 10% for 
food, 5% to 7% for life insurance , 4% to 
6% for recreation , and 4% to 6% for 
clothing. The annual accounting , prop
erly handled , therefore lets the individual 
compare his own expenses wi th sug
gested standards. 

Pre-audit paperwork pays. Dusting off 
old records and making careful compu
tations before the first formal session 
with the accountant will ease the strain
and maybe cut the fee. Accountants and 
similar consultants charge on a time
basis, and the fee can run from about 
$20 an hour, up. 

In picking an auditor-adviser , it is wise 
to think in terms of hiring a younger man 
instead of a senior member of a firm. He 
will more likely be interested in a small
ish account , and will give the time and 
attention needed. He will also be around 
to handle the work in later years . A se
nior man in an established firm will usu
ally be happy to suggest the younger 
man you seek. 



IS IT A NICE SUMMER 
PLACE , FRED ? 
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WE GO ALL THE WAY 
ON THE INTERSTATE 

---__...;~~r:t 

Thanks to the new Interstate Highway 
System, you spend less time driving, more 
time vacationing. 
And there 's a better chance you 'll get there 
safely. The Interstates are our safest high
ways, saving thousands of lives each year. 
That 's why it is so important we get all the 
new roads our highway-use taxes promise. 
Typically, a long-haul tractor-trailer pays 
about $3,400 a year in special taxes. Added 

' ' 
GOSH, FRED, NOW NO PLACE IS 

TOO FAR FROM OUR PLACE 

to the special taxes all other 
highway users pay, it buys the 
safe-driving all of us must have. 

C 1972 Hanna-Barbera Productions. Inc. 

Your Highway Trust Fund buys American Truckine Industry 

highway safety. We 're for that . 

Eaton Corporation , Axle Division, Cleveland , 
Ohio 44110, manufacturers of heavy-duty 
Eaton® truck axles; Transmission Division, 
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49001 , manufacturers 
of Fuller® Roadranger® transmissions. 

I!' , 19"'" N Truck 
Ii a l. • Components 



still making 
automotive 
history 

1 929 Pierce Arrow Convertible Coupe 
Frederick C. Crawford Auto-Aviation Museum 

MOTOR OIL REFINED FROM 100% PURE PENNSYLVANIA GRADE 
CRUDE OIL- THE CLASSIC OIL FOR MORE THAN 63 YEARS 

Only care can make a car a classic. Care 
that defies the years, as with this 1929 
Pierce Arrow Convertible Coupe. 

From the very start of automotive 
history, proper car care has included 
regular use of a brand of Pennsylvania 
Grade motor oil. 

Nature endowed Pennsylvania Grade 
crude oil with unique lubricating quali
ties - highest natural viscosity index. 
natural oiliness. full-bodied protection 
that resists breaking down under heat 

and compression. 
That's why motor oils refined from this 

remarkable crude are naturally superior
why they are the most wanted brands 
coast to coast. They coddle every engine 
as though it were a classic. 

Pennsylvania Grade crude 
oil. Still making automotive 
history. 

Free booklet gives helpful ·cp,•d•o! 
car care information. Write ~""""': 
Dept. PB 21 . 

PENNSYLVANIA GRADE CRUDE OIL ASSOCIATION 
P. 0. Box 250, 011 City, Pennsylvania 16301 

There's a 
reason Georgia 
has been industrial
izing and urbanizing itself 
faster than any other state in 
the dynamic South. 

In fact, there's a whole 
bookful of reasons, with 
corresponding profit oppor
tunities for companies of 
every description. 

Write Georgia 
Department of Industry 

& Trade, Industry Division, 
Dept. MH-7, Post Office 
Box 38097, Atlanta, 
Georgia 30334, for your 
free copy of the I 9 7 2 
Georgia Industrial Survey. 

It could start a boom of 
your own.Georgia. 

THE MARKET 

The "municipals": 
the good and bad 
of tax-free bonds 

The market for tax-exempt bonds-the 
so-called " municipals " -was once the 
exclusive sanctuary of the ultra-rich and 
their financial advisers . Now, for one 
reason or another, nearly everybody 
seems to want to get in , and already 
enough bumpkins have arrived trailing 
sharp-eyed predators to alarm the land
lords. Wall Street houses which deal in 
these securities have begun posting a 
few warning signs for the uninitiated at 
the gates. 

One reason is that municipal bonds 
have suddenly become big and impor
tant business. Last year, U.S. communi
ties floated $24-billion worth of them ; 
U.S. industry at the same time issued 
only $9-million worth of common stocks . 
Another reason is that a lot of American 
families suddenly find themselves in in
come tax brackets where the tax exemp
tion of municipals makes sense. 

For instance, you and your wife need 
only be filing a joint return on between 
$16,000 and $20,000 in combined tax
able income (after deductions) to find 
yourself in the 28% bracket. A single 
man paying taxes on $14,000 is in the 
29% bracket. For either of them, a mu
nicipal bond yielding 6% to maturity tax
free is worth its weight in taxable secu
rities paying 8.33% and better. In New 
York, where (as in other metropolitan 
areas) city and state income taxes add 
to the bite, the tax-exempt municipals 
are even more attractive. 

With more and more U.S. families at
taining those income levels-and with 
many still leery of common stocks-mu
nicipals have understandably captured 
their investment imagination. Unfortu
nately, this interest has also drawn some 
shady operators. A variety of sleazy tac
tics were exposed in a crackdown in 
Memphis last year, and early this year 
Florida state authorities detected so 
much smelly dealing in tax-exempts that 
they circulated a warning pamphlet , How 
Not To Get Burned in The Municipal 
Bond Market . 

Bond men suspect that broad 
changes lie ahead. They predict strict 



PROTECT CASH, SECURITIES, COINS, 
HOBBY COLLECTIONS, JEWELRY, 

DRUGS and VALUABLES! 
Perfect for home, business or travel, 
Stebco 's " Pony Express " St rong Box has 
a double combination and key lock, re
movable tray with adjustable dividers, 
and a host of other protective features. 
Over 460 cubic inches of space. $34.95. 
Other models from $10.95. 

Available at Stationers and Other Fine Stores, 
or wri te 

s~~bc<>® 
3950 South Morgan, Chicago 60609 

6-DIGIT 
ELECTRONIC CLOCK 

New solid-state silent timepiece with computer-logic 
accuracy and high-visib ility illuminated electronic 
readout tubes tells time to the second . Reads 12 or 
24 hour time on 120 or 240 volts, 50 or 60 cycles. 
" Beeper" alarm automatically sounds every 24 
hours; repeating "snooze" switch gives extra 7 min
utes sleep. Assembly manual guides you one easy 
step at a time to completion in 2 or 3 evenings. 

Black Cycolac® case with simu lat
~--- ed walnut inserts. There 's nothing 

like it at this low kit price. 
Kit GC· 1005, 4 lbs .. . .. . $54.95 

Over 350 
Easy-To-Build Kits 
SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 

- .. -r;M®4'ii.J-, 
HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 99-11 I 
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022 I o Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog. I 
O Enclosed is $ , plus shipping. 

Please send model GC-1005 Cl ock (00 lbs.) I 
Name I 
Address I I City State ip __ 

I Prices & Specificat ions subject to change I 
I without notice. I 

*Mai l order prices; F.O.B. factory. GX-263 
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regulation in the near future, and prob
ably tax reforms to sharply alter the privi
leged status of municipals. (Indeed , 
some foresee the evolution of taxable 
public securities eventually .) The net re
sult: Generally tougher going for the 
market, its customers, and its dealers . 

With so much negativism in the air , 
reputable bond dealers are trying harder 
than ever to educate their expanding au
dience in the pitfalls, as we ll as the ben
efits , of municipals. A recent advisory of 
T. J. Holt & Co., for instance , puts em
phasis on some of the caveats . 

" Municipals are not really top-notch 
bonds across-the-board, " says Thomas 
Holt. " Many are by no means risk-free , 
or even low-risk. Many municipalities are 
for all practical purposes bankrupt, or 
close to it. They face tax revolts among 
their citizens. It 's not inconceivable that 
some could go under." 

His message: Investors can no longer 
blindly accept general-obligation 
bonds-the blue-chips of the tax
exempts , since they are backed by the 
unlimited taxing authority of their issuing 
municipality-as the Gibraltars they 
would seem to be. 

Certainly revenue bonds (which de
pend on such things as bridge tolls and 
stadium ticket sales for their return) are 
hardly meat for the average investor. 
" He has all he should worry about in 
evaluating the yields and ratings " (i .e., 
in Moody's or Standard and Poor 's), 
says one top dealer, " to be trying to 
guess what the traffic on a highway may 
be. " Most reputable dealers also warn 
firmly against certain bonds that some 
municipalities have been issuing which 
may not be true " municipals " -or even 
tax-exempt. These include " arbitrage " 
bonds , with which some towns have 
sought to raise funds to re-invest for a 
higher return , and so-called " industrial 
revenue bonds", the proceeds of which 
are used to encourage new industry. 

The biggest danger, as Holt sees it , 
lies in the sheer volume of issues. Main
stay of the tax-exempts market has al
ways been the U.S. commercial banking 
community, he notes . Commercial bank
ers bought up more than half of last 
year's record $24-billion in bonds. 
Lately, however, the commercial banks 
have showed some signs of saturation ; 
their holdings of U.S. bonds, for in
stance, are the lowest since 1929. " If 
another $15-to-$20-billion worth (of new 
issues) comes in without the commercial 
banks to support it," he warns, " there is 
no telling what might happen ." 

Such warnings, of course , are not in
tended to scare new investors out of the 
market, but merely to open their eyes . 
" There is no such thing , for instance , as 

a bargain in municipal bonds-at least 
from a reputable dealer, " says Gerard 
Bissinger , a principal in Lebenthal & Co., 
which deals exclusively in tax-exempts 
for individual accounts. " Beware of the 
salesman who calls and says he has 
'some awfully good buys today .' " 

Indeed, the bid-and-asked prices of 
municipals are fairly well circumscribed 
by going interest rates and their own 
yield to maturity. The latter is the single 
most important figure for the investor. He 
should know , for instance , that a $1 ,000 
bond ($1,000 and $5 ,000 are standard 
units) maturing in five years, with a cou
pon rate (annual return) of 4 1.1.i % , should 
cost him no more than $885 .65 if he is to 
realize a 7% yield to maturity on his in
vestment. Indeed, every bond dealer 
keeps a book at his elbow containing 
tables that work out these relationships 
at a glance. This yield is, of course, quite 
apart from the tax-exempt feature which 
is an added attraction. 

" The salesman who touts price alone 
can be misleading you ; it may well be 
that a bond discounted at $750 is a 
poorer buy than one offered at a pre
mium (above $1 ,000) , in terms of yield to 
maturity ," says Bissinger . " Such a 
salesman also is likely to forget to men
tion the effect of capital gains taxes on 
the discount bond." 

His recommendation (seconded by a 
number of other top dealers) is this: 
"Buy to maturity. In other words, if you 
want to invest some money for five 
years , buy a bond maturing in five years, 
not a 10-year one with the idea of selling 
it in five at a profit-you probably will 
lose." 

This underlines a basic rule for inves
tors in municipals : Use only that money 
which you can afford to leave alone for 
awhile. Money that may be needed on 
fairly short notice is better off in the 
bank. Indeed, the parallel with banking is 
quite close. " The big advantage of mu
nicipals," notes Bissinger, " is that you 
know to the penny how your money is 
working for you ." In other words, with 
the right bond in the right portfolio , it's 
just like money in the bank-and there 's 
no tax on it. 

Here, for instance, is what tax-exemp
tion can mean for persons in various tax 
brackets. According to figures compiled 
by The Bond Buyer, a sing le person with 
taxable income of $14-$16 ,000 and a 
couple filing a joint return on $20 ,000 
are roughly in the same bracket (31 %) 
where a 6% yield on a municipal bond is 
worth an 8 .7% return from securities on 
which they must pay taxes. Single per
sons reach the 50 % bracket at around 
$32-$38 ,000 and joint filers at $44-
$54 ,000 . At this level, of course , a tax
able investment would have to yield 
12%-or twice as much-to match the 
municipal 's6% return . 
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LJCCJOg) WG6JC? 
Just plug in one of our calculators 

or word processing systems and watch 
productivity soar. Large shop, small shop -
at any level. 

We can offer you a simple 
programmable calculator that will double a 
clerk's output. Or a full-blown calculating 
system that rivals a computer's power but 
carries a bite-sized price tag. Or an automatic 
typing system that thinks. 

During the past few years, we've 
increased the productivity of many , many 
organizations and we can do the same for you . 
Inexpensively . Just give us a call. 

We' re in the Yellow Pages under 
" ADDING & CALCULATING MACHI NES." 

Wang Laboratories, Inc . WANG 
Tewksbury, . 
Massachusetts 01876 
PB-11 
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Blowing gold dust 
off Oriental art 
(or how to make 
10% on a teapot) 

Sung Dynasty figure 
at recent auction . 

Tax brew: 
dollar-savers 
on the fire 

Who will get 
your money? 

by Joseph Wiltsee i 
Right now it's Oriental art (rare, fine, and not-so-fine) that has appreciation-minded 
collectors raising their hands at auctions and ignoring do-not-handle signs in gal
leries from London to San Francisco. Chinese art, especially, has become the most 
" interesting phenomenon " in the market today , say the experts at London 's Sothe
by 's and New York's Sotheby Parke Bernet galleries. President Nixon 's China visit 
spurred an already established upward trend. Sales of collectable Oriental items 
were up about 50% for the 1971-72 season , over 1970-71 . Appreciation has been 
up at a 10% clip since 1965. Outlook: also up . 

But before buying an ebony chest in which to stash his treasures , the average 
collector must do some research . "First decide just what you want to collect ," says 
Martin Lorber, Parke Bernet's Oriental art expert, " -prints, bronzes, paintings, 
porcelain , fine 'china ', or whatever." He adds: " It will be difficult enough to learn 
the essentials of your specialty, let alone all Oriental art. " See first, The Arts of 
China, by Hugh Honour, and then The History of China, by C. P. Fitzgerald (Ameri
can Heritage). And steep yourself in the specialty you 've picked , particularly in the 
museums-and only then venture into a gallery or fine antique house with a mean
ingful purchase in mind. 

Sharpest recent rise in values has been in Japanese swords and prints, with in
terest stimulated by some major auctions last month . On a lower investment scale, 
the familiar " rose medallion " china, and blue-and-white Canton china, have lately 
increased in value in a $25 to $250 price range-and more appreciation is pre
dicted for authentic 19th century pieces (despite the rash of recent copies) . ... A 
Chinese understatement: In the Oriental art field , the chance of fraud is present. 
Greatest danger: the highly skilled copyist. 

Custodian accounts let you split off taxable income by gifts to children (usually 
securities) , and if it's handled properly, the assets will be outside the father 's tax
able estate . A new Tax Court case shows that a father can avoid the danger of hav
ing estate tax levied simply by naming another person as " custodian ." Says a top 
New York tax man : " Why name yourself-why not your brother, or your cousin? Or 
why not your wife?" .. . Hobby losses get liberal treatment. The law says that a 
business-hobby {l ike a farm) justifies tax deductions if there is a true underlying 
profit motive. The Tax Court allowed the deductions by two wealthy weekend farm
ers, even though they showed operating losses for eight years. They proved a 
profit motive-or, at least, sold the court on the idea . ... Political gift deductions 
aren 't allowed for the true value of money-raising shindigs such as black-tie din
ners and dances, nor for political raffle tickets , says Internal Revenue. But the ex
cess tab charged by the political group (over and above true value, or regular cost 
of , say, a dinner or show) can be deducted . . . . Office-at-home: New case shows, 
in effect, that the homework must have practical value, not just convenience value. 

John Barnes' Who Will Get Your Money? provides a sensible, painless passage 
through the tedium bounded by wills on one side and trusts on the other. In a word , 
this review tells you how best to transfer your assets to your heirs , in terms of least 
trouble and expense. Cutting " probate" down to size is included (Morrow, 250 pp,, 
$8.95) .. . . In his new book, Being Safe, Mel Mandell argues against , among other 
things , the idea of owning a weapon for home protection . His guide to protecting 
your property and, more importantly, your person , is good solid stuff and recom
mended to any nervous , crime-conscious apartment dweller or suburbanite (Satur
day Review Press, 312 pp., $6.95). 

Executive chef: Put fresh strawberries into bowls and sprinkle with fresh lemon 
juice and sugar; at the last minute pour 1/.i-cup Grand Marnier over each serving
then add on top some whipped vanilla ice cream. From The Plaza Cookbook, by 
Eve Brown, which has many fine mixes from Manhattan's fine Plaza Hotel. 



The father of our country 
should not be the mother of invention. 

Many companies find George 
Washington so inspiring, they develop 
new products mainly to collect his 
portrait. 

On currency. 
Which results in many new 

products that are neither genuinely 
new nor genuinely helpful. 

So we feel there's a better reason 
to invent things: 

To solve problems for our 
customers. 

We've followed that philosophy 
since 1899, when we developed the 
first inexpensive paper cone for textile 

machines. 
And we've continued to follow 

it in developing other significant 
products. Such as fibre paper mill 
cores to replace more costly wooden 
and metal cores. And composite cans 
for liquids like oils and citrus concen
trates that replace expensive metal 
cans. And folding cartons and hun
dreds of other products that improve 
efficiency in virtually every major 
industry. 

If you'll write Sonoco Products 
Company, Dept. PB, Hartsville, S.C. 
29550 for our free booklet, you can 

learn more about the unique prod
ucts we've developed. (Which, 
incidentally, do not include the gas 
and oil products from Sunoco, 
another company.) 

The booklet will also tell you 
something else. How we've grown to 
a $135 million business. Which 
proves that necessity is not only the 
true mother of invention, but that 
she is very good to her children. 

Sonoco Products Company. 
Innovators in paper~ 

and plastics. ., 
50571 ® 


